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Preface 

 

This volume presents the proceedings of the 6th IEEE International Workshop on IP 
Operations and Management (IPOM 2006), which was held as part of Manweek 2006 
in Dublin, Ireland from October 23rd to 25th, 2006. In line with its reputation as one 
ofthe pre-eminent venues for the discussion and debate of advances of management of 
IP networks and services, the 2006 iteration of IPOM brought together an 
international audience of researchers and practitioners from both industry and 
academia. The overall theme of Manweek 2006 was “Autonomic Component and 
System Management”,with IPOM taking this to be the application of autonomic 
principles to the IP operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning 
(OAM&P) domain. 

IPOM 2006 is more relevant than ever to the emerging communications infrastruc-
ture that is increasingly focused on “convergence” of networks and services.  
Although arguably over-hyped, there is a fundamental truth to this convergence story, 
and this is based on the fact that the TCP/IP protocol suite (IPv4 and IPv6) has 
become the common denominator for a plethora of such converged services.  One 
good example in the period between IPOM 2005 and IPOM 2006 has been the large 
scale deployment of consumer VoIP, linked to the success of Skype and alternatives 
including SIP-based approaches. In many countries VoIP is driving broadband 
deployment for SMEs where real costs savings can be accrued, especially for 
companies with remote staff in the field. Many operators are now deploying Quality 
of Service (QoS) schemes to manage this VoIP (and other premium) traffic.  This 
brings these issues from the research laboratory into the operations and management 
domain. 

Being a relatively pragmatic workshop IPOM 2006 is focused on issues that matter 
to those managing such IP networks and services, both enterprise networks and tele-
communications operators’ networks.  These issues include the complexity of interop-
erability between networks and service providers, the performance versus costs in 
operating IP-based networks, and the OAM&P challenges in next generation 
networks(NGNs) and related seamless service provision.  Of particular interest in the 
telecommunications sector are issues related to Fixed-Mobile Convergence and the 
emerging IP Multimedia System (IMS). These issues were reflected in the issued call 
for papers. 

In response to the IPOM 2006 call for papers a total of 45 paper submissions were 
received from the research community. Of these, 39 were full papers and 6 were short 
papers. After a comprehensive review process carried out by the technical programme 
committee and additional subject area experts all submissions were ranked based on 
review scores and the co-chair’s view on their contribution and relevance to the 
conference scope. All submissions received at least 3 reviews, with most receiving 4. 
After lengthy discussions it was decided to accept 18 of the 39 submitted full papers 
(40% acceptance rate of the total submissions) and 4 short papers. These papers 
present novel and interesting contributions in topics ranging from OSPF weightings in 
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intradomain QoS, to large scale topology discovery. We believe that, taken together, 
these papers provide a provocative insight into the current state of the art in IP 
operations and management.  

There are many people whose hard work and commitment were essential to the 
success of IPOM 2006. Foremost amongst these are the researchers who submitted 
papers to the conference. The overall quality of submissions this year was high and 
we regret that many high quality papers had to be rejected. We would like to express 
out gratitude to both the IPOM steering committee and the technical committee, for 
their advice and support through all the stages of the conference preparation. We 
thank all paper reviewers, in particular those outside the technical programme 
committee, for their uniformly thorough, fair and helpful reviews. We thank the IEEE 
for their continued support and sponsorship of IPOM. 

Most of the time-consuming practical and logistical organisation tasks for the con-
ference were handled by the members of the Manweek Organisation Committee – this 
made our jobs significantly easier, and for that we are very grateful. Finally, we wish 
to acknowledge the financial support of both Science Foundation Ireland and the 
Manweek corporate sponsors, whose contributions were hugely instrumental in 
helping us run what we hope was a stimulating, rewarding and, most importantly, an 
enjoyable conference for all its participants.  

 
October 2006                                                                                                  Gerard Parr 

David Malone 
Mícheál Ó Foghlú 
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Traffic Modeling and Classification Using Packet

Train Length and Packet Train Size

Dinil Mon Divakaran, Hema A. Murthy, and Timothy A. Gonsalves

Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

Chennai - 600036
{dinil, hema, tag}@tenet.res.in

Abstract. Traffic modeling and classification finds importance in many
areas such as bandwidth management, traffic analysis, traffic prediction,
network planning, Quality of Service provisioning and anomalous traffic
detection. Network traffic exhibits some statistically invariant proper-
ties. Earlier works show that it is possible to identify traffic based on
its statistical characteristics. In this paper, an attempt is made to iden-
tify the statistically invariant properties of different traffic classes using
multiple parameters, namely packet train length and packet train size.
Models generated using these parameters are found to be highly accurate
in classifying different traffic classes. The parameters are also useful in
revealing different classes of services within different traffic classes.

1 Introduction

The phenomenal expansion of Internet has seen a rapid growth in the number
and variety of applications. Many of such applications turn out to be bandwidth-
hungry or delay-sensitive; and require, or at least benefit from specific service
classes that prioritize packets in the Internet. Internet Service Providers and
network operators need to classify traffic data within their network and evaluate
their absolute and relative importance and subsequently create traffic policies
to be enforced in the Internet routers [1]. Network administrators need to know
the different classes or types of traffic that flow through their network so as
to manage the network efficiently. Accurate traffic classification is essential for
provisioning and bandwidth management. Floyd and Paxson [2] pointed out that
it is important to capture the invariants of traffic to cope with the constantly
changing nature of Internet traffic.

Conventional methods for traffic classification use the packet header infor-
mation to find out the ports used for communication. Well known ports are
supposed to be used by specific application protocols (e.g. port 80 is usually
used by HTTP). But this method has become less and less accurate as more
and more emerging applications use well know ports for relaying traffic, e.g.
tunneling over HTTP port is very common [3,4]. Owing to the increasing traffic
and application protocols, techniques based on statistical modeling are gaining
importance. Recent works have made efforts to increase the accuracy in traffic
classification [5,6,7,8].

G. Parr, D. Malone, and M. Ó Foghlú (Eds.): IPOM 2006, LNCS 4268, pp. 1–12, 2006.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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In traffic modeling, parameters are extracted from packet headers. There are
different parameters such as packet length, packet inter-arrival time, flow du-
ration, packet train inter-arrival time, packet train length, packet train size etc
that can be considered for modeling of traffic. While parameters can be modeled
separately [9], we focus on modeling the traffic classes using multiple parameters.

In [10], it was shown that traffic characteristics are generally multimodal in
nature. For example, the total number of packets transferred during mail trans-
fer vary for small text messages to large picture attachments. To capture the
multimodal characteristic of traffic, we employ clustering techniques based on
Vector Quantization (VQ) [11] and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [12]. The
models obtained using these techniques are later used for classification of a given
data set (not used during training) into one of the different traffic types.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect.3 we explain the experi-
mental setup. Modeling and classification using VQ is explained in Sect.4. Section
5 details modeling using GMM and Bayesian classification using the Gaussian
mixtures obtained. Evaluation and verification of models follow in Sect.6. We
conclude in Sect.7.

2 Related Work

System administrators have long being using port based classification method to
identify different traffic classes flowing in the network. Tools such as tcpdump [13]
read the header information to find the source and destination ports. Each server
port associates itself with an application as per the IANA (Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority) [14], which maintains a mapping of the server ports to
application types. Such a method does not provide good accuracy for a number of
reasons. For instance, with the proliferation of applications, not every application
is registered with IANA. Users behind a firewall that permits packets to only a
few ports, usually relay traffic through well known ports (eg. SSH over HTTP).
Similarly, non-privileged users run HTTP servers on ports other than 80. Even
for applications defined with IANA, some ports are used by different applications
with entirely different QoS requirements (for example, SSH and SCP use same
port 22).

Statistical traffic classification is an alternative to the less accurate port based
classification. Past research works have focused on characterizing particular traf-
fic classes. In [15], joint distribution of flow duration and number of bytes were
used to identify DNS traffic. Paxson [16] examined the distribution of flow bytes
and packets for a number of different applications. Roughan et al. used LDA
(Linear Discriminant Analysis) and QDA (Qualitative Discriminant Analysis) to
classify traffic into different classes of services for QoS implementation [5]. In [6],
authors describe a method for visualisation of the attribute statistics that aids
in recognizing cluster types. The method uses EM (Expectation-Maximistaion)
for probabilistic clustering with parameters such as packet size and packet inter-
arrival time. In [8], the authors explore Bayesian classifier using a number of per
flow discriminators to classify network traffic.
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The multimodal nature of traffic was highlighted in [9] using packet size as a
promising parameter for traffic characterisation. We extend this work and use
flow related information for modeling traffic.

3 Traffic Modeling

In this section, we detail the setup for experimentation in terms of the parameters
used for identifying the various traffic classes considered for this work.

3.1 Parameters

The goodness of these models largely depends on the parameters that are used
for modeling. The parameters used here for modeling and classification of traffic
classes are packet train length and packet train size. The concept of packet train
was introduced by Raj Jain and Shawn A. Routhier [17]. The two ends of a
packet train are identified as two nodes in a network. As defined in [17], a packet
train is essentially the flow of packets between two nodes in a network, where
each packet forms the car of the train. Here, we modify the definition of a packet
train to be the flow between two sockets, which is appropriately identified by the
quadruple (source host, source port, destination host, destination port). Each end
of such a packet train is identified by the node name and port number. Packet
train length is then defined as the number of packets within a train; and packet
train size is the sum of the sizes of all the packets that form a packet train.
The advantage of using these parameters (as will be discussed later), is that the
models generated using these parameters give information regarding the class of
service within an application type (say HTTP), apart from classifying traffic.

Since we consider two parameters for modeling and testing, it is important to
ensure that one parameter doesn’t overshadow the other parameter. Appropriate
normalization of parameters is therefore performed.

3.2 Traffic Classes

Five commonly used application protocols are selected for modeling and testing.
These are HTTP, SMTP, DNS, SSH and POP3 which use ports 80, 25, 53, 22
and 110 respectively. DNS uses UDP, whereas HTTP, SMTP, SSH and POP3 use
TCP as the transport layer protocol. The terms traffic types and traffic classes
refer to these application protocols in general.

This work looks only at one UDP based traffic class, namely DNS traffic.
Since all other traffic classes considered are TCP based, and hence connection
oriented, they inherently have the packet train property. But, it should be noted
that almost all UDP based applications can be viewed as a connection oriented
traffic and therefore can be represented using packet trains. For example, a video
conferencing tool running on top of UDP can be identified uniquely by src host,
src port, dst host and dst port, and all such packets can be considered as part
of a connection. To distinguish different connections of the same applications,
the time between packets can be used; as the time between consecutive packets
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of one run of the application will be much less as compared to time between
consecutive packets of different runs of the application. Hence, using all these
information, packet train parameters can be extracted for the traffic generated
by a video conferencing application, or in general, for traffic generated by almost
any UDP based application.

3.3 Data Representation

Throughout the paper, data or packet trains are represented as a set of N vectors,
X = {x1,x2, ...,xN} 1. Each input vector has a dimension of two corresponding
to the two parameters used in modeling.

4 Classification Using Vector Quantization

VQ is a very popular approximate method in the class of clustering algorithms
that simplifies computations and accelerates convergence. VQ partitions d-
dimensional vectors in the vector space, Rd, into finite sets of vectors based
on the nearest-neighbour criterion [18]. Such sets, called clusters, represent sep-
arate regions in the vector space. A vector, x ∈ Rd, belongs to cluster Ci, if

∥
∥x − µi

∥
∥ <

∥
∥x − µj

∥
∥ for all j �= i . (1)

where µi is the mean vector of the cluster, Ci. This equation states that a
vector belongs to the nearest cluster. If there are two or more clusters to which
the distance from the vector is minimum, one among them is chosen randomly.
The clusters partition the vector space such that

k⋃

i=1

Ci = Rd and

k⋂

i=1

Ci = φ . (2)

where k is the number of clusters.

4.1 Training

During training, we use VQ to partition the vector space, where the first dimen-
sion of each vector is packet train length and second dimension is packet train
size. The algorithm used is as follows

1. Initialize the mean (vector) of each cluster by randomly selecting a vector
from the given set of vectors, X, such that no two clusters have the same
mean.

2. Until the mean of each cluster converges
– Classify each vector into one of the clusters using (1).
– Recompute the mean of each cluster.

Using the above algorithm, the vectors in the given data set, X, are classified
into clusters. The models thus generated for each traffic type is used for testing.
1 Boldface is used to denote vectors and matrices.
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4.2 Testing

In the testing phase, we have to find the traffic type that is nearest to the given
data set, X. For this, we calculate the distance between the ith vector, xi, and the
nearest cluster (best cluster) of a particular traffic type, s, using the Euclidean
distance function

dist(xi, s) = min
j

√
√
√
√

d∑

l=1

[

xil − µjl

]2 1 ≤ j ≤ n(s) . (3)

where n(s) is the number of clusters in the traffic type s, and d is the dimension
of the vectors. It should be noted that, since the clusters depend on the traffic
type, the mean vector, µj, for each cluster is also dependent on the traffic type.
Now, the distortion of the data set, X, from each traffic type is given by

D(s) =
N∑

i=1

dist(xi, s) 1 ≤ s ≤ S . (4)

where S is the number of traffic types. The traffic type, T , of the given data set
is identified as the one to which the distortion is minimum,

T = arg min
s

D(s) . (5)

5 Bayesian Classification Using Gaussian Mixtures

Traffic classes can also be modeled using GMM. If each dimension of a d-
dimensional vector x is normally distributed random variable with its own mean
and variance, and are independent, their joint density has the form

p(x) =
d∏

i=1

p(xi) =
d∏

i=1

1√
2πσi

e−
1
2 ((xi−μi)/σi)

2
. (6)

The multivariate Gaussian distribution function [19] for a d-dimensional vector
x is written as

p(x) =
1

(2π)d/2|Σ|1/2
e−

1
2 (x−µ)tΣ−1(x−µ) . (7)

where µ is the d-component mean vector and Σ is the d-by-d covariance ma-
trix2. As the d components of the vector are independent, the covariance matrix
reduces to a diagonal matrix,

2 Superscript t denotes the transpose, and |Σ| and Σ−1 are the determinant and the
inverse of the covariance matrix respectively.
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Σ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

σ2
1 0 . . . 0
0 σ2

2 . . . 0
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
0 0 . . . σ2

d

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (8)

σ1, σ2, .., σd being the standard deviation along each of the vector component.
In our work, the components of the vectors are nothing but the packet train
parameters which are statistically independent.

The number of mixtures in a traffic type is a function of the traffic class s,
denoted as n(s). Let θ1, θ2, ..., θn(s) be the vectors corresponding to the mixtures
m1, m2, ..., mn(s), where θi is the vector with components µi and Σi of the mix-
ture mi. Given the feature vector, x, the Bayes formula [19] to determine the
(posteriori) probability of x being in the ith mixture, mi, is given as

P (θi|x) ≈ P (mi)p(x|θi) . (9)

An estimate of the probability of a mixture (prior) is calculated as

P (mi) =
nmi

N
. (10)

where nmi is the number of vectors in mi, and N is the total number of vectors.
The Bayes formula can be re-written by substituting the Gaussian function

for the likelihood of mi with respect to x

P (θi|x) ≈ P (mi)
1

(2π)d/2|Σi|1/2
e−

1
2 (x−µi)

tΣi
−1(x−µi) . (11)

where µi is the mean vector and Σi is the covariance matrix of mixture mi.

5.1 Training

We use (9) to determine the probability for each vector in the data set. The
parameters (dimensions of the vector) are packet train length and packet train
size. The following algorithm is used in the training phase.

1. Initialize the prior probability of each mixture with equal value such that
their sum is 1.

2. Initialize the mean (vector) of each mixture by selecting a vector randomly,
such that no two mixtures have the same mean.

3. Initialize the covariance matrix of each mixture to the d-by-d identity matrix.
4. Until the mean and variance of mixtures converge

– For each vector in the given data set, classify it into mixture mi if

P (θi|x) > P (θj|x) for all j �= i . (12)

where θi corresponds to mixture mi. If there are two or more mixtures
with maximum probabilities, one among them is chosen arbitrarily.
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– Recompute the probability of each mixture.
– Recompute the mean vector of each mixture.
– Recompute the covariance matrix of each mixture.

The above algorithm basically computes the vector θi and the probability
corresponding to every mixture of a traffic class.

5.2 Testing

The testing phase uses the probabilities and the means and variances of mix-
tures of different traffic classes obtained from the training phase. In Bayesian
clustering, the probability that the ith vector, xi belongs to a traffic class s is
found using

P (s|xi) =
∑

j

P (θj|xi) 1 ≤ j ≤ n(s) . (13)

where n(s) is the number of mixtures in the traffic class denoted by s.
We have observed that the rule which includes only the maximum probability

corresponding to the best mixture, yields better results as compared to the
above rule. We have therefore chosen the probability of occurrence of a vector in
a traffic class to be the maximum of the probabilities of occurrence of the vector
in each of the mixtures in the particular traffic class. That is

P (s|xi) = max
j

P (θj|xi) 1 ≤ j ≤ n(s) . (14)

The probability that the given set of vectors belong to a particular traffic class
is determined by the joint probability of all the vectors

P (s) =
N∏

i=1

P (s|xi) . (15)

where N is the total number of vectors.
Traffic classes overlap and the posterior probabilities obtained for mixtures

across different traffic classes can be similar. We therefore apply a threshold
on the probabilities (obtained by experimentation) before assigning a particular
class. The thresholds are different for each of the traffic classes. For example,
POP3 and SMTP have similar characteristics. A threshold based classification
reduces the misclassification of POP3 as SMTP. The traffic class of the given
data set is based on the following decision:

T = arg max
s

[

P (s) : P (s) > α(s)
]

. (16)

where α(s) is the threshold for traffic class, s.

6 Evaluation

The packet traces were collected from a gateway connecting the TeNeT [20]
private LAN and Internet Service Provider’s 1 Mbps (megabits per second) link,
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for a period of 90 days using tcpdump [13]. The packet header information from
the tcpdump output is fed to a parser program. The parser generates data sets
by computing the packet train parameters of each traffic type based on packet
headers information (such as source IP address, destination IP address, source
port, destination port, packet length and TCP flags). A data set used during
training consists of packet train parameters of a single traffic type. The training
was performed on data taken from 60 days of real Internet traffic. Data sets for
varying time periods of 60 minutes, 30 minutes and 15 minutes were used for
training. This essentially means that one-hour model for the ith hour has packet
train information pertaining to that hour of the 60 days data. Such models are
generated for each of the traffic types. So an HTTP data set for 12th hour has
60 days of HTTP data for the same hour. The models generated in the training
phase were used for classification of the given data set during testing. Testing
was performed on Internet data collected over 30 days. Data sets of 60 minutes,
30 minutes and 15 minutes were used for testing. The data collection interval
used for obtaining training data is same as for obtaining test data, so that the
data sets are subject to the same biases.

Classification using VQ was tested with one hour models. Bayesian classifica-
tion using Gaussian mixtures was tested using models of one hour, 30 minutes
and 15 minutes; and the results were compiled separately. It should be noted
that the actual test data used are obtained by extracting packet trains for a
connection. The testing program will predict the traffic type for the given set of
packet trains. The correctness of classification is determined by comparing the
predicted traffic type with the actual traffic type. Accuracy is the percentage of
data sets predicted correctly using the models.

It was observed that the number of mixtures (or clusters) required to model
a particular traffic class depends on the application protocol. This number is
manually found out by comparing the mean and variance of a mixture with the
means and variances of other mixtures. For this, the training algorithms used
in both the approaches (VQ and GMM) were executed for different number of
clusters/mixtures to find the optimal number of clusters/mixtures required. The
number of mixtures required to model different traffic classes were found to be
different. For example, HTTP traffic was modeled using 11 different Gaussian
mixtures, whereas POP3 traffic required only 7 Gaussian mixtures to model it.

6.1 Results Using VQ

Table 1 shows the accuracy in classifying traffic using VQ. The results of classi-
fication with and without thresholds for traffic classes are shown in Table 1(a)
and Table 1(b) respectively. By defining thresholds for the distortion of each
traffic type, misclassification error has reduced. The overall performance of clas-
sification increased from 83.3% accuracy to 94.9% accuracy.

6.2 Results Using GMM

Table 2 shows the result of classifying traffic using the GMM. An improvement in
classifying traffic (from 96.9% accuracy to 98.6% accuracy) was observed when
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Table 1. Results using VQ for one hour data

(a) Without any threshold

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 98.55%

SMTP 81.16%

DNS 100%

POP3 76.08%

SSH 60.86%

(b) With thresholds defined

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 99.27%

SMTP 96.38%

DNS 100%

POP3 90.56%

SSH 88.40%

Table 2. Results using GMM for one hour data

(a) Without any threshold

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 99.60%

SMTP 99.30%

DNS 100%

POP3 95.90%

SSH 79.18%

(b) With thresholds defined

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 99.60%

SMTP 99.30%

DNS 100%

POP3 97.20%

SSH 96.92%

the thresholds are defined. Also, classification using multiple parameters, namely
packet train length and packet train size, has given more accurate results when
compared to the previous work using Bayesian analysis techniques [8] which
obtained an accuracy of 95% using 28 minutes data. Comparing tables 1 and 2
shows that modeling using GMM gives more accurate classification results than
modeling using VQ. Test results in Table 2 was obtained with traffic for one hour
slots. Tables 3 and 4 show results with thresholds defined, using 30 minutes data
and 15 minutes data respectively.

6.3 Discussion

It is evident from the test results that the DNS traffic is always identified cor-
rectly. DNS is an Internet service which uses UDP as the underlying transport
protocol. Since UDP is a connectionless protocol, each DNS query or reply will
be a packet train with single packet. This clearly distinguishes it from TCP flows
which will normally have more than one packet in a train. Due to this unique
packet train property of the DNS traffic, it is never misclassified.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show that HTTP and SMTP traffic types were classified
with almost the same accuracies for different time durations even without thresh-
olds. The mixtures of HTTP traffic type did not overlap with mixtures of any
other traffic types resulting in highly accurate classification. SMTP and POP3
traffic had two overlapping mixtures; therefore POP3 got misclassified as SMTP
traffic. This is expected as both POP3 and SMTP deal with mail traffic. The
characteristics of both types of traffic are expected to be similar.

One important feature of these models generated using packet train parame-
ters is that it can be used by network administrators to estimate the number of
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Table 3. Results using GMM for 30 minutes data with thresholds defined

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 99.84%

SMTP 99.68%

DNS 100%

POP3 96.99%

SSH 96.72%

Table 4. Results using GMM for 15 minutes data with thresholds defined

Traffic Type Accuracy

HTTP 99.78%

SMTP 99.67%

DNS 100%

POP3 96.28%

SSH 94.53%

Table 5. Relevant HTTP mixtures during 11:00-12:00

Index Packet train Packet train Percentage of
length size total trains

# μ σ μ σ %

1. 5.10 1.02 854.52 188.30 20.24

2. 10.54 3.0 7428.57 4485.69 18.85

3. 4.81 0.41 576.14 27.58 18.27

4. 4.67 0.67 436.87 39.34 13.00

5. 34.56 18.02 37356.1 24876.7 11.90

6. 6.06 0.74 2644.25 545.22 6.93

7. 5.21 1.11 1522.81 163.07 5.51

8. 3.56 0.97 243.79 92.40 2.70

9. 520.56 1582.78 619126.8 2105716.6 1.18

tiny flows, that is ones that involve only a small number of packets. Similarly,
administrators can also monitor heavy hitters [21], those that represent a signifi-
cant proportion of the traffic, or the link bandwidth. For example, consider some
of the relevant HTTP mixtures for inbound packet trains during 11-12 hour from
the TeNeT link, which are shown in table 5. The table shows that most of the
HTTP downloads are small packet trains. As seen in rows 1, 3, and 4 of the
table, more than 50% of downloads are trains consisting of 5 packets, with the
download size ranging approximately from 400 to 1000 bytes. Near to 12% of
download traffic are medium-size downloads as seen in row 5, and more than 1%
are huge downloads as depicted in the last row of the table. Such information can
be used to learn the different classes of service required for various applications
in the network. The knowledge of traffic characteristics enables an administrator
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to do QoS provisioning and also to prioritize different traffic classes depending
on the QoS requirements.

This statistical method also reveals typical use of an application. For example,
if HTTP were used for relaying some other traffic (such as SSH) or for streaming
large amount media traffic, rather than more traditional web browsing. Also
traffic traces were collected during file transfer between machines using SCP,
which uses the same port as SSH (port 22). The SCP packet trains generated by
transferring files of size greater than 2 Megabytes was successfully rejected by
the SSH model. Though SCP and SSH use the same port, SSH traffic consists
of small packets (of size between 100 bytes to 200 bytes), whereas SCP traffic
usually has large packets (of size usually greater than 1000 bytes).

7 Conclusion

Our experiments show that GMM can be used to generate better models as
compared to VQ. The accuracy of Bayesian classification for one hour data
using GMM is 98.6% compared to 94.9% achieved using VQ based classification.
Accuracy of classification using GMM for data of 15 minutes is 98.05%. The
significance of time duration is that, only 15 minutes of data is required to
identify a particular traffic type. Although VQ and GMM have been used for
modeling of network traffic in the past [8,10], a novelty of the work presented in
this paper is the use of new parameters, namely packet train length and packet
train size. Using packet train length and packet train size as multiple parameters
for modeling, has helped not only in yielding high accuracy in classification, but
also in revealing useful information on different service classes in network traffic.

This work looked only at one UDP based traffic class, namely DNS traffic.
But, it should be noted that almost all UDP based applications can be viewed as
a connection oriented traffic and therefore can be represented using packet trains.
For example, a video conferencing tool running on top of UDP can be identified
uniquely by src host, src port, dst host and dst port, and all such packets can be
considered as part of a connection. To distinguish different connections of the
same applications, the time between packets can be used; as the time between
consecutive packets of one run of the application will be much less as compared
to time between consecutive packets of different runs of the application. Hence,
using all these information, packet train parameters can be extracted for the
traffic generated by a video conferencing application, or in general, for traffic
generated by almost any UDP based application.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new method to allocate band-
width adaptively according to the amount of input traffic volume for a
long range dependent traffic requiring Quality of Service (QoS). In the
proposed method, we divide the input process, which is modelled by an
M/G/∞ input process, into two sub-processes, called a long time scale
process and a short time scale process. For the long time scale process
we estimate the required bandwidth using the linear prediction. Since
the long time scale process varies (relatively) slowly, the required band-
width doesn’t need to be estimated frequently. On the other hand, for
the short time scale process, we use the large deviation theory to esti-
mate the effective bandwidth of the short time scale process based on the
required QoS of the input traffic. By doing this we can capture the short
time scale fluctuation by a buffer and the long time scale fluctuation by
increasing or decreasing the bandwidth adaptively. Through simulations
we verify that our proposed method performs well to satisfy the required
QoS.

1 Introduction

Several traffic measurement studies in recent years have shown the existence of
long-range dependence(LRD) and self-similarity in network traffic such as Eth-
ernet LANs[6,11], variable bit rate(VBR) video traffic[2,7], Web traffic[5], and
WAN traffic[15]. In addition, many analytical studies have shown that LRD net-
work traffic can have a detrimental impact on network performance and pointed
out the need of revisiting various issues of performance analysis and network
design. One of the practical impacts of LRD is that buffers at switches and
multiplexers should be significantly larger than those predicted by traditional
queueing analysis and simulations to meet the required quality of service (QoS).
This requirement for large buffers can be explained by the Noah effect and the
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Joseph effect. However, such a significantly large buffer requirement causes the
inefficient use of the network resources.

To solve this problem, many studies recommend that the buffer be kept small
while the link bandwidth is to be increased, and most studies, e.g. [3,9,16,17]
in the open literature have been focusing on the estimation of the required
bandwidth for LRD traffic based on the buffer overflow probability. However,
a deterministic bandwidth allocation strategy seems not to be quite effective
for LRD traffic. For example, if the traffic volume in a certain (relatively long)
period of time is less than the estimated bandwidth, which can happen for LRD
traffic with nonnegligible probability, then the network wastes the bandwidth for
as much period of time. Therefore, it would be more effective if we can adaptively
change the bandwidth allocated for LRD traffic, which is the motivation of this
study.

In this paper, we propose a new method to allocate bandwidth adaptively
according to the amount of input traffic volume for a long range dependent
traffic requiring quality of service (QoS). We consider a discrete time queueing
system with an M/G/∞ input process[10,12,13,14] to model the system with
LRD traffic. The M/G/∞ input process is the busy server process of a discrete
time infinite server system fed by Poisson arrivals of rate λ (customers/slot) with
general service times. To mimic LRD traffic the discretized Pareto distribution
is considered as the service time distribution.

In the proposed method, We divide the input process into two sub-processes:
a long time scale process and a short time scale process. For the long time scale
process we estimate the required bandwidth using the minimum mean square er-
ror(MMSE) linear prediction. Since the long time scale process varies (relatively)
slowly, the required bandwidth doesn’t need to be estimated frequently. On the
other hand, for the short time scale process, since the required bandwidth for
the long time scale process is fully captured by the linear prediction, we use the
large deviation theory [4] to estimate the effective bandwidth of the short time
scale process based on the required QoS of the input traffic. By doing this we
can capture the short time scale fluctuation by a buffer and the long time scale
fluctuation by increasing or decreasing the bandwidth adaptively. Hence, the to-
tal bandwidth allocated for the M/G/∞ input process is obtained by adding the
effective bandwidth of the short time scale process to the estimated bandwidth
of the long time scale process.

To check the performance of our proposed method, we simulate a queueing
system with the M/G/∞ input process under various conditions and our simu-
lation results show that the proposed method performs well. Further discussion
on the proposed method will be given later.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we introduce a
stationary M/G/∞ input process and investigate how to model LRD traffic
with the stationaryM/G/∞ input process. In section 3, we propose our adaptive
bandwidth allocation method for LRD traffic. In section 4, we present numerical
results to validate our method and further discussions are also provided. Finally,
we have conclusions in section 5.
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2 The Stationary M/G/∞ Input Process

An M/G/∞ input process is the busy server process of a discrete-time infinite
server system fed by Poisson arrivals with general service time. This process
has been known to be useful to model LRD traffic because it is stable under
multiplexing and flexible in capturing positive dependencies over a wide range
of time scales[10,12,13,14]. To describe the M/G/∞ input process, we assume
that the time axis is divided into slots of equal size and consider a discrete time
M/G/∞ queueing system as follows: The customer arrival process is according
to a Poisson process with rate λ, and βt+1 new customers arrive into the system
during time slot [t, t+ 1) for t = 0, 1, · · · . Since the number of servers is infinite,
customer j, j = 1, ..., βt+1, immediately occupies a new server in the system
after its arrival and begins its service from slot [t + 1, t + 2), with service time
σt+1,j (slots). We assume that {σt,j , t = 1, 2, · · · ; j = 1, 2, · · · βt} are i.i.d. and
σ denotes a generic r.v. for σt,j .

Let X(t), t ≥ 0 denote the number of busy servers during time slot [t, t+ 1),
in other words, the number of customers still present in the M/G/∞ system
during time slot [t, t + 1). We assume that the system starts with X(0) initial
customers at time 0. Then, the M/G/∞ input process is the busy server process
{X(t), t = 0, 1, · · · } of the M/G/∞ system described above. When X(t) is used
for traffic modelling, X(t) is considered as the number of packets arriving during
slot [t, t+ 1).

When we assume that the initial number X(0) of customers is a Poisson r.v.
with parameter λE [σ], and that {σ0,j , j = 1, 2, · · · , X(0)} are i.i.d. N-valued
r.v.s distributed according to the forward recurrence time σ̂ associated with σ,
i.e., the p.m.f. of σ̂ is given by p [σ̂ = r] � P [σ≥r]

E[σ] , r = 1, 2, · · · , it can be shown
that the resulting M/G/∞ input process is stationary[10,13]. In addition, we
can show that the covariance structure of {X(t), n = 0, 1, · · · } is given by [13]

Γ (k) � cov [X(t), X(t+ k)] = λE
[
(σ − k)+

]
, t, k = 0, 1, · · · , (1)

which is further reduced as [10,13,18]

Γ (k) = λ
∞∑

i=0

P
[
(σ − k)+ > i

]
= λ

∞∑
i=k+1

P [σ � i] = λE[σ]P [σ̂ > k]. (2)

In addition, the ACF (autocorrelation function) ρ(k) of the stationary M/G/∞
input process is obtained from (1) and (2) as follows:

ρ(k) � Γ (k)
Γ (0)

= P [σ̂ > k], k = 0, 1, · · · .

Next, we use the stationary M/G/∞ input process to model LRD traffic. To
do this, we consider a discretized Pareto distribution as the service time σ of a
customer in the correspondingM/G/∞ queueing system. The discretized Pareto
distribution is defined by

P [σ = i] � P [i ≤ Y < i+ 1] (3)
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where the random variable Y has the Pareto distribution with the shape param-
eter 1 < γ < 2 and the location parameter δ(> 0), given by

P [Y ≤ x] =

{
1 − ( δ

x)γ if x > δ,
0 otherwise.

Then, it can be easily checked that the stationary M/G/∞ input process with
discretized Pareto service times given above exhibits a long range dependence
by using (1),(2) and (3). We omit the detailed proof in this paper due to the
limitation of space. Hence, we use the the stationaryM/G/∞ input process with
discretized Pareto service times to mathematically model LRD traffic.

3 Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation Method

In this section, we propose a new adaptive bandwidth allocation (ABA) method
for LRD traffic requiring quality of service (QoS). In our ABA method, we
assume that the LRD traffic is modelled by a stationary M/G/∞ input process
with discretized Pareto service times. To compute the bandwidth allocated for
LRD traffic, we decompose the M/G/∞ input traffic X(t) into two components
called a short time scale process, denoted by Xs(t), and a long time scale process,
denoted by Xl(t) as follows: To decompose the input LRD traffic, a threshold
value T is given a priori. Then, Xs(t) is the number of busy servers at slot
[t − 1, t] which became active by arrivals whose service times are less than or
equal to a given threshold T , and Xl(t) is the number of busy servers at slot
[t− 1, t] which became active by arrivals whose service time is greater than T .

Due to the independence decomposition property of a Poisson process with
respect to a random selection, we see that the Poisson arrivals with service times
less than or equal to T generateXs(t) and accordingly,Xs(t) is anM/G/∞ input
process with arrival rate λP [σ ≤ T ] and service time with p.m.f P [σ=k]

P [σ≤T ] , 1 ≤ k ≤
T . Similarly, Xl(t) is also an M/G/∞ input process with arrival rate λP [σ ≥
T + 1] and service time with p.m.f P [σ=k]

P [σ≥T+1] , k ≥ T + 1. In addition, we see
that both processes Xl(t) and Xs(t) are independent. Then, by adjusting the
initial numbers and service times of customers for both processes, we make both
processes stationary. From the definitions of Xs(t) and Xl(t), we see that Xs(t)
captures the short time fluctuation in the input LRD traffic and Xl(t) captures
the long time fluctuation in the input LRD traffic.

Our next step is to compute the effective bandwidths for Xs(t) and Xl(t)
based on the given QoS requirement of the input LRD traffic. Since the service
times of customers generating the short time scale process Xs(t) are bounded by
T , we can easily show that Xs(t) is a short range dependence process. Hence, we
use the large deviation theory [4] to compute the effective bandwidth of Xs(t)
based on the QoS requirement of the input LRD traffic. We will give the details
in subsection 3.1. For the long time scale process Xl(t), since the tail behavior
of the service times of customers generating Xl(t) is the same as the discretized
Pareto service times, we see that Xl(t) is a LRD traffic. However, since the
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service times of customers generating Xl(t) are relatively long, the process Xl(t)
is changing relatively slowly, so that we may think that Xl(t) is almost constant
during each time period of fixed length, called the basic allocation period. In
addition, since the required QoS is already considered in the computation of
the effective bandwidth of Xs(t), we predict the amount of Xl(t) based on the
previous history of Xl(t) at the first slot of each basic allocation period and
allocate the same amount of bandwidth as the prediction for Xl(t) during the
basic allocation period. We will use the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
linear predictor to predict the amount of Xl(t), which will be given in detail in
subsection 3.2. Finally, we will describe how to allocate the bandwidth for the
LRD input traffic adaptively based on the effective bandwidth of Xs(t) and the
estimated bandwidth of Xl(t) in subsection 3.3.

3.1 The Effective Bandwidth for Xs(t)

In this subsection, we estimate the effective bandwidth for the short time scale
process Xs(t). To do this, we assume that the system has a buffer of size b and
should guarantee the overflowprobability less than e−ξb for the input LRDprocess.
As mentioned above, since the effective bandwidth function ofXl(t) is predicted by
a MMSE linear predictor which can not consider the QoS requirement, we consider
the QoS requirement of the input LRD process in the computation of the effective
bandwidth of Xs(t), which is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 1. When b is the buffer size of the system, the effective bandwidth Cs

for the required overflow probability e−ξb is given by

Cs =
T∑

n=1

λP [σ = n]
eξn − 1

ξ
.

Proof: First, note that the arrival process of customers generating Xs(t) can
be decomposed into T independent Poisson processes with rate λn = λP [σ = n].
For convenience, the Poisson process with rate λn is called the λn-Poisson pro-
cess. Let Bn,i be the number of customers arriving in [i− 1, i) and An(t) be the
total amount of traffic arrived in [0, t) for the λn-Poisson process. Then, observ-
ing that each customer of the λn-Poisson process eventually generates n packets
(since the service time of the customer is always n), for sufficiently large t we get

A(l)
n (t) Δ= B̃0 +

t−n∑
i=1

Bn,i · n ≤ An(t) ≤ B̃0 +
t∑

i=1

Bn,i · n Δ= A(u)
n (t), (4)

where B̃0 denotes the amount of traffic due to the initial customers of the λn-
Poisson process. Note that Bn,i are i.i.d poisson random variables with parameter
λn. From the first inequality of (4) we get

E[eθAn(t)] ≥ E[eθ
∑ t−n

i=1 Bn,i·n] = E[Πt−n
i=1 e

θBn,i·n] = Πt−n
i=1 E[eθBn,i·n].
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By taking the logarithm we obtain,

logE[eθAn(t)] ≥
t−n∑
i=1

logE[eθ·nBn,i] = (t− n)λn(eθ·n − 1)

since Bn is the poisson r.v. with parameter λn. Then it follows that

lim
t→∞

1
t

logE[eθAn(t)] ≥ λn(eθ·n − 1).

Similarly, from the second inequality of (4) we can show that limt→∞ 1
t log

E[eθAn(t)] ≤ λn(eθ·n − 1). Hence, the Gärtner-Ellis limit [4] of the λn-Poisson
process is given by

lim
t→∞

1
t

logE[eθAn(t)] = λn(eθ·n − 1).

Now, since Xs(t) is the superposition of the λn-Poisson processes for 1 ≤ n ≤ T ,
the Gärtner-Ellis limit of Xs(t) is given by Λ(θ) =

∑T
n=1 λn(eθ·n − 1).

Therefore, when b is buffer size, the effective bandwidth Cs for Xs(t) with the
overflow probability e−ξb can be calculated as follows [4]:

Cs =
Λ(ξ)
ξ

=
T∑

n=1

λP [σ = n]
eξn − 1

ξ
,

3.2 The Effective Bandwidth for Xl(t)

In this subsection, we estimate the effective bandwidth for the long time scale
process Xl(t). Even though we can’t extract Xl(t) from X(t) directly, we can
achieve our purpose by introducing a new process Z(t) defined by

Z(t) � X(t) − E [Xs(t)] = Xl(t) +Xs(t) −E [Xs(t)]
= Xl(t) + η(t),

where η(t) = Xs(t) − E[Xs(t)]. The process η(t) is viewed as a noise process
which is not i.i.d., but E [η(t)] = 0. Note that Xl(t) and η(t) are independent
because Xl(t) and Xs(t) are independent. In addition, if we know the threshold
value T and the input traffic parameters λ, γ and δ, we can get Z(t) from X(t).

Next, we consider the pth order linear predictor which can estimate X̂l(t + 1)
ofXl(t+1) using a linear combination of the current and previous values ofXl(t)
as follows:

X̂l(t+ 1) �
p−1∑
i=0

ω(i)Z(t− i),
∑

i

ω(i) = 1, (5)

where the coefficients ω(i) can be obtained by an induced linear system given
below. The optimal linear predictor in the mean square sense is such that mini-

mizes the mean square error ψ = E

[(
Xl(t+ 1) − X̂l(t+ 1)

)2
]
. Note that ψ is
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represented by a function of the vector ω = (ω (0) , ω (1) , · · · , ω (p− 1)). So, the
vector ω that minimizes ψ is found by taking the gradient, setting it equal to
zero and then solving it for ω. This results in

E [Xl(t+ 1)Z(t− j)] = E
[
X̂l(t+ 1)Z(t− j)

]
. (6)

From the facts that Xl(t) and η(t) are independent and E [η (t)] = 0 for all t,
the left hand side of (6) is computed as follows:

E [Xl (t+ 1)Z (t− j)] = E [Xl (t+ 1) (Xl (t− j) + η (t− j))]
= r(j + 1), j = 0, 1, · · · , p− 1, (7)

where r(k) = E [Xl(t)Xl(t+ k)] . Similarly, the right hand side of (6) is computed
as follows:

E
[
X̂l(t+ 1)Z(t− j)

]
= E

[ p−1∑
i=0

ω(i)Z(t− i)Z(t− j)
]

=
p−1∑
i=0

ω(i)E
[
Xl(t−i)Xl(t−j)

]
+

p−1∑
i=0

ω(i)E
[
η(t−i)η(t−j)]

=
p−1∑
i=0

ω(i)
[
r(j − i) + s(j − i)

]
, 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, (8)

where s(k) = E [η(t)η(t + k)] . Combining (6),(7) and (8) yields

r(j + 1) =
p−1∑
i=0

ω(i) [r(j − i) + s(j − i)] , j = 0, 1, · · · , p− 1.

In matrix form, this leads to the following linear system, so called Weiner-
Hopf linear equation [1,8] whose solution gives the optimum filter coefficients
ω(0), · · · , ω(p− 1):

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r(1)
r(2)
r(3)

.

.

.
r(p)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r(0) + s(0) r(1) + s(1) · · · r(p − 1) + s(p − 1)
r(1) + s(1) r(0) + s(0) · · · r(p − 2) + s(p − 2)
r(2) + s(2) r(1) + s(1) · · · r(p − 3) + s(p − 3)

.

.

.
.
.
.

. . . · · ·
r(p − 1) + s(p − 1) r(p − 2) + s(p − 2) · · · r(0) + s(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ω(0)
ω(1)
ω(2)

.

.

.
ω(p − 1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (9)

It remains to compute r(k) and r(k) + s(k) to get ω(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, which
result in the optimal linear predictor. We need the following theorem:

Theorem 2. r(k) and r(k) + s(k) are given by

r(k) = Γ ∗(k) + E2 [Xl(t)] ,
r(k) + s(k) = Γ (k) + E2 [Xl(t)] ,
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where Γ ∗(k) is autocovariance of lag k for Xl(t) and given by

Γ ∗(k)=

⎧
⎨
⎩

λ
[
E [σ] − k +

∑k
t=1(k − t)P [σ = t]

]
, if k ≥ T ,

λ
[
P [σ≥T + 1] (T − k) + E [σ]− T +

∑T
t=1(T − t)P [σ = t]

]
, if k ≤ T − 1.

(10)

and Γ (k) is autocovariance of lag k for X(t), given in (2).

Proof: To compute r(k) we only need to compute Γ ∗(k). Since a long time
scale process Xl(t) is an M/G/∞ input process with arrival rate λP [σ ≥ T + 1]
and service time σ∗ with p.m.f P [σ=k]

P [σ≥T+1] , k ≥ T +1, with the help of (2) Γ ∗(k)
can be expressed as follows:

Γ ∗(k) = λP [σ ≥ T + 1]E[σ∗]P [σ̂∗ > k], (11)

where E[σ∗] is the mean of service times in a long time scale process Xl(t) and
σ̂∗ is the forward recurrence time associated with σ∗. Observe that P [σ̂∗ > k]
can be calculated as follows:

P [σ̂∗ > k] =
∞∑

i=k+1

P [σ̂∗ = i] =
∞∑

i=k+1

P [σ∗ ≥ i]

E[σ∗]

=

⎧
⎨
⎩

1
E[σ∗]

1
P [σ≥T+1]

[
E [σ] − k +

∑k
t=1(k − t)P [σ = t]

]
, if k ≥ T ,

1
E[σ∗]

{
(T − k) + 1

P [σ≥T+1]

[
E [σ] − T +

∑T
t=1(T − t)P [σ = t]

]}
, if k ≤ T − 1.

(12)

Then combining (11) and (12) we show that Γ ∗(k) is given by (10).
Next, r(k) + s(k) can be computed as follows:

r(k) + s(k) = E [Xl(t)Xl(t+ k)] + E [η(t)η(t + k)]
= E [{Xl(t) + η(t)}{Xl(t+ k) + η(t+ k)}]

since E[η(t)] = 0 for all t, and η(t) and Xl(t) are independent
= E [{X(t)− E [Xs(t)]}{X(t+ k) − E [Xs(t+ k)]}]

by the definition of η(t)

= E [X(t)X(t+ k)] − 2E[X(t)]E[Xs(t)] + E2 [Xs(t)]
by the staionarity of X(t) and Xs(t)

= Γ (k) + E2 [X(t)] − 2E[X(t)]E[Xs(t)] + E2 [Xs(t)]

= Γ (k) + (E[X(t)] − E[Xs(t)])
2

= Γ (k) + E2[Xl(t)],

where Γ (k) is autocovariance of lag k for X(t), given in (2).

Consequently if we have the parameters λ, γ and δ of the M/G/∞ input traffic,
which can be obtained from the previously measured data or experience, the
coefficients {ω(i)}p−1

i=0 can be determined with the help of Theorem 2 and (9).
Then, by substituting ω(i) values into equation (5), we can obtain X̂l(t) as an
estimate of the long time scale process Xl(t).
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3.3 Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation Strategy

In this subsection, we describe how to allocate the bandwidth for a system with
a buffer of size b and the M/G/∞ input traffic requiring overflow probability
less than e−ξb. To allocate the bandwidth for the M/G/∞ input process, we
first compute the effective bandwidth Cs of Xs(t) by using Theorem 1. Next,
we divide the time axis into basic allocation periods of equal size p (slots). At
the beginning epoch, say time t, of each basic allocation period we compute
the effective bandwidth X̂l(t) of Xl(t) by using Theorem 2 and (5). Then since
the M/G/∞ input traffic X(t) satisfies X(t) = Xs(t) + Xl(t), the bandwidth
allocated for the M/G/∞ input traffic is Cs + X̂l(t) during the current basic
allocation period. This procedure is performed continuously for each basic al-
location period. By doing this we can capture the short time scale fluctuation
by a buffer and the long time scale fluctuation by increasing or decreasing the
bandwidth. Furthermore, we only need to estimate the required bandwidth for
every period of length p, which reduces the implementation complexity.

4 Numerical Studies

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we simulate a number
of queueing systems with different parameter values. In simulations since the
allocated bandwidth for the M/G/∞ input traffic in our ABA method is Cs +
X̂l(t) for each basic allocation period, the evolution equation of the buffer content
process q(t) is given as

q(t+ 1) = min
(
max

(
q(t) +X(t) − Cs − X̂l(t) , 0

)
, b

)

where X̂l(t) is updated for each basic allocation period.
To check if the proposed ABA method works well, we consider an M/G/∞

input process with parameters λ = 0.4, γ = 1.18 and δ = 0.9153, and the
target overflow probability is given by 10−3. We simulate the queueing process
as given above and check the overflow probability of the system. The results for
T = p = 70 with various values of b are given in Table 1. In the table, we give
the mean values and confidence intervals for five sample paths. As seen in the
table, the resulting overflow probabilities are very close to our target overflow
probability 10−3.

Next, we change the values of T and p to see the effect of T and p on perfor-
mance. We first fix the value of T and change the value of p, and our experiment
show that when p is equal to T , our ABA method performs well. We omit the
experiment results due to the limitation of space. So, we propose to use the
same value for T and p in our ABA method for simplicity. Now to investigate
the effect of T we change the value of T from 10 to 120 and the results are
given in Table 2. In this experiment, we use λ = 0.4, γ = 1.18, δ = 0.9153 for
the M/G/∞ input process and the buffer size b = 150. As seen in the table,
our ABA method performs well when the value of T (= p) is neither small nor
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Table 1. Overflow Probability (O.P.) with buffer size b : λ = 0.4, γ = 1.18, δ = 0.9153

T value T = 70

p value p = 70

b value b = 110 b = 130 b = 150 b = 170 b = 190

O.P. 4.039e−4 1.144e−3 1.161e−3 1.134e−3 9.985e−4

Confidence (2.429e−4, (8.999e−4, (7.896e−4, (8.369e−4, (5.765e−4,
Interval(C.I.) 5.649e−4) 1.388e−3) 1.533e−3) 1.431e−3) 1.420e−3)

Table 2. Overflow Probability (O.P.) : λ = 0.4, γ = 1.18, δ = 0.9153, b = 150

T value T = 10 T = 30 T = 50 T = 70 T = 100 T = 120

p value p = 10 p = 30 p = 50 p = 70 p = 100 p = 120

O.P. 0.000 2.823e−5 8.627e−4 1.161e−3 8.711e−4 5.381e−5

Confidence (0.000, (1.036e−5, (6.829e−4, (7.896e−4, (6.119e−4, (1.815e−5,
Interval(C.I.) 0.000) 4.610e−5) 1.096e−3) 1.533e−3) 1.130e−3) 8.947e−5)

Table 3. Overflow Probability (O.P.) : λ = 0.4, γ = 1.5, δ = 0.9153, b = 150

T value T = 30 T = 50 T = 70 T = 100 T = 120 T = 140

p value p = 30 p = 50 p = 70 p = 100 p = 120 p = 140

O.P. 0.000 3.755e−5 2.834e−4 9.939e−4 8.002e−4 6.167e−5

Confidence (0.000, (9.728e−6, (8.732e−5, (5.853e−4, (5.643e−4, (6.415e−6,
Interval(C.I.) 0.000) 6.537e−5) 4.794e−4) 1.403e−3) 1.036e−3) 1.169e−4)

Table 4. Overflow Probability (O.P.) : λ = 0.4, γ = 1.9, δ = 0.9153, b = 150

T value T = 70 T = 100 T = 120 T = 140 T = 160 T = 180

p value p = 70 p = 100 p = 120 p = 140 p = 160 p = 180

O.P. 6.541e−6 2.707e−4 9.360e−4 9.722e−4 9.999e−4 5.698e−4

Confidence (3.064e−6, (1.035e−4, (6.927e−4, (6.587e−4, (3.174e−4, (9.767e−5,
Interval(C.I.) 1.002e−5) 4.379e−4) 1.179e−3) 1.286e−3) 1.682e−3) 1.042e−3)

large. For instance, when T is in the range [50, 100] in our experiment, our ABA
method performs well in this case.

Finally, we investigate the effect of the input traffic parameters on perfor-
mance. To do this, we use λ = 0.4, δ = 0.9153, b = 150, but the scale parameter
γ is changed from γ = 1.5 to γ = 1.9. Note that the long range dependence
largely depends on the scale parameter γ, and as the value of γ is getting close
to 1, the autocorrelation of the input traffic is getting stronger. The results are
given in Tables 3 and 4. As seen in Tables 3 and 4, our ABA method performs
well except for very small or large values of T . In addition, we see that when γ is
close to 1, our ABA method performs well even under moderately small values of
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T . Noting that the effective bandwidth Cs of Xs(t) in Theorem 1 overestimates
the required effective bandwidth of Xs(t), when we use large values of T , the
use of moderately small values of T is important to implement our ABA method
in practice. Hence, we conclude that our ABA method is suitable for the real
traffic which exhibits strong correlation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered a long range dependence traffic which is modelled
by an M/G/∞ input process and proposed a new adaptive bandwidth allocation
(ABA) method for the long range dependence traffic. In the proposed method,
we divide the input process into two sub-processes, a long time scale process
and a short time scale process. For the long time scale process we estimate the
required bandwidth using the MMSE linear prediction method. On the other
hand, for the short time scale process we estimate the effective bandwidth based
on the required QoS of the input process. We verified the effectiveness of our
proposed method through simulations. Our simulation studies showed that our
ABA method is suitable for the real traffic which exhibits strong correlation.
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Abstract. When failures occur in IP networks, the traffic is rerouted over the
next shortest paths and potentially causes overload on the respective links. This
leads to congestion on links and to end-to-end service degradation. These can be
anticipated by evaluating the bandwidth requirements of the traffic on the links
after rerouting for a set of relevant failure scenarios S . As this set can be large in
practice, a fast evaluation of the bandwidth requirements is needed. In this work,
we propose several optimized algorithms for that objective together with an ex-
perimental assessment of their computation time. In particular, we take advantage
of the incremental shortest path first (iSPF) algorithm to reduce the computation
time.

1 Introduction

In IP networks, traffic is forwarded according to the shortest path principle. The OSPF
or the IS-IS protocol [1, 2] signal topology information through the network by the
use of link state advertisements (LSA) such that every node in the network knows all
working links with their associated cost metrics. Based on this information, each router
can run the shortest path first (SPF) algorithm to calculate the least cost paths and to
insert the information about the next hops towards any destination in the network into its
routing table. When a node or a link fails, this information is disseminated by the routing
protocol to all nodes in the network and the distributed routing tables are recomputed.
This is called rerouting and leads to the restoration of traffic forwarding when a failure
occurs.

In case of single shortest path (SSP) routing, the router calculates the well-defined
next hop for the shortest paths towards any destination (cf. e.g. 7.2.7 in [3]). In case of
equal-cost multipath (ECMP) routing, the router identifies all next hops on the paths
with equal costs towards any destination and records them in the routing table. As a
consequence, the traffic is forwarded almost evenly over all of these next hops. The
calculation of the shortest paths is quite time consuming since it scales with O(n ·
log(n)) with n being the number of nodes in the network. This has a significant impact
on the restoration time [4]. If a single link or a single router changes its cost, joins,
or disappears, only a small fraction of the shortest paths change. The incremental SPF
(iSPF) algorithm recomputes only those shortest paths that are affected by the change.
The iSPF algorithm is known from the early days of the ARPANET in the seventies
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and has been published in [5]. It speeds up the time for the distributed computation of
the shortest paths substantially [6] and it has been implemented recently in routers, e.g.,
Cisco Systems supports iSPF both for IS-IS and for OSPF [7]. In [8] the complexity
regarding comparisons of several iSPF algorithms has been compared experimentally
and analytically and another comparison regarding the runtime of Dijkstra’s SPF and
the iSPF algorithm is provided in [9].

In this paper, we present and assess algorithms to calculate the link utilization for a
set of relevant failure scenarios S in order to detect potential bottlenecks a priori [?, ?].
This set can be rather large even if it contains only all single and double element (link or
node) failures. Therefore, the applied algorithms must be fast. They calculate the path
layout for all end-to-end (e2e) traffic aggregates in different failure scenarios and based
on them the required bandwidth of all links in the network. In contrast to the distributed
routing algorithms above, our objective is the computation of the well-defined path
layout generated by the distributed calculation of the next hop information. This is
achieved by the use of destination graphs. To speed up the computation time, we take a
special order of the considered failure scenarios in S to allow an incremental update of
the destination graphs and the required bandwidths. We also adapt the iSPF algorithm to
that context to minimize the computation effort. In particular, the iSPF is simplified [10]
since it needs to react only to link or node failures but not to new links or nodes, or to
the change of their costs. We do not implement any optimization for sorting heaps in the
algorithms that can further speed up the calculation [11]. Our results show that our new
algorithm is significantly faster than a straightforward naive implementation. Therefore,
we recommend their implementation in tools for the a priori detection of overload due
to network failures.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents several optimized algorithms
to calculated the bandwidth requirements due to traffic rerouting. Section 3 describes
our experimental comparisons of the computation time of these algorithms. In Section 4
we summarize our work and draw our conclusions.

2 Fast Calculation of Resource Requirements in Failure Cases

We represent the network as a graph G = (V , E) with V being the set of nodes and E
being the set of edges. A failure scenario s is characterized by the sets of failed nodes
V̂(s) and links Ê(s) such that the remaining topology is given by G(s) = (V(s), E(s))
with V(s) = V\V̂(s) and E(s) = E\Ê(s). The destination graph DGw

s is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) that contains all least cost paths in G(s) from any source v∈V(s)
to the destination w. To calculate the resource requirements in a special failure case
s, we first calculate the destination graphs DGw

s for all possible destinations w ∈V(s)
and derive then the vector r̂s∈R

+
0

|E|
of the required bandwidth on all links depending

on the choice of single shortest path (SSP) or equal-cost multipath (ECMP) routing 1.
Vectors are printed bold and 0 is the vector with only the zero entries.

To construct the destination graphs DGw
s , we present four different methods with

increasing optimization degree.

1 The |X |-operator denotes the cardinality of a set X .
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(R0)The simplest one uses Dijkstra’s algorithm [12] and recalculates r̂s entirely.
(R1)If the destination graphs DGw

s for a failure scenario s⊂ s′ exist, most of the desti-
nation graphs DGw

s′ are equal to DGw
s and do not need to be computed anew. In this

case, the bandwidth vector r̂s can be updated incrementally.
(R2Copy) If a destination graph DGw

s′ changes relatively to DGw
s due to an additionally

failed element, DGw
s′ may be computed based on a copy of DGw

s using the iSPF
algorithm.

(R2)Copying the full destination graph DGw
s may take a long time, therefore, we work

with a single copy of DGw
s that is reset for another use if it is not needed anymore

after its modification to DGw
s′ .

2.1 Naive Calculation (R0)

The naive method (R0) calculates the path layout using Dijkstra’s algorithm whenever
it is needed and computes the bandwidth vector for each scenario s∈S from scratch.

Basic Path Calculation Based on Dijkstra’s Algorithm. Algorithm 1 calculates the
destination graphDGw

s for a specific destination node w by assigning the appropriate set
of predecessor nodes Predw

s (v) and successor nodes Succw
s (v) to each node v∈V(s).

The remaining list R contains all nodes without any successors and the tentative
list T contains all nodes that can still become successor nodes for other nodes and for
which shorter paths towards the destination can be possibly found. The function d(v)
indicates the distance from any node v to the destination w.

The node v = argminu∈T (d(u)) has the shortest distance to the destination w
among all nodes on the tentative list T such that its distance cannot be further reduced.
Therefore, its set of successors is fixed and v can be removed from the tentative list
T . Prior to that, the algorithm checks whether v can be used to find shorter paths to
one of its predecessor nodes. This is done by looking at all links l whose destination
router ω(l) is v. The source router of such a link l is denoted by α(l) which is a pre-
decessor node of v within the graph. If a shorter path can be found via v, the set of
successors Succ(α(l)) is substituted. If routing via v provides an equal-cost path, v is
just added to the set Succ(α(l)). At last the node v is registered as a predecessor node
for all its successors. This information is required to implement the incremental algo-
rithm efficiently. The shortest paths towards the destination w are constructed by calling
Dijkstra({w},V(s) \ {w} with the initialization d(w)=0 and d(v)=∞ for v�=w.

Basic Calculation of the Required Bandwidth. We calculate now the required band-
width of all links in a special failure scenario s based on the destination graphs DGw

s .

The required link bandwidths can be represented by a vector r̂s∈R
+
0

|E|
whereby each

of its entries r̂s(l) relates to link l.
The rate of the aggregates from a source v to another destination w is given by the en-

try R(v, w) of the traffic matrix R. This rate together with the path of the aggregate that
can be derived from the destination graph DGw

s induce the aggregate-specific rate vec-

tor rv,w
s ∈

(
R

+
0

)|E|
. Equal-cost multipath (ECMP) routing uses all suitable paths in the

destination graph DGw
s to forward the traffic, and the traffic is distributed equally over

all outgoing interfaces to the destination w. With single shortest path (SSP) routing, the
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Input: tentative list T , remaining listR
while T �= ∅ do

v=argminu∈T (d(u))
for all {l : ω(l) = v} do

if d(α(l)) > d(v) + cost(l) then
{a shorter path is found for α(l)}
d(α(l))← d(v) + cost(l)
Succ(α(l))← {v}

end if
if d(α(l)) = d(v) + cost(l) then
{an equal-cost path is found for α(l)}
Succ(α(l))← Succ(α(l)) ∪ {v}

end if
if α(l) ∈ R then {move visited node to T }
R ← R \ {α(l)}, T ← T ∪ {α(l)}

end if
end for
T ← T \ {v} {shortest path fixed for v}
for all u ∈ Succ(v) do

Pred(u)← Pred(u)∪ {v}
end for

end while

Algorithm 1. DIJKSTRA: calculates a unidirectional destination graph DGw
s with links towards

the destination

traffic is only forwarded towards the next hop with the lowest ID within all equal-cost
paths towards the destination w. This is one choice according to 7.2.7 in [3]. Algo-
rithm 2 and Algorithm 3 calculate the aggregate-specific rate vector rv,w

s for ECMP
and SSP. This vector is first initialized by rv,w

s =0 before the algorithms are called by
RATEVECTORX(rv,w

s , v, w,R(v, w)) with X ∈ {ECMP, SSP}. In case of ECMP,
Algorithm 2 distributes the rate c at the node v over the links towards the successors
Succw

s (v) within the destination graph DGw
s . In case of SSP, Algorithm 3 distributes

the traffic from any node v over the single link towards its successor node with the
lowest node ID in the destination graph DGw

s . If a node v has failed, the destination
graph DGv

s does not exist and no other destination graph DGx
s contains v. Thus, the

aggregate-specific rate vectors rx,v
s =0 and rv,x =0 are zero.

The vector of the required link bandwidth r̂s is computed as the sum of all aggregate-
specific rate vectors

r̂s =
∑

v,w∈V:v�=w

rv,w
s . (1)

2.2 Incremental Naive Calculation (R1)

The incremental naive method takes advantage of the fact that the set of protected fail-
ure scenarios S contains many similar failure scenarios s′ being a superset of others
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Input: destination graph DGw
s , rate vector r, node v, destination w, rate c

c′ ← c
|Succw

s (v)|
for all u ∈ Succw

s (v) do
r(l(v, u))← r(l(v, u)) + c′

if u �= w then
RateV ectorECMP (DGw

s , r, u, w, c′)
end if

end for

Algorithm 2. RATEVECTORECMP: calculates the aggregate-specific rate vector r induced by a
flow from v to w with rate c for ECMP routing

Input: destination graph DGw
s , rate vector r, node v, destination w, rate c

u← argminu′∈Succw
s (v)(ID(u′))

r(l(v, u))← r(l(v, u)) + c
if u �= w then

RateV ectorSSP (DGw
s , r, u, w, c)

end if

Algorithm 3. RATEVECTORSSP: calculates the aggregate-specific rate vector r induced by a
flow from v to w with rate c for ECMP routing

(s⊆ s′). It saves computation time for the failure-specific destination graphs DGw
s and

allows an incremental calculation of the bandwidth vector r̂s.

Selective Path Calculation Using Dijkstra’s Algorithm. If two failure scenario s
and s′ are similar, most of their destination graphs DGw

s and DGw
s′ do not differ. In

particular, if s is a subset of s′ (s⊂s′), DGw
s′ only differs from DGw

s if DGw
s contains an

element of the set difference Δs =s′ \ s. Thus, we construct a function Containsw
s (x)

whenever we build a new destination graph DGw
s . In addition, we take advantage of

the Contains-function and arrange all failure scenarios s∈S hierarchically in such a
way that that supersets s′ are subordinate to subsets s. An example for such a hierarchy
is given in Figure 1. As a result, if (s ⊂ s′) holds, the destination graph DGw

s′ can be
overtaken from DGw

s unless Containsw
s (x) is true for any x∈Δs.

Fig. 1. The failure scenarios s∈S are organized in a tree structure such that each failure scenario
is a child of one of its subsets
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Incremental Calculation of the Required Link Bandwidth r̂s′ Based on Recalcu-
lated Destination Graphs DGw

s . If the path of the aggregate is the same in the failure
scenario s and s′, rv,w

s can be used instead of rv,w
s′ for the calculation of the required

bandwidth vector in Equation (1). The path is the same if s contains only a subset of the
failures in s′ and if all links and nodes in DGw

s are working in DGw
s′ , too. Algorithm 4

calculates the vector of the required link bandwidths for failure scenario s′ based on
the one for s. It uses the function Containsw

s (x) to find all aggregates whose destina-
tion graph DGw

s′ has changed with respect to DGw
s , calculates for these aggregates the

new aggregate-specific rate vector rv,w
s′ , and updates the vector for the required link

bandwidths r̂s′ incrementally.

Input: required bandwidth vector r̂s, failure scenarios s and s′

r̂s′ ← r̂s, Δs ← s′ \ s
for all w∈V do

equal ← true
for all x∈Δs do

if Containsw
s (x) then

equal← false
end if

end for
if equal �= true then

for all v∈V do
rv,w
s′ =0

RATEVECTORX(DGw
s , rv,w

s′ , v, w,R(v, w))
r̂s′ ← r̂s′−rv,w

s +rv,w
s′

end for
end if

end for
Output: required bandwidth vector r̂s′

Algorithm 4. INCREMENTALREQUIREDBANDWIDTH: calculates the required bandwidth vector
r̂s′ based on r̂s incrementally

2.3 Incremental Calculation Based on iSPF (R2Copy)

The incremental method based on iSPF has two advantages compared to the incremental
naive calculation: it requires less effort to construct a new required destination graph
DGw

s and updates the bandwidth vector r̂s by only those aggregates whose path has
effectively changed.

Selective Path Calculation Using iSPF. When a link l or node v within a destination
graph DGw

s fails, the resulting destination graph DGw
s′ with updated shortest paths must

be constructed anew. The iSPF achieves that in an efficient way by copying the existing,
similar destination graph DGw

s and modifying it instead of computing it entirely from
scratch. The paths from all nodes v that reach the destination node w only via a failed
link or node in DGw

s have then lost connection and must be rerouted. Afterwards, only
all nodes v that contain the failed network element in their paths towards the destination
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Input: failed link l, set of disconnected network elementsR
Pred(ω(l))← Pred(ω(l)) \ {α(l)}
Succ(α(l))← Succ(α(l)) \ {ω(l)}
if |Succ(v)| = 0 then {v disconnected}

d(v)←∞,R← R∪ {v}
for all u ∈ Pred(v) do

RemoveLink(l(u, v),R)
end for

end if

Algorithm 5. REMOVELINK: removes from the destination graph DGw
s all network elements

that have lost connection due to the failure of link l

Input: failed node v, set of disconnected network elementsR
R← R∪ {v},
d(v)←∞
for all u ∈ Succ(v) do

Pred(u)← Pred(u) \ {v}, Succ(v)← Succ(v) \ {u}
end for
for all u ∈ Pred(v) do

RemoveLink(l(u, v),R)
end for

Algorithm 6. REMOVENODE: removes from the destination graph DGw
s all network elements

that have lost connection due to the failure of node v

w need to recompute their rate vectors rv,w
s′ using the algorithms RATEVECTORX in

Section 2.1; the other rate vectors rv,w
s′ are equal to rv,w

s .
The recursive Algorithm 5 removes from the destination graph DGw

s all network
elements that have lost connection due to the failure of link l and adds the disconnected
nodes to the set R.

Algorithm 6 removes a node v from the destination graph by disconnecting it explic-
itly from all its successor nodes and by disconnecting it implicitly from all its predeces-
sor nodes by calling REMOVELINK(l,R) for all links leading to v2. The failed node v
is not added to the set of disconnected nodes like in Algorithm 5 since it should not be
reconnected to the graph.

Algorithm 7 reconnects the disconnected working nodes in R by first connecting
them to the connected structure of the remaining destination graph DGw

s and moving
then the freshly connected nodes to the tentative list T . Finally, DIJKSTRA(T ,R) is
called and completes the destination graph DGw

s′ .

Incremental Calculation of the Required Link Bandwidth r̂s′ Based on Recal-
culated Destination Graphs DGw

s . The iSPF limits the overhead to reroute paths
that are affected by a link or a node failure. In addition, the incremental update of the

2 The link from node u to node v is denoted by l(u, v).
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Input: set of disconnected working nodes R
for all v ∈ R do

for all {l : α(l) = v} do
if d(ω(l)) <∞ then {ω(l) has a path to w}

if d(ω(l)) + cost(l) < d(v) then
{a shorter path from v to w is found}
if d(v) =∞ then
{move v from remaining to tentative list}
R ← R \ {v}, T ← T ∪ {v}

end if
d(v)← d(ω(l)) + cost(l), Succ(v)← {w}

else if d(ω(l)) + cost(l) = d(v) then
{an equal-cost path to v is found}
Succ(v)← Succ(v) ∪ {w}

end if
end if

end for
end for
Dijkstra(T ,R)

Algorithm 7. RECONNECTNODES: reconnects the disconnected working nodes inR to the des-
tination graph DGw

s and creates thereby DGw
s′

required link bandwidth can be limited to those nodes within a destination graph whose
ECMP paths have changed. We find them by identifying the indirect predecessor nodes
of a failed link or node within the base destination graph DGw

s . Algorithm 8 collects
all predecessor nodes of the node v recursively and stores them in the set C. At the
beginning of the algorithm, the set of collected nodes is empty, i.e. C = ∅. If a node v
fails, we collect COLLECTINDIRECTPREDECESSOR(v, C) and if a link l fails, we col-
lect COLLECTINDIRECTPREDECESSOR(α(l), C). Finally, the set C contains all nodes
that have a changed path layout in DGw

s′ compared to DGw
s . As a consequence, the in-

cremental update of the bandwidth vector r̂s in Algorithm 4 can be limited to the nodes
in C.

Input: node v, set of indirect predecessors C
for all u ∈ Pred(v) do

if u /∈ C then
C ← C ∪ {u}
COLLECTINDIRECTPREDECESSORS(u,C)

end if
end for

Algorithm 8. COLLECTINDIRECTPREDECESSORS: collects in the set C all indirect predecessor
nodes of node v
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2.4 Incremental Calculation Based on iSPF with Reduced Copy Overhead (R2)

We discuss some implementation issues regarding an efficient memory management
which finally leads to the improved version R2 with respect to R2Copy.

When the bandwidth requirements rv,w
s of many failure scenarios are computed,

many destination graphsDGw
s are sequentially constructed and evaluated. Deleting such

a graph after its analysis and constructing a new, similar one requires quite an effort
for memory allocation, which should be avoided if possible. The naive calculation in
Section 2.1 recomputes all graphs from scratch.

To make this more efficient, the sets Pred(v) and Succ(v) of the old destination
graph DGw

s may be emptied and the new destination graph DGw
s′ may be constructed

reusing the nodes from the old destination graph DGw
s .

The incremental naive calculation in Section 2.2 recomputes only those graphs DGw
s′

from scratch that have changed with regard to a predecessor destination graph DGw
s .

The overall analysis traverses all failure scenarios of interest S recursively along a tree
structure (cf. Figure 1) Thus, the destination graph for a specific destination w may
change for each of the failure scenarios s0⊂s1⊂ ...⊂sn. Therefore, a complete set of
nodes must be available on each level of the tree to construct the destination graph.

The incremental calculation based on the iSPF algorithm in Section 2.3 requires not
only a new set of nodes but a copy of the destination graph DGw

s that serves as a base
for the construction of the destination graphDGw

s′ using iSPF. When DGw
s′ is not needed

anymore, only the sets Pred(v) and Succ(v) of those nodes need to be reset that have
been changed relative to the one in DGw

s . This saves the entire deletion of the current
connectivity of DGw

s′ and generating a new copy of DGw
s . We call this method R2.

3 Comparison of Experimental Computation Times

We implemented the above presented algorithms in Java 1.5.0 06 and tested the compu-
tation time experimentally on a standard PC Pentium M, 1.86 GHz with 1 GB RAM and
WinXP Pro SP2. We use random topologies in our study for which the most important
network characteristics are the network size in terms of nodes n= |V| and links m= |E|.
They define the average node degree degavg = 2·m

n which indicates the average number
of adjacent links of a node and which is thereby an indirect measure for the network
connectivity. We use the topology generator from Section 4.4.2 in [13] to control the
minimum and the maximum node degree degmin and degmax which are limited by the
maximum deviation degmax

dev of the node degrees from their average value. It generates
connected networks and avoids loops and parallels.

3.1 Comparison of Computation Times

We consider networks of different sizes with an average node degree degavg ∈ {3, 4,
5, 6} and a maximum deviation from the average node degree of degmax

dev ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We randomly generate 5 networks of each combination. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the
time for the computation of the ECMP routing and the link load for failures of single
network elements and for failures of up to two network elements, respectively. The com-
putation time is given in seconds for the naive method (R0) depending on the network
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size in nodes. The x-axes of both figures have a different scale since the calculation of
the double failure scenarios is very time-consuming. We fit the experimental computa-
tion time of R0 by a function of the form O(nk) and derive k from an approximation that
minimizes the sum of the squared deviations from the experimental results. In the sin-
gle failure case, the experimental computation time grows approximately like O(n3.36)
(dashed line) with the number of nodes n in the network which results from a O(n2)
worst case runtime of the Dijkstra algorithm and an O(n) number of considered failure
scenarios (

(
n+m

0

)
+

(
n+m

1

)
). In the double failure case, we observe a growths of about

O(n5.44) which is due to a larger number of failure scenarios (
(
n+m

0

)
+

(
n+m

1

)
+

(
n+m

2

)
).

This is the practical runtime of the program for small network instances and all software
overhead while the theoretical runtime of the mere algorithm is bounded by O(n4).

The computation time for the incremental naive method is presented relative to the
one for R0. Surprisingly, the incremental naive method (R1) takes about the same
time as the naive method (R0). Data structures for the implementation of the function
Containsw

s (x) must be updated whenever the destination graph DGw
s is reconstructed

by R1. This makes the algorithm more complex. In addition, the destination graphs
contain often more than the minimum number of n−1 links since equal-cost paths fre-
quently occur due to our hop metric assumption, and must be updated in more than n−1

m
of all cases. As a consequence, the savings of destination graph calculations of R1 are
too small to achieve a considerable speedup for its computation time compared to the
one of R0. This is different for the incremental calculation based on iSPF (R2) which
requires only 10% of the computation time of R0. This holds only, if the data structures
are reused. If the data structures are copied (R2Copy), we still see significant savings
of up to 75%, but compared to (R2), the computation time takes four times longer in
large networks. The confidence intervals in both figures are based on a confidence level
of 95% to guarantee that the results from our experiments are sufficiently accurate.

3.2 Sensitivity Analysis Regarding Network Connectivity

To underline the above observations, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of the compu-
tation time regarding the average node degree degavg of the networks. Figures 3(a)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the computation time of the naive calculation (R0), the incremental naive
calculation (R1), the incremental calculation based on iSPF with (R2) and without copy reduction
(R2Copy)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the computation time of the incremental naive calculation (R1) and the
incremental calculation based on iSPF with copy reduction (R2) depending on the node degree
of the networks

and 3(b) show the relative computation time of R1 and R2 compared to R0 separately
for networks with different node degrees. The curves for both R1 and R2 show that
networks with a large node degree like degavg =6 lead to larger time savings than net-
works with small node degrees like degavg = 3. Networks with a large average node
degree have more links than those with a small one, but their destination graphs contain
approximately the same number of links since (n−1) links already form a spanning
tree. As a consequence, in networks with the same number of nodes but a larger num-
ber of links it is less likely that a destination graph is affected by a link failure. Thus,
they offer an increased savings potential for destination graph calculations. However,
if the average node degree and the network size are small, the optimization method R1
can lead to clearly increased computation time and becomes counterproductive. These
findings are very well visible if up to two network elements fail. For R2 we observe ba-
sically the same phenomenon, but its computation time is mostly limited to 20% or less
of the one for R0. Hence, the proposed method R2 effectively reduces the computation
time for programs that analyze the network resilience.

4 Conclusion

In this work we have presented a simple and a complex optimized method to speed
up the calculation of the (re-)routing and the link load in a network for a large set
of different failure scenarios. The reference model for our performance comparison
is Dijkstra’s shortest path first algorithm (R0). The simple method (R1) just skips the
recalculation of a destination graph if it does not contain the failed network element.
However, this achieves hardly any speedup. The complex method (R2) is based on
an incremental shortest path first calculation and on a careful reuse strategy for data
structures. It reduces the computation time to 10% while without the reuse strategy,
the computation time is decreased to 25%. Hence, computer programs for the analysis
of the network resilience should implement the complex method with a careful reuse
strategy for data structures as it considerably accelerates the calculation of the routing
and the traffic distribution for a large set of failure cases.
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Abstract. This paper presents a traffic engineering framework able to optimize
OSPF weight setting administrative procedures. Using the proposed framework,
enhanced OSPF configurations are now provided to network administrators in
order to effectively improve the QoS performance of the corresponding network
domain. The envisaged NP-hard optimization problem is faced resorting to Evo-
lutionary Algorithms, which allocate OSPF weights guided by a bi-objective
function. The results presented in this work show that the proposed optimization
tool clearly outperforms common weight setting heuristics.

1 Introduction

The onset of new types of applications and their incremental integration in IP based net-
works have fostered the development of novel network solutions, aiming at providing
end-users with Quality of Service (QoS) support [1]. In the context of a QoS aware net-
work domain, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
[2] with their clients and with peered ISPs that have to be strictly obeyed in order to
avoid financial penalties. To successfully face such requirements, there is an important
set of configuration tasks that have to be performed by administrators in order to assure
that correct resource provisioning is achieved in the ISP domain.

Independently of the large set of mechanisms and alternatives that might be in place
in any QoS capable infrastructure, there are some components which, by their nature,
have crucial importance irrespective of the particular QoS solution adopted. One of
such components has the ability to control the data path followed by packets traversing
a given Wide Area Network (WAN). In a TCP/IP WAN, consisting of a single admin-
istrative domain, there are alternative strategies for this purpose: Intra-domain routing
protocols or Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [3]. However, the use of MPLS
presents some drawbacks when used in the context of packet switching, when compared
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with the simplicity of some routing protocols. As regards intra-domain routing proto-
cols, the most commonly used today is Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [4][5]. Since,
in OSPF, the link weight setting process is the only way administrators can affect the
network behavior, this choice is of crucial importance. Nevertheless, in practice, simple
rules of thumb are typically used in this task, like setting the weights inversely propor-
tional to the link capacity. This approach often leads to sub-optimal network resource
utilization. An ideal way to improve the process of OSPF weight setting is to imple-
ment traffic engineering. This was the approach taken by Fortz et al [6] where this task
was viewed as an optimization problem by defining a cost function that measures the
network congestion. The same authors proved that this task is a NP-hard problem and
proposed some local search heuristics that compared well with the MPLS model. How-
ever, such approach did not accommodate delay based constraints that are also crucial
to implement QoS aware networking services in the Internet.

In this paper, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are employed to calculate link-state
routing weights, that optimize traffic congestion, while simultaneously complying to
specific delay requirements. In this way, the framework proposed in this paper should
be viewed as a network management tool which, while focusing only at the OSPF rout-
ing level, aims at optimizing the overall QoS performance of a given domain. The paper
is organized as follows: firstly, the problem is defined and the EAs designed to tackle
this problem are described; the following section presents the experiments and corre-
sponding results; finally, conclusions are drawn and the future work is revealed.

2 Problem Formulation

The network scenario of Fig. 1(a) includes a set of network nodes which are intercon-
nected using links with distinct capacities and propagation delays. It is assumed that
the ISP can map the clients demands into a matrix (there are several techniques on
how to obtain such matrices, e.g. Medina et al [7]). This matrix summarizes, for each
source/destination router pair, a given amount of bandwidth and end-to-end delay re-
quired to be supported by the ISP. Figure 1(a) shows a scenario involving an individual
demand between the network nodes A and B. Assuming that this demand is mainly
expressed in terms of a delay target, then the ISP, in the absence of other traffic, should
be able to compute OSPF weights that will result in a data path with the minimum
end-to-end delay between A and B (see PATH 2 in Fig. 1(a)). In opposition, if no delay
requirements are imposed in the demand, and the only constraint between A and B is
a given bandwidth requirement (e.g. 90Mbps), then the optimization methods would
try to minimize the network congestion and assign OSPF weights to force a data path
inducing the lowest level of losses in the traffic (PATH 1 in Fig. 1(a)). For these two dis-
tinct optimization aims, two distinct sets1 of OSPF weights are presented in Fig. 1(b)(c).
The OSPF weights are assigned in order that, after running the Dijkstra algorithm, the
shortest paths between nodes A and B are a perfect match of PATH 1 and PATH 2.

Additionally, note that in Fig. 1(a) if a given demand has simultaneously bandwidth
and delay constraints, it is expected that the OSPF weights set by the optimization
algorithms are chosen in order to find a data path representing a tradeoff between the

1 To simplify, in the selected examples the OSPF weights range from 1 to 3.
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Fig. 1. Example of a network scenario with distinct end-to-end paths between nodes A and B

bandwidth and delay metrics. The example of Fig. 1(a) is extremely simple, due to
the fact that one simple demand was considered in the traffic traversing the network
domain. Considering now that each router pair of a given ISP has specific bandwidth
and delay demands, it is easy to understand how difficult it is to correctly set OSPF
weights using simple heuristics. Although this work assumes OSPF scenarios with an
unique level of weights, which might be considered as more challenging and difficult
for the optimization purposes, it is also intended to adapt the proposed optimization
model for OSPF schemes considering multiple levels of weights.

The general routing problem [8], that underpins our work, represents routers and
transmission links by a set of nodes (N) and a set of arcs (A) in a directed graph
G = (N, A). In this model, ca represents the capacity of each link a ∈ A. Additionally,
a demand matrix D is available, where each element dst represents the traffic demand
between each pair of nodes s and t from N . Let us assume that, for each arc a, the vari-
able f

(st)
a represents how much of the traffic demand between s and t travels over arc

a. The total load on each arc a (la) can be defined by Eq. (1), while the link utilization
rate ua is given by Eq. (2). It is then possible to define a congestion measure for each
link (Φa), using a cost function p that has small penalties for values near 0. However, as
the values approach the unity it becomes more expensive and exponentially penalizes
values above 1 (Fig. 2). Given this function, the congestion measure for a given arc can
be defined by Eq. (3). Under this framework, it is possible to define a linear program-
ming instance, where the purpose is to set the value of the variables fst

a that minimize
the objective function defined by Eq. (4). The complete formulation can be found in [6].
In the following the optimal solution to this problem is denoted by ΦOpt.

la =
∑

(s,t)∈N×N

fst
a (1) ua =

la
ca

(2) Φa = p(ua) (3) Φ =
∑

a∈A

Φa (4)

In OSPF, all arcs are associated with an integer weight. All nodes use these weights
in the Dijkstra algorithm [9] to calculate the shortest paths to all other nodes. Each
of these paths has a length equal to the sum of its arcs. All the traffic from a given
source to a destination travels along the shortest path. If there are two or more paths
with the same length, between a given source and a destination, traffic is evenly divided
among the arcs in these paths (load balancing) [10]. Let us assume a given solution,
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Fig. 2. Representation and definition of the penalty function p(x)

i.e. a weight assignment (w), and the corresponding utilization rates on each arc(ua). In
this case, the total routing cost is expressed by Eq. (5), for the loads and corresponding
penalties (Φa(w)) calculated based on the given OSPF weights. In this way, the OSPF
weight setting problem (as defined in [6]) is equivalent to finding the optimal weight
values for each link (wopt), in order to minimize the function Φ(w). The congestion
measure can be normalized over distinct topology scenarios, by using a scaling factor
defined in [6] (Eq. (6)), where hst is the minimum hop count between nodes s and t.

Φ(w) =
∑

a∈A

Φa(w) (5) ΦUNCAP =
∑

(s,t)∈N×N

dsthst (6)

Finally, the scaled congestion measure cost is defined as Eq. (7) and the relationships
defined in Eq. (8) hold, where ΦOptOSPF ∗ is the normalized congestion imposed by
the optimal solution to the OSPF weight setting problem. It is important to note that
when Φ∗ equals 1, all loads are below 1/3 of the link capacity; on the other hand, when
all arcs are exactly full the value of Φ∗ is 10 2/3. This value will be considered as a
threshold that bounds the acceptable working region of the network.

Φ∗(w) =
Φ(w)

ΦUNCAP
(7) 1 ≤ Φ∗

OPT ≤ Φ∗
OptOSPF ≤ 5000 (8)

Delay requirements were modeled as a matrix DR, that for each pair of nodes
(s, t) ∈ N × N (where dst > 0) gives the delay target for traffic between s and t
(denoted by DRst). In a way similar to the congestion model presented before, a cost
function was developed to evaluate the delay compliance for each scenario. This func-
tion takes into account the average delay of the traffic between the two nodes (Delst), a
value calculated by considering all paths between s and t with minimum cost and aver-
aging the delays in each. The delay in each path is the sum of the propagation delays in
its arcs (Delst,p) and queuing delays in the nodes along the path (Delst,q). Note that in
some network scenarios the latter component might be neglected (e.g. if the propagation
delay component has an higher order of magnitude than queuing delays). However, if
required, the Delst,q component might be approximated, resorting to queueing theory
[11], taking into account the following parameters at each node: the capacity of the cor-
responding output link (ca), the link utilization rate (la) and more specific parameters
such as the mean packet size and the overall queue size associated with the link. The
delay compliance ratio for a given pair (s, t) ∈ N × N is, therefore, defined by Eq.
(9). As before, a penalty for delay compliance can be calculated using function p. So,
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the γst function is defined according to Eq. (10). This, in turn, allows the definition of
a delay minimization cost function, for a given a set of OSPF weights (w), expressed
by Eq. (11). In Eq. (11), the γst(w) values represent the delay penalties for each end-
to-end path, given the routes determined by the OSPF weight set w. This function can
be normalized dividing the values by the sum of all minimum end-to-end delays2, as
expressed by Eq. (12). It is now possible to define the optimization problem addressed
in this work. Indeed, given a network represented by a graph G of nodes N and arcs A,
a demand matrix D and a delay requirements matrix DR, the aim is to find the set of
OSPF weights that simultaneously minimizes the functions Φ∗(w) and γ∗(w).

dcst =
Delst

DRst
(9)

γst = p(dcst) (10)

γ(w) =
∑

(s,t)∈N×N

γst(w) (11)

γ∗(w) =
γ(w)∑

(s,t)∈N×N minDelst
(12)

f(w) = αΦ∗(w) + (1 − α)γ∗(w) (13)

OSPF Scenario #n

OSPF Routing Simulator

Computing
Cluster

EA

Generator
Brite Topology

Delay and Demand
Matrices

−Random−L2

−InvCap−Unit

Heuristics

 Multiobjective Optimization
OSPF Weight Setting and

Fig. 3. Platform for performance evaluation

In this work, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are proposed to address the OSPF
weight setting problem, both by considering the multiobjective formulation, or by tak-
ing each of the two distinct aims separately. In the proposed EA, each individual en-
codes a solution as a vector of integer values, where each value (gene) corresponds to
the weight of an arc in the network (values range from 1 to wmax). The individuals in
the initial population are randomly generated, with the arc weights taken from a uniform
distribution in the allowed range. In order to create new solutions, several reproduction
operators were used, more specifically two mutation and two crossover operators: Ran-
dom Mutation - replaces a given gene by a new randomly generated value, within the
allowed range [1, wmax]; Incremental/decremental Mutation - replaces a given gene
by the next or by the previous value (with equal probabilities) and constrained to re-
spect the range of allowed values; Uniform crossover and Two-point crossover - two
standard crossover operators, applied in the traditional way [12]. All operators have
equal probabilities in generating new solutions. When a single objective is considered
the fitness of an individual (encoding weight set w) is calculated using functions Φ∗(w)
for congestion and γ∗(w) for delays. For multiobjective optimization a simple scheme
was devised, with the fitness (f(w)) of the individual derived by Eq. (13).

3 Experiments and Results

The conceptual model of the experimental platform that was implemented and used
in this work for results evaluation is presented in Fig. 3. For this purpose, a set of

2 For each pair of nodes the minimum end-to-end delay, minDelst, is calculated as the delay
of the path with minimum possible overall delay.
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12 networks was generated by using the Brite topology generator [13], varying the
number of nodes (N = 30, 50, 80, 100) and the average degree of each node (m =
2, 3, 4). This resulted in networks ranging from 57 to 390 links (graph edges). The
link bandwidth (capacity) was generated by an uniform distribution between 1 and 10
Gbits/s. The network was generated using the Barabasi-Albert model, using a heavy-
tail distribution and an incremental grow type (parameters HS and LS were set to
1000 and 100, respectively). In the generated examples, the propagation delays were
assumed as the major component of the end-to-end delay of the networks paths. Thus,
the network queuing delays at each network node were not considered (i.e. Delst,q =
0). For each of the twelve network instances a set of three distinct instances of D and
DR were created. A parameter (Dp) was considered which determined the expected
mean of the congestion in each link (ua) (values for Dp in the experiments were 0.1,
0.2 and 0.3). For the DR matrices, the strategy was to calculate the average of the
minimum possible delays, over all pairs of nodes. A parameter (DRp) was considered,
representing a multiplier applied to the previous value to get the matrix DR (values for
DRp in the experiments were 3, 4 and 5). Overall, a set of 12 × 3 × 3 = 108 instances
of the optimization problem were considered.

A number of heuristic methods was implemented, to provide a comparison with the
results obtained by the EAs: Unit - sets all arc weights to 1 (one); InvCap - sets arc
weights to a value inversely proportional to the capacity of the link; L2 - sets arc weights
to a value proportional to the physical Euclidean distance (L2 norm) of the link; Ran-
dom - a number of randomly generated solutions are analyzed and the best is selected,
where the number of solutions considered is always equal to the number of solutions
evaluated by the EA in each problem. The proposed EA, the heuristics and the OSPF
routing simulator were implemented by the authors using the Java programming lan-
guage. The EA was run for a number of generations ranging from 1000 to 6000, a value
that was incremented proportionally to the number of variables optimized by the EA.
The running times varied from a few minutes in the small networks, to a few hours in
the larger ones. So, in order to perform all the tests, a computing cluster with 46 dual
Xeon nodes was used. The population size was kept in 100 and the wmax was set to 20.
Since the EA and the Random heuristic are stochastic methods, R runs were executed
in each case (R was set to 10 in the experiments). For a better understanding, the results
are grouped into three sets according to the cost function used. The first two consider
single objective cost functions, for the optimization of congestion and delays respec-
tively. These are used mainly as a basis for the comparison with the results obtained
with the last group, that presents the results using the multiobjective cost function. In
all figures presented in this section the data was plotted in a logarithmic scale, given
the exponential nature of the penalty function adopted. Since the number of performed
experiments is quite high, it was decided in the following sections to present all the
results for just one of the networks (out of the 12) in order to explain the experimental
methodology, and then to show some aggregate results to draw conclusions.

3.1 Congestion

Table 1 shows the results for the optimization of the congestion, for one of the networks
(with 100 nodes and 197 links). In this table, the first column represents the demand
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generation parameter Dp (higher values for this parameter indicate higher mean de-
mands, thus harder optimization problems). The remaining columns indicate the con-
gestion measure (Φ∗(w)) for the best solution (w) obtained by each of the methods
considered in this study. In the case of the EAs and Random heuristic the values repre-
sent the mean value of the results obtained in the set of runs. Table 2 shows the results
for all the 12 available networks, averaged by the demands levels (value of Dp), includ-
ing in the last line the overall mean value for all problem instances. It is clear that the
results for all the methods get worse with the increase of Dp, as would be expected.
The comparison between the methods shows an impressive superiority of the EA when
compared to the heuristic methods. In fact, the EA achieves solutions which manage a
very reasonable behavior in all scenarios (worse case is 1.49), while the other heuristics
manage very poorly. Even InvCap, an heuristic quite used in practice, gets poor results
when Dp is 0.2 or 0.3 (Fig. 4)3, which means that the optimization with the EAs assures
good network behavior in scenarios where demands are at least 200% larger than the
ones where InvCap would assure similar levels of congestion.

Table 1. Optimization of congestion (Φ∗) in
one network with 100 nodes and 197 links

Dp Unit L2 InvCap Random EA
0.1 3.62 190.67 1.68 12.05 1.02
0.2 136.75 658.66 135.07 280.27 1.25
0.3 264.02 874.89 488.53 551.65 1.49

Table 2. Resultsfortheoptimizationofconges-
tion (Φ∗) - averaged results by demand levels

Dp Unit L2 InvCap Random EA
0.1 8.03 215.94 1.50 75.75 1.02
0.2 99.96 771.87 57.70 498.74 1.18
0.3 227.30 1288.56 326.33 892.87 1.73
Overall 111.76 758.79 128.51 489.12 1.31

Figure 5, on the other hand, represents the results for congestion, but aggregated by
the number of arcs (links). It is clear in both cases that the results obtained by the EAs
are quite scalable, since the quality levels are not affected by the number of nodes or
edges in the network graph. The results obtained in this section show that the EA makes
an effective method for the optimization of OSPF weights, in order to minimize the
congestion of the network. These results confirm the findings of other single objective
OSPF optimization works (e.g. Ericsson et al [14]), although a precise comparison of
the approaches is impossible since the data is not available.

3.2 Delays

Regarding the optimization of delays (cost function γ∗), a similar methodology was
adopted. Indeed, in Table 3 the results for the same example network are shown. The
methods used in the optimization are the same as in the previous section. In this case,
the first column represents the parameter used for the generation of delay requirements
(DRp). On the other hand, Table 4 and Fig. 6 represent the results obtained for the delay
optimization averaged by the parameter used in the generation of delays requirements
(DRp). In this case, the results of all methods improve when the value is higher, since
higher delay requirements are easier to comply.

3 In the figures the white area represents the acceptable working region whereas an increasing
level of gray is used to identify working regions with increasing levels of service degradation.
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Table 3. Optimization of delays (γ∗) in one ex-
ample network with 100 nodes and 197 links

DRp Unit L2 InvCap Random EA
3 13.50 1.38 201.62 4.36 1.38
4 2.00 1.13 18.33 1.82 1.13
5 1.47 1.04 3.62 1.54 1.04

Table 4. Optimization of delays (γ∗)- averaged
results by the delay requirements

DRp Unit L2 InvCap Random EA
3 152.37 2.94 577.94 156.62 2.85
4 28.78 1.25 158.85 24.35 1.25
5 6.59 1.10 44.13 4.29 1.10
Overall 62.58 1.76 260.30 61.75 1.73

The relative performance of each method shows a good behavior of the EA, as be-
fore, but now there is a simpler heuristic method - the L2 - that achieves very similar
results. This is not a surprise, since in the proposed model only propagation delays were
considered and these are proportional to the length of each link. The L2 heuristic con-
siders the OSPF weights to be proportional to the arc length, which means they are also
directly proportional to the delays. So, it is clear that the L2 heuristic exhibits a near-
optimal behavior in this problem. It is important to notice that in the context of network
management, the minimization of propagation delays, disregarding congestion, is typi-
cally not an optimization aim by itself. So, the results in this section will be used mainly
as a basis for comparison with the results of multiobjective optimization. As before, the
results for the delay minimization are also shown aggregated by the number of links
(Fig. 7). The scalability of both L2 and the EAs prevails in these results.

3.3 Multiobjective Optimization

From the set of methods discussed before, only the EA and the Random heuristic can be
used to perform multiobjective optimization by considering the optimization of function
f (Equation 13) as the aim. In all other heuristic methods, the solution is built disre-
garding the cost function, so the results for multiobjective optimization can be pasted
from the ones obtained in the previous sub-sections. The results of both EAs and Ran-
dom methods are presented in terms of the values for the two objective functions (Φ∗

and γ∗), since the value of f for these solutions can be easily obtained and is not rele-
vant to the analysis (it does not represent any real measure for the network behavior).
Three distinct values for α will be tested: 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. The value of 0.5 considers
each aim to be of equal importance, while the 0.25 favours the minimization of delays
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and 0.75 will give more weight to congestion. Table 5 represents the results obtained in
the example network, for the the multiobjective optimization obtained by the EAs and
Random heuristics. In this table only the results for α = 0.5 are shown. The methodol-
ogy for the other values of α is essentially the same. In the table, the first two columns
represent the parameters for demand and delay requirements; the next two indicate the
results for the Random heuristic in both aims and, finally, the last two give the results
of the EA for both congestion and delay, each with an extra information indicating the
percentage by which this results exceed the ones obtained by the corresponding EA
under with a single objective cost function.

Table 5. Multiobjective optimization (α = 0.5) in one
example network with 100 nodes and 197 links

Dp DRp Random EA
Φ∗ γ∗ Φ∗ (%) γ∗ (%)

0.1 3 27.36 39.97 1.14 (11.4%) 1.52 (10.2%)
0.1 4 7.22 16.06 1.09 (6.9%) 1.26 (11.8%)
0.1 5 8.82 2.28 1.08 (6.1%) 1.13 (8.9%)
0.2 3 356.25 29.42 1.47 (17.4%) 1.75 (26.2%)
0.2 4 274.06 2.37 1.40 (11.9%) 1.42 (25.9%)
0.2 5 339.06 1.96 1.38 (9.8%) 1.29 (23.7%)
0.3 3 587.51 48.72 1.76 (18.4%) 2.04 (47.8%)
0.3 4 495.32 7.08 1.61 (8.2%) 1.56 (38.4%)
0.3 5 601.00 2.34 1.56 (5.0%) 1.37 (31.3%)

Table 6. Overall results for the multiob-
jective optimization - averaged by α

α Random EA
Φ∗ γ∗ Φ∗ (%) γ∗ (%)

0.25 544.47 107.99 2.02 (47.2%) 2.33 (32.5%)
0.5 506.45 130.81 1.68 (25.7%) 2.49 (43.8%)

0.75 468.04 175.82 1.61 (19.5%) 2.92 (69.5%)

Table 7. Results for the multiobjective
optimization - averaged by nodes

Node Random EA
Φ∗ γ∗ Φ∗ (%) γ∗ (%)

30 283.32 74.77 1.58 (19.9%) 2.25 (24.3%)
50 442.16 165.63 1.78 (36.0%) 2.96 (51.9%)
80 619.14 170.75 1.62 (22.8%) 2.37 (42.7%)
100 681.17 112.09 1.75 (24.3%) 2.38 (56.2%)

In Table 6 the results obtained were aggregated averaging by the parameter α. The
results shown in this table make clear its effect, once it is possible to observe different
trade-offs between the two objectives. Indeed, when α increases the results on conges-
tion improve, while the reverse happens to the delay minimization. The intermediate
value of α (0.5) provides a good compromise between the two objectives. In this case,
the overall results show that, in average, there is a 25% decrease in the congestion per-
formance and around 44% in the delays minimization, both when comparing to single
objective optimization. These values are quite good and, in conjunction with the aver-
age values for both cost functions, indicate an acceptable performance. Table 8 shows
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the results aggregated averaging by the demand level (Dp) and also by α. It is clear
that when the problem gets harder in terms of congestion, both optimization aims are
affected the previous. However, even in the worst case (when Dp equals 0.3) the net-
work still manages an acceptable behavior. It is important to notice that in this scenario,
and even when the Dp equals 0.2, all heuristics behave quite badly. A similar picture
is found looking at Table 9, where the results are averaged by the delay requirement
parameter DRp. In fact, with the increase of DRp the results improve on both aims.

Table 8. Multiobjective results - aver. by Dp

α D Random EA
Φ∗ γ∗ Φ∗ (%) γ∗ (%)

0.25
0.1 110.51 89.76 1.28 (25.4%) 1.85 (7.0%)
0.2 544,74 107.08 1.64 (39.9%) 2.19 (24.6%)
0.3 978.16 127.11 3.15 (76.3%) 2.95 (66.0%)

0.5
0.1 88.00 106.79 1.17 (14.5%) 1.92 (12.8%)
0.2 481.50 136.68 1.47 (25.1%) 2.32 (35.2%)
0.3 949.85 148.96 2.41 (37.5%) 3.23 (83.3%)

0.75
0.1 73.92 142.41 1.10 (8.3%) 2.12 (25.1%)
0.2 469.42 180.58 1.35 (14.9%) 2.58 (53.6%)
0.3 914.79 204.49 2.38 (35.1%) 4.05 (129.9%)

Table 9. Multiobjective results - aver. by DRp

α DR Random EA
Φ∗ γ∗ Φ∗ (%) γ∗ (%)

0.25
3 616.36 246.07 2.63 (80.8%) 4.03 (46.2%)
4 536.07 60.37 1.77 (34.2%) 1.60 (28.0%)
5 480.98 17.52 1.67 (26.5%) 1.36 (23.4%)

0.5
3 535.28 283.16 1.95 (42.8%) 4.22 (55.2%)
4 505.69 82.04 1.59 (20.3%) 1.78 (41.8%)
5 478.37 27.23 1.51 (14.2%) 1.48 (34.4%)

0.75
3 506.84 372.04 1.89 (37.1%) 5.05 (94.1%)
4 468.14 116.96 1.48 (11.6%) 2.03 (62.3%)
5 483.14 38.48 1.46 (9.7%) 1.68 (52.2%)

Table 7, on the other hand, confirms the good scalability properties of the EA. In
fact, and as seen in the previous sections for both congestion and delay optimization,
the results are almost constant for the different network sizes (in this case, measured
by the number of nodes). A different view is offered by Figs. 8 and 9 where the results
are plotted with the two objective functions in each axis. The former shows the results
averaged by the demand levels and the latter by the delay requirements parameter. In
both cases the value considered for α was 0.5, although the overall view for different
values of this parameter would be very similar. In these graphs, the good overall net-
work behavior of the solutions provided by the EA is clearly visible, both in absolute
terms, regarding the network behavior in terms of congestion and delays, and when
compared to all other alternative methods. In fact, it is easy to see that no single heuris-
tic is capable of acceptable results in both aims simultaneously. L2 behaves well in the
delay minimization but fails completely in congestion; InvCap is better on congestion
(although in a very limited range) but fails completely in the delays. EAs, on the other
hand, are capable of a good compromise between both optimization targets.

Finally, Figs. 10 and 11 show similar graphs but considering only the EAs and plot-
ting the results for different values of α. In the figures the trade-offs between the two
objectives are clear. Regarding to Fig. 10 the obtained delay and congestion cost values
are averaged for distinct values of traffic demands (Dp = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3). Moreover,
three distinct lines are plotted, each one representing the results obtained assuming dis-
tinct values of α (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75). As observed in Fig. 10, the results show the
correctness of the proposed optimization model. In fact, within a given demand value,
the plots are shifted towards the upper left region of the graph as the α value increases.
This behaviour corroborates the optimization model underpinning concept, in which
higher values of α lead to an improvement in the congestion metric but, at the same
time, a penalization in the delay performance. The results plotted in Fig. 11 show the
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obtained delay and congestion cost values averaged now for distinct values of the de-
lay requests (DRp = 3, 4 and 5). As in the case of Fig. 10, the results clearly show
the correctness of the system dynamics, as the delay and congestion performance of
distinct experimental scenarios is controlled by the α parameter. As observed, network
configuration assuming lower values for α achieve a better delay performance.
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4 Conclusions and Further Work

This work presented an optimization scheme based on Evolutionary Algorithms with
an integer representation for the purpose of multiobjective routing in the Internet. To
achieve this aim, an analytical model was developed allowing the performance evalu-
ation of several QoS constrained OSPF routing scenarios of a given ISP. Resorting to
a large set of network topology configurations, each one constrained by several band-
width and end-to-end delay requirements, it was shown that the proposed EAs were
able to provide OSPF weight settings able to satisfy the users demands and outperform
common weight setting heuristics.

The research results presented in this work give ground to the idea that it is possible
to develop network management tools which automatically provide network adminis-
trators with optimal configurations for a given network topology and corresponding sets
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of QoS demands. In this way, ISP resource provisioning management tasks can be now
simplified while providing better results and, consequently, strong financial improve-
ments can be achieved by organizations using the proposed OSPF optimization scheme.
The consideration of more specific EAs to handle this class of problems [15][16] will be
taken into account in future work along with the integration of distinct classes of QoS
demands in the proposed optimization model. On this topic, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) has proposed standards on Multi-topology Routing aiming at pro-
viding different paths for different types of traffic [17]. The final objective is to adapt
the proposed optimization model to deal with OSPF routing schemes having the ability
to use multiple levels of weights.
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Abstract. In this paper, we are interested in comparing local deadline
assignment techniques in a multi-hop network supporting real time traf-
fic with end-to-end delay constraints, when the FP/EDF scheduling is
used, assuming that packets which don’t respect their local delay con-
straints are discarded. In each node, packets are scheduled according to
their Fixed Priorities (FP), and within the same priority, packets are
scheduled according to the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy, using
local deadlines, which correspond to the sojourn times not to be exceeded
in that node. Consequently, an accurate choice of these local deadlines
must be done in order to respect the flows’ end-to-end delay constraints
and minimize the packet discard rate. As we are interested in giving
probabilistic QoS guarantees, we develop a mathematical model to com-
pare the performances of five existing deadline assignment techniques.
We show that all these techniques give very high packet discard rates.
So, we propose to use another packet discard policy and we show that it
gives better results.

1 Introduction

Fixed Priority (FP) scheduling has been extensively studied in the last years
[1, 2]. It is well adapted for service differentiation and above all, it is easy to
implement. However, with such a scheduling, the number of available priorities
is usually lower than the number of flows in the network. Consequently, several
flows belonging to different types of applications will share a same priority. If,
within a same priority, all flows are served in te same way, real-time flows (VoIP,
videoconference, etc.), which are characterized by stringent end-to-end delay
constraints, may be penalized. That’s why we propose to introduce a Dynamic
Priority (DP) scheduling within a same priority. Such a scheduling policy is
called FP/DP. In our case, we propose to use the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
as a DP scheduling, since it is known to provide the optimal delay performance
in the uniprocessor case [3]. EDF also gives better statistical QoS guarantees
than other scheduling algorithms such as GPS (General Processor Sharing) as
shown in [4].

G. Parr, D. Malone, and M. Ó Foghlú (Eds.): IPOM 2006, LNCS 4268, pp. 49–60, 2006.
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According to EDF, flow packets are scheduled in a node according to their
“absolute deadlines”. The absolute deadline of a packet is the sum of its arrival
instant to the node, plus a “relative deadline”, also called “local deadline”, which
corresponds to the maximum sojourn time of the packet in that node. So, an
accurate choice of the packets’ local deadlines must be done in order to meet
their end-to-end delay constraints, also called end-to-end deadlines. We address
here the problem of deadline assignment.

We are also interested in giving flows a probabilistic QoS guarantee, expressed
in terms of end-to-end deadline miss probability. In fact, it is known that a
deterministic quantitative QoS guarantee is generally pessimistic, and yields to
an over-provisioning of network resources. This statement remains true for the
deterministic study of FP/EDF developed in [5]. Frameworks for probabilistic
delay guarantees can operate in the setting of either stochastic (i.e markovian) or
regulated (i.e leaky bucket) source models. Numerous frameworks that consider
stochastic (see [6] for EDF and [2] for PQ) or regulated (see [7] and [4] for EDF
and GPS) source models have been developed in literature. All these frameworks
allow to compute the deadline miss probability only for a flow aggregate. In this
paper, we develop a stochastic source model framework which also allows the
computation of the deadline miss probability for single flows as well as for a class
of flows.

We also assume in this study that packets which miss their local deadlines at
any node are discarded. We show that in this case, the end-to-end deadline miss
probability of a given flow corresponds to the probability that packets belonging
to this flow are discarded at each crossed node. Consequently, the probabilistic
QoS guarantee can be given in terms of packet discard rate.

We then compare the performances of five existing deadline assignment tech-
niques (“pure laxity”, “normalized laxity”, “fair Assignment”, “Proportional to
the bandwidth” and “Proportional to the workload”) in terms of packet discard
rates. We show that all these techniques discard a high rate of packets, which
wouldn’t fit the real-time applications that are sensitive to packet losses. So, we
propose to use another packet discard policy to minimize the packet discard rate
while maintaining, for each flow, the respect of its end-to-end delay constraint.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the adopted as-
sumptions. In section 3, we focus on the deadline assignment problem and the five
deadline assignment techniques adopted for our study. In section 4, we present
our mathematical model. In section 5, we show how to compute the end-to-
end deadline miss probability for a flow. And, in section 6, we compare the
performances of the five adopted deadline assignment techniques and show the
advantages of the new packet discard policy.

2 General Assumptions

2.1 Scheduling Model

We consider that all nodes in the network schedule packets according to the non-
preemptive (FP/EDF ) scheduling. Packets are first scheduled according to their
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Fixed Priorities (FP ), and within a same priority, they are scheduled according
to the (EDF ). With (EDF ), packets are scheduled according to their “absolute
deadlines”. The absolute deadline of a packet pk from a flow τk in a node i is the
sum of its arrival instant tk to this node, plus a “relative deadline” Ei

k obtained
from the end-to-end deadline Ek of the flow by a deadline assignment method.
We then adopt the following assumption:
Assumption 1: Packets whose absolute deadlines have expired are discarded
at the node’s scheduler.

2.2 Network Model

We adopt the following assumptions concerning the considered network.
Assumption 2: Links interconnecting nodes are supposed to be FIFO.
Assumption 3: The transmission delay between two nodes is supposed to be
negligible.
Assumption 4: Network is reliable, that is, neither network failures nor packet
losses are considered.

2.3 Traffic Model

We consider a set S = (τ1, τ2, ..., τK) of K flows sharing R priorities. Each flow
is characterized by its fixed priority and its end-to-end deadline. In addition, we
suppose that:
Assumption 5: Each flow is assumed to follow a fixed sequence of nodes, called
path.

For instance, MPLS can be used to fix the path followed by a flow.

3 Deadline Assignment Methods

3.1 The Deadline Assignment Problem Formalization

Consider a network characterized by a directed graph G(Q, L), where Q de-
notes a set of nodes and L a set of links. This network is crossed by a set S =
(τ1, τ2, ..., τK) of flows. Let q1 and qn be any two nodes of Q, let P(q1, qn) be
a path from node q1 to node qn composed of {l1, l2, ...ln−1} links. P(q1, qn) can
be followed by more than one flow. Let Ek be a positive constant denoting the
end-to-end deadline of a flow τk ∈ S following P(q1, qn). Each link li ∈ P(q1, qn)
can provide to the τk a QoS level chracterized by two metrics: a local dead-
line Ei

k and a probability P i
k of missing this deadline. The problem consists in

finding for each link li ∈ P(q1, qn) the QoS level meeting
∑n−1

i=1 Ei
k ≤ Ek and

minimizing 1 − ∏n−1
i=1 (1 − P i

k). A deterministic version of this problem can be
found in [8].
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3.2 Deadline Assignment Methods

[9] and [10] propose two methods to assign the local deadline Ei
k , of a flow

τk ∈ S in the link li, from its end-to-end deadline Ek. In both methods, the local
deadline is equal to T i

k, the service duration of the flow τk in the link li, plus a
laxity obtained by a metric. Two laxity metrics are used: pure laxity Rpure and
normalized laxity Rnorm.

– pure laxity provides a fair laxity assignment where N denotes the number

of links on the path of flow τk, with Rpure =
Ek−

N∑

j=1
T j

k

N and Ei
k = T i

k +Rpure

– normalized laxity provides a laxity assignment proportional to the local

execution time: Rnorm =
Ek−

N∑

j=1
T j

k

N∑

j=1
T j

k

and Ei
k = T i

k(1 + Rnorm) = T i
k

N∑

j=1
T j

k

Ek.

[11] proposes three deadline assignment methods in the case of a network
composed of N heterogeneous segments:

– The first method is the fair deadline assignment. With this method, the
local deadline assigned to flow τk on segment li is Ei

k = Ek/N. Note that
when the execution duration of flow τk is identical on all nodes, Rpure and
Rnorm. also give the same value of the local deadline Ei

k.
– The second method assigns the local deadlines proportionally to the seg-

ment workload. With this method, the local deadline assigned to flow τk

on segment li is Ei
k = Ui

N∑

j=1
Uj

Ek where Ui denotes the workload of segment

li.
– The third method assigns the local deadline inversely proportional to

the available bandwidth on segment li, leading to Ei
k =

N∑

j=1
Bj−Bi

(N−1)
N∑

j=1
Bj

Ek

where Bi is the available bandwidth on segment li.

In our study, we consider these five deadline assignment methods and we
compare their performances in terms of packet discard rates.

4 Mathematical Model

We focus on K flows sharing R priorities in a network composed of a set of Q edge
and core routers. Let R be the highest priority. It is known that the arrivals of
flow packets aren’t a Poisson process. However, [12] has shown that considering
a Poisson process at flow packet scale is an upper bound of the reality. We can
then introduce this assumption to simplify the study.
Assumption 7: External flow packet arrivals (arrivals to the network) are sup-
posed to be independent Poisson processes.
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We denote by λrk the Poisson arrival rate to the network of a class k flow
with priority r. Each link lab connecting node a to node b, where a, b ∈ Q
is characterized by its bandwidth Vab. Each flow τk, having the priority r is
characterized by its packet processing time, its packet inter arrival rate, its fixed
priority and its end-to-end deadline. Packets belonging to the same flow, inherit
from its characteristics. According to assumption 5, all the packets of a same
flow follow the same path. Flow paths are defined by the matrix F = (Fkq)
k=1...K,q=1...Q where Fkq is the row of the node q in the path of flow τk. If τk

doesn’t cross the node q, then Fkq = 0. Hence we define δab
rk by:

δab
rk =

{
1 if Fkb − Fka = 1 with Fkb > 0, Fka > 0 and Vab > 0
0 else (1)

that is δab
rk = 1, if the link lab belongs to the path of the flow τk having the priority

r. Each node can be considered as a set of queueing systems. Arriving packets
are stocked in a first file to be processed and switched over the appropriate link.
Each link corresponds to a queueing system, where the service is the transmission
of a packet over this link. By supposing that the processing time at the first file
is instantaneous, the node response time, for a packet going through node a to
node b, corresponds to the response time of the queueing system modelling the
link lab. Let s̃ab

rk be the random variable associated to the sojourn time of class
k packets with priority r at the link lab. According to assumption 1, packets
belonging to the flow τk with the priority r are discarded with the probability
P [s̃ab

rk > Eab
k ] = 1 − P [s̃ab

rk ≤ Eab
k ]. To simplify this study, we introduce the

following assumptions:
Assumption 8: The sojourn times of the packets inside the network are sup-
posed to be stochastically independent.

Bonald et al. assume in [12] that this is a worst case assumption which only
leads to upper bounds on performance.
Assumption 9: We then suppose that packet arrivals of a flow τk with priority
r, to a link lab are also a Poisson process with the parameter

λab
rk = δab

rkλrk

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

∏

i, j such that Fkb>Fkj ,

Fkj>Fki and δij
rk=1

(

1 − P [ ˜sij
rk > Eij

k ]
)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2)

where δab
rk is given by 1. λab

rk is the part of λrk which was not discarded at all the
links lij preceeding the link lab.

According to the traffic description, to assumption 9 and to the FP/EDF schedul-
ing, each link lab can be modelled by an M/G/1 station with K classes of cus-
tomers (the K flows), and the non-preemptive FP/EDF (with R priorities) dis-
cipline. Let ρab

rk be the utilization factor of the link lab server by the packets of
class k with priority r. ρab

rk is given by

ρab
rk = λab

rkXab
rk (3)
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where Xab
rk corresponds to the average service time of packets of a flow τk with

priority r at the link lab and is given by:

Xab
rk =

βrk

Vab
(4)

where βrk is the average packet size of such a flow and Vab is the bandwidth of
the link lab. The utilization factor ρabof the link lab server is then given by:

ρab =
R∑

r=1

K∑

k=1

ρab
rk (5)

5 Deadline Miss Probability Computation

5.1 Local Deadline Miss Probability Computation

To compute for any flow τk with priority r the probability P [s̃ab
rk > Eab

k ] of
missing its local deadline Eab

k at the link lab, we must evaluate the distribution

function of s̃ab
rk. This distribution function is obtained by inspecting its Laplace

transform, denoted
(
Sab

rk

)∗ (s), and given by

(
Sab

rk

)∗
(s) =

(
W ab

rk

)∗
(s) × (

Bab
rk

)∗
(s) (6)

where
(
Bab

rk

)∗ (s) is the Laplace transform (LT) of the service time probabil-
ity density function of packets from class k with priority r at the link lab and(
W ab

rk

)∗ (s) is the LT of the waiting time density of packets from class k with
priority r at the link lab.

We focus on the computation of
(
W ab

rk

)∗
(s). A packet m from class k with

priority r and a relative deadline Eab
k has to wait for:

1. The packet found in service,
2. packets belonging to flows with priorities greater than r and which arrive to

the link lab before m starts its execution,
3. and packets having the priority r with an absolute deadline D, such that D

≤ tk + Eab
k , which arrive to the link lab before m starts its processing.

To compute
(
W ab

rk

)∗ (s), we define two classes of packets, as in [13]:

– C+
rk which represents the packets found in the system upon the arrival of m

with priorities greater than or equal to r, and having to be served before m
(called priority packets)

– and C−
rk which represents the packets found in the system upon the arrival

of m with priority smaller than or equal to r, to be served after m (called
ordinary packets).
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The Poisson arrival rate of the class C+
rk packets is then given by:

λ+
rk =

R∑

i=r+1

K∑

j=1

(
λab

ij

)
+

K∑

i=1

P (i prec. k / i arr. bef. k)
(
λab

ri

)
(7)

where P (i prec. k / i arr. bef. k) is the probability that a packet of class i and
priority r, with a relative deadline Eab

i , is served before a packet from flow k
(that is the probability that ti+Eab

i < tk +Eab
k knowing that ti < tk). According

to assumption 8, the arrival times of class i packets are seen, by class k packets
as they were uniformly distributed. So, we have:

P (i prec. k / i arr.bef. k) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 if Eab
i ≤ Eab

k
+∞∫

0

max(0,
t − δab

ik

t ) λab
rke−λab

rktdt else
(8)

On the other hand, the Poisson arrival rate of the class C−
rk packets is given by:

λ−
rk =

r−1∑

i=1

K∑

j=1

(
λab

ij

)
+

K∑

i=1

[1 − P (i prec. k / i arr.bef. k)]
(
λab

ri

)
(9)

The LTs of the service time distribution of priority packets (C+
rk) and ordinary

packets (C−
rk) are respectively

(B+
rk)∗(s) =

1
(
λ+

rk

)

⎡

⎣
R∑

i=r+1

K∑

j=1

(
λab

ij

)
(Bab

ij )∗(s)+ (10)

K∑

i=1

P (i prec. k / i arr.bef. k)
(
λab

ri

)
(Bab

ri )∗(s)

]

and

(B−
rk)∗(s) =

1
(
λ−

rk

)

⎡

⎣
r−1∑

i=1

K∑

j=1

(
λab

ij

)
(Bab

ij )∗(s)+

K∑

i=1

[1 − P (i prec. k / i arr.bef. k)]
(
λab

ri

)
(Bab

ri )∗(s)

]

(11)

Let
(
W+

rk

)∗
(s) be the LT of the waiting time distribution of priority packets

(packets belonging to C+
rk).

(
W+

rk

)∗
(s) is given by:

(
W+

rk

)∗
(s) =

(
1 − ρab

)
s + λ−

rk

(
1 − (

B−
rk

)∗
(s)

)

s − λ+
rk + λ+

rk

(
B+

rk

)∗
(s)

(12)
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where ρab is given by 5.(see [13] for more details). The waiting time at the link
lab, of a packet m of class k with priority r corresponds to W+

rk and the sum of
the service times of packets that arrive during the delay busy period initiated
by W+

rk and which have to be served before m. The Poisson arrival rate of these
packets, denoted by λ++

rk is given by:

λ++
rk =

R∑

i=r+1

K∑

j=1

(
λab

ij

)
+

K∑

i=1

P (i prec. k / i arr.aft. k)
(
λab

ri

)
(13)

where P (i prec. k / i arr.aft. k) is the probability that a packet of flow i with
a relative deadline Eab

i , is served before our tagged packet of flow k (that is the
probability that ti + Eab

i < tk + Eab
k knowing that ti > tk). We have:

P (i prec. k / i arr.aft. k) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 if Eab
i ≥ Eab

k
+∞∫

0

(
δab

ki

Eab
k

)
λab

rke−(λab
rk)tdt = δab

ki

Eab
k

else
(14)

Hence, the LT of the waiting time density
(
W ab

rk

)∗ (s) is given by

(
W ab

rk

)∗
(s) =

(
W+

rk

)∗ (
s + λ++

rk − λ++
rk

(
θ++

rk

)∗
(s)

)
(15)

where
(
θ++

rk

)∗
(s) is the LT of a busy period delay distribution generated by the

packets which arrive after m and which have to be served before it.
(
θ++

rk

)∗
(s)

is the solution of the equation

(
θ++

rk

)∗
(s) =

(
B++

rk

)∗ (
s + λ++

rk − λ++
rk

(
θ++

rk

)∗
(s)

)
(16)

where
(
B++

rk

)∗
(s) is the LT of the service time distribution (b++

rk (x)) of packets
arriving during the delay busy period initiated by W+

rk and which have to be
served before m.

5.2 End-to-End Deadline Miss Probability Computation

According to assumption 3 and to the deadline assignment problem formal-
ization, any packet belonging to the flow τk with priority r, which reaches
its destination (is not discarded) respects certainly its end-to-end deadline (as
∑n−1

i=1 Ei
k ≤ Ek). So, the end-to-end deadline miss probability Pmiss

rk corresponds
to the probability of not being discarded at any crossed node, and can be com-
puted as follows:

Pmiss
rk = 1 −

∏

1≤i,j≤Q

δij
rk(1 − P [ ˜sij

rk > Eij
k ]) (17)
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Fig. 1. Network and flows description

6 Comparison of the Different Methods

6.1 Network Description

We consider the network of Fig 1.
In this network, we consider 2 priority levels and 4 flows, τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4

distributed over the two priority levels as follows:

– Flows τ1and τ2 belong to priority p1, and will be noted τ11 and τ12. Their
end-to-end deadlines are E1 = 150ms and E2 = 150ms.

– Flows τ3and τ4 belong to priority p2, and will be noted τ23 and τ24. Their
end-to-end deadlines are E3 = 150ms and E4 = 240ms.

The paths followed by these flows are given in figure 1. We study the network
when the load of the link l2,3, which is the bottleneck link, equals 0, 8.

6.2 End-to-End Miss Probabilities

In Table 1, we present the packet discard rates (end-to-end miss probabilities)
of the four flows, with the different deadline assignment techniques. We notice
that the lowest packet discard rate is not given by the same technique for the
four flows. In other words, there isn’t a technique that suits all flows. So, to
have a valuable comparison criterion, we introduce the notion of global discard
rate, which corresponds to the probability that all flows miss their end-to-end
deadlines. In Table 2, we present the global discard rates obtained by the five
deadline assignment techniques.

It is intresting to notice that the “proportional to the workload” technique
gives the highest global packet discard rate. In fact, as the load of the link
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Table 1. Packet discard rates

τ11 τ12 τ23 τ24

Rpure 9,29 % 1,69 % 31,54 % 7,49 %

Rnorm 8,09 % 2,58 % 30,96 % 17,13 %

Fair 10,57 % 1,85 % 32,94 % 6,61 %

Band 8,49 % 1,57 % 30,83 % 10,81 %

Prop 22,69 % 25,07 % 18,47 % 6,02 %

Table 2. Global discard rates

Rpure Rnorm Fair Band Prop

43,53 % 48,78 % 45,03 % 44,44 % 55,62 %

l2,3 is high, the local deadlines assigned to all the flows in this link are the
biggest. So, the local deadlines assigned to the flows in the other links are very
small and the probability to miss them is very high. This leads to a high packet
discard rates in these links, and consequently to a high global discard rate. In
our configuration, the best results are respectively given by the “pure laxity”
and the “proportional to the bandwidth” techniques. Nevertheless, we notice
that all the deadline assignment techniques give very high global discard rates
(more than 40%). This could be very penalizing for real-time applications which
are very sensitive to packet losses. So, we propose to introduce another packet
discard policy in order to minimize the packet discard rates.

6.3 The New Packet Discard Policy

We propose to discard flow packets only when their sojourn time into the network
exceeds their end-to-end deadlines. Packets belonging to the flow τk with priority
r are discarded at a link lab with the probability:

P [(s̃ab
rk +

∑

i, j such that Fkb>Fkj ,

Fkj>Fki and δij
rk=1

˜
sij

rk) > Ek / (
∑

i, j such that Fkb>Fkj ,

Fkj>Fki and δij
rk=1

˜
sij

rk) ≤ Ek] (18)

It is also important to say that, whith this packet discard policy, all packets
which reach their destination (are not discarded) certainly respect their end-to-
end deadlines.

In Table 3, we present the packet discard rates (end-to-end miss probabilities)
of the four flows, with the different deadline assignment techniques, as well as
the global packet discard rates obtained with the new packet discard policy.

We note that the packet discard rates are much lower than the ones obtained
by the precedent discard policy. We explain this by the fact that packets which
miss their local deadlines in a node recover their lateness in the next nodes.
We note that the five deadline assignment techniques give close results, but the
best result is given by the “proportional to the bandwidth” technique. We then
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Table 3. Packet discard rates with the new policy

τ11 τ12 τ23 τ24

Rpure 9,29 % 1,69 % 31,54 % 7,49 %

Rnorm 8,09 % 2,58 % 30,96 % 17,13 %

Fair 10,57 % 1,85 % 32,94 % 6,61 %

Band 8,49 % 1,57 % 30,83 % 10,81 %

Prop 22,69 % 25,07 % 18,47 % 6,02 %

recommend to use this technique to assign the local deadlines to flows. Similar
results have been obtained with other network configurations and simulations
are being done to corroborate these results.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on five deadline assignment techniques: “pure lax-
ity”, “normalized laxity”, “fair assignment”, “proportional to the bandwidth”
and “proportional to the workload”. A mathematical model was developed to
compare their performances in terms of end-to-end miss probability within the
FP/EDF scheduling, assuming that packets wich don’t respect their local dead-
lines are discarded. The main contribution of this model is the possibility to
compute the deadline miss probabilities for single flows or a class of flows.

In the chosen network configuration, we noticed that the five techniques give
very high packet discard rates. We then proposed the use of a new discard policy
where the packets are discarded only when their sojourn time into the network
exceeds their end-to-end deadlines. We show that this discard policy gives better
results. We also show that with this policy, the five deadline assignment tech-
niques give close results, but the best result is given by the “proportional to the
bandwidth” technique. Simulations are now being done in order to corroborate
these results with a bigger network and a higher number of flows.
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Abstract. The paper proposes a pre-established multi-path model for
quantitative QoS guarantees in Differentiated Services (Diffserv) aware
MPLS networks. The proposed model pre-establishes several MPLS la-
bel switching paths (LSPs) between each ingress-egress router pair. An
ingress router performs admission control based on the resource availabil-
ity on these paths. The model reduces QoS route computation complexity
and increases signaling and state scalability. It also increases resource uti-
lization by performing dynamic load-balancing among the paths based
on their utilization. The experimental results are provided to illustrate
the efficiency of our model under various network conditions.

1 Introduction

Providing quantitative Quality of Services (QoS) in the Internet has become one
of the most important issues as the use of real-time applications continue to
grow dramatically. A QoS mechanism has two main components; QoS routing
and resource reservation.

Most of the QoS routing schemes rely on source routing. In source routing
model, each source node must have global QoS state information of all the nodes
in the network in order to perform QoS routing. The global state information is
updated by a link state protocol that requires a periodic exchange of link QoS
state information among routers.

Source routing has several problems. First, under dynamic traffic conditions
it is difficult to maintain accurate network state information in a scalable man-
ner. Because network resource availability may change with each flow arrival
and departure, and therefore a high frequent update is required to maintain
accurate network state. However, high frequent updates result in communica-
tion and processing scalability problems. Second, the global view of the network
QoS state may have synchronization problem. Third, performing QoS routing
for each request can cause a serious scalability problem, because QoS routing
is a computationally intensive task. Fourth, an ingress router may find a differ-
ent path for each request. Since each computed route/path needs a reservation
state in routers (i.e., for guaranteed QoS), the number of reservation states may
increase accordingly with the number of accepted requests, resulting in a state
scalability problem in the network core.
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As a viable alternative to source routing and its associated link state proto-
col, several studies have proposed a pre-established path approach [9][10][13][16].
In [9], the authors used a pre-computed multi-path approach that requires no
global state information exchanged among routers. Instead, source nodes obtain
the network QoS state based on flow blocking statistics collected locally, and per-
forms flow routing using this localized view of the network QoS state. Elwalid et
al. [10] proposed a pre-established multi-path scheme for MPLS traffic engineer-
ing. The ingress router distributes the incoming traffic across pre-established
label switching paths (LSPs) based on the measurement of LSP congestion so
that the loads are balanced and congestion is thus minimized. Ref. [13] and [16]
proposed a Bandwidth Broker (BB) [1] based pre-established path scheme.

The pre-computed/established path schemes have several advantages. First of
all, since there is no need for global information exchange among the routers, the
communication overhead is minimized. Core routers do need to keep and update
any QoS state of other routers. Thus, it reduces the processing and memory
overhead at core routers. Another important issue is that routers do not perform
QoS route computation, which is a computationally extensive task. However,
these studies have not addressed quantitative QoS guarantees, because there are
no explicit admission control and reservation mechanisms. Since all the incoming
traffic is accepted, the QoS may be degraded as the traffic rate in the network
increases. Although Ref. [13] and [16] proposed an admission control scheme,
they used a single path scheme, which results in poor resource utilization. Also
as we showed in [16], performing QoS routing through bandwidth broker can
result in scalability problem.

In this work we propose a pre-established multi-path model for quantitative
QoS guarantees in Diffserv[5] over MPLS networks with an explicit admission
control scheme. In the proposed model, several LSPs, each of which has a certain
bandwidth constraint, are established for each ingress-ingress pair in offline. The
ingress router performs admission control based on the resource availability in
the associated LSPs and distributes the accepted traffic across the LSPs in a way
load is balanced and resource utilization is thus optimized. Another important
feature of our model is that since the Internet traffic behaves highly variant–
depending on applications, users, mobile devices etc, in the proposed model,
ingress routers dynamically readjust the size of LSPs with respect to LSPs’
traffic characteristics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes a
quantitative Diffserv model. Section III presents the QoS routing model and ad-
mission control model. Section IV describes the ingress equal-cost load balancing
scheme. In Section V, we present the preliminary evaluation results. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Section VI.

2 Quantitative Diffserv Network Model and Assumptions

Diffserv is seen to be a de facto standard to achieve QoS in the Internet in a scal-
able manner. Unlike Integrated Services (Intserv), Diffserv requires no per-flow
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admission control or signaling and, consequently, core routers do not maintain
any per-flow state or operation. Instead, routers merely implement a small num-
ber of classes named Per Hop Behavior(PHB), each of which has particular
scheduling and buffering mechanisms. However, with the exception of Expe-
dited Forwarding (EF) [7], all the PHBs provide qualitative QoS guarantees (the
QoS metrics value changes with network conditions). Hence, the requirements of
real-time applications, which need quantitative bounds on specific QoS metrics,
cannot be guaranteed even in a single node. It is envisioned that the EF service
can only be applied to very limited applications, because it results in poor re-
source utilization [7][11][12]. In this work, we define a set of PHBs that provide
quantitative QoS guarantees.

A quantitative PHB i is associated with an upper delay bound di, an upper
loss ratio bound li, and certain percentage of link capacity Ci. di is the delay that
packets of i will experience in any router within the domain under the worst-case
network conditions. li is the average loss rate that the packets of i will experience
under worst-case network conditions (e.g., di < 3ms, li < 0.01%). We assume
that each PHB can use only its share of link capacity, and the surplus capacity of
a PHB can be used by best-effort or qualitative services. We also assume that di

and li are pre-determined at the network configuration stage [6][11][12], which is
done in relatively long time intervals (e.g., weeks) and downloaded into routers.
A router dynamically adjusts its scheduler rate and buffer size according to the
dynamic traffic rate to meet pre-determined di and li constraints.

Under this premise, each router provides the desired QoS regardless of the
utilization rate. This, of course, require a strict admission control mechanism to
ensure that the incoming traffic rate of a PHB does not exceed the given link
capacity for that particular PHB.

Note that since the link resources allocated for a PHB can only be used by
that PHB, the network can be considered as if it is divided into multiple virtual
networks, one for each PHB. Thus, in the rest of this paper, it is assumed that
there is only one PHB within a domain. Consequently, the traffic of an LSP
belongs to a single PHB (class).

3 QoS Routing and Admission Control

We propose a pre-established multi-path QoS routing model that minimizes the
scalability problems while increasing resource utilization. We assume that sev-
eral explicit paths, MPLS LSPs, have been pre-established between each ingress
router (IR) and egress router (ER) pair with a certain bandwidth capacity (Fig-
ure 1). The traffic between an IR-ER pair is forwarded along these LSPs. For
simplicity, at this point we assume that LSPs are PHB-specific, meaning that
all the traffic in an LSP belongs to the same PHB (an LSP is defined with <IR,
ER, PHB>).

In this work we do not address the LSP placement optimization, we simply
assume that they have been pre-established by standard protocols such as RSVP-
TE or CR-CDP. The LSPs placement is performed in network configuration
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Fig. 1. A pre-established multi-path QoS routing architecture

stage, which is done in long time periods (e.g., daily, weekly)[9][10][16]. The
initial capacity of an LSP can be chosen randomly, or it can be determined
based on the traffic rate between an IR-ER pair. Since the size of LSPs are
dynamically modified based on the traffic rate, their initial sizes do not affect
the resource optimization.

The LSPs in our model are associated with certain QoS guarantees. The
traffic entering an LSP is statistically guaranteed to be delivered to the other
end of the LSP (egress router) within specified QoS boundaries, regardless of the
network congestion level. This, of course, requires an explicit admission control
mechanism. The admission control and resource reservation are performed by
the ingress router. Upon receiving a QoS request:

– The ingress router determines the associated egress router (based on the
destination address IP prefix).

– The ingress router checks the total available bandwidth in the associated
LSPs (as described above there are several LSPs between an IR-ER pair).
If the total available bandwidth is larger than the requested bandwidth, it
accepts the request immediately without signaling the core and egress nodes.
This minimizes admission control time and increases signaling scalability.

– If the available bandwidth is less than the requested bandwidth, the ingress
router sends a resource allocation request (RAR) to egress nodes through
the LSPs.

– All the nodes along the LSP process RAR and check if they have available
resources to support the request. If so, they send the RAR to the next node.
Otherwise, they send resource allocation answer (RAA) through the ingress
router reporting insufficient resources (rejecting the request).

– When RAR reaches egress router, meaning that all the nodes between ingress
and egress router have sufficient resources, the egress router reserves the
required resources and send RAA to the ingress router.

– All the nodes along the path process RAA and reserves resources (increases
the size of the associated LSP). Once the RAA reaches to the ingress router,
the request is admitted.
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Resizing LSPs for each request (sending RAR for individual each request) may
result in a scalability problem (especially in the network core). To reduce this
problem, the ingress router resizes LSPs based on the aggregated traffic demand
in advance. That is, when the traffic rate between an IR-ER pair reaches the total
capacity of LSPs, the ingress router attempts to increase the capacity of LSPs by
taking the future request into account. For example, the size of each LSP can be
increased by 10%. Similarly, when the traffic rate drop to below certain threshold
(e.g., 80% of total capacity),the ingress router attempts to release some resources
by reducing the size of the associated LSPs. It is important to note that reducing
and increasing the sizes of LSPs is under the assumption that all the LSPs have
equal cost. As described later, each LSP has a cost that reflects the utilization
of the its links. The ingress router tries to equalize the costs of LSPs so that the
load is balanced and congestion is thus minimized. The ingress router performs
load balancing by shifting the traffic from high cost LSPs to low cost LSPs.

Another important scalability issue is the number of states maintained by core
routers. In the proposed model, core routers do not maintain reservation states
(neither per-flow nor per-LSP). Although each LSP has reserved bandwidth,
this information is known only by the ingress router, which performs admission
control. All the traffic of LSPs that use the same link and has the same PHB
is aggregated into the same queue. A core router just ensures that the total
aggregated traffic does not exceed its link capacity. When it accepts an RAR, it
simply subtracts the requested bandwidth amount from the available one. It does
not maintain state for the LSP size. The only states maintained by a core router
are the forwarding states (associated with LSPs) and the total reserved capacity.

4 Ingress Equal-Cost Load Balancing

Given the traffic load flowing between an ingress-egress pair, the task of an
ingress router is to distribute the traffic across the candidate LSPs in a way
the loads are balanced and congestion is minimized. The idea here is to shift
some of the traffic from the heavily-loaded path(s) to the lightly-loaded path(s)
to increase admission control probability. For example; consider a scenario in
Figure 1. Assume that LSP1, LSP2, and LSP3 have no available bandwidth
left, and LSP4 has available bandwidth. Also assume that link 10 (L10) is the
bottleneck link for LSP2 and LSP3. If IR1 receives new requests, it will reject
them due to the lack of resources (no available bandwidth in LSP1 and LSP2).
When the proposed scheme is used, some of the traffic in LSP3 will be shifted to
LSP4 so that LSP2 can use more resources of L10. In this case, IR1 can increase
the size of LSP2 and thus accept new requests. This is achieved through the
cost-equalization of the LSPs.

The cost of a link for a PHB x can be simply defined[17] as

cx(t) = qx/(1 − ux(t)) (1)

where qx is the fixed cost of using the link for x when it is idle, and ux(t)
represents the link utilization of x at time t. ux(t) = rx(t)/Rx, where rx(t) is
the traffic rate of x at time t and Rx represents the link capacity assigned to x.
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The ingress router periodically receives the cost for each of the links that
constituting its LSPs. Let L1, L2, L3, ..LN be the links on an LSP i. Once the
ingress router has the cost of all links, it computes the cost of i as

Ci =
N∑

j=1

cj (2)

Upon detecting a consistent and substantial cost difference among LSPs, the
ingress router invokes the load balancing/cost-equalization algorithm. The cost
equalization can be done using stochastic approximation theory or gradient pro-
jection methods[10][15], which are generally complex to implement in practice.
To circumvent this problem, we use a simple but effective iterative procedure.

Let C1, C2, ..., CK be the costs, R1, R2, ..., Rk be the traffic rate and α1, α2, ...,
αK be load proportions of LSP1, LSP2, ....., LSPK and V the be total load of an
IR-ER pair (

∑K
i=1 αi = 1 and Ri = αiV ) . If all Ci are equal, then αi’s are the de-

sired proportions. If not, we use mean costs of all the paths C− =
∑

Ci/K as the
target cost for each path and obtain new proportions. The new proportions αn

i ’

α
′
i =

C−

Ci
αi (3)

αn
i = φα

′
i (4)

φ is the normalization factor defined as φ = 1∑
K
i=1 α

′
i

. The corresponding Rn
i ’s

are: Rn
i = αn

i V . This procedure is repeated iteratively until the costs of LSPs
are equal. Because for a constant LSP size (during the load balancing) the cost
Ci is increased with its load (αiV ), it can be shown that this procedure will
always converge.

For clarification, consider Figure 1. Let C1, C2, C3, and C4 be the costs and
R1, R2, R3 and R4 be the traffic rate of LSP1, LSP2, LSP3 and LSP4, respec-
tively. Suppose that the ingress routers IR1 and IR2 detect substantial cost
differences between their LSPs, C2 > C1 and C3 > C4. In this situation, both
IR1 and IR2 start shifting some traffic from LSP2 to LSP1 and from LSP3 to
LSP4, respectively. That is, R1, R2, R3 and R4 will become R1+�r1, R2-�r1,
R3-�r2, and R4+�r2, respectively (�r = Rn

i − Ri). This process is repeated
until there is no appreciable cost difference.

Another important issue is how to assign the load to the LSPs. There are at
least two ways to do this: Packet-based in a round-robin fashion and flow-based
using hashing on source and destination IP addresses and possibly other fields of
the IP header. The first approach causes out-of-order packets while the second
approach is dependent upon the distribution of flows. Flow-based load sharing
may be unpredictable in a stub network where the number of flows is relatively
small and less heterogeneous, but it is generally effective in core public networks
where the number of flows is large and heterogeneous [2]. We therefore use the
second approach.

In our hashing model, the traffic will be first distributed into N bins by using
module-N operation on the hash space [8]. The router performs a modulo-N hash
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over the packet header fields that identify a flow. If the total traffic rate is X
bps, each bin approximately receives the amount of X/N bps. The next step is
to map N bins to LSPs. The number of bins assigned to an LSP is determined
based on its load portion.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we present experimental results to verify the achievements of the
proposed model. We modified our previous software tools [2][16] for this purpose.
For load-balancing experiments, we used a network topology consisting 8 edge
routers (ingress, egress) and 8 core routers (CR) (Figure 2). For each IR-ER
pair, two LSP were established, so there were 32 LSPs. Although an IR had LSP
connection to all the ERs, in the figure the connection to a single ER is shown
(for simplicity illustration).
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IR4 

ER1 
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L4 CR4 

CR3 

CR2 

CR1 CR5 
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CR8 

Fig. 2. Experiment Network Topology for load balancing

Figure 3 and 4 show, the load-balancing (cost-equalization) process for cost
update interval of 1sec and 5sec. In this experiment, the offered traffic rate
between each IR-ER pair was changed every 60 sec. The figures shows utilization
of L1, L2 and L3 under different traffic conditions. As figures shows, our model
achieves load-balancing in few iterations.

In the next experiments, we evaluate the model in terms of network resource
utilization and admission control time on the network topology shown on Figure
5. Each ingress router had 3 LSPs to egress router (node 14). We compared our
model with traditional per-request QoS routing scheme, which is also known
as widest shortest path (wsp) in the literature. Per-request routing performs
route computation for each individual request/flow. It searches for a feasible
path with minimum hop count. If there are several such paths, the one with
maximum available bandwidth is chosen. As known, unlike our model, in per-
request routing the sessions/flows are not rerouted, meaning that there is no
shifting process.

Figure 6 compares our model with per-request routing in terms of resource
utilization. In this experiment, the ingress router attempted to increase the size
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Fig. 5. Experiment Network Topology for admission control and resource utilization

of LSPs when the total traffic rate reaches 95% of the reserved capacity and de-
crease when the total traffic rate drop to below 85%. Increasing and decreasing
amount is 5% of the LSP capacity. As shown, under low loads, the difference
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in the rejection rates are relatively small because the probability of finding suf-
ficient available bandwidth in each link is high and most of the requests are
accepted. When the loads increases, our model has better performance than
per-request routing. An important point here is that our model uses bulk-type
reservation, meaning that an ingress router can increase LSP sizes more than
the actual request rate (in order to damp the signaling frequency). This affects
the performance of our model. As shown in Figure 7, when we reserve resources
for each individual request, the performance of our model gets even much better
because there is no over-reservation.

As described before, upon receiving a reservation request, the ingress router
performs the admission control based only on the current utilization of the cor-
responding LSPs. It does not have to check the capacity of the links constituting
the LSPs in online. In per-request QoS routing (wsp), the ingress router first
computes the path and then required resources needs to reserved in all the links
along the path. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the performance of our model
with per-request routing in terms admission control time.
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Fig. 8. The admission control time
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Fig. 9. The admission control time

Figure 8 shows the results when the resources of LSPs were reserved in ad-
vance with over-utilization. As expected, admission control time of our model is
very small compare to per-request QoS routing. In Figure 9, the ingress router
reserved the resources on LSPs when a request arrived. In other words, resources
were reserved and released based on the requests. As shown, even in this case,
the performance of our model is much better than per-request QoS routing. Al-
though we do not provide the complexity analysis in this work, the admission
control time also reflects the complexity.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a pre-established multi path model for Diffserv aware
MPLS networks. The proposed model performs admission control based on the
resource availability of the LSPs without signaling the core node. The loads
among paths are balanced based on their utilization costs dynamically obtained
via measurements. The model significantly reduces admission control time and
minimizes scalability problems present in prior research while optimizing network
resource utilization.
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Abstract. Experience-based admission control (EBAC) is a hybrid approach
combining the classical parameter-based and measurement-based admission con-
trol schemes. EBAC calculates an appropriate overbooking factor used to over-
book link capacities with resource reservations in packet-based networks. This
overbooking factor correlates with the average peak-to-mean rate ratio of all ad-
mitted traffic flows on the link. So far, a single overbooking factor is calculated
for the entire traffic aggregate. In this paper, we propose type-specific EBAC
which provides a compound overbooking factor considering different types of
traffic that subsume flows with similar peak-to-mean rate ratios. The concept can
be well implemented since it does not require type-specific traffic measurements.
We give a proof of concept for this extension and compare it with the conven-
tional EBAC approach. We show that EBAC with type-specific overbooking leads
to better resource utilization under normal conditions and to faster response times
for changing traffic mixes.

Keywords: admission control, resource reservation overbooking, quality of ser-
vice, traffic management & control.

1 Introduction

Admission control (AC) may be used to ensure quality of service (QoS) in terms of
packet loss and delay in packet-based communication networks. Many different ap-
proaches for AC exist and an overview can be found in [1]. In general, AC admits or
rejects resource reservation requests and installs reservations for admitted flows. The
packets of admitted flows are transported with high priority such that they get the de-
sired QoS. Rejected flows are either blocked or their packets are handled only with
lower priority.

Link admission control (LAC) methods protect a single link against traffic overload.
They can be further subdivided into parameter-based AC (PBAC) and measurement-
based AC (MBAC). PBAC methods [2, 3, 4] use traffic descriptors to calculate a priori
the expected bandwidth consumptions of admitted flows to get an estimate of the re-
maining free capacity which is required for future admission decisions. PBAC offers
stringent QoS guarantees to data traffic that has been admitted to the network, but it
lacks scalability with regard to the signalling of resource reservations. In contrast, there
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are numerous measurement-based AC (MBAC) approaches which use real-time mea-
surements to assess the remaining free capacity [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. MBAC uses
the available network resources very efficiently, but it relies on real-time traffic mea-
surements and, therefore, it is susceptible to QoS violation.

Experience-based admission control (EBAC) is a hybrid solution [14]. It uses peak
rate allocation based on traffic descriptors and calculates a factor to overbook a given
link capacity. The calculation of this overbooking factor is based on the statistics of the
utilization of past reservations that are obtained by measurements. Hence, EBAC does
not require real-time measurements of the instantaneous traffic for admission decisions
and is, therefore, substantially different from classical MBAC approaches and easier to
implement. The major task of EBAC is the calculation of an appropriate overbooking
factor for classical PBAC. This factor is obtained by measurements and correlates with
the average peak-to-mean rate ratio (PMRR) of all admitted flows which only indicate
their peak rate. In previous work, we have provided a proof of concept for EBAC [15].
We also investigated its robustness during sudden changes of the traffic properties to
which all MBAC methods are susceptible [16]. So far, a single overbooking factor is
calculated based on the traffic characteristics of the entire admitted traffic aggregate.
This paper extends EBAC towards type-specific overbooking (TSOB) which provides
a compound overbooking factor considering different types of traffic. The extension
can be well implemented since it does not require type-specific measurements. We
give a proof of concept for EBAC with TSOB and compare it with the conventional
EBAC approach. We show that EBAC with TSOB leads to better resource utilization
under normal traffic conditions and to faster response times in case of changing traffic
mixes. Unlike conventional EBAC, the extension avoids congestion due to overreser-
vation if the fraction of flows with low PMRR increases in the traffic mix. All of the
above sketched AC mechanisms apply for a single link, but they can be extended on a
link-by-link basis for a network-wide application. For the sake of clarity, we limit our
performance study to a single link which can be done without loss of generality.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the EBAC con-
cept. Section 3 describes our simulation design and the applied traffic model and sum-
marizes results from previous studies. Section 4 proposes the extension of EBAC
towards type-specifc overbooking (TSOB). The simulation results in Section 5 show
the superiority of EBAC with TSOB over conventional EBAC. Finally, Section 6 sum-
marizes this work and points out further steps towards the application of type-specific
overbooking in practice.

2 Experience-Based Admission Control (EBAC)

In this section, we briefly review the EBAC concept with emphasis on the EBAC mem-
ory which implements the experience based on which AC decisions are made.

An AC entity limits the access to a link l with capacity c(l) and records all admitted
flows f ∈ F(t) at any time t together with their requested peak rates {r( f ) : f ∈ F(t)}.
When a new flow fnew arrives, it requests a reservation for its peak rate r( fnew). If

r( fnew)+ ∑
f∈F(t)

r( f )≤ c(l) ·ϕ(t)·ρmax (1)
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holds, admission is granted and fnew joins F(t). If flows terminate, they are removed
from F(t). For conventional PBAC systems, the overbooking factor is ϕ(t)= 1 while
for EBAC, the experience-based overbooking factor ϕ(t) is calculated by statistical
analysis and indicates how much more bandwidth than c(l) can be safely allocated for
reservations. The maximum link utilization threshold ρmax limits the traffic admission
such that the expected packet delay W exceeds an upper delay threshold Wmax only with
probability pW . We calculate the threshold ρmax based on the N ·D/D/1−∞ approach
[17].

For the computation of the overbooking factor ϕ(t), we calculate the time-dependent
reserved bandwidth of all flows by R(t) = ∑ f∈F(t) r( f ). EBAC performs traffic mea-
surements M(t) on the link and collects a time statistic for the reservation utilization
U(t) = M(t)/R(t). The value Up(t) denotes the pu-percentile of the empirical distribu-
tion of U and the reciprocal of this percentile is the overbooking factor ϕ(t) = 1/Up(t).

The EBAC system requires a set of functional components to calculate the overbook-
ing factor ϕ(t):

1. Measurement Process for M(t) — To obtain M(t), we use disjoint interval mea-
surements such that for a time interval Ii with length Δi, the measured rate Mi =
Γi/Δi is determined by metering the traffic volume Γi sent during Ii.

2. Statistic Collection P(t,U) — For the values R(t) and M(t), a time statistic for the
reservation utilization U(t) = M(t)/R(t) is collected. The values U(t) are sampled
in constant time intervals and are stored as hits in bins for a time-dependent his-
togram P(t,U). From this histogram, the time-dependent pu-percentile Up(t) of the
empirical distribution of U can be derived as

Up(t) = min
u
{u : P(t,U ≤ u) ≥ pu}. (2)

3. Statistic Aging Process for P(t,U) — If traffic characteristics change over time,
the reservation utilization statistic must forget obsolete data to reflect the properties
of the new traffic mix. Therefore, we record new samples of U(t) by incrementing
the corresponding histogram bins by one and devaluate the contents of all histogram
bins in regular devaluation intervals Id by a constant devaluation factor fd . The
devaluation process determines the memory of EBAC which is defined next.

4. Memory of EBAC — The histogram P(t,U), i.e. the collection and the aging of
statistical AC data, is the memory of EBAC. This memory correlates successive
flow admission decisions and influences the adaptation of the overbooking factor
ϕ(t) in case of traffic changes on the link. The statistic aging process is character-
ized by the devaluation interval Id and the devaluation factor fd . It makes the mem-
ory forget about reservation utilizations in the past. The parameter pairs (Id , fd)
yield typical half-life periods TH after which collected values U(t) have lost half

of their importance in the histogram. Therefore, we have 1
2 = f TH /Id

d and define the
EBAC memory based on its half-life period

TH(Id , fd) = Id · −ln(2)
ln( fd)

. (3)
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3 EBAC Performance Simulation

In this section, we first present the simulation design of EBAC on a single link and the
traffic model we used on the flow and packet scale level. Afterwards, we summarize
recent EBAC simulation results from [15, 16].

3.1 Simulation Design

The design of our simulation is shown in Figure 1. Different types of traffic source
generators produce flow requests that are admitted or rejected by the admission control
entity. To make an admission decision, this entity takes the overbooking factor ϕ(t) into
account. In turn, it provides information regarding the reservations R(t) to the EBAC
system and yields flow blocking prababilities pb(t). For each admitted source, a traf-
fic generator is instantiated to produce a packet flow that is shaped to its contractually
defined peak rate. Traffic flows leaving the traffic shapers are then multiplexed on the
buffered link with capacity c(l). The link provides information regarding the measured
traffic M(t) to the EBAC system and yields packet delay probabilities pd(t) and packet
loss probabilities pl(t). Another measure for the performance of EBAC is the overall
response time TR, i.e., the time span required by the EBAC system to adapt the over-
booking factor to a new traffic situation. The time TR depends on the transient behavior
of EBAC and is investigated in [16].
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Fig. 1. Simulation design for EBAC in steady and transient state

3.2 Traffic Model

In our simulations, the traffic controlled by EBAC is modelled on a flow scale level and
a packet scale level. While the flow level controls the inter-arrival times of flow requests
and the holding times of admitted flows, the packet level defines the inter-arrival times
and the sizes of packets within a single flow.

Flow Level Model. On the flow level, we distinguish different traffic source types, each
associated with a characteristic peak-to-mean rate ratio (PMRR) and corresponding to a
source generator type in Figure 1. The inter-arrival time of flow requests and the holding
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time of admitted flows both follow a Poisson model [18], i.e., new flows arrive with rate
λ f and the duration of a flow is controlled by rate μ f . The mean of the flow inter-arrival
time is thus denoted by 1/λ f and the holding time of a flow is exponentially distributed
with a mean of 1/μ f . Provided that no blocking occurs, the overall offered load a f =
λ f /μ f is the average number of simultaneously active flows measured in Erlang. We
analyze the EBAC with a load of a f ≥1.0, i.e., we consider high load scenarios where
the link is mostly saturated with reservations which is a prerequisite to make the effect
of AC visible.

Packet Level Model. We use a rather simple parameterizable packet level model in-
stead of real traffic traces because we conduct simulations where we want to control
the properties of the flows. We use a fixed packet size and assume that the inter-arrival
time of the packets is distributed exponentially with a mean rate c( f ). We are aware of
the fact that Poisson is not a suitable model to simulate Internet traffic on the packet
level [19]. Therefore, we shape consecutive packets according to a certain peak rate
r( f ) (cf. Figure 1) which influences the flow properties significantly.

In practice, applications know and signal the peak rates r( f ) of their corresponding
traffic flows. The type of an application can be determined, e.g., by a signalling pro-
tocol number. We use only this limited information in our simulations, i.e., the mean
rates c( f ) of the flows are not known to the EBAC measurement process, they are just
model parameters for the traffic generation. Therefore, we can control the rate of flow
f by its peak-to-mean rate ratio (PMRR) k = r( f )

c( f ) . The mean rate of the admitted traf-

fic aggregate C(t)= ∑ f∈F(t) c( f ) is also unknown in practice, but it helps to define its

PMRR K(t)= R(t)
C(t) which is an important control parameter for our simulation.

3.3 Simulation Studies of Conventional EBAC

EBAC Performance for Constant Traffic. The intrinsic idea of EBAC is the exploita-
tion of the PMRR K(t) of the admitted traffic aggregate, i.e., to take advantage of the
fact that flows reserve more bandwidth than they need in the middle. In [15], we sim-
ulated EBAC on a single link with regard to its behavior in steady state, i.e., when the
properties of the traffic aggregate were rather static. These simulations provided a first
proof of concept for EBAC. We showed for different PMRRs that EBAC achieves a
high degree of resource utilization through overbooking while packet loss and packet
delay are well limited. The simulation results allowed us to give recommendations for
the EBAC parameters such as measurement interval length and reservation utilization
percentile to obtain appropriate overbooking factors ϕ(t). They furthermore showed
that the EBAC mechanism is robust against traffic variability in terms of packet size
and inter-arrival time distribution as well as against correlations thereof.

EBAC in the Presence of Traffic Changes. As EBAC partly relies on traffic measure-
ments, it is susceptible to changes of the traffic characteristics of admitted flows with
regard to QoS because individual flows can suddenly send with their peak rate even
though they used to send less traffic before. We briefly summarize the results from [16]
where we investigated the transient behavior of conventional EBAC after sudden traf-
fic changes. On the one hand, the performance measures were the QoS performance in
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terms of packet loss pl(t) and packet delay pd(t) (cf. Figure 1) which are potentially
compromised in case of suddenly increasing traffic rates (= decreasing PMRR). On the
other hand, the duration from the sudden change of the PMRR to the time where the
overbooking factor ϕ(t) of the EBAC has adapted to the new PMRR is an interesting
measure for the EBAC that we called its response time TR(t). The experiments investi-
gated the performance of EBAC under very extreme traffic conditions that correspond
to a collaborative and simultaneous QoS attack by all traffic sources. We showed that
the response time TR depends linearly on the half-life period TH in case of a sudden
change of the traffic intensity. For decreasing traffic intensity (= increasing PMRR) the
QoS of the traffic is not at risk. However, for a suddenly increasing traffic intensity (=
decreasing PMRR) the QoS is compromised for a certain time span.

4 EBAC with Type-Specific Overbooking

In this section, we present type-specific overbooking (TSOB) as a concept extending
EBAC. So far, we only considered the peak-to-mean rate ratio (PMRR) of the entire
admitted traffic aggregate and calculated a single factor to overbook the link capacity.
We now include additional information about the characteristics of individual traffic
types and their share in the currently admitted traffic mix to calculate a compound type-
specific overbooking factor. First, we describe the system extension and then we show
how the compound overbooking factor for EBAC with TSOB can be estimated without
type-specific traffic measurements. Finally, we present some simulation results showing
the advantage of EBAC with TSOB over conventional EBAC.

4.1 EBAC System Extension

We assume that different applications produce traffic flows with typical PMRRs that re-
main rather constant over time. This leads to different traffic types i (1 ≤ i≤ n) that
subsume flows with similar PMRRs from different applications. These traffic types
have then characteristic utilization quantiles Up,i(t) and overbooking factors ϕi(t) =
1/Up,i(t). The share of traffic type i regarding all reservations is expressed by the value
αi(t)= Ri(t)/R(t) with R(t)= ∑n

i=0 Ri(t). The shares of all traffic types is represented
by the vector

α(t) =

(α1(t)
...

αn(t)

)
with

n

∑
i=1

αi(t) = 1. (4)

EBAC with TSOB uses the information about the time-dependent traffic composi-
tion α(t) and the overall reservation utilization U(t) to calculate the time-dependent
type-specific reservation utilizations Ui(t). Their estimation is a rather complex and de-
scribed in Section 4.2. With type-specific measurements Mi(t) and type-specific reser-

vation utilizations Ui(t)=
Mi(t)
Ri(t)

, we have the relation

U(t)=
M(t)
R(t)

= ∑n
i=1 Mi(t)

∑n
i=1 Ui(t)

= ∑n
i=1 Ui(t) ·Ri(t)

R(t)
=

n

∑
i=1

αi(t) ·Ui(t). (5)
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The values Ui(t) are stored as hits in bins of separate histograms Pi(t,U) which yield
type-specific reservation utilization percentiles Up,i(t). For EBAC with TSOB, the ad-
mission decision of the conventional EBAC in Equation (3) then extends to

r( f new
i ) ·Up,i(t)+ ∑

f∈F(t)
r( f )·Up,type( f )(t)≤c(l)·ρmax (6)

for a new flow f new
i of type i. Note that the general overbooking factor ϕ(t) on the

right side in Equation (3) is substituted by type-specific utilization quantiles Up,i(t) on
the left side of this equation. Assuming that for the utilization quantiles holds the same
robust relation as in Equation (5), we calculate the overall overbooking factor for EBAC
with TSOB by

ϕ(t) =
1

∑n
i=1 αi(t) ·Up,i(t)

(7)

and use it in the performance study in Section 5.

4.2 Estimation of Type-Specific Reservation Utilizations

A crucial issue for the performance of EBAC with TSOB is the estimation of the type-
specific reservation utilizations Ui(t). Type-specific measurements Mi(t) yield exact
values for Ui(t) = Mi(t)/Ri(t). For a reduced number of traffic classes, type-specific
measurements seem feasible if we consider new network technologies such as differen-
tiated services (DiffServ) [20] for traffic differentiation and multi protocol label switch-
ing (MPLS) [21] for the collection of traffic statistics. However, current routers mostly
do not provide these type-specific traffic measurements.

In the following, we develop a method to obtain estimates for the type-specific reser-
vation utilizations that uses only the available parameters M(t), R(t), Ri(t), and α(t)
to estimate the Ui(t) and that does not require type-specific measurements Mi(t). The
approach is based on a least squares approximation (LSA, cf. e.g. [22]) of the val-
ues Ui(t). We illustrate it for two different traffic types i ∈ {1,2}. U1(t) and U2(t) de-
note their type-specific reservation utilizations. The global reservation utilization is then
U(t) = α1(t) ·U1(t)+ α2(t) ·U2(t) and with α1(t)+ α2(t) = 1 we get

U(t) = α1(t) · (U1(t)−U2(t))+U2(t). (8)

We substitute a j = U1(t j)−U2(t j) and b j = U2(t j) and obtain the least squares error for
parameters U1(t) and U2(t) if we minimize the term

L = min
am,bm

m

∑
j=1

[U(t j)− (α1(t j) ·am + bm)]2. (9)

The time index j thereby covers all values U(t j) and α(t j) from the first ( j = 1) to the
last ( j = m) probe ever determined by the EBAC system. We find the minimum of L
where the first derivatives of Equation (9) yield zero, i.e., we set ∂L

∂a
!= 0 und ∂L

∂b
!= 0

and resolve these equations to parameters am and bm yielding
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am =
m·∑ jα1(t j)U(t j)−∑ jα1(t j)·∑ jU(t j)

m·∑ jα1(t j)2−(
∑ jα1(t j)

)2 (10a)

bm =
∑ jU(t j)·∑ jα1(t j)2−∑ jα1(t j)·∑ jα1(t j)U(t j)

m·∑ jα1(t j)2−(
∑ jα1(t j)

)2 (10b)

for 1≤ j ≤m. The sums in Equations (10a) and (10b) can be computed iteratively which
helps to cope with the large set of instances observed over all times t j. In addition, we
apply the time exponentially weighted moving average (TEWMA) algorithm to these
sums to blind out short-time fluctuations. Due to the lack of space, we omit any details
of the TEWMA algorithm which is described in [23]. With the calculated parameters
am and bm, we finally obtain the type-specific reservation utilizations U1(tm) = am +bm

and U2(tm) = bm.
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Fig. 2. Measured and estimated type-specific
reservation utilizations

We perform simulations for estimating
the type-specific reservation utilizations.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the mea-
suredtype-specificreservationutilizations
UM

i (t) and their corresponding estimates
ULSA

i (t).
Our simulation contains two traffic ty-

pes i∈ {1,2}. Type 1 has a PMRR K1=2
and a mean share of α1 =0.2 in the traf-
fic mix. Type 2 has a PMRR K2 =8 and
a mean share α2 =0.8. All values Ki and
αi are averages. The type-specific reser-
vation utilizations are determined every
second. On the packet level, we have Poi-

sson distributed inter-arrival times which lead to short-time fluctuations for the mea-
sured values UM

i (t). These fluctuations are clearly damped by the TEWMA algorithm
used for the estimated values ULSA

i (t). The LSA provides good estimates for the cor-
responding measured values after some time. Hence, this estimation method enables
EBAC with TSOB without type-specific traffic measurements.

5 Performance Comparison of Conventional EBAC and EBAC
with TSOB

To investigate EBAC with TSOB, we perform a number of simulations each associated
with a different traffic situation. For all simulations, we use a link capacity c(l) = 10
Mbit/s and simulate with two traffic types i ∈ {1,2} with characteristic peak-to-mean
rate ratios (PMRRs) K1 = 2 and K2 = 8. A flow fi of any type i reserves bandwidth with
a peak rate r( fi) = 768 Kbit/s and has a mean holding time of 1/μ f = 90 s. The mean
interarrival time of flow requests is set to 1/λ f = 750 ms such that the link is saturated
with traffic, i.e., some flow requests are rejected. For conventional EBAC we use the
overbooking factor according to Section 2 and for EBAC with TSOB, we calculate it
according to Equation (7). In the following two simulation experiments, we focus on the
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(b) EBAC with TSOB.

Fig. 3. Conventional EBAC vs. EBAC with TSOB during a traffic intensity decrease

reaction of EBAC with TSOB after a decrease or an increase of the traffic intensity. We
consider sudden changes of the traffic composition α(t) to have worst case scenarios
and to obtain upper bounds on the EBAC response times.

Simulation with Decreasing Traffic Intensity. We investigate the change of the traf-
fic intensity from a high to a low value. Figure 3 shows the average results over 50
simulation runs. We use the same two traffic types with their characteristic PMRRs as
before. However, we start with mean traffic shares α1 = 0.8 and α2 = 0.2. At simula-
tion time t0 = 1000 s, the mean shares of both traffic types are swapped to α1 = 0.2 and
α2 = 0.8 by changing the type-specific request arrival rates, i.e., the traffic intensity of
the entire aggregate decreases due to a change in the traffic mix α(t). This leads to a
sudden increase of the PMRR K(t) which results in an immediate decrease of the mea-
sured traffic M(t) for conventional EBAC (cf. Figure 3a). With observable delay, the
conventional EBAC system adapts its overbooking factor ϕ(t) as a result of the slowly
decreasing pu-percentile Up(t) in the histogram P(t,U). From other simulations [16]
we know that this delay strongly depends on the EBAC memory defined by the half-life
period TH in Equation (3). In contrast, EBAC with TSOB (cf. Figure 3b) increases its
overbooking factor ϕ(t) almost at once since the pu-percentiles of the type-specific his-
tograms Pi(t,U) remain rather constant. As only the shares of the traffic types in the mix
have changed, the compound ϕ(t) is immediately adapted. As a consequence, the faster
reaction of EBAC with TSOB leads to a higher and more stable mean link utilization.

Simulation with Increasing Traffic Intensity. Now, we change the traffic intensity
from a low to a high value which leads to a decrease of the PMRR K(t) of the traffic
aggregate. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4. Using the same two traffic
types as before, we start with mean traffic shares α1 = 0.2 and α2 = 0.8 and swap them
at simulation time t0 = 1000 s to α1 = 0.8 and α2 = 0.2 by changing the type-specific
request arrival rates. This increases the traffic intensity of the aggregate due to a change
in the traffic mix α(t). In this simulation experiment, the QoS is at risk because flows
with low traffic intensity are successively replaced by flows with high intensity and,
therefore, the utilization of the link is increasing. Conventional EBAC (cf. Figure 4a)
reacts again more slowly than EBAC with TSOB (cf. Figure 4b) although their
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(b) EBAC with TSOB.

Fig. 4. Conventional EBAC vs. EBAC with TSOB during a traffic intensity increase

response times differ less than in Figure 3. From other simulations [16] we know
that the response time of conventional EBAC is independent of the EBAC memory in
case of a sudden traffic increase. Our simluation results show that conventional EBAC
yields a slightly higher link utilization compared to EBAC with TSOB. However, this
high utilization comes at the expense of a violation of QoS guarantees as the measured
traffic M(t) consumes the entire link capacity c(l) for a short period of time (cf. Fig-
ure 4a). As a consequence, the packet delay probability pd = P(Packet delay ≥ 50 ms)
rises from pd = 0 for EBAC with TSOB to a maximum of pd ≈ 0.3 for conventional
EBAC.

6 Conclusion

We reviewed the concept of experience-based admission control (EBAC) and summa-
rized previous work regarding its robustness and adaptivity. EBAC overbooks the ca-
pacity of a single link with reservations according to the average peak-to-mean rate ratio
of all admitted flows if the reservations are made based on signaled peak rates. The con-
tribution of this paper is the extension of EBAC to use a compound type-specific over-
booking factor for different traffic types subsuming flows with similar peak-to-mean
rate ratios. The major challenge is the calculation of the type-specific reservation uti-
lizations required for the compound overbooking factor. In general, the traffic cannot be
measured type-specific and, as a consquence, the type-specific reservation utilizations
cannot be obtained directly. Therefore, we proposed a least squares approximation to
calculate the type-specific reservation utilizations depending on the reservation utiliza-
tion of the entire traffic aggregate and the reserved rates of the type-specific aggregate
shares. Our simulation results revealed that this method estimates with sufficiently high
accuracy.

We simulated sudden and extreme changes of the traffic mix such that the share of
flows with highly utilized reservations suddenly decreases or increases. If the share of
these flows decreases, EBAC with type-specific overbooking (TSOB) adapts faster than
conventional EBAC which leads to a significantly better resource utilization during the
adaptation phase. If the share of these flows decreases, the advantage of EBAC with
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TSOB over conventional EBAC becomes even more obvious: while EBAC with TSOB
can avoid overload situations, conventional EBAC has no appropriate means to prevent
them.

This paper provided a proof of concept for EBAC with TSOB and its superiority to
conventional EBAC. On the on hand, many technical details must be clarified before
it can be deployed in practice, e.g. how type-specific aggregates can be identified. On
the other hand, we already demonstrated the feasibility of conventional EBAC by a
successful prototype in a testbed such that EBAC with TSOB also has a good chance to
be feasible.
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Abstract. Due to the rapid growth of the Internet architecture and the 
complexities required for network management, the need for efficient resource 
management is a tremendous challenge. This paper presents a biologically 
inspired self-management technique for IP Quality of Service (QoS) prov-
isioned network using the blood glucose regulation model of the human body. 
The human body has the capability to maintain overall blood glucose level 
depending on the intensity of activity performed and at the same time produce 
the required energy based on the fitness capacity of the body. We have applied 
these biological principles to resource management, which includes (i) the 
ability to manage resources based on predefined demand profile as well as 
unexpected and fluctuating traffic, and (ii) the ability to efficiently manage 
multiple traffic types on various paths to ensure maximum revenue is obtained. 
Simulation results have also been presented to help validate our biologically 
inspired self-management technique.  

1   Introduction 

Biological processes have tremendous capabilities to adapt to environmental changes 
due to their robust characteristics. This essential capability is largely due to 
fluctuating environment that living organisms must face in order to maintain 
survivability. Due to this reason a number of biological analogies have been applied 
towards communication networks (e.g. sensor networks, MANETS). One suitable 
application of biological analogies that provides an attractive solution towards 
supporting self-governance is autonomic network management. The current trend for 
network management requires autonomic capabilities that are exhibited through self-
governance behaviour. One crucial requirement of self-governance is the ability for 
communication systems to self-manage and adapt to changes from the environment 
(e.g. changes in traffic demand or business goals).  

In this paper we use principles of maintaining blood glucose in the human body as 
a mechanism to maintain network resource equilibrium. The human body maintains 
the blood glucose level irrespective of any behavioural changes (e.g. light activity to 
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non-routine heavy exercises). We compare this analogy to the intensity usage of 
networks, such as the ability to handle routine demand traffic and unexpected traffic 
requests. We view the intensity usage of network resources from the different traffic 
types and the quantity of each traffic type (e.g. small data and multimedia is low 
intensity compared to large data and multimedia stream). At the same time we also 
consider the revenue output of the different traffic intensity and compare this to the 
energy production from the body, which is essentially determined from the Anaerobic 
and Aerobic respiration of the body. By applying these analogies we can show how 
networks resource management can adjust dynamically to fluctuating traffic demands 
to support high level business goals of Internet Service Providers (ISP). 

The paper is organised into the following subsections. Section 2 reviews current 
related work for resource management as well as bio-inspired analogies applied to 
communication networks. Section 3 briefly describes the blood glucose homeostasis 
while section 4 describes the application of this analogy towards network resource 
management. Section 5 describes results from our simulation to validate our idea. 
Finally section 6 presents the conclusion and future work. 

2   Related Work 

2.1   Bio-inspired Network Management 

Employing biological analogies towards telecommunications networks has gained 
tremendous popularity in recent times. Suzuki and Suda [1] applied the analogy of 
bee colony behavior for the bio-networking architecture for autonomous applications, 
where network applications are implemented as a group of autonomous diverse 
objects called cyber-entity (CE). Leibnitz et al [2] proposed a biological inspired 
model to solve the problem of multi-path routing in overlay networks by adapting the 
transmission packets to changes in the metrics of each path. The solution proposed 
using multiple primary paths to route traffic and switching between the different 
primary paths depending on the load on each path. However, the solution is based 
purely on selecting paths based on their loads and not considering fluctuations. At the 
same time, the proposed solution assumes equal priority between different traffic 
types. A number of biologically inspired mechanisms have also been applied to route 
management in networks, especially analogies that mimic social insect behaviour. An 
example is the work called AntNet by Di Caro and Dorigo [3] which employs a set of 
mobile agents mimicking ant behaviour to probe routes and update routing tables.  

2.2   IP Network Resource Management 

Mantar et al [4] proposed a Bandwidth Broker (BB) model to support QoS across 
different DiffServ Domains. The architecture is based on a centralised controller and 
uses centralised network state maintenance and pipe-based intra-domain resource 
management scheme. However, their solution has only considered one QoS class and 
has not provided mechanisms to dynamically determine new paths once the original 
paths are congested. Gojmerac et al [5] proposed an adaptive multipath routing 
mechanism for dynamic traffic engineering. The solution is based on load balancing 
technique that uses local interactions between the devices, and disseminating 
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congestion information through backpressure messages. Although the solution is 
based on decentralised control of resource management, the solution does not 
consider how diverting traffic due to congestion on particular links, could affect other 
paths which may handle traffic from the demand profile. Since, the back propagation 
message gets sent recursively through all the nodes, the time required to determine 
new paths is relatively slow and not reactive to fluctuating traffic. Yagan and Tham 
[6] proposed a self-optimising, self-healing architecture for QoS provisioning in 
Differentiated services. The architecture employs a model free Reinforcement 
Learning (RL) approach to counter the dimensionality problems of large state spaces 
found in conventional Dynamic Programming (DP) techniques. Simulation results of 
their work have shown that this solution is not suitable for dynamic networks. 

3   Blood Glucose Homeostasis and Respiration 

3.1   Blood Glucose Homeostasis 

In this section we will describe key biological principles that we will apply as analogy 
towards self-management for autonomic networks. Organisms have the ability to 
maintain system equilibrium, which is also known as Homeostasis [7]. The process 
for balancing homeostasis is through positive and negative feedback loops, where the 
amount of resources that is balanced is dependent on the intensity of the activity 
performed by the human body. When the body is going through various activities, the 
blood glucose is balanced in the body by obtaining glucose from various sources once 
current glucose storage is depleted. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Blood Glucose Homeostasis 

These sources includes the liver, where glucose is obtained from glycogen or body 
fat. Glycogen is a storage form of glucose and is usually stored in the liver at large 
amount. Blood glucose is used to create energy through two respirations, which 
includes Aerobic and Anaerobic. As shown in Fig. 1, there are various chemical 
reactions used to maintain the blood glucose level. In the event that the intensity of 
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body activity rises and need blood glucose to generate energy, the process of 
Glycolysis is performed. When Glucose in the blood runs out, the Glucose is obtained 
from Glycogen through the process of Glycogenolysis. The Gluconeogenesis is the 
generation of glucose from other organic molecules such as fat, and occurs once the 
glycogen is used beyond a specific threshold. We refer to the fat that is discovered 
and converted to glucose during Gluconeogenesis as “good fat”. In the event that 
large amount of glucose is found in the blood, the blood glucose level is reduced by 
transforming to glycogen through Glycogenesis, which usually occurs when the 
intensity of the body activity decreases. In the event that the amount of glycogen 
increases beyond a particular threshold, this is transformed into fat. Once this fat goes 
beyond a specific threshold, this will amount to extra fat that can lead to an unhealthy 
state of the body which we refer to as “bad fat”. Therefore, the glucose is obtained 
from various forms and used as energy depending on the intensity of the body, and in 
the event that the activity is reduced, this glucose is transformed back into various 
forms (e.g. glycogen or fat). 

3.2   Respiration 

Respiration is the process of creating energy by converting energy-rich molecules 
such as glucose into energy. There are predominantly two types of respiration, which 
are Aerobic and Anaerobic respiration. Aerobic respiration is more efficient than 
Anaerobic respiration and is the preferred method of glycogen breakdown. Aerobic 
respiration requires oxygen to generate energy. The resulting energy from Aerobic 
respiration is usually very high (2830 KJ mol-1), and is used to fuel long term high 
intensity body workout. Body that is usually regarded as fit will tend to have longer 
period of Aerobic respiration. The human metabolism process is primarily Aerobic, 
but during Anaerobic conditions the overworked muscles that are starved of oxygen 
creates very low energy, and usually occurs towards the end of maximum body 
intensity. The Anaerobic respiration usually leads to small amount of energy (118 KJ 
mol-1) compared to Aerobic respiration.  

4   Network Model for Self-management 

In this section we will map the biological principles described in section 3 to the self-
management of resources in core networks. Our overall model consist of two layers, 
which includes (i) self-management of resources using blood glucose and effective 
management of multiple traffic types per paths using respiration analogies, and (ii) 
self-organisation for decentralised control using reaction-diffusion [8]. However, the 
focus of this paper will only concentrate on the resource management of the network 
as well as traffic class management per path.  

The first principle of biological analogy mapping is to the overall management of 
resources of the entire network (this is compared to blood glucose homeostasis), and 
the second mapping is used to determine the optimum ratio of data and multimedia 
within links of each path (this is compared to respiration).  
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4.1   Comparison of Blood Glucose to Overall Resource Management 

The same way that the human body self-manages blood glucose in the body  
depending on the activity and intensity use of the body, will be used as an analogy 
towards determining the mechanism that networks handle traffic at different intensity 
and its mechanism to manage spare resources. Our comparison to the blood glucose 
homeostasis feedback loop is shown in Fig. 2. We compare the usage of glucose to 
the normal operations of the network such as packet forwarding between nodes. The 
glycogen usage in the body is used once the glucose in the body is depleted; we 
compare this to the network using resources for load balancing and to support routine 
traffic from a demand profile. The demand profile contains the historical traffic 
statistics that is collected over a period of time and reflects the routine traffic between 
two edge routers (ERi, ERj). To support the demand profile a set of primary paths (Pn , 
n = 1,..N), where N is the total number of primary paths required for the edge pairs, 
are formed for the pair of edge routers. When a traffic stream tERi,ERj is admitted 
between the edge pair (ERi, ERj), the traffic is routed along paths Pn.  

In the event that the edge routers encounter unexpected traffic requests or 
fluctuations that are beyond the capacity of the primary paths Pn, the Resource 
Manager (RM) begins to discover new path along the spare capacity of the other links 
within the network. When we compare this process to the blood glucose homeostasis, 
this is similar to the body using up all its glycogen and must begin the fat (good fat) 
discovery process to obtain new source of glucose. The fat on the other hand is a 
source of glucose that can only be accessed in rare cases and will have to be 
discovered from other sources. In similar way, the discovery of spare capacity 
PSC,ERi,ERj between the two edge pairs occurs in rare occasion. 
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Fig. 2. Network resource self-management 

An example of this process on a network is illustrated in Fig. 3. Initially we 
determine the amount of resource that we require with respect to a demand profile 
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statistics. For example, if we have a demand profile between 6am to 6pm for data of 
10Gb and multimedia of 10GB, then we may require total resource of 20Gb during 
the 12 hour period.  As shown in Fig. 3, the demand profile may lead us to have two 
primary paths (P1 – 10Gb and P2 – 10Gb, which both gives 20Gb). Therefore, when 
traffic comes through the network, this resource is readily used up to support the 
requested traffic. When this is compared to the blood glucose model, the glycogen is 
broken down through Glycogenolysis and Glycolysis to support respiration and 
create energy. In the event that unexpected traffic comes through the network, we do 
spare capacity discovery (this is shown as path F1). This is similar to the human body 
when the body is pushed to the limit and the stored glycogen is depleted, the body 
discovers the fat and breaks this down to create glucose.  

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of Primary streams to Spare capacity streams in network resource management 

In the event that after a number of days the body tends to use the fat resource 
regularly, the fat is transformed into glycogen for long term use. This in turn reduces 
the amount of fat in the network, and is determined through a threshold TSPARE_USAGE. 
The threshold determines the length of time the spare capacity resources is being 
used. This analogy fits well to the human body, where as the body is being exercised 
the good fat is reduced which leads to a fitter body. At the same time in the event that 
demand traffic starts to drop out and the 20Gb demand profile does not get used up to 
its full capacity, the left over resources will eventually lead to revenue loss. This is 
compared to the human body that has excess amount of resources leading to 
production of bad fat. The resulting revenue loss is an indication to the ISP of over 
subscription of resources.  An algorithm to describe these mechanisms is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for overall resource management 

4.2   Comparison of Respiration to Path Ratio Refinement 

As described in the previous section, the mechanism for creating energy to support 
the activity of the user is dependent on two types of respiration, which includes 
Aerobic and Anaerobic respiration. Networks must support various stream types 
(e.g. data and multimedia), which have different requirements and at the same time 
outputs different revenue depending on the pricing schemes. However, this is also 
dependent on how much ratio has been allocated for each type of traffic, which in 
turn depends on monitoring the demand and adjusting according to demand 
changes. We compare the revenue output of the networks based on different traffic 
types and their intensity, to the energy output from the body depending on the 
respiration capabilities. Fig. 5 provides an illustration of our proposed solution for 
path ratio refinement, where the cross section of each path and the ratio of data and 
multimedia per path is shown. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. The fitness test of path ratio refinement 

The same way that we measure the fitness of the human body to generate energy 
depending on the activity, we compare this to the fitness of the paths allocated in the 
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/*Determine Primary paths*/ 
for edge pair (ERi, ERj), determine total request bandwidth (BWERi, ERj) from Demand Profile 
 Determine all possible primary paths Pn (n = 1,..N), for BWERi, ERj  between edge pairs  
  (ERi, ERj) using shortest path algorithm based on link weigh  = 1/capacity 

 
/*Routing of traffic request*/ 
for new traffic ti,ERi,ERj of request i with bandwidth BWt,i, route through Paths Pn 

 add  BWt,i to used bandwidth BWu,ERi, ERj 

 
/*Discovery of spare capacity*/ 
if ( total used bandwidth BWu,ERi, ERj  >=  BWERi, ERj ) 

 start spare capacity discovery for new path PSC, ERi, ERj for (ERi, ERj) 
 if ( time of traffic use for Psc,ERi, ERj , tPsc >   threshold TSPARE_USAGE ) 
  Add PSC, ERi, ERj to Pn 

 
/*Determining bad fat*/ 
if ( used bandwidth  BWu,ERi, ERj  < BWERi, ERj  for time > TBAD FAT ) 

 decrease  (BWERi, ERj - BWu,ERi, ERj) from BWERi, ERj 
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network by the ISP subscription for a pair of edge routers. Our definition when 
compared to the human body is the ability for the body to maximise Aerobic 
respiration to the point that oxygen runs out and switches to Anaerobic respiration. 
Therefore, we refer to the ability for specific allocated resources to support the same 
type of traffic as good revenue (RGOOD), but when different type of traffic uses resource 
allocated to different traffic, this in turn gives bad revenue (RBAD). We compare this to the 
oxygen supply to permit Aerobic respiration (Fig. 5b shows this comparison), where our 
aim is to maximise Aerobic respiration. An algorithm of our process is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Algorithm for path ratio fitness 

An example of allocated resource being used by the corresponding traffic is shown 
in Fig. 3a, c, and d, where the amount of resource usages is at its optimum because the 
revenue output is at its optimum (e.g. only RGood - all Aerobic and no Anaerobic 
respiration). In Fig. 3d, the maximum revenue is obtained when all the resources are 
being used for their allocated traffic type (e.g. RMAX. Allocated = RGood), indicating the 
maximum fitness of the path. When the network is at its maximum fitness, this 
indicates to the ISP providers that maximum revenue is being obtained. The ISP 
providers can determine the amount of fitness from historical readings to determine if 
they are receiving maximum Aerobic respiration (full fitness), slight Anaerobic and 
Aerobic respiration (slight unfitness), or usage of fat (unfit network that needs more 
resources to prolong fitness).  

/*Accept traffic stream and allocate right resource*/ 
for new traffic t request admission 
 if ( traffic of type data tD,i,ERi,ERj between edge routers (ERi, ERj) && 
      Datacurrent_Resource < DataThreshold   ) 
  Allocate into data buffer and transmit along link 

  Update Good Revenue RGood = RGood + BWtD,i,ERi,ERj  
 else if ( traffic of type multimedia tM,i,ERi,ERj between edge routers (ERi, ERj) && 
             Multimediacurrent_Resource < MultimediaThreshold  ) 

  Allocate into multimedia buffer and transmit along link 
  Update Good Revenue RGood = RGood + BWtM,i,ERi,ERj  
 

/*Allocating traffic stream to different resource*/ 
for new traffic request admission 
 if (traffic of type data tD,i,ERi,ERj between edge routers (ERi, ERj) && 

      Datacurrent_Resource > DataThreshold ) 
  Allocate into multimedia buffer and transmit along link 
  Update Bad Revenue RBAD = RBAD + BWtD,i,ERi,ERj  

 else if  ( traffic of type multimedia tM,i,ERi,ERj between edge routers (ERi, ERj) && 
              Multimediacurrent_Resource >  MultimediaThreshold ) 

  Allocate into data buffer and transmit along link 
  Update Bad Revenue RBAD = RBAD + BWtM,i,ERi,ERj 

 
/*Changing link ratio*/ 
for new traffic request admission 

 if ( time at Bad Revenue, TBad Revenue > Trefinement ) 
  Calculate new ratio = BWtD,i,ERi,ERj/BWPn 

 Change scheduling based on new ratio 
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Fig. 3b shows an example of a particular type of traffic that has spilled over the 
allocated threshold, which means that the allocated resource is being used by a 
different traffic type. Fortunately, the multimedia resource allocated is currently under 
utilised allowing the extra data to use this resource. However, since the resource being 
used is of a different type, this has resulted in RBAD  (e.g. RMAX. Allocated ≥ RBAD). If this 
behaviour continues, the Resource Manager will transform the ratio and possibly 
change charging schemes to maximise good revenue. This could lead to ISP changing 
the threshold of the allocated resources. In the event that this resource usage is short 
term, then there is no effect in long term changes.  

5   Simulation Experiments 

We have performed simulation work to validate our Bio-inspired resource 
management algorithms. The topology used in our simulation is shown in Fig. 7, and 
the routing paths are shown in Table 1. The simulation we have performed is to test 
the effectiveness of managing the resources within the network based on demand 
profile and the ability to handle fluctuations. The simulator follows our algorithm 
where initially from the demand profile we determine the possible routes from the 
different source and destination pairs. In our particular case, we have three pairs, 
which includes (S1 – D1), (S2 – D2), and (S3 – D3). We will concentrate on the 
performance of pair S1 – D1, where the other two pairs will be used to transmit 
background traffic in the network. The demand traffic that we inject into the network 
is shown in Fig. 8, while Fig. 9 shows the amount of resources utilized by each of the 
paths. Initially, the paths are pre-determined using our shortest path algorithm based 
on inverse bandwidth (link weight = 1/capacity), as described in the algorithm 
presented in the previous section. 
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Fig. 7. Simulated Topology 

Table 1. Simulated Routing paths 
 

Paths Route 
P1 (S1 – D1) 1 – 5 – 9 – 11 – 12 
P2 (S2 – D2) 2 – 6 – 8 – 9 – 11 
P3 (S3 – D3) 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 13 
F1 (S1 – D1) 1 - 2 – 6 – 8 – 12 

Each of the path corresponds to a path for a pair of edge nodes. For example path 
P1, is routed through paths 1 – 5 – 9 – 11 – 12 with maximum bandwidth of 0.25 
Mbps. As shown in Fig. 8, the streams that are transmitted through the network 
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increases with time for all paths. At time 15, the amount of resource usage for path 1 
exceeds the maximum capacity of 0.25Mbps (combination of data and multimedia 
stream), where at time 15 a new multimedia stream of 0.03 Mbps that is not part of 
the demand profile is injected into the network. At this point in time, the shortest path 
algorithm is executed to determine new spare capacity that is available between edge 
routers 1 and 12. 

 

Fig. 8. Simulated demand traffic 

Fig. 9 shows this process as the S1-D1 Spare line, which begins at time 15.  

 

Fig. 9. Demand path and spare capacity path resource usage 

As shown in table 1, this new path (F1) takes on the path 1 – 2 – 6 – 8 – 12. The 
amount of time that the path F1 is alive supports the need for the ISP to purchase 
more resources to handle the new traffic demand. We have set the minimum threshold 
of spare capacity usage (TSPARE_USAGE = 2 time units) to determine how much 
fluctuation is permitted before this new spare capacity is added to new permanent 
path between S1-D1.  As shown in Fig. 9, the paths between S2-D2 and S3-D3 do not 
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have traffic requests that go beyond their capacity, and therefore does not require 
spare capacity discovery. 

As described in the previous section, we also test the fitness of the paths to 
determine the effective ratio between data and multimedia traffic on each path. This is 
shown in Fig. 10, which illustrates the good and bad revenue generated from the 
different paths.  

 

Fig. 10. Ratio optimization refinement for each path 

Initially, we set the ratio for each path to 0.5 for both data and multimedia. During 
the simulation we injected new traffic to demand profile to see how effective our 
system will react to fluctuations. As shown in Fig. 10 at time 12, the amount of 
multimedia traffic exceeded the 0.5 threshold, resulting in multimedia traffic having 
to use resources allocated for data traffic. We have set our time threshold for ratio 
refinement (TRefinement = 2 time unit), which triggers the algorithm to re-calculate the 
ratio of the path. Once the ratio is evaluated (e.g. multimedia traffic of 0.18 Mb from 
0.25 Mb capacity), the new ratio for S1-D1 is changed to 0.72. At the same time, 
traffic on path S2-D2 also fluctuated slightly and resulted in small amount of bad 
revenue as shown at time 18. However, the fluctuation time is low compared to the 
TRefinement threshold. Therefore no permanent changes are made on the ratio (0.5). Path 
S3-D3 had no fluctuations during the entire simulation resulting in no ratio 
refinement.  

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

Due to the immense complexities that are resulting from the accelerated growth of IP 
networks, efficient resource management is crucial towards maintaining overall 
stability. In this paper we have proposed mechanisms used for maintaining blood 
glucose as a technique towards maintaining overall stability in managing network 
resources for multiple traffic types. We have applied two biological principles 
towards our resource management scheme, which includes (i) management of 
permanent paths based on demand profiles and the ability to discover spare capacity 
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for unexpected or fluctuating traffic, and (ii) management of multiple traffic classes 
on each path to support maximum revenue for ISP providers. The paper has also 
presented simulation results to demonstrate our idea for both points. 

This paper has described preliminary results and findings for our autonomic 
network management program. Future work will include integrating blood glucose 
computational models and determining the effectiveness of the body’s ability to 
manage resources as a comparison to test the effectiveness of our model used for 
network resource management. The future work will also include extending the 
current self-management mechanism to fully de-centralised control.  
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Abstract. The paper presents analytical models for two types of token
bucket based meter/markers used as building blocks of Assured For-
warding PHB in IP/DiffServ networks: srTCM and trTCM. The mod-
els enable quick finding of meter/marker characteristics under particular
configuration and checking how parameter manipulations affect the char-
acteristics of meter/markers. The models are validated by simulations
with two types of traffic: TCP/ftp and web-like traffic.

1 Introduction

A meter/marker is one of Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2] network elements
used to make the realization of Assured Forwarding Per Hop Behavior (AF PHB)
[8] possible.

In general, realizations of meter/markers can be classified as token bucket
based or rate estimator based. The former uses one or more token buckets that
are incremented periodically and decremented on packet arrival. The latter uses
a dedicated mechanism to estimate the transient traffic rate and use the current
estimation for marking decision. This paper deals with the following two token
bucket based meter/markers: Single Rate Three Color Marker (srTCM) [10],
Two Rate Three Color Marker (trTCM) [9]. They are the most representative
and most commonly implemented token bucket based meter/markers.

Practical implementation of mechanisms supporting service quality assurance
is not easy. Selection of particular mechanisms and configuration of network
elements guaranteeing high network performance under various traffic conditions
is not straightforward. In the case of DiffServ, many studies have shown that
finding nodes’ configuration resulting in a fair service differentiation is difficult.
The above problems are, among other issues, the driving factors for analytical
modeling of network elements. Analytical models help in better understanding of
mechanisms and phenomena occurring in networks. They facilitate examination,
planning and configuration of networks.

Less accurate models of srTCM and trTCM were presented in [18]. Validation
with TCP/ftp traffic was presented there. This paper presents a novel and more
accurate version of the models and enriches the experimental validation with
simulations with web-like traffic.
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2 Basic Assumptions

The key assumption is that the time between arrivals of consecutive packets
constituting the aggregate has the exponential distribution. Such an assumption
enables the use of elements of the classical queuing theory in the mathematical
model. Some researchers show that such an approach is justified in a heavily
loaded network [3,4,19]. Cao et al. [3,4] showed that connection and packet ar-
rival processes tend locally toward the Poisson distribution and time series of
packet sizes and round trip times tend locally toward independence as the rate
of new TCP connections increases. Moreover, a simplified and intuitive explana-
tion can be given: in the congested link there are thousands of flows, therefore,
packets belonging to a single flow are split up by packets from other flows and,
what follows, correlation between consecutive packets in the aggregated stream
is reduced. The traffic in a heavily loaded network is often smoothed and shows
less bursty nature. Numerous researchers successfully used the Poisson model
of packet arrivals in their work, e.g., [14,15,17]. There are also many arguments
against Poisson modeling [16,22], so the model is developed and validated very
carefully.

The distribution of a packet size in the Internet is bimodal or trimodal and
often one peak is dominating [5,20]. For this reason, a constant packet size is
often used in modeling [1,6,13,14]. The average packet size of about 500, 1000
or 1500 bytes is used by investigators. A similar approach is taken in this paper.

2.1 Single Rate Three Color Marker

The srTCM consists of two token buckets C and E with depths CBS and EBS,
respectively. To adapt the classical queuing theory to modeling of srTCM easily,
it was assumed that current states of the token buckets are expressed in the
number of packets, rather than in bytes. The token count of bucket C is incre-
mented by one CIR times per second. The token count is decremented by one
on each packet arrival. Hence, the average rate B of emptying bucket is equal to
the inverse of the average packet inter-arrival time and is expressed in packets
per second. The token count of bucket E is incremented with a rate CIR as well
but only if the bucket C is full. It is decremented with a rate B if the bucket C
is empty.

Intuitively, a D/M/1/K queuing system would be used for modelling srTCM
since the arrival rate is deterministic, i.e., it is a constant rate equal to CIR.
However, the experimental results showed that srTCM characteristics based
on D/M/1/K fit experimental results considerably worse than those based on
M/M/1/K. Therefore, the latter model was chosen.

To find marking probabilities for srTCM a state transition graph for such a
system was developed (Fig. 1). The system consists of two M/M/1/K queues.
If a queue representing bucket C is in state i and queue representing bucket E
is in state j then the system is in state Ei,j . If a steady state of the system is
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Fig. 1. State transition graph of the model of srTCM

assumed and πi,j denotes the probability that the system is in state Ei,j , the
system can be described by the following set of algebraic equations:

0 = −CIR π0,0 + B π0,1 + B π1,0

0 = − (CIR + B)π0,j + B π0,j+1 + B π1,j j = 1 . . . EBS − 1
0 = − (CIR + B)π0,EBS + B π1,EBS

0 = − (CIR + B)πi,j + B πi+1,j + CIR πi−1,j
i = 1 . . . CBS − 1
j = 0 . . . EBS (1)

0 = − (CIR + B)πCBS,0 + CIR πCBS−1,0

0 = − (CIR + B)πCBS,j + CIR πCBS−1,j + CIR πCBS,j−1 j = 1 . . . EBS − 1
0 = −B πCBS,EBS + CIR πCBS,EBS−1 + CIR πCBS−1,EBS

Obviously, a normalization equation is needed:

CBS∑

i=0

EBS∑

j=0

πi,j = 1 (2)

Solving 1 and 2, the following formulas for πi,j can be obtained:

πi,0 =

(
CIR

B

)i CBS−i∑

k=0

(
CIR

B

)k

CBS+EBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
for i = 0 . . . CBS (3)

πi,j =

(
CIR

B

)j+CBS

CBS+EBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l

for i = 0 . . . CBS
and j = 1 . . . EBS − 1 (4)
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πi,EBS =

(
CIR

B

)CBS+EBS i∑

k=0

(
CIR

B

)k

CBS+EBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
for i = 0 . . . CBS (5)

According to [10], a packet is marked red if upon its arrival both buckets are
empty, that is, the system is in state E0,0. Hence, the probability Pmr that a
packet is marked red is equal to π0,0. The packet is marked yellow if arrives at
the moment when bucket C is empty and bucket E is not empty, i.e., the system
is in state E0,j where j = 1 . . . EBS. Consequently, the probability Pmy that
a packet is marked yellow equals

∑EBS
j=1 π0,j . In the other cases the packet is

marked green.
Finally, the probabilities that a packet will be marked red Pmr, yellow Pmy

or green Pmg are as follows:

Pmr =
1

CBS+EBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
(6)

Pmy =

EBS∑

j=1

(
CIR

B

)j+CBS

CBS+EBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
(7)

Pmg = 1 − 1
CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
(8)

The above formulas express packet marking probabilities as a function of srTCM
parameters, CIR, CBS and EBS, and traffic rate B.

2.2 Two Rate Three Color Marker

The trTCM consists of two token buckets C and P with depths CBS and PBS
and token counts TC and TP , respectively. Again, it was assumed that the current
state of buckets is expressed in the number of packets. The token count of bucket
C is incremented by one CIR times per second while the token count of bucket
P is incremented PIR times per second. The average rate of emptying token
bucket P is equal to the average rate of incoming traffic B.

In the case of trTCM, the choice between M/M/1/K and D/M/1/K is am-
biguous. As presented in Section 3 the results depend on the type of traffic.
Therefore, both models are described.

In the case of M/M/1/K queuing system, the probability of bucket P being
in state j can be expressed by a well known formula:
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πP
j =

(
CIR

B

)j

PBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B

)l
(9)

Bucket C is emptied only if bucket P is not empty, thus, the conditional
probability that bucket C is in state i is as follows:

πC
i|TP �=0 =

(
CIR

B
(
1 − πP

0

)
)i

CBS∑

l=0

(
CIR

B
(
1 − πP

0

)
)l

(10)

where πP
0 is the probability that token bucket P is in state 0 (is empty).

A packet is marked red if upon its arrival bucket P is empty. If bucket P is
not empty and bucket C is empty then the packet is marked yellow. A packet
is marked green in all other cases [9]. Hence, the probabilities that a packet will
be marked red, yellow or green are as follows:

Pmr = πP
0 =

1
PBS∑

i=0

(
PIR

B

)i
(11)

Pmy =
(
1 − πP

0

)
πC

0|TP �=0 =
1 − Pmr

CBS∑
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(
CIR

B (1 − Pmr)

)i
(12)

Pmg = 1 − Pmr − Pmy = (1 − Pmr)

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − 1

CBS∑

i=0

(
CIR

B (1 − Pmr)

)i

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(13)

State probabilities for the D/M/1/K system and, what follows, marking prob-
abilities are more difficult to obtain. In fact, closed form formulas for state prob-
abilities are very complex. So the way to find a solution is provided in steps.

State probabilities for the D/M/1/K system can be obtained from state prob-
abilities for M/D/1/K system by using the property of symmetry between those
systems [12]. Generally, the probability that D/M/1/K queue is in state i is
equal to the probability that M/D/1/K queue is in state K − i:

π
D/M/1/K
i (ρ) = π

M/D/1/K
K−i (1/ρ) (14)

where ρ is the system load. In turn, the state probabilities of the finite M/D/1
queue can be obtained form the state probabilities for the infinite M/D/1 system
as follows [11,13]:
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π
M/D/1/K
j (ρ) =

π
M/D/1/∞
j (ρ)

π
M/D/1/∞
0 (ρ)+ρG(K)

, j = 0 . . .K − 1

π
M/D/1/K
K (ρ) = 1 − G(K)

π
M/D/1/∞
0 (ρ)+ρG(K)

(15)

where G (K) =
∑K−1

j=0 π
M/D/1/∞
j (ρ). Finally, the state probabilities in the infi-

nite M/D/1 system can be calculated from the following formulas [7,11]:

π
M/D/1/∞
0 (ρ) = 1 − ρ,

π
M/D/1/∞
1 (ρ) = (1 − ρ) (eρ − 1) , (16)

π
M/D/1/∞
i (ρ) = (1 − ρ)

i∑

j=1

(−1)i−j
ej ρ

(
(j ρ)i−j

(i − j)!
+

(j ρ)i−j−1

(i − j − 1)!

)
, i ≥ 2

Formula (16) is valid only for the system load ρ < 1. Nevertheless, formula (15)
can be used for any ρ since the factor 1− ρ appearing in formulas for π

M/D/1/∞
i

gets reduced. The more formal way to obtain formula (15) is presented in [11].
Finally, the packet marking probabilities for trTCM modeled using D/M/1/K

queue models can be calculated as follows:

P mr = π
D/M/1/PBS
0

(
PIR

B

)
(17)

Pmy = (1 − P mr)π
D/M/1/CBS
0

(
PIR

B(1−P mr)

)
(18)

Pmg = 1 − Pmr − Pmy (19)

3 Validation of the Models

The simulations were performed with ns-2 simulator version 2.27. The final
processing of the simulation data as well as solving the model equations was
performed with the Mathematica package.

The steady-state type simulation was used. The method of batch means [21]
of collecting data was used. The simulation warm-up period was respected. The
batch size was chosen sufficiently high to avoid autocorrelations. Confidence
intervals were calculated for each estimated parameter on confidence level 95%.
Confidence intervals were ommited since they were very small and difficult to
show in the scale of the figure.

Two types of traffic were used in the experiments. One set of simulations
was performed with TCP/ftp-like traffic, i.e., traffic was generated by long-lived
TCP sources, that is, always having unlimited data to send. A separate group of
simulations were done with sources generating a web-like traffic. In both cases
TCP Reno sources were used.
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Fig. 2. Experiment 1: probability of marking packet as green (a), yellow (b) and red (c),
TCP/ftp traffic
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Fig. 3. Experiment 1: probability of marking packet as green (a), yellow (b) and red (c),
web traffic
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Fig. 4. Experiment 2: probability of marking packet as green (a), yellow (b) and red (c),
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Fig. 5. Experiment 2: probability of marking packet as green (a), yellow (b) and red (c),
web traffic
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Experiment 1: srTCM
The srTCM parameters in this experiment were set as follows: CIR = 2Mb/s,
CBS = 15kB, EBS = 50kB. Packet size was set to 1 kB. Characteristics of
the probability of packet marking as green, yellow and red as a function of the
traffic rate in the logarithmic scale are presented in Fig. 2 (TCP/ftp traffic) and
Fig. 3 (web traffic). Solid lines represent characteristics predicted by the model
(formulas 6 – 8) while the points are results obtained from simulation.

Experiment 2: trTCM
The parameters of trTCM in this experiment were set as follows CIR =
1.5Mb/s, PIR = 2Mb/s, CBS = 5kB, PBS = 20kB. Packet size was set
to 1 kB. Characteristics for trTCM are shown in Fig. 4 (TCP/ftp traffic) and
Fig. 5 (web traffic). Solid lines represent characteristics predicted by the model
based on D/M/1/K (formulas 17 – 19). Dashed lines are for the M/M/1/K model
(formulas 11 – 13). Points show results obtained from simulation.

4 Conclusion

In the case of srTCM, the probability that a packet will be marked red or green
is well predicted by the model. Some more discrepancies can be noticed for Pmr

when marking probability is less than ≈ 0.01 for both types of traffic. The most
visible discrepancies are for Pmy. However, they are relatively small for the traffic
rate around CIR and become greater while the distance from CIR increases. It
must be stressed that values of Pmy obtained from simulation in those areas are
very small and do not make a regular line but are considerably spread. Thus,
providing an exact formula describing Pmy is not possible. Moreover, inexactness
of the model for such small values of marking probability is not very critical. It
can be assumed that for traffic rate < 0.8 CIR values of Pmr and Pmy are ≈ 0.
Values of marking probabilities for traffic rate about CIR and greater are more
important. In that area Pmr and Pmg have higher values and are predicted
satisfactorily well. Pmy is predicted quite well around CIR but for a greater
traffic volume it again becomes spread but close to zero.

Conclusions for trTCM are similar regarding Pmr and Pmg. In the case of Pmy

the inaccuracies appear only for the traffic rate below CIR. For rates between
CIR and PIR and above PIR the model predicts characteristic of Pmy well. The
second difference is that the meter/marker behaves slightly differently for the
two types of traffic. Clearly, the M/M/1/K model better fits simulation results
for the TCP/ftp traffic while the D/M/1/K model fits results for the web-like
traffic.

For the web-like traffic Pmg becomes increasingly underestimated if the traffic
rate increases above CIR for both srTCM and trTCM but this discrepancy is
not high.

The conclusion about meter/markers itself stemming from this observation is
that they do not offer a strictly predictable marking probability if the marking
probability is small.
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Abstract. IPv6 host auto-configuration has been part of IPv6 speci-
fication from the start, but IPv6 routers still require manual configu-
ration and administration. This is not only unacceptable for emerging
home and SOHO networks, but it also complicates network manage-
ment for complex corporate networks. To enable easy and ubiquitous
deployment of future IPv6 networks, there is a need for an IPv6 router
auto-configuration protocol to complement IPv6 host auto-configuration
to make IPv6 networks truly plug-and-play. In this paper we address this
issue and propose an IPv6 router auto-configuration algorithm. The idea
is for each router to assign unique subnetids to each of their interfaces
during startup, and cooperate with other routers in the network to main-
tain the uniqueness of their subnetid assignment in the face of topological
changes. We show how the proposed algorithm can be implemented by a
simple modification of the basic intra-domain topology broadcast algo-
rithm. Finally we extend the algorithm to hybrid networks, where some
of the segments are manually configured by the administrators and the
rest of the segments are auto-configured by the routers.

Keywords: IPv6, Zeroconf Networks, Address Auto-configuration.

1 Introduction

While IPv6 host auto-configuration is part of IPv6 specification by design, IPv6
router setup requires manual configuration and administration [1]. Although
there are proposals to automatically obtain the global IPv6 prefix for an organi-
zation, i.e., a site, from the Internet Service Provider (ISP) [8,9,10], IPv6 subnet
setup within the organization is still left to the administrators. As it stands,
administrators must manually configure unique IPv6 subnets over each segment
or link in the network, which would quickly get out of hand as the network scales
up. Worse yet, if the topology of the network changes, the entire network may
need to be reconfigured. Also for some emerging IPv6 networks such as home and
SOHO networks [4], there may not be any administrators, and the users may not
have the necessary technical skills to configure the network. The routers within
such networks must auto-configure to enable plug-and-play IPv6 networking.

We can classify IPv6 networks into two types: single-router networks and
multi-router networks. A single-router network is one where a router connects
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several segments into a star topology, and also provides Internet connectivity,
e.g., a simple home network. A multi-router network is one where two or more
routers connect several segments into an arbitrary topology. One or more of the
routers also provide Internet connectivity.

Although auto-configuration of a single-router IPv6 network is easy, auto-
configuration of a complex multi-router IPv6 network is a formidable task. Cur-
rent requirement for manual configuration and administration of such networks
will stand in the way of ubiquitous deployment of IPv6 networks. Given that even
a simple home or SOHO network may contain several routers due to multiplicity
of link-layer technologies available at home and office, it would be desirable to
have IPv6 router auto-configuration algorithms to automatically configure the
entire IPv6 network without any manual intervention and administration.

In this paper we address IPv6 address auto-configuration of single and multi-
router IPv6 networks with unique IPv6 subnets. The idea is to have each router
randomly assign a unique IPv6 subnetid to each of their interfaces during startup,
and maintain the uniqueness of their subnetid assignment in cooperation with
other routers in the network. Due to local subnetid assignment, it is possible
for two or more routers to assign the same IPv6 subnetid to different segments
of the network thereby creating IPv6 subnetid conflicts. We show how routers
can detect and resolve such IPv6 subnetid conflicts by augmenting an existing
intra-domain routing algorithm, specifically the topology broadcast algorithm in
section 5. Then in section 6 we show how the proposed algorithm can be modi-
fied to have both administered and auto-configured segments to co-exist in the
same IPv6 network. This would be useful especially in complex IPv6 networks,
where administrators may want to administer some of the segments and assign
them manually-assigned IPv6 subnetids, and leave the rest of the segments to be
auto-configured by the routers. Proposed auto-configuration algorithms would
greatly simplify the management and deployment of such hybrid, complex IPv6
network topologies. We believe that the proposed algorithms will complement
existing IPv6 host auto-configuration algorithm to enable truly plug-and-play
IPv6 networking.

2 Unicast IPv6 Addresses and Terminology

An IPv6 address is 128-bits long, and is represented in what is called a colon-
hexadecimal notation [1]. That is, each 16-bit block of an IPv6 address is con-
verted into a 4-digit hexadecimal number and separated by colons. Figure 1
depicts the structures of 3 types of unicast IPv6 addresses [5,6,7].

A global unicast address consists of a 48-bit global routing prefix, a 16-bit
subnetid and a 64-bit interface-id. An organization is assigned the global routing
prefix; provided by an ISP during initialization using DHCPv6 [8,9], ICMPv6 [10]
or some other mechanism. The subnetid is used within a site to identify IPv6
subnets. The subnetid configuration is left to the site’s administrators and is
currently done manually. The interface-id indicates the interface on a specific
subnet within the site [5].
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Fig. 1. Unicast IPv6 address structures: (a) Provider-based globally routable address,
(b) Local unicast address, (c) Link-local address

As a replacement for site-local addresses [5], local unicast addresses have re-
cently been standardized [7]. They are to be used if the site is disconnected from
the Internet (thus lacking an ISP-based global prefix), or if sites wish to have
a distinct prefix that can be used to localize traffic inside the site [7]. A local
unicast address has a very similar structure to global routable address: The first
7 bits are fixed FC00::/7, followed by a bit named L which is set to 1, then fol-
lowed by a 40-bit global ID. The last 64-bits are the interface-id. In the projected
usage scenario, an administrator would randomly assign a 40-bit global ID to
the site using the algorithm in [7], which is expected to be globally unique with
a very small chance of collision. 16-bit subnetid would then identify the specific
IPv6 subnet within the site as in global unicast addresses. It is expected that
local unicast addresses and ISP-based global unicast addresses would share the
same 16-bit subnetids, if they were being used concurrently [7]. Local unicast
addresses are expected to be globally unique, but are intended to be used and
routable within a site.

In addition to global and local unicast IPv6 addresses, each host must have a
link-local IPv6 address. This is especially necessary for communicating between
hosts on the same link with no router. A link-local address consists of a fixed
64-bit subnetid, i.e., FE80:/64, and a 64-bit interface-id. Since the subnetid is
fixed, the address is auto-configured using the stateless address configuration
mechanism described in section 3.

In the rest of this paper, we would denote a global or local unicast address
as “p.s.i”, where p is the first 48-bit prefix, s is the 16-bit subnetid, and i is the
64-bit interface-id.

3 IPv6 Host Auto-configuration Process

Host auto-configuration process is described in RFC 2462 [2]. An IPv6 host auto-
configures its addresses either through (1) stateless address configuration, which
is solely based on the receipt of Router Advertisements with one or more Prefix
Information options, (2) DHCPv6, which is used when the Managed Address
Configuration flag within a Router Advertisement is set to 1, or (3) using both of
the mechanisms. Here are the steps of the IPv6 host auto-configuration process:
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1. A tentative link-local address is derived based on the link-local prefix
FE80::/64 and the 64-bit interface-id, and its uniqueness is tested over the
link using Neighbor Solicitation messages.
2. After the unique link-local IPv6 address setup is complete, the host sends
several (default three) Router Solicitation messages.
3. If no Router Advertisement messages are received, then the host uses
DHCPv6 to obtain an address.
4. If a Router Advertisement message is received then

4.1. For each Prefix Information Option with Autonomous flag set to
1, the host derives a tentative address using the prefix and the 64-bit
interface-id, and tests its uniqueness. Once the uniqueness is verified, the
host starts using the address with Preferred and Valid Lifetimes specified
in the Router Advertisement.
4.2. If Managed Address Configuration flag is set to 1, the host uses
DHCPv6 to obtain an address.

As seen from above, after the link-local IPv6 address auto-configuration, the
rest of the IPv6 host auto-configuration depends on Router Advertisements con-
taining Prefix Information, which corresponds to the first 64-bits of an IPv6
address and specifies the IPv6 subnet for the segment. Recall from section 2
that 16-bit subnetid portion of an IPv6 prefix requires manual configuration by
the administrators. In a complex network and especially dynamic IPv6 network,
this could be very cumbersome. It would be best if the routers themselves co-
operate and automate this subnetid configuration. This would allow rapid and
ubiquitous IPv6 network deployment, and is even required in cases where the
administration is impractical and users are not network-savvy. So in the rest
of this paper, we will address this problem starting with a simple single-router
topology in section 4 and extending it to complex multi-router environments in
section 5.

4 Auto-configuring Single-Router IPv6 Networks

A single-router network is one, where a router connects several segments into
a star topology as illustrated in Figure 2. A typical example of a single-router
IPv6 networks is a simple home network, where the router, usually called a
home or residential gateway, has several different internal segments such as Eth-
ernet, WiFi (802.11), HomePNA, IEEE 1394, Bluetooth, etc., and also provides
broadband Internet connectivity over one of xDSL, cable, or ISDN.

In Figure 2 the router connects 3 internal segments, S1, S2 and S3 together
over its interfaces 1, 2 and 3; and provides Internet connectivity over its interface
4. Auto-configuring this network is quite easy: The router first gets the global
routing prefix, g, from the ISP, then simply assigns unique 16-bit subnetids, a,
b and c to internal segments S1, S2 and S3, i.e., prefixes g.a::/64, g.b::/64 and
g.c::/64. The router then advertises these prefixes over the respective segments,
and hosts would use IPv6 stateless auto-configuration algorithm of section 3 to
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Fig. 2. An example single-router IPv6 network, e.g., a home network

auto-configure IPv6 addresses. In our example network, host A has configured
IPv6 address g.a.A, where g is the 48-bit global routing prefix, a is the 16-bit
router-assigned subnetid for the segment and A is the host’s 64-bit interface-id.

In case the network is not connected to the Internet, e.g., an isolated network
formed on-demand, the router would not get a global routing prefix, g, and must
use local unicast addresses. We propose that the router first generates a 40-bit
global ID using the algorithm in [7], and append it to FD00::/8 to make it a
48-bit local address prefix, g1. The router then assigns unique 16-bit subnetids,
a, b and c to internal segments S1, S2 and S3, i.e., prefixes g1.a::/64, g1.b::/64
and g1.c::/64, and continues auto-configuration similar to the global prefix case.
If a global routing prefix becomes available in the future, the router can continue
using the same subnetid assignment by simply replacing the local address prefix
g1 with g and advertise the newly generated prefixes, g.a::/64, g.b::/64 and
g.c::/64. The router can either phase out the local unicast prefix g1 by advertising
a prefix lifetime of zero, or can continue using it for local communication.

5 Auto-configuring Multi-router IPv6 Networks

A multi-router IPv6 network is one where two or more routers connect sev-
eral segments together. One or more of the routers may also provide Internet
connectivity. Any non-trivial network would have multiple routers.

Figure 3 depicts an example multi-router IPv6 network having 4 routers con-
necting 10 segments. In a typical deployment scenario, such as an engineering
college, R1 would be deployed at a Computer Management Center and pro-
vide outside connectivity over xDSL or T1, and each internal router would be
deployed at a different department, e.g., R2 at Computer Engineering, R3 at
Electrical Engineering and R4 at Civil Engineering Departments. Departmental
routers would also have connectivity between them for robustness and avail-
ability as in Figure 3. In a large organization, such as a big corporation or a
university, the network may consist of tens of routers.
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Fig. 3. An example multi-router IPv6 network, e.g., a college network

In this section, we propose extending the single-router auto-configuration al-
gorithm of section 4 to multi-router networks. We assume that the network is
connected to an ISP, and at least one border router obtains a 48-bit ISP-supplied
global routing prefix denoted as g in Figure 3. We assume that this 48-bit global
routing prefix is disseminated to all routers in the network using a mechanism
such as an intra-domain routing algorithm. What is left for auto-configuration
is the unique and consistent assignment of 16-bit subnetids to all segments of
the network. To automate this process, our idea is to have the routers randomly
assign locally unique subnetids to each of their interfaces during startup, and
then cooperate with other routers to make their subnetid assignment unique
over the entire network.

Since each router makes local subnetid assignment on their own, it is possible
for 2 or more routers to assign the same subnetid over different segments, which
we call a subnetid conflict. Subnetid conflicts can also occur when two operating
networks are joined together by a hub or a bridge. Such subnetid conflicts must
be detected and resolved for the network to function properly. For example, in
Figure 3 we have one subnetid conflict: R1 has assigned IPv6 subnet g.e::/64
over S1, and R4 has assigned the same IPv6 subnet over S9. This conflict must
be detected and one of the routers must change its IPv6 subnetid assignment
to a network-wide unique value to resolve it. Note that assignment of the same
IPv6 subnet over the same segment by different routers does not constitute a
subnetid conflict, but this is in fact desirable, e.g., both R1 and R3 assign the
same IPv6 subnet g.b::/64 to S5. Also notice that it is OK for two routers to
assign different IPv6 subnets to the same segment, e.g., R1 assigns g.a::/64 to
S1 while R2 assigns g.i::/64. What is problematic is the case when two or more
routers assign the same IPv6 subnet over different segments.
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While it is possible to design an entirely new protocol for subnetid dissemina-
tion, subnetid conflict detection and resolution, we simply propose extending an
existing intra-domain routing protocol for this purpose. The reason for augment-
ing a routing protocol is the fact that a site must run an intra-domain routing
protocol regardless of whether the subnetid assignment is automatic or manual.
So it would be wise to simply make use of a protocol that each router must
run anyway, rather than have the routers run yet another protocol for unique
subnetid auto-configuration.

While an existing distance-vector algorithm [14,15,12] can also be used for
unique subnetid assignment, we will demonstrate our proposal by augmenting
the generic link-state or topology broadcast algorithm [16,17,13].

Figure 4 shows a generic version of topology broadcast routing algorithm
augmented with IPv6 subnetid auto-configuration. The algorithm is designed

Symbols used in the algorithm:
sn: Sequence number at node n (kept in non-volatile memory).
subnetidn: subnetid of node n (kept in non-volatile memory).
Nn: Set of nodes neighboring to n.
wn,m: Weight of link (n, m) for all m ∈ Nn.
Ln = {(m, wn,m) : m ∈ Nn}.
Ln: List of nodes known to n.
sm

n : View of node n about sm.
Lm

n : View of node n about Lm.
subnetidm

n : View of node n about subnetidm.

Augmented Topology Broadcast Routing Algorithm for a Node n:
I. Node n comes up:

I.1. If (comes up first time) then
I.1.1. sn ← 0, subnetidn ← A unique subnetid.

I.2. Nn ← ∅, Ln ← {n}.
I.3. Bring up all adjacent operating links.

II. Adjacent link (n, m) goes down:
II.1. Delete m from Nn.

III. Adjacent link (n, m) comes up:
III.1. wn,m ← measured weight for (n, m).
III.2. Add m to Nn.

IV. Periodically:
IV.1. sn ← sn + 1.
IV.2. Send (n, sn, subnetidn, Ln) to all neighbors in Nn.

V. Node n receives message (m, s, subnetid, L):
V.1. If (m �∈ Ln or sm

n < s) then
V.1.1. If (m �∈ Ln) then Add m to Ln.
V.1.2. (m, sm

n , subnetidm
n , Lm

n ) ← (m, s, subnetid, L).
V.1.3. If (subnetid = subnetidn and m �∈ Nn and m < n) then

V.1.3.1. subnetidn ← A new subnetid. /* Conflict */
V.1.4. Send (m,s, subnetid, L) to all neighbors in Nn.

Fig. 4. Topology Broadcast Routing Algorithm for IPv6 Router Auto-configuration
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for a single interface (designated as node n) of a router. So a router will run an
instance of the algorithm for each of its interfaces. In steps I.1 and I.2, a router
simply assigns a locally-unique subnetid to the interface during startup. Then
steps IV.1 and IV.2 are the periodic link-state broadcast, which diseminates the
neighbor list and the router-assigned subnetid for the link (segment) to other
routers in the network. Steps V.1 through V.4 are where the router performs
subnetid conflict detection and resolution: When the router receives a link-state
packet from non-neighbor router interface m, i.e., a router interface not attached
to the same link as n, with subnetid subnetidm, it checks for a subnetid conflict
in step V.1.3. In the case of a subnetid conflict, i.e., subnetidn = subnetidm, the
router with the bigger identifier changes its subnetid to resolve the conflict at
step V.1.3.1, i.e., the router with the smaller identifier wins the conflict battle.
Since the next message sent by the loser node will have a bigger sequence number
due to step IV.1, all nodes in the network will start using the new subnetid.

It can be shown that given a multi-router network having k router interfaces,
if no further topological changes occur, then the network enters a state where
no IPv6 subnetid conflicts exist and each router has established a loop-free path
to all IPv6 destinations, after O(k × e) message exchanges, where e is the total
number of segments in the network. Informal proof is as follows: Observe that
the router interface having the smallest identifier will win every IPv6 subnetid
conflict battle, if there is any. So after a message from this node reaches all
nodes in the network, which takes e messages, all nodes in the network would
have detected and resolved any IPv6 subnetid conflicts with this node and the
IPv6 subnetid assigned to this smallest identifier node will not change after
that. Next the node with the second smallest identifier would stabilize its IPv6
subnetid within the network in e messages and so on. Lastly the node with
the maximum identifier will have its IPv6 subnetid fixed. So irrespective of the
number of IPv6 subnetid conflicts in the initial state of the network, they would
all be resolved within O(k × e) message exchanges. Additionally, by the end of
O(k × e) messages, all routers would have learned the complete topology of the
network and can easily compute shortest routes to all IPv6 destinations.

Probability of subnetid conflict: For a network with n router interfaces,
and L-bit subnetid value, the probability of collision can be computed using

the formula p = 1 − e
−n2

2L+1 given in [7]. Given L=16, and assuming n = 20,
p = 3.05 × 10−3.

Lack of a global routing prefix: In case the network is not connected to the
Internet, the site would lack a global routing prefix, and local addresses must
be used. Two choices exist: (1) Have each router generate its own 48-bit prefix
and advertise it over the network. With n routers in the network, we would have
n different prefixes within the site, (2) Have routers agree upon a single 48-bit
local prefix and use it for the entire site.

In the first case, each router i simply generates its own 48-bit global ID pre-
fix, gi before making locally unique 16-bit subnetid assignment to each of its
interfaces. Thus router i with k interfaces would assign unique 64-bit prefixes
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gi.sj ::/64, 1 ≤ j ≤ k to each of its j interfaces. These 64-bit prefixes would
almost always be unique within the site. In [7] authors show that if 10 different
40-bit prefixes are generated within a site using the 40-bit global ID field in a lo-
cal unicast address, the probability of collision is 4.54× 10−11. This implies that
with this auto-configuration method no IPv6 subnet conflicts will occur within
the site, so the problem will simply boil down to distributing these unique pre-
fixes to all routers using a routing protocol such as the one in Figure 4. If a
global routing prefix, g, becomes available in the future, each router can simply
generate new 64-bit prefixes g.sj ::/64 for each of its j interfaces, and run the
algorithm in Figure 4 to advertise its global IPv6 subnets, and also detect and
resolve potential IPv6 subnetid conflicts.

In the second case, each router i generates its own 48-bit global ID prefix,
gi, and assigns locally unique 16-bit subnetids to each of its interfaces. But this
time, routers not only agree upon consistent 16-bit subnetid assignment, but
also upon a single 48-bit local prefix to be used for the entire site. This single
prefix selection can simply be incorporated to the algorithm in Figure 4. At
step V, when a router receives a link-state advertisement, it first enters into
a 48-bit prefix election. Similar to subnetid conflict resolution, we can simply
let the router having the smaller identifier win the prefix battle. Thus when the
network reaches the stable state, the 48-bit prefix generated by the router having
the smallest identifier will be elected as the single site identifier. 16-bit subnetid
conflict detection and resolution will then be the same as in the algorithm in
Figure 4. The advantage of this approach is the following: Since the network
will use a single 48-bit local prefix, 16-bit subnetids would uniquely be assigned
over all segments. So when a 48-bit global prefix becomes available, routers can
simply use their current 16-bit subnetid assignments to generate 64-bit prefixes
using the global prefix. Thus the same 16-bit subnetids would be used by both
global prefixed addresses and local prefixed addresses as recommended in [7].

6 Hybrid Networks

Although it is possible to have the entire IPv6 network auto-configured as de-
scribed in section 5, it is usually desirable to manually configure some of the
subnets. This is necessary in such cases where some of the servers in the network
need to have well-known, fixed IPv6 addresses.

Figure 5 shows the high-level organization of Anadolu University’s internal
network. The university has a Web Server, a DNS Server, a Mail Server and an
FTP server all attached to segment S1 of the edge router R1, that must have
fixed, well-known IPv6 addresses. This means that the administrators want seg-
ment S1 to have a fixed subnetid. In the example the administrators have con-
figured IPv6 subnet g.a::/64 over S1. Similarly some departments within the
university, which may have their own skilled administrators, such as the com-
puter engineering department represented by router R2, may want to have their
own Web Server, FTP Server etc. So they may want to administer some of the
segments of their own router (such as segment S3 in the example network). Other
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Fig. 5. An example multi-router IPv6 network with segments S1 and S3 administered,
and the rest auto-configured

Fig. 6. (a) Global, (b) local unicast address structures with administered(A)/ un-
administerd(U) flag within subnetid to define administered or auto-configured IPv6
subnets within a site

departments may not have the necessary technical skills or may not be interested
in configuring their internal networks, and simply leave it to the routers to auto-
configure themselves. Therefore, the rest of the segments are left unadministered
and are auto-configured by the routers.

In such hybrid networks, the question then arises as to how we can have both
administered and auto-configured segments within the same IPv6 network? We
propose the following solution to this problem: Let the most significant bit (bit
16) of the subnetid represent whether the subnetid is administered or auto-
configured. If this bit is 0 then the subnetid is assigned by an administrator, if
this bit is 1 then the subnetid is auto-configured by a router (refer to Figure 6).
Notice that the first 48-bits of the prefix still either represent the global routing
prefix or the local prefix depending on whether the network is connected to the
Internet or not (refer to Figure 6). With this convention, if a router interface
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would need to be administered, we would let the administrators use the last 15-
bits of subnetid to create a unique IPv6 subnet for the router interface, bit 16
would be 0. If a router interface is to be auto-configured, then the router still uses
the last 15-bits of subnetid to randomly generate an IPv6 subnet for the router
interface, and bit 16 would be 1. We would also change step V.1.3 of our router
auto-configuration algorithm (refer to Figure 4) as follows: In the event of a
subnetid conflict, the router would check bit 16 of subnetid: If it is 0, then this is
an administrator-assigned subnetid, so the router must change its own subnetid
assignment regardless of whether its identifier is small or not. If bit 16 is 1, then
this is an auto-configured subnetid and the regular subnetid conflict detection
and resolution would kick in. Thus with a simple modification to the router
auto-configuration algorithm of Figure 4 and a little addressing convention, we
can have both administered and auto-configured segments within the same IPv6
network.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we proposed an IPv6 router auto-configuration algorithm that in
combination with IPv6 host auto-configuration protocol allows complex multi-
router IPv6 networks to be fully auto-configured without manual intervention.
Proposed algorithm allows routers to seamlessly assign and maintain unique
IPv6 subnets within the entire IPv6 network by detecting and resolving poten-
tial IPv6 subnetid conflicts. The algorithm simply augments an existing intra-
domain routing protocol such as RIP [12] or OSPF [13] that every multi-router
network must run anyway, rather than specifying yet another protocol. We also
showed how the algorithm can be modified to allow both administered and auto-
configured segments to co-exist within the same network together. We claim that
the addition of such an auto-configuration algorithm to routers would greatly
simplify deployment and management of IPv6 networks both in big organiza-
tions where some of the segments may need to be administered, and in small
networks such as home and SOHO networks, where the entire network may need
to be auto-configured.
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Abstract. Estimations of network demand are an essential input to the IP 
network planning process. We present a technique for per traffic class IP 
network demand estimation based on harnessing information gathered for 
accounting and charging purposes. This technique represents an efficient use of 
pre-existing information, is easy to deploy, and, crucially, is highly cost-
effective in comparison to traditional direct measurement systems employing 
dedicated traffic metering hardware. In order to facilitate QoS-aware network 
planning we also introduce a technique for estimation of QoS related effective 
bandwidth coefficients via analysis of a relatively small number of packet 
traces. The combination of the demand and effective bandwidth coefficient 
estimation techniques provide the basis for an effective, low-cost network 
planning solution. In this paper we present initial results that validate our 
contention that network accounting records can be reused to create a QoS aware 
demand matrix for IP networks. 

1   Introduction 

An ISP must ensure that network resources are being utilised optimally in order to 
avoid unnecessary expenditure. Of course, it is also important that the process of 
planning, deploying and managing network resources is itself cost-effective and does 
not significantly degrade network performance. Network planning, in particular, is a 
vital part of any ISP’s business. Currently, network planning typically involves the 
use of dedicated metering hardware to gather and collate large amounts of network 
activity data, which is then used to identify an optimal network configuration design 
reflecting estimated demand. Use of dedicated hardware means that this approach is 
relatively expensive, incurring costs in hardware procurement, depreciation and 
maintenance, as well as significant training and operational costs. In this paper we 
outline the foundations of an efficient, QoS-aware network planning process, that, 
through re-use of networking accounting data, can be delivered at relatively low cost 
and with minimal impact on network performance. We contend that ISPs can easily 
reuse traffic data gathered by network accounting systems to generate sufficiently 
accurate estimations of network demand. In this paper we show that such reuse of 
accounting data to construct a QoS-aware demand matrix results acceptable relative 
error for large amounts of traffic. We also present a light-weight technique for 
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estimation of QoS aware effective bandwidth coefficients, which in conjunction with 
the QoS-aware demand matrix provides the basis for an effective, low cost QoS-
aware network planning process. 

The paper is organised as follows. §2 disuses related work in the area of network 
accounting and network planning. §3 provides a description of our architecture, 
detailing the components and tools used to gather and analyse traffic data. We present 
our algorithm for calculating the demand matrix from accounting records in §4. §5 
discusses how we plan to take QoS into consideration by estimating effective 
bandwidth coefficients. We validate our architecture in §6 through the use of a 
specified scenario and a prototype test bed. Finally we evaluate our results in §7 and 
conclude with future work in §8.     

2   Related Work 

The concept of network planning for QoS aware network optimisation has been put 
forward by Wu and Reeves [1]. They look at capacity planning in a DiffServ network, 
and focus on a network with two traffic classes, Expedited Forwarding (EF) and Best 
Effort. Their work focuses on developing an optimisation algorithm that jointly, 
selects a route in the network for each EF user demand (Origin - Destination) pair, 
and assigns a capacity value for each link within the network to minimise the total 
link cost, subject to the performance constraints of both EF and BE traffic classes. 
Our work intends on developing a network planning solution to take into 
consideration all DiffServ traffic classes.  

The demand matrix has been associated with a wide range of network planning 
activities such as network design, traffic engineering and capacity planning [1]. The 
demand matrix has been shown to be an effective method of representing network 
wide demand on the network from edge to edge [2, 3, 1, 8]. There are a number of 
different approaches in calculating the demand matrix, the major concern being 
whether to calculate the demand matrix from direct measurement [3], or to use 
summarised sampling methods such as trajectory sampling [9]. The algorithm we 
propose is a centralised approach to calculating the demand matrix. This is primarily 
based on the work of Feldman et al [3]. Our algorithm varies as it is limited to the 
types of metering records used by accounting systems. For efficiency processing may 
also be distributed further out onto the edge nodes themselves [4].  

The IETF have developed a number of network accounting architectures such as 
RADIUS [11], and DIAMETER [12]. These systems rely on the collection of 
metering information from the network, and forward this information to mediation 
points following a particular format. These systems are most commonly used for 
VoIP accounting and other such session based services. The IP Multimedia 
Subsystem has defined DIAMETER as its accounting protocol of choice [13]. Cisco 
have developed NetFlow [14] as their metering and accounting system. NetFlow is 
widely used in the industry for various operations such as IP network accounting and 
billing, user and application monitoring, network planning, security analysis and 
traffic engineering. The IETF have recognised this industry standard and have 
developed the IETF IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) [1] architecture based on it. 
We have based our accounting system on the IPFIX architecture.  
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3   QoS-Aware Network Planning Architecture 

The architecture illustrated in Fig. 1. extends the traditional network accounting archi- 
tecture to facilitate construction of QoS-aware demand matrices and for the calculation 
of QoS-aware effective bandwidth coefficient from collected packet traces. 

All network accounting systems depend on metering information to account for 
service usage within their network domain. The network accounting systems capture 
summarised information from the network in the form of flow records, of the form 
depicted in below. 

 
Src  
Address 

Src  
Port 

Dest  
Address 

Dest  
Port 

Protocol TOS Packets Size Start  
time 

Active Idle 

 
A flow record represents a set of IP packets passing a network interface that 

possess common properties, such as the same source address, source port, destination 
address destination port and protocol. A flow record can usually be associated with 
unidirectional traffic of a particular application session, such as a VoIP call. An 
example of network accounting systems that use flow records are Cisco Netflow [14], 
and the IETF proposed standard IPFIX [1]. These records are used as a base for rating 
usage of traffic within the network. Once this traffic is rated, it can be associated with 
user sessions where the users can be charged and billed for service usage. We intend 
to use the flow records collected by accounting systems to construct a view of the 
traffic demand on the network, other wise known as a demand matrix. 

 

Fig. 1. Network Accounting and Planning Architecture 

The demand matrix captures network wide demand from information collected at 
ingress and egress edge routers. We assume that all traffic entering at an ingress edge 
node, must exit at an egress edge node, i.e. no traffic is consumed within the core. If 
this is the case, we can build a picture of total traffic demand within the network 
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between edge nodes. The demand matrix stores this information as a pair-wise edge-
to-edge matrix. To create this matrix, we must have knowledge of where traffic exits 
the core network, and match this against its ingress. We wish to build a demand 
matrix for each particular traffic class on the network as to associate particular traffic 
class demand characteristics with QoS targets within the accounting system. This is 
achieved by adding an additional dimension to the demand matrix matching the Type 
of Service (TOS) field of metered traffic.  

The TOS field identifies the QoS traffic class of a particular IP packet. This 
information is carried on into the flow records. The DiffServ QoS architecture uses 
the TOS field to assign DiffServ Code Points (DSCP) to IP packets to include them 
into particular traffic classes. QoS levels for these traffic classes can then be 
controlled within the network, giving the traffic class particular loss, delay, jitter, and 
throughput targets. By adding the TOS dimension our demand matrix becomes QoS-
aware. 

The Mediation component exports collected metering records in the required 
format to the Demand Estimation component. This process will construct a multi-
dimensional demand matrix of all accounted traffic passing through the network from 
edge to edge and per traffic class. Our observation is that accounting systems record a 
considerable amount of network activity, while at the same time summarising this 
information to reduce processing and storage. We contend that using existing metered 
information to estimate the demand matrix is less expensive than calculating the 
demand matrix through the use of dedicated hardware using direct measurement 
methods. Of course, this data may not provide an accurate measurement of network 
demand, however, as shown below, the relative error introduced is unlikely to impact 
significantly on the efficacy of the planning process. 

A relatively small number of packet traces are taken from the network and 
analysed to calculate appropriate bandwidth thresholds known as effective bandwidth 
to be reserved in order for this traffic to maintain defined QoS targets. The process of 
packet trace collection is a very light weight approach to sampling network activity 
over a short interval of time, which has little effect on network resources. 

Once the demand matrix and effective bandwidth coefficients are estimated, they 
are used as input to the Network Planning component, which will use the collected 
and analysed information to develop an optimised network configuration that will 
ensure imposed network QoS targets are maintained. 

4   Demand Matrix Estimation Process 

Accounting systems mediate metering records to associate service usage with users. 
Similar to this approach we need to associate the metering records with edge to edge 
network demand. We outline our algorithm to achieve this in Fig. 3. The algorithm 
calculates the demand on the network a particular flow has, per interval. This is 
necessary as the demand matrix looks at total network demand per interval of time, 
e.g. 10 min intervals.  

Fig. 2 depicts an algorithm of estimating network demand from flow records per 
interval. Each flow record will have a start time (tf

start) and an end time (tf
end). The 

flows rate rf can be calculated from the flow size, stored in the flow record, divided by 
the flow duration. The diagram shows 4 cases the algorithm captures. The objective of 
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the algorithm is to sum up all demand of all flows that lie within a particular time 
period {tn , tn+1}. Case 1 captures demand of flows that end within the time period. 
Case 2 captures demand of flows that start within the time period. Case 3 captures 
demand of flows that start and end within the time period, and finally Case 4 captures 
demand of flows that are active through the whole time period. This algorithm makes 
the assumption that packet arrival time within the flow is of a uniform distribution. By 
taking this assumption the proportion of demand can be calculated by multiplying the 
flow rate by the duration of time the flow exists within the current interval. This will 
lead to some inaccuracy in the final value, as throughout the flow’s duration, packet 
distribution is not normally uniform. To calculate the complete network wide demand 
matrix all metering records collected from on all metering devices on all ingress edge 
routers are processed. 
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Fig. 2. Estimation of flow demand per interval of time 

The algorithm expressed in Fig.3 has five nested for loops, looping through each 
ingress router, each metering device, and each source node hanging off that metering 
device, each interval in time, and each flow record within that current metering 
device. The algorithm matches each flow record to a source node, and estimates the 
flow's demand within the current interval. The algorithm then matches the destination 
address of the flow record to a particular egress edge node. This mapping allows us to 
identify where the traffic is exiting the network. 
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The findEgressRouter function in Fig. 3b is used to return the egress router node 
corresponding to where the flow exits the core network. This function is a simple 
static table lookup at the moment but can be extended to retrieve this value 
dynamically through BGP table lookups. Once the egress edge node is found, an entry 
is added to the demand matrix. Once all records have been processed the demand 
matrix is returned. 

5   Taking QoS Requirements into Account 

The network planning process requires a view of demand on the network. We propose 
estimating network demand by the generation of a demand matrix from accounting 
records. We wish to develop a network planning scheme that will provide improved 
QoS guarantees. To take QoS targets into account per traffic class, we propose a light 
weight method of estimating the effective bandwidth of a traffic class, between edge 
nodes.  

There are a number of definitions of what effective bandwidth is, for example see 
[4, 5]. From the different methods of estimating the effective bandwidth, practically 
all of them are based on building a traffic model. The building of an accurate traffic 
model for a bursty traffic source is quite a challenging task. In particular, it is quite 
difficult to take into account the different activity levels of a traffic source for 
different time scales ranging from milliseconds to minutes and hours.  

The effective bandwidth of a traffic source is a minimal link rate which can 
guarantee certain specified QoS targets. Effective bandwidth can be defined for 
different types of QoS targets including delay, loss or both delay and loss targets 
together. In this paper we are interested in QoS delay targets only. A QoS delay target 
specifies the maximum delay experienced on the network and the proportion of traffic 
which is allowed exceed this maximum delay.  

Input:(EdgeRouters, interval, TotalTime  ) 
Output:(DemandMatrix[IngressRouter, EgressRouter, TOS] ) 
For each ingressRouter in EdgeRouters 
   For each meteringDevice in edgeRouter 
      For each sourceNode of meteringDevice 
         For each timeInterval in TotalTime 
            For each flow of meteringDevice  
           If flowsrc_ipaddr == sourceNode 

Demand =  
calculateDemand(timeInterval,  
interval, flow) 

egressRouter = 
findEgressRouter(flowdest_ipaddr )  

DemandMatrix[ingressRouter, egressRouter, 
flowTOS ] += Demand 

   Return DemandMatrix  

Fig. 3. Demand Matrix Estimation Algorithm 
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A typical example of a QoS delay target is (50ms, 0.001) which means that only 
0.1% of traffic is allowed to be delayed more than 50 ms. As effective bandwidth 
depends on the QoS target; for different QoS targets, effective bandwidth could be 
different.  

Our approach of estimating effective bandwidth follows a more empirical method 
and fits well to our main objective related to QoS aware network planning. A brief 
description of the algorithm we wish to implement is as follows. Suppose the QoS 
delay target (delaymax , pdelay) is fixed and includes delaymax the maximum delay and  
pdelay the percentage of traffic which can exhibit delay more than delaymax . We define 
effective bandwidth Reff of a traffic source for delay QoS target (delaymax , pdelay)  as a 
minimal link rate such that if we simulate a FIFO queue (with unlimited buffer) the 
percentage of traffic which will exhibit delay more than delaymax will be less than 
pdelay. We will assume that initially the queue is empty. 

To estimate the effective bandwidth of a particular traffic source on the network, 
we take a recorded packet trace of that source. The algorithm we define for estimating 
the effective bandwidth of a recorded packet trace is as follows. The algorithm is 
based on the following observations. Suppose we simulate a FIFO queue with the 
same traffic source for different queue rates R1 > R2 and estimate the percentages p1 
and p2 of traffic delayed more than delaymax for different rates respectively, then        
p1 ≤ p2. This means that the percentage of traffic delayed more than delaymax is a 
monotonically decreasing function of the queue rate. Using this observation it is 
straight forward to design an algorithm for a recorded packet trace to find the minimal 
value of a queue rate such that the percentage of traffic delayed more than delaymax is 

less than pdelay. 
We assume that the QoS delay target (delaymax , pdelay)  is fixed per traffic class. We 

take a large number of recorded traffic traces of more or less the same duration Tmax. 
The choice of Tmax is important. If Tmax is too large or too small, the estimated ratio of 
effective bandwidth to the mean rate will be underestimated. Typically Tmax is chosen 
between 1 minute and 1 hour, e.g. 10 minutes. Suppose we have N traffic traces. For 
the ith traffic trace we estimate both Reff,i and meani and calculate  

We note that the effective bandwidth is always larger or equal to the mean rate. So 
for all i, ki ≥ 1. We now consider a set of N effective bandwidth coefficients {k1,…, 
kN}. First we exclude any ki with too small a mean rate using some appropriate 
threshold value. Second we calculate K95 the 95th percentile. The effective bandwidth 
coefficients K95 is used for our purposes.  

6   Experimental Evaluation  

Fig 4. illustrates an ISP providing connectivity and services to a number of customer 
groups. A customer group defines a set of service interactions with a number of 
services offered by the ISP to fulfil a particular business process. The ISP offers 
various levels of QoS guarantees to the customers depending on the type of service 

i

ieff
i mean

R
k ,=
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the customer requests and the amount of revenue generated by that service interaction. 
The ISP therefore has a set of QoS targets it must maintain within its network in order 
to generate maximum revenue.  

 

Fig. 4. Scenario Topology 

The ISP has a number of application servers distributed through the network 
offering services to the customers. The customer is located at a number of customer 
group LANs distributed throughout the network. The ISP has an accounting system in 
place to meter service usage. Metering information is collected at key points 
throughout the network through the use of strategically positioned metering devices.  

This metering information is then used for rating and billing purposes by the 
service providers accounting system. The initial step of our proposed network 
planning process utilises this accounting information to estimate the demand imposed 
on the network by service interactions.  

To test and validate our proposed algorithms in Fig. 3 we have implemented a use 
case based on the scenario with a prototype network topology. We use OPNET as our 
network simulation environment. We compare our approach of calculating the 
demand matrix to direct measurements taken, and show that our approach produces 
acceptable relative error. The network topology has four core routers, and five edge 
routers, each connected by 10Mbps Ethernet. All IP traffic is generated at the edge of 
the network, no IP traffic is consumed at the core of the network.  

There are three customer groups each containing 25, 35 and 50 customers 
respectively. There are four services the service provider offers to the customers on 
the network. They are email, FTP, database and VoIP (voice over IP). These are  
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Table 1. Traffic Pattern Setup 

Service DSCP Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 
SIP VoIP EF 5 users 15 users 30 users 
FTP AF21 5 users 5 users 5 users 
Email AF31 10 users 10 users 10 users 
Database AF41 5 users 5 users 5 users 

Table 2. Service Characteristics 

Service Usage pattern 
SIP VoIP Silence length is exponentially distributed with a mean of 0.65s 

Talk spurt length is exponentially distributed with a mean of 
0.352s 
Encoding  rate is 8 Kbps 

FTP Inter request time is exponentially distributed with a mean of 
720s 
File size is a constant 5000 bytes 

Email Send / receive interval is exponentially distributed with a mean of 
720s 
Email size is a constant 3000 bytes 

Database Transaction interval is exponentially distributed with a mean of 
12s 

located on application servers distributed around the edge of the network. An IPFIX 
device has been modelled in OPNET and attached to each ingress interface of the 
edge nodes. All traffic entering the network is available for both direct measurement 
and accounting based metering. Each of the four services is set up to generate a 
particular traffic pattern within the network for customer group 2, see Table. 1. 
Customer group 1 and 3 will have set traffic patterns for all three simulations. For 
each simulation Customer group 2 will follow a different traffic pattern; each traffic 
pattern will have an increased number of VoIP users on the network, thus increasing 
the amount of EF traffic generated across two particular edge nodes. Each customer 
within a group is set up to interact with the offered services following a particular 
service usage pattern, outlined in Table 2.  

7   Experimental Results 

We ran the OPNET simulation over a 2 hour simulation period, collecting direct 
measurements and accounting records from all ingress interfaces of the edge nodes. 
Fig. 5 shows demand across edge 2 to edge 6 for traffic class EF. Fig.5a. shows the 
direct measurement of demand calculated from direct measurements. This graph has 
the highest resolution of accuracy. Fig.5b-d show the same edge to edge demand for 
the same traffic class, but are generated from the accounting records. In each case the 
interval over which the demand is calculated increases from 3 to 30, to 100 seconds. 
This means the demand values calculate for the demand matrix are over these three 
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interval steps. The figures above show slight loss in accuracy by reducing the size of 
the sampling interval.  

We calculate average demand over 10 min intervals for the three traffic patterns 
outlined in Fig. 6. By this we mean from the values held in the demand matrix, we 
calculate demand over 10 minute intervals, and compare these values to direct measure-
ments. Traffic pattern 1 has the lowest demand over the simulation duration between 
edge 2 and edge 6 for traffic class EF. Traffic pattern 2 has a slightly larger demand 
across the edges and traffic pattern 3 has the largest demand across the two edges. 
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Accounting Measurement (Interval 3s) [ Edge 2 -> Edge 6 : TOS EF]
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(a). Direct Measurement (b). Accounting : Sample Interval 3s 

Accounting Measurement (Interval 30s) : [Edge 2 -> Edge 6 : TOS EF]
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Accounting Measurement (Interval 30s) : [ Edge 2 -> Edge 6 : TOS EF]
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(c). Accounting : Sample Interval 30s (d). Accounting : Sample Interval 100s 

Fig. 5. Direct measured demand vs. accounting based demand 

We take three traffic patterns and run them for a period of 2 hours. We calculate 
relative error in calculating demand based on accounting records in comparison to 
their associated direct measurements over 10 minute intervals. From these 
experiments we observe that our approach estimates demand with relative error of 
approximately 10 %. This can be tied to the fact the our demand estimation algorithm 
is based on analysing accounting records, which are in turn a summary of network 
traffic. As network planning is predominantly based on estimation of current network 
demands, a high level of accuracy is generally not required as future traffic demands 
are dependent on human usage trends, which are in themselves unpredictable. 
Therefore margin of error in demand estimation is quite acceptable for the purpose of 
QoS aware network planning, of which the demand matrix is a vital part of. 
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Relative Error Comparison
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Fig. 6. Relative error across all traffic Patterns 

8   Conclusions and Future Work 

We proposed a method of estimating network demand from pre-existing flow records 
used by network accounting systems, and a method of calculating QoS related effective 
bandwidth coefficients. These coefficients tell us how much bandwidth is required per 
traffic class for services to meet QoS targets. We can use these coefficients with the 
QoS aware demand matrix to develop a network planning solution specific to the QoS 
targets outlined by the network operator and between the service provider and customer. 
Future work will focus on specification and evaluation of a complete network planning 
process based on the network demand and QoS-aware effective bandwidth coefficient 
estimation techniques outlined here. We also intend to investigate incorporation of 
business level input regarding future service demand trends. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel protocol to support the atomic deployment
of management policies for networks with quality of service (QoS) support. The
necessity of such a protocol comes from the fact that faulty policy deployments
lead to situations where the required QoS is not provided to network users but
still consumes network resources such as bandwidth. In addition to the proto-
col definition, we present a Web services-based implementation and an analysis
of the proposed protocol in a policy-based architecture for the management of
differentiated services (DiffServ)-enabled networks.

1 Introduction

Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) is an effective approach to promote the
management of networks with quality of service (QoS) support [1]. Although several
PBNM architectures have been proposed in the recent years [2], the IETF (Internet En-
gineering Task Force) policy architecture is probably the one most widely recognized.
In fact, such architecture is not formally defined in the IETF documents, but it seems
to be a wide acceptance on a common set of architectural elements with well recog-
nized roles. A policy tool is used by the human network operator to define QoS policies
that are stored in a policy repository for future reuse and/or deployment. Policy Deci-
sion Points (PDPs) distributed along the managed network are responsible to receive
those policies and translate them to QoS-related configuration actions applied to Policy
Enforcement Points (PEPs), which are found inside the managed network devices.

PDPs and PEPs communication is critical to provide a feasible policy deployment.
The IETF has been actively working on this area defining PDP/PEP communication
protocols such as COPS (Common Open Policy Service) and COPS-PR (COPS Usage
for Policy Provisioning) [3]. In addition, the IETF has also been working on the def-
inition of policy information models such as PCIMe (Policy Core Information Model
extensions) [4] and QPIM (Quality of Service Policy Information Model) [5].

Although policy information models and PDP/PEP communication are areas whose
developments are clearly perceived, less development is carried out concerning the com-
munication between the policy tool and PDPs. For example, there is no standardized or
under standardization protocol to cover such communication. The lack of standardiza-
tion leads to a scenario where each PBNM system defines and implements its own

G. Parr, D. Malone, and M. Ó Foghlú (Eds.): IPOM 2006, LNCS 4268, pp. 132–143, 2006.
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policy tool/PDP protocols. Such protocols can be error-prone, which enables the pres-
ence of faulty situations in the policy deployment process.

In this paper we are particularly interested in investigating the requirements and im-
plementation of an atomic policy deployment, which addresses the ability of a PBNM
system to ensure that a policy is deployed on all target PEPs, or it is not deployed at all,
i.e., if one single target PEP fails to have a policy deployed, then all other PEPs where
the same policy has been already deployed must rollback to the state prior to the policy
deployment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the problem
investigated in this paper presenting a testing, initially faulty scenario. Section 3 intro-
duces the proposed approach and associated protocol. Section 4 shows the proposed
protocol implementation using the Web Services technology. The protocol network us-
age is analysed in section 5. Section 6 presents related work, and finally Section 7
concludes this paper with final remarks and future directions.

2 Faulty Policy Deployment Process

Policy deployment involves, considering the IETF PBNM architecture, at least two
phases of communication. First, the network tool must contact the appropriate PDPs
in order to transfer a policy from the policy repository. On a second phase, each PDP
interacts with associated PEPs to perform the policy deployment. In this last step, it is
possible to use two approaches for PDP/PEP interaction: top-down (or provisioning),
where PDP initiates policy deployment contacting PEPs; and bottom-up (outsourcing),
where PEPs contact PDPs in order to determine, for example, whether a new traffic can
be admitted or not. For simplicity, we will consider only the deployment of policies
through the provisioning approach because it is more adequate for DiffServ networks.

2.1 Policy Deployment

Once a policy is transferred to a PDP, the PDP needs to evaluate the policy to determine
if its condition clause evolves to true. When the policy conditions evolve to true the PDP
should translate the policy action clause to configuration actions on the target PEPs. At
this point, the policy may fail due to the limited resources of a target PEP. For instance,
if a policy action states to allocate 6 mbps of bandwidth but the available link is a
backup one limited to only 2 mbps, then the policy deployment fails.

Recovering this policy deployment can be accomplished by different approaches.
However, the point we are investigating in this paper is the fact that, in some situations,
the failure of a single policy deployment on a PEP, regardless the recovery approach
used, not only affects the policy on that PEP but also on all the other PEPs where the
same policy should be deployed.

2.2 Distributed Policy Deployment Failure

In QoS management, policy deployment is essentially a distributed procedure. For ex-
ample, let’s consider the test scenario presented in Figure 1, where two PDPs receive a
policy to be deployed on four routers, but at router R2 the deployment fails.
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Fig. 1. Policy deployment failure

In order to allocate network bandwidth, the policy tool needs to transfer (via pull or
push) the appropriate policy from the policy repository (PR) to the PDPs that control
the PEPs inside the network routers (R1, R2, R3, and R4) between the source device (S)
and the destination device (D). For all PEPs inside devices where the policy deployment
succeeds (R1, R3, and R4) the required bandwidth will be allocated. However, if a
single policy deployment fails (R2), the remainder PEPs will still provide the allocated
bandwidth but that is now useless since one device with no bandwidth allocated is
enough to compromise to whole path. It means that even though routers R3 and R4
provide the bandwidth requested in the transferred policy, the traffic sent from S to D
will be compromised by router R2, where the policy deployment has failed.

2.3 Policy Deployment Rollback

Once a single policy deployment fails on the previous scenario, one should ensure that
the other successful deployments rollback in order to release the network bandwidth
allocated on the successful PEPs. Otherwise, the bandwidth would be wasted serving a
traffic that will probably not use all allocated bandwidth due to the failure on a single
PEP. Rolling back a policy deployment involves, through the policy tool, the explicitly
indication that all PDPs must locally rollback too. The most important point here is to
notice that currently this distributed rollback procedure is only accomplished through
the manual intervention of the network operator.

In this scenario we envisage that for some applications (e.g., QoS management),
policy deployment must work for all target PEPs, or for none target PEPs at all, i.e.,
policy deployment should be an atomic distributed operation. One of the difficulties in
defining such an atomic deployment is that the communication between the policy tool
and PDPs is not standardized, as presented in the introduction section. To work around
this situation, in the next section we present a new solution and associated protocol used
in the communication between the policy tool and PDPs.

3 A Protocol for Atomic Policy Deployment

A network operator that wants to deploy a policy on the network must first select a
policy p from the policy repository. Also, he or she needs to pickup, in the policy tool,
those PEPs where the selected policy will be deployed (tPeps). The policy tool must
then provide a key (delpId) that identifies the deployment of p on tPeps. Given the
PEPs from tPeps the policy tool must also compute the target PDPs (tPdps) that need to
be contacted in order to proceed with the policy deployment. Summarizing, we have:
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– p is the policy to be deployed
– tPeps={pep1, pep2...pepn} is the set of target PEPs
– tPdps={pdp1, pdp2...pdpm} is the set of target PDPs
– deplId is the deployment identification of p on tPeps

After having p, tPeps, deplId, tPdps, and the associations between PDPs and PEPs all
defined, the policy tool contacts the PDPs from tPpds and transfers to each of them: (a)
the policy p, (b) the deployment identification deplId, and (c) the PEPs where p should
be deployed.

3.1 PDPs and Policy State

A policy p inside a PDP has a policy state: invalid, inactive, active. In order to present
these different states, let’s take the sample policy from Figure 2.

if (day >= 1/2/2006) and (day < 12/24/2006) and
((dWeek=Friday) or (dMounth=Last)) and
(time >= 8pm) and (time <= 9pm) and
(sourcePort = 80)

then bandwidth = 500 kbps

Fig. 2. Policy example

This policy definition declares that January 2, 2006 is its starting time. Probably the
network operator, however, will order the policy tool to transfer such policy to target
PDPs before January 2. In this case, just after being transferred to a PDP, the policy
state is invalid because its starting time has not been reached yet. The sample policy
also states that the ending time is December 24, 2006. After this time, the policy is
invalid too, and should be removed from PDPs.

When the starting time is reached, the policy state changes to inactive, i.e., the policy
is now valid but it is not active yet. Once a policy is inactive, it needs to evolve to active
in order to effectively contact the target PEPs controlled by a PDP to configure them.
In our example, the sample policy evolves to active - and then allocates 500 kbps of
bandwidth for downstream HTTP traffic (using port 80) on associated PEPs - only on
Fridays and on the last day of months at 8 pm. At 9 pm the policy will not be active
anymore, going back to inactive. Figure 3 summarizes the common sequence of state
changes of a policy inside a PDP.

 

transfer activation deactivation removal 

invalid inactive active 

Fig. 3. Policy states inside a PDP
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3.2 Policy Deployment Coordinator

Atomic deployment is accomplished through atomic activation. It means that each time
a policy p is activated inside a PDP, it must be also in all other PDPs from tPdps in order
to have all PEPs from tPeps properly configured. Also, each time a policy is deactivated,
it must be deactivated in all tPdps as well. We introduce a new element in the PBNM
architecture named Policy Deployment Coordinator (PDC), whose responsibility is to
orchestrate atomic policy activations/deactivations. That is possible through full-duplex
communications among the PDC and the PDPs on tPdps.

PDC coordinates the activations of a policy p using a data structure whose entries
are indexed by deplId. Such structure, named deployment record, includes an integer
that indicates the current state of a deployment, and a vector of PDPs that stores the
policy activation state for each involved PDP. Computing such vector allows the PDC
to identify the global activation state of a policy. In summary:

– DeplKey: the unique identification of a policy deployment (deplId)
– DeplState: [0:inactive 1:activating 2:activated]
– DeplVector PDPs: the set of PDP for this policy deployment (tPdps)
– DeplVector state: the state of each PDP ([0:unknown 1:success 2:failure])

Although we have defined the PDC as a new element in the PBNM architecture, it
can be physically implemented together in the policy tool or even internally on a PDP.

3.3 Policy Transfer and Activation Operations

Once the network operator has selected the policy to deploy and the PEPs where such
policy should be applied, i.e., the operator has defined p and tPeps, the policy tool must
compute deplId and tPdps. Then the PDC RegisterPolicyDeployment operation must
be called by the policy tool in order to create a deployment record of p on PDC. The
operation receives as input arguments deplId to be associated with DeplKey, and tPdps
to instantiate the DeplVector PDPs. The deployment state DeplState is initialized with
inactive (0), and each element of DeplVector state is initialized with unknown (0).

After registering the policy deployment at the PDC, the policy tool transfers (via pull
or push) the policy p to all PDPs on tPdps using a PolicyTransfer operation exposed by
each PDP. This operation expects as input argument the policy p, the list of PEPs this
PDP should configure (which is a subset of tPeps), and deplId. After that, all policy
deployment information will have been transferred.

Internally, each PDP must check the temporal constraints of p in order to activate
such policy when required. Since PDPs’ clocks are not necessarily fully synchronized,
the activation of policy p can be triggered on slightly different moments in different
PDPs. The first PDP to activate p must notify the PDC calling the PDC InitiateActiva-
tion operation, and then proceed with the execution of the policy actions.

Once notified, PDC sets the deployment record DeplState to activating (1) and back
notifies all other PDPs accessing the InitiateActivation operation exposed by them. This
notification orders the remaining PDPs to immediately initiate the activation of p. PDPs
that activate a policy due to a notification via InitiateActivation does not need to notify
the PDC anymore, since the PDC will ignore all other calls to its InitiateActivation
operation (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Policy transfer and activation

3.4 Policy Activation Commit and Rollback

After policy activation has been initiated, all PDPs are configuring the appropriate PEPs.
At this moment, fails can happen, and the PDC needs to be notified on this. While in
the activating state, the PDC waits for reports on the activation results from PDPs.

As soon as a PDP configures all associated PEPs it should call the PDC Activation-
Success operation. However, as soon as the PDP realizes that the configuration of any
single PEP failed, it should rollback the configuration on all associated PEPs and notify
the fail calling the PDC ActivationFail operation.

For each ActivationSuccess call, the PDC sets the state of the caller PDP in DeplVec-
tor to success (1). When all positions of DeplVector status are set to 1, the PDC calls
back a Commit operation of each PDP, then indicating that the whole activation process
worked with no fails (Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Activation initialization and commit

If one PDP notifies the PDC through ActivationFail, then the PDC immediately no-
tifies all other PDPs, except the caller, calling the Rollback operation (Figure 6). Each
PDP, on its turn, contacts the associated PEPs to remove the configuration previously
deployed. Again, how PDP and PEPs interact with each other to effectively rollback is
another implementation detail not covered by our protocol.

Since some fails can happen not only on PEPs, but also on PDPs and PDC, some
timeouts have been additionally defined. The first one is located at the PDC. It waits
for activation reports from PDPs until a maximum time. If no more PDPs report until
this maximum time, and there are some DeplVector status still unknown (0), the PDC
assumes that the lack of notifications is due to faulty PDPs and then the Rollback noti-
fication is issued on all PDPs (Figure 7).

The second timeout is located at PDPs. After calling the PDC ActivationSuccess
operation, the PDP waits for a Commit or Rollback call. If none of them is called in a
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limited amount of time, then the PDP rollbacks the configuration by default, assuming
that the PDC is faulty (Figure 8).

3.5 Policy Deactivation and Removal

Deactivating a policy is a straight forward operation. The first PDP that detects that the
active policy should be deactivated must notify the PDC calling the Deactive opera-
tion. The PDC will forward this notification to all remaining PDPs calling the Deactive
operation exposed by PDPs. In addition, the PDP sets the DeplStatus to inactive (0)
and resets all positions of the DeplVector status unknown (0) in order to be ready to
coordinate next policy activations.

Although a policy is deactivated from time to time, it remains valid inside PDPs
until the policy ending time is reached, when it finally evolves to invalid again. In this
case, the first PDP that perceives that a policy is invalid notifies the PDC through the
RemovePolicy operation, which is quite similar to the Deactive operation (Figure 9)
except that it will remove all instances of the policy from all associated PDPs, and frees
the memory used to store the policy deployment record at the PDC.
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4 Protocol Implementation

We have implemented the proposed protocol in a prototype system called QAME (QoS-
Aware Management Environment) [6]. QAME already supports policy based manage-
ment of DiffServ networks. An LDAP [7] repository is used to store QoS management
policies defined through graphical user interfaces and wizards. We have extended the
system PDPs to include the atomic deployment support defined before, as well as have
integrated a new PDC into the existing policy tool.

Figure 10 left presents the final architecture of our prototype system. It is important
to highlight again that the PDC has been implemented together with the policy tool.
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Fig. 10. PBNM architecture with PDC

Policies are stored in an LDAP directory based on PCIMe [4] and QPIM [5], as
recommended by IETF. The policy tool transfers policies to a set of PDPs (although
just one is presented in the figure) using the pull approach, i.e., each PDP retrieves
policies from the LDAP directory.

Currently, there are two different PDPs to support the proper configuration of two
different PEPs: Cisco DiffServ routers and Linux routers with ALTQ [8]. PDP com-
mits and rollbacks in Cisco routers are supported manipulating router tentative internal
configurations that may either be discarded (roolback) or evolve to permanent config-
urations (commit). In the case of ALTQ, the associated PDP backs up the target PEP
configuration via SSH before applying a new configuration. If a rollback is required,
then the backup configuration is deployed again.

Figure 10 right presents a simplified view of the internal architecture of both PDC
and PDP. Web Services support is based on the Apache HTTP server, PHP, and nu-
SOAP library. The PDC itself is a PHP script that implements the Web Service that
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exposes the PDC operations. The PDP is also a PHP script that exposes the PDP Web
Services operations, but it is also composed of a Linux daemon that constantly evalu-
ates the deployed policies in order to check whether they must be translated to a PEP
configuration.

The proposed protocol is supported through a set of Web Services operations imple-
mented in the elements of the PBNM architecture. Using Web Services as the basis for
our protocol is interesting due to the following points:

– Web Services traffic is usually carried by SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
[9] over HTTP messages normally accepted by firewalls. It allows an easier PDP
deployment along different administrative domains;

– Since HTTP runs over TCP - which is a connection-oriented reliable transport pro-
tocol - implementing our protocol via Web Services is interesting because they
provide a reliable delivery of protocol messages;

– Web Services RPC is easier and more generic than defining protocol PDUs and
data encodings.

We have implemented our protocol using the nuSOAP [10] Web Services API for
PHP. This API is largely used by the free software community of Web Services devel-
opers and is relatively fast if compared with other Web Services PHP APIs.

5 Protocol Evaluation

The protocol was evaluated using multiple PDPs running on a high performance cluster
named LabTeC, composed of 20 nodes. The configuration of each cluster node is: Dual
Pentium III 1.2 Ghz, RAM 1 GB, GNU/Linux Gentoo (kernel 2.6.14), Apache 2.0.54
and PHP 4.4.0.

In our evaluation we have used an increasing number of PDPs: 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16,
24, and 32. Each PDP runs in a dedicated cluster node except for 24 and 32 PDPs, where
some nodes have run more than one PDP internally. A last additional cluster node has
been used to host the PDC. The performance results have been obtained running the
TCPDump software to capture packets in the node running the PDC.

The difference in the internal clock of each PDP affects the number of InitiateActiva-
tion messages sent from PDPs to the PDC. If such difference is minimal, more messages
will be sent simultaneously. On the other hand, the greater the difference, less messages
will be sent. Therefore, in order to have results closer to the worst case, we have ad-
justed the clocks of each node to be as close as possible. To achieve this approximated
clock synchronization we have used the Network Time Protocol (NTP).

During the tests no actual device configuration has been performed. In fact, each PDP
at activation or deactivation time executed no action except sending the ”ActivationSuc-
cess” or ”ActivationFail” messages. Such implementation was adopted to simplify the
test scenario requirements, since the evaluation goal is focused only in the protocol
overhead.

The network usage and execution time obtained from the activation tests are pre-
sented in Figure 11.
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Fig. 11. (a) Network usage and (b) execution time for activation tests

As expected, the network usage is directly proportional to the number of PDPs. This
behavior can be explained by the fact that the number of messages exchanged by the
protocol during an activation has almost no variation except for the InitiateActivation
messages sent by PDPs. It means that the network usage can be reasonably calculated
solely based on the number of PDPs.

The execution time seems to be scalable until 16 PDPs, but for 24 and 32 PDPs the
execution time grows up more quickly. The reasons is that up to 16 PDPs each cluster
node has hosted a single PDP. In the tests with 24 and 32 PDPs some nodes have hosted
more than one single PDP. This intra-node resource concurrency has thus determined
this time difference.

The network usage and execution time obtained from the deactivation tests are pre-
sented in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12. (a) Network usage and (b) execution time for deactivation tests

The results obtained in the deactivation tests are similar to those obtained in the
activation tests. It is important to notice, however, that the execution time has suffered
a minor influence of the utilization of more than one PDP per cluster node. This is due
to the fact that the deactivation process requires less computational resources from the
host node than the activation process.

6 Related Work

Dulay et al. [11] presents a model for the deployment of policies that are defined us-
ing the Ponder policy language. Deployment objects are used to coordinate the policy
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deployment on target entities. The work discusses the changes in the states of a pol-
icy deployment, but atomic deployment is not explicitly addressed. Several works have
been carried out related to the management of DiffServ networks. For example, Flegkas
et al. [1] presents the design and implementation of a policy system for DiffServ man-
agement, but atomic deployment is not considered at all.

Our proposed protocol is indeed an atomic transaction protocol focused on atomic
policy deployment. Atomic transaction protocols have been widely and intensively in-
vestigated in contexts different than the policy-based management context considered
in this work [12]. In general, one can say that our proposed protocol is a modified ver-
sion of the 2PC (two-phase commit) protocol [13] adapted to policy-based management
environments and necessities.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced a novel protocol for atomic deployment of policies.
Such atomic deployment is specially important for the management of QoS-enabled
networks, where, for instance, configuration actions to allocate bandwidth should work
in all target network elements.

We have argued that implementing the proposed protocol using the Web Services
technology is an interesting option because Web Services are widely supported by de-
velopment languages and platforms, and because it is easier to define a protocol as a
set of operations instead of defining new PDUs and data encoding rules. In addition,
the analysis of the implementation showed that, for the current networks, the traffic
generated by PDC and PDPs is low and can normally fit in modern networks.

The proposed protocol is quite dependent on the PDC. Although we do assume that
PDC may crash, and have defined proper actions on the PDPs when that occurs (PDPs
will rollback), a redundance of PDCs would increase the reliability of systems that re-
quire atomic policy deployment. Currently we are investigation the replication of PDCs
along the policy-based system, for example, considering that PDPs may host PDCs,
and that at the same time different policy deployments could be controlled by different
PDCs of the same management system.
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Abstract. The rapid progress of wireless communication technologies has 
opened a possibility to offer various types of communications to users 
irrespective of their locations. The all-IP based wireless networks have been 
proposed and the Mobile IP protocol is considered as one of prominent 
candidate frameworks to support a seamless mobility of users. However, to our 
best knowledge, there are few research efforts to design and develop a network 
management system targeted for Mobile IP based wireless networks. In this 
paper, we introduce the concept of autonomic wireless network management 
which utilizes SNMP agents to manage more intelligently through the self-
management functionality. We present a design of autonomic wireless network 
management system (AWNMS) and its prototype implementation. The 
currently implemented system is fully compliant with Mobile IP MIB and 
provides management functions such as network topology auto-discovery, 
mobility tracking function, etc. The implemented system is validated and 
examined in a Wireless LAN based test-bed network. 

1   Introduction 

The rapid progress of wireless data communication technologies ranging from 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs; e.g., IEEE 802.11[1]) to Wireless 
Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs; e.g., IEEE 802.16 [2]) and third-generation 
cellular systems [3] have opened a possibility to offer various types of 
communications to users irrespective of their locations. This development tendency of 
wireless network technologies has accelerated the diversity of wireless network 
devices and allowed user devices to move freely within large geographical areas and 
changed the form of handover management. The handover management in wireless 
networks such as cellular networks is carried out by technology specific mechanisms 
since only the intra-technology handovers are involved given the same type of 
wireless network and single mode terminals. However, the need for integrating 
different types of wireless networks and the emergence of multi-mode enabled mobile 
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terminals have pushed the traditional handover functionality at L2 layer to the generic 
IP layer that serves the rendezvous point of underlying wireless technologies. 
Accordingly, the need for migration of technology specific core infrastructures to all-
IP based networks has been identified and great efforts are placed in this direction. 
Mobile IPv4 [4] and Mobile IPv6 [5] which have been standardized by Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) are the results of such efforts. 

In general, a network management system provides useful functionalities and 
information to network administrators for efficiently managing target networks. 
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [6] is one of the most widely used 
protocols for IP based network management. SNMP enables network administrators 
to manage network performance, find and solve network problems, and plan for 
network growth. The management functional areas that should be provided by 
network management systems are fault, accounting, configuration, performance, and 
security [7]. The Mobile IP based wireless networks also need a network management 
system to efficiently manage and use networks. However, to our best knowledge, 
there are few research efforts to design and develop a network management system on 
mobile wireless networks, typically focusing on the Mobile IPv4 protocol. In this 
paper, we design and implement a network management system for the Mobile IPv4 
based wireless networks. 

We first introduce the concept of autonomic wireless network management which 
utilizes SNMP agents to manage more intelligently through the self-management 
functionality. The SNMP agents in our autonomic wireless network management 
system (AWNMS) exchange network information such as network resource status 
and security information with neighbor agents. In the mobile wireless network, the 
seamless mobility is important to users for continuous communication during 
handovers. IETF has standardized new protocols such as the Candidate Access Router 
Discovery (CARD) [9] for supporting the seamless mobility. However, in the 
proposed AWNMS, we integrate these functionalities to SNMP agents using the self- 
management function and do not require such new protocols for seamless mobility. 

In this paper, we also present results of the prototype implementation based on our 
Mobile IPv4 protocol stack. The currently implemented system is fully compliant with 
Mobile IP MIB [8] and provides management functions such as network topology auto-
discovery, mobility tracking function, etc. To support these management functions, our 
AWNMS uses the integrated information from multiple managed objects for providing 
advanced functions in the wireless networks. The implemented system is validated and 
examined in a Wireless LAN based test-bed network. 

2   Related Work 

Mobile IPv4/IPv6 [4, 5] proposed by IETF provides a basic node mobility 
management scheme in IP networks. When a mobile node (MN) moves from one 
subnet to another ((1) in Fig. 1), it requests its home agent (HA) to update its binding 
to receive continuous service ((2) binding update in Fig. 1). In case of Mobile IPv6, 
configuration of new care-of-address (CoA), which denotes the current location of the 
MN, is required prior to sending a Binding Update message to HA. A binding 
maintained by the HA is an association of a MN's home address and its CoA. When 
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the HA has the binding for the MN, the HA intercepts any packets destined to the 
MN, and tunnels them to the MN's CoA ((3) and (4) in Fig. 1). Thus, it is necessary 
for the MN to register its current point of attachment to the HA whenever it handovers 
to another network. Thus, the Mobile IP scheme enables the MN to move freely in the 
Internet without any disruption of data service. 

To achieve this, three entities (HA, FA, and MN) defined in Mobile IPv4 should 
interact with each other by exchanging signaling messages to update and synchronize 
important information such as the state of each entity and the binding information. To 
endow a network management system to control and monitor the protocol operation 
of Mobile IPv4, the definitions of Managed Objects for IP Mobility Support using 
SMIv2 (Mobile IP MIB) has been standardized [8]. 

The Mobile IP MIB, shown in Fig. 2, consists of six main groups which are related 
to the HA, FA, and MN. The relationships between six groups and three entities are 
shown in Table 1. First of all, mipSystem and mipSecurity groups represent the 
common characteristics to all entities of Mobile IP. The mipSystem group shows the 
UP/DOWN status and supported packet encapsulation type of each entity, where the 
mipSecurity group represents the security related information such as security 
algorithm, security mode, security violation of SPI, etc., exchanged among entities 
during the registration of Mobile IP. The mipMA group is the common MIB used by 

      

       Fig. 1. Mobile IP operation               Fig. 2. Mobile IP MIB 

Table 1. Relationships between Mobile IP MIB groups and entities 

 MN FA HA 
mipSystem O O O 
mipSecurity O O O 

mipMN O   
mipMA  O O 
mipFA  O  
mipHA   O 
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two types of Mobility Agents (FA and HA), and shows agent specific information 
such as agent advertisement. The remaining Mobile IP MIB groups (mipMN, mipFA, 
and mipHA group) provide the entity-specific information. 

3   Autonomic Network Management for Mobile IPv4 Based 
Wireless Networks 

In this section, we introduce the concept autonomic wireless network management 
and architecture for Autonomic Wireless Network Management System (AWNMS), 
which makes SNMP agents to manage wireless networks more intelligently through 
the self-management functionality. 

3.1   Autonomic Wireless Network Management 

In wireless networks, it is always preferable that mobile nodes are supported the 
seamless mobility for continuous communication regardless of their handover events. 
The seamless mobility means that mobile nodes experience the minimized handover 
latency and can communicate continuously with the communicating partner moving 
from one network to the new network. For the seamless mobility, network entities in 
Mobile IPv4 should have active functionalities such as dynamic and adaptive resource 
management, security negotiation, etc. For example, if the application used in the 
mobile node requires certain level of QoS for successful communication, network 
entities should carefully accept the handover mobile node. When the network entity 
decides that the remaining resource is enough to support the handover mobile node, it 
can accept the handover request from the previous network entity or the mobile node. 
Otherwise, the network entity should reject the handover request. Also, if the mobile 
node initiates the QoS or security negotiation after connecting to the new network, it 
cannot communicate with its communicating partner until the negotiation procedure is 
completed. This results in long handover latency. 

As the Mobile IPv4 only specifies a basic mobility management scheme in IP 
networks, several new protocols and schemes have been proposed to overcome the 
drawback of Mobile IPv4. One of them is the proactive QoS and security negotiations 
before the actual handover operation. For this, some protocols for information 
exchange between Mobility Agents or Access Points, such as CARD [9] and Inter-
Access Point Protocol [14], are proposed. We have integrated these functionalities to 
the SNMP management framework using the autonomic computing concept [15]. The 
autonomic management in this paper means that a management system can adaptively 
monitor, analyze and control its managed systems without any intervention of 
network managers or operators. In this paper, we address that the functionality of a 
SNMP agent can be easily extended to have autonomic management functionality and 
thus a SNMP management framework can provide required operations for the 
seamless mobility. In the proposed system, we define this component in the active 
SNMP agent to support this autonomic management functionality. 

The network entities such as Mobility Agents also should have adaptive resource 
management functionality to efficiently manage their radio resources. When a high 
priority user requests more resources to the Mobility Agent, the Mobility Agent may 
examine the radio resource usage of each user and allocate resources to the high 
priority user by preemptively reducing the allocated resources to the low priority 
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users. This resource management functionality is invoked when the user coming into 
the new network has higher priority than the existing users and the remaining resource 
cannot support the user’s request. This operation also can be integrated to the SNMP 
management framework using the autonomic network management concept; the self-
management in the proposed system. In the proposed system, the pre-defined 
thresholds and the radio resource usages are stored and retrieved to/from the 
integrated information repository. The active SNMP agent periodically monitors and 
updates this information based on the basic SNMP operation. If the active SNMP 
agent exchanges this information with neighbor agents, it may recommend the mobile 
node to handover to the neighbor network in order to distribute the network load. 

In summary, the autonomic concept of the active SNMP agent has two 
components; the self-management and the manager function which is the ability to 
exchange information with neighbor agents. 

3.2   Architecture of the Autonomic Wireless Network Management System 

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of AWNMS, where SNMP agents have the manager 
functionality to autonomously manage target systems and networks through a self-
management scheme. The self-management means that a SNMP agent, which is 
referred to as an ‘active SNMP agent’ in this paper, can dynamically configure 
managed systems without the manager or the network operator. 

 

Fig. 3. The architecture of AWNMS 

The Integrated MIB (shown in Fig. 3) is a logical management information 
repository which is maintained by an active SNMP agent through gathering and 
combining individual information of pre-defined MIBs such as Mobile IP MIB and 
MIB-II. Therefore, the Integrated MIB operates as the meta-MIB and the basis of the 
other components. The managed objects of the Integrated MIB, whose example 
instance is illustrated in Table 2, provide more useful and intuitive information to 
users than the basic MIBs. As shown in Table 2, when the manager needs the network 
load information, it just retrieves the information of FALoad managed object through 
the active SNMP agent. But, without this integrated MIB, we  may  have  to  make  the  
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Table 2. An example instance of managed objects of an Integrated MIB 

Number of transmitted bytes to each MN using 
tunneling.

haMobilityBindingTable in Mobile IP 
MIB and ifTable in MIB-II

TunneledTraffic

Neighbor mobility agents information of each 
mobility agent.

ipRouteTable in MIB-II and newly 
defined topology information

NeighborAgent

Network load information in each FA. It counts 
the number of bytes destined to each mobile node.

faVisitorTable in Mobile IP MIB and 
ifTable in MIB-II

FALoad

Movement history of each MN. It is maintained 
as table structure.

mnFATable and mnRegistrationTable in
Mobile IP MIB

MNLocation

DescriptionInformation Sources
Management 

Object

 

manager to gather separately each information and process them, and this makes 
implementing the SNMP manger even harder and more complex. 

In wireless networks, information exchange such as context transfer between 
network elements is required for efficient mobility management [9, 10]. As the 
manager can exchange information with other managers, the manager function of the 
active SNMP agent also can exchange mobility related information, such as context 
and security information, with neighbor agents having the manager function (Context 
Transfer component in Fig. 3). The Context Transfer component also can exchange 
the network capability information with each other. 

Based on the Integrated MIB, the active SNMP agent provides four basic 
components as shown in Fig. 3; admission control, automatic topology tracking, 
access selection, and mobility tracking. Each component provides useful information 
to the manager function of the active SNMP agent. As a general admission control 
function for wireless networks, the Admission Control component provides the 
network status information such as currently used radio resources and required 
resources to support new communications. The Integrated MIB can have the resource 
utilization information using the monitoring component. The Automatic Topology 
Tracking component provides the network connectivity information. When we 
consider the node mobility in the Mobile IPv4 network, the network topology 
discovery functionality becomes more important in the wireless network management 
system. This information can be retrieved through the general MIB (IP group in MIB-
II) and Mobile IP MIB (MN/HA/FA registration group in Mobile IP MIB). The 
Access Selection component provides the network capability information of neighbor 
networks. This component helps the network discovery and evaluation of the target 
network to which the mobile node will handover operations required by the handover 
operation and provides base information to determine the handover is triggered by 
network-based decision or by node based decision. Finally, the Mobility Tracking 
component provides the mobility history and pattern information of mobile nodes. 
The mobility history information is stored in the Integrated MIB through comparing 
the care-of address information of the mobile node in the Mobile IP MIB. Using the 
mobility pattern of each mobile node, the active SNMP agent can exchange the QoS 
and security information prior to the actual handover for fast negotiation and 
reduction of the handover latency. 
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The manager function of the active SNMP agent provides five basic functions 
based on above components as shown in Fig. 3; AP load balancing, fast recovery, 
QoS traffic service, seamless mobility, and heterogeneous network service. The AP 
load balancing and QoS traffic service focus on the communication quality of mobile 
nodes, and fast recovery, seamless mobility and heterogeneous network service focus 
on the node mobility. In wireless networks managed by the AWNMS, each AP can 
maintain its own measurement information such as the number of servicing mobile 
nodes, maximum capacities and the measure of load, and the neighbor APs exchange 
the maintained information with each other. Based on this collected information, the 
AWNMS conducts AP load balancing and QoS traffic service. In AWNMS, the active 
SNMP agents on APs regulate the load of each AP using the admission control and 
access control components. The active SNMP agents also maintain user QoS profile 
and application QoS profile in the Integrated MIB, and adjust QoS parameters or 
decide to switch network access for better QoS using the mobility tracking and 
admission control components. 

In the Mobile IPv4 based wireless networks, the node mobility should be supported 
and transparent to users. In AWNMS, the active SNMP agent utilizes the node’s 
mobility pattern to support a seamless, transparent handover using the mobility 
tracking component. The active SNMP agent can predict the node movement based 
on the mobility pattern, and makes the environments to communicate immediately 
through the negotiation with node's profile and QoS profile. The negotiation of node 
profiles can be conducted between different radio access networks based on the 
automatic topology tracking and access selection components. Therefore, the 
AWNMS can support the heterogeneous network service and fast recovery as well as 
the seamless mobility. 

4   Implementation 

In this section, we present the Mobile IP MIB and Integrated MIB implementation, 
and the implementation details of the prototype AWNMS system. Before the 
development of the proposed wireless network management system, we have 
developed Mobile IPv4 system which consists of HA and FA modules on Linux and 
MN module on Linux and Windows [10]. We extended the Mobile IPv4 modules to 
support the Mobile IP MIB completely and some advanced functions such as the 
tunneled information. Each MN has IEEE 802.11b interface and associated with 
ORiNOCO AP 2000 product. We used AdventNet SNMP library [11] for SNMP 
functions and JRobin RRDtool [12] for web-based GUI. 

The prototype system gathers information from the common entity information to 
the entity specific information based on the Mobile IP MIB. However, there are some 
limitations to just gather the Mobile IP MIB for efficiently managing the node 
mobility. For example, a mobility management system needs the information on 
where/when/how much service the mobile node receives during handovers with 
Mobile IPv4 because this information can be used to track the node mobility. 
However, network management system has the deficiency for evaluating the amount 
of serviced data packets through entities of Mobile IPv4, since there is no defined 
MIB to retrieve that information and already defined received data information in 
MIB-II includes all received data packets regardless of Mobile IPv4. Thus, we added 
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the tunneled Mobile IPv4 information in the existing interface information MIB (e.g., 
MIB-II interface group) to classify the amount of serviced traffic from entities of 
Mobile IPv4. Then we developed the mobile node’s mobility tracking function based 
on tunneled traffic information of mobile nodes and binding cache information of 
mobility agents. 

4.1   Functionalities of the Prototype System 

When we implemented the prototype system, we focused on functions related to the 
node mobility in the AWNMS and the Mobile IPv4. Thus, the prototype system 
supports the following functionalities; the network topology auto-discovery, binding 
cache and visitor list management, mobility tracking, and tunneled packet load 
information function.  

• Network Topology Auto-Discovery Function: The SNMP-based network 
topology discovery scheme has been implemented in the “Argus” project [13]. 
When the network management system needs a topology information, it first gets 
and analyzes the MIB information of the default router. Based on the MIB analysis, 
the manager can know node and router information in the network connected to the 
default router. This operation continues to newly found routers and finally the 
manager can know the subnet and node information to which subnet it belongs. 

• Binding Cache and Visitor List Management Function: In the Mobile IPv4, the 
HA and FA manage information about mobile nodes called the binding cache and 
visitor list. The binding cache and visitor list management is important to support a 
node mobility and traffic tunneling in the Mobile IPv4. The prototype system 
provides management function to access, update, and delete information related to 
binding cache and visitor list through the SNMP GET/SET methods. 

• Mobility Tracking Function: The prototype system records the history of the 
node mobility and periodically retrieves the current location information of  
the mobile node using the Mobile IP MIB. This information is stored into the 
Integrated MIB and the active SNMP agent creates a mobility history and pattern. 
Using the mobility pattern of each node, the SNMP agent can provide the recovery 
of a connection and the fast negotiation of QoS, security and node profiles for 
reducing the handover latency. 

• Tunneled Packet Load Information Function: The tunneling operation in the 
HA (packet encapsulation) and the FA (packet decapsulation) of the Mobile IPv4 
results in processing overhead and affects the system performance. Thus, the 
tunneled packet load information should be carefully investigated to prevent a 
malfunction caused by the overloads of Mobility Agents. In the prototype system, 
the HA and FA gather the tunneled packet size per each mobile node and the 
network management system shows results to the user through the line plotting 
chart of transmission rate (bps) as a function of time. 

4.2   Architecture of the Manager 

We have implemented the active SNMP agent based on the conceptual agent 
architecture shown in Fig. 3. In this section, we describe the details of manager. The 
manager consists of five modules as illustrated in Fig. 4; Scheduler, Alive-Checker, 
SNMP-Requester, Event-Handler, and Mobility-Handler. The Alive-Checker module 
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periodically checks the availability of managed systems using a PING request-
response exchange. The SNMP-Requester module periodically sends a SNMP request 
message to managed systems for gathering the defined MIB information. The interval 
of these two modules is scheduled by the Scheduler module, which creates a thread on 
each interval per managed system. The Scheduler module has a thread pool and limits 
the number of threads executed in parallel. The Event-Handler module is executed 
when it receives a response of the PING request sent by the Alive-Checker module or 
the SNMP request message sent by the SNMP-Requester module, and updates the 
status of the managed system or the corresponding MIB information. The Event-
Handler module also transfers the updated information to the Mobility-Handler 
module. The Mobility-Handler module manages the status and the handover event of 
mobile nodes. Therefore, the Mobility-Handler module checks whether the 
information is transmitted from the mobile node or not. If the information is about the 
mobile node, it records the mobility related information such as a location history of 
the mobile node. The Mobility-Handler also periodically checks whether the mobile 
node returns to its home or not. 

 

Fig. 4. System architecture of the implemented system 

4.3   Implementation Results 

The main window of the web-based manager is shown in Fig. 5. In the main window, 
administrators can view the network map, the list of managed systems and the list of 
important events. When the detailed information of the managed system is needed, 
administrators can view the information, as shown in Fig. 6, through selecting a 
specific managed system in the topology map. Fig. 6 shows a node view page of the 
FA information. In the node view page, administrators can view the basic information 
of the FA, visitor list information managed by the FA, AP list information in the FA 
network, and performance charts representing the number of agent advertisement 
messages which it sent, agent solicitation messages which it received, and agent 
advertisement messages which it sent responding to the solicitation message from the 
mobile node. 
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Fig. 5. The main window of the web-based manager 

 

Fig. 6. Node view 

 

Fig. 7. Mobility tracking view 
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Fig. 7 shows a mobility tracking information of a mobile node. In the AWNMS 
prototype system, the mobility tracking information requires the network connectivity 
information and location information. Network connectivity of MN is checked 
periodically by an Alive-Checker module and location information comes from the 
gathered MIB information by the SNMP-Requester module. This information is 
stored into the Integrated MIB, and the AWNMS prototype system can infer whether 
the mobile node has moved to other networks or not using the information stored in 
the Integrated MIB. If a mobile node uses a FA address as its CoA, the movement of 
the mobile node is easily detected by comparing a FA visitor list. If the mobile node is 
operated in Co-located CoA mode, the management system checks a change of 
mobile node’s address which is dynamically allocated via DHCP server. 

 

Fig. 8. Tunneled traffic statistics per mobile node in the HA 

Although the standard Mobile IP MIB provides the information of each entity of 
Mobile IPv4, there is no information which enables user to know the exact servicing 
packets through Mobile IPv4 and the load of Mobile IPv4. Thus, we added the 
tunneling packet load information to know the exact servicing packets from each 
agent and the load measurement with Mobile IP MIB. When a tunnel between a HA 
and FA is created, the new tunnel interface comes into the interface card list. Tunnels 
are created and destroyed periodically on every handover process although their 
targets are the same mobile node. In the AWNMS prototype system, tunneled traffic 
destined to the same mobile node are grouped into the same management entity. Fig. 
8 shows the gathering of tunneled information. Using the tunneled forwarding data 
packets and tunnel interface of each entity, we can create the specific information 
related to the load information. 

5   Concluding Remarks 

In wireless networks, the Mobile IPv4 based wireless networks are proposed to 
support a seamless mobility of users. Because there are many dynamic changes and 
events caused by the node mobility, the active and efficient management system is 
required to manage wireless networks. However, ordinary network management 
systems operate in the passive mode. To overcome this passive characteristic, we 
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have proposed the Autonomic Wireless Network Management System for the 
management of Mobile IPv4 based wireless networks. The AWNMS has five 
components (admission control, automatic topology tracking, access selection, 
mobility tracking, and Integrated MIB) and provides useful functionalities focusing 
on the node mobility and the communication quality. The autonomic management 
concept makes the active SNMP agent adaptively manage its managed systems. In the 
AWNMS, the active SNMP agent enables the autonomic management concept 
through two components; the self-management and the manager function which is the 
ability to exchange information with neighbor agents. 

We have also designed and implemented the AWNMS prototype system 
focusing on the events caused by the node mobility. The prototype system has 
implemented the Integrated MIB using the Mobile IP MIB and MIB-II, and supports a 
network topology auto-discovery, binding cache and visitor list management, mobility 
tracking, and tunneled packet load information functions. We have tested the 
prototype system in a test-bed network and obtained desirable results. Although the 
prototype system provides limited functionalities of the AWNMS, our design and 
implementation can be the basis of developing a full AWNMS. In future, we plan to 
implement other functionalities of the AWNMS based on the prototype system, and 
prove the feasibility of the AWNMS in the Mobile IPv4 based wireless networks. 
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Abstract. Research has proposed that next generation Mobile Agent (MA) 
technology will achieve the overall notion of “Zero Touch” network 
management. The advantages offered by using MA-based Network Manage-
ment (MANM) include reduction in network traffic, intelligence, automation, 
fault-tolerance, and robustness. From our previous research, we have developed 
a security-focused MA framework (MASAM) for achieving active network 
management. This paper aims to examine the implication of network traffic 
load when implementing network security management by using MANM 
through four simulated security attack event cases. Evaluation results indicate 
that the MANM approach can enhance performance and security when dealing 
with various security attacks. 

Keywords: Network Management, Mobile Agent, Security Architecture, 
Security Attack Event Case. 

1   Introduction 

Network management concepts emerged from the need to address problems 
associated with the increasing complexity and range of networking devices and 
topologies in the 1980s. Two standards were developed: the Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) [1] proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) and the Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) [2] proposed by 
the International Standards Organisation (ISO). The dominant SNMP standard and its 
centralised philosophy are relatively old and pose several issues, especially in regard 
to performance and security. It requires significant processing capabilities at the 
central management host and creates unnecessary bandwidth consumption on the 
network. Thus, it is not sufficient for managing today’s narrow bandwidth, mobile or 
ad hoc formed networks. More importantly, the centralised framework has inherited 
limitations that leave it difficult to implement security management functions required 
by the ISO Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS) [3] 
management framework in a pro-active manner. 

A number of research projects [4-6] have proposed that Mobile Agent (MA) 
technology is the optimal approach, promising “Zero Touch” network management. 
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Therefore, it is lightweight, flexible, intelligent, fault-tolerant, and may not require 
any human intervention. Furthermore, the MA-based management (MANM) concept 
can more easily implement sets of active and dynamic network management 
functions. Before MA technology can be adapted for widespread use in network 
management, however, security issues must be tackled. Our previous research [15] 
has developed a security focused MA framework for achieving active network 
management functions. 

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides essential background 
knowledge on our previous research and reviews our proposed MA security 
framework. In section 3, we present the results of our initial experiments on network 
traffic load generated by SNMP message forwarding and MA migration. Four 
simulated security attack event cases are defined in section 4, and then used for an 
evaluation of the MA security framework. Finally, we provide some thought on 
further work and on concluding results. 

2   Background 

2.1   Network Management: From SNMP to MANM 

The well-known ISO FCAPS management framework defines five Management 
Functional Areas (MFAs), which are the primary means of supervising the 
functionalities of network management. With this philosophical framework, SNMP 
utilises the client-server computation paradigm to achieve the FCAPS MFAs but, of 
course, neither completely adopted nor in a sophisticated manner. Computer systems 
have evolved from standalone computation models into a client-sever paradigm. 
Throughout this evolution, a limited form of code mobility has existed [7]. The 
catalyst is the concept of “software agent”, the superset of MAs. MAs are autonomous 
computational entities that can suspend and move (including program code, stored 
data and its state information, such as the execution stack) to another agent-enabled 
platform on the network, and resume execution, deciding where to go and what to do 
along the way [8]. The concept of an MA deals with certain special properties that 
distinguish it from a static program. As commonly agreed by several authors in [9-
11], these properties can be classified into mandatory (including Autonomous, 
Reactive, Proactive, Mobile, Communicative, and Collaborative) and orthogonal 
(including Learning, Deliberative, and Delegable, but not limited to these alone). 

The proposal for the use of MA technology to implement network management is 
originally based on the idea of reversing the logic with respect to the centralised 
model. In the other words, management information produced by managed devices 
(MDs) is periodically transferred to the central management system [12]. Due to the 
mobility of MAs, management tasks can be partially moved from the manager to the 
devices, certain micro-management operations locally and migrated back to the 
manager with the results only. In contrast to the centralised model, MANM can 
provide optimised performance in low bandwidth, high latency or unreliable network 
connections. With the notion of Management by Delegation (MbD) [13], MANM 
offers easier management of today’s wireless, mobile or ad hoc formed networks with 
heterogeneous architectures. The only requirement is to provide a common agent 
platform. 
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2.2   A Security Focused MA Framework for Network Management 

From our philosophy, a security focused MA framework for achieving secure and 
active network management (MASAM) consists of four concepts. First, a security 
requirements model should be defined and kept in mind during the design phase of a 
MANM system. Moreover, the system should also be fully tested ensuring it 
conforms to these requirements. Second, a framework of security architectures should 
be proposed in order to secure each of the management components as the set of 
baseline security facilities which secure the entire MANM infrastructure. Third, a set 
of security event response mechanisms (the MA-based security management proposed 
from the FCAPS framework), should be defined in order to allow recovery of the 
system from the threats which are impossible to detect or from any unpredictable 
security compromise. Finally, a certain degree of active defence mechanisms, such as 
an MA-based Instruction Detection Service (IDS), should be defined. With the notion 
of intelligence, using MAs to achieve advanced active intrusion detection can 
facilitate security in both the MANM system and the managed network. Fig. 1 
provides an architectural view of the MASAM framework. 

 

Fig. 1. An Architectural View of the MASAM Framework 

In previous papers [14, 15], we presented a security requirement model, CINA, 
which includes eight security requirements to guide MANM security: there are 
Confidentiality, Integrity, Authenticity, Authority, Non-repudiation, Availability, 
Accountability, and Anonymity. With the requirement model identified, we proposed 
a framework of three integrated MA Security Architectures (MASAs) including one 
for each of the management managers (MASA/MMs), the managed devices 
(MASA/MDs), and the management MAs (MASA/MAs). The framework was built 
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from an MA life-cycle model, and with the intention of securing each state of an MA, 
including execution, suspension, migration, and resumption prior to execution. For 
reliable high-level security, the framework should be able to integrate with current 
security standards and techniques. As this framework acts as a baseline protection, the 
MA should be protected from attacks by malicious agent platforms or other agents; 
the agent platform should be protected from attacks by malicious agents, and the 
entire Network Management Infrastructure (NMI) should be protected from attacks 
by external entities. The proposed MASAs suggest a wide range of security services 
that include: two sided authentication, resource access control, auditing, encryption 
and encapsulation, integrity and non-repudiation, sandboxing, secure MA migration, 
secure data destruction, and intrusion and abnormity detection. 

For securing the integrity of a MANM system, there should also be a focus on the 
protection of management information and functions, and the implications of real-
time network management decisions that are based upon such data. While the safe-
guard objectives of the proposed MASAs are mainly the managers, the managed 
devices, and the management MAs, we proposed Visibility Domain Protection 
Schema (VDPS) [15], which intends to protect the management information being 
stored or handled physically by the management components of the NMI. This 
includes are not only the management MAs, but also the managed devices and the 
management managers. The idea of the VDPS is that the management components are 
capable of storing their handling management information in the form of a series of 
Scoped Data Blocks (SDBs). Each SDB will handle a piece of arbitrary management 
information either encrypted or plaintext and scoped into one class of Visibility 
Domain (VD), such as the host MA only, specific manager, or entire management 
domain. The class of VD can be swapped loosely by the SDB holder. The main 
advantage offered by the VDPS is provision of opportunity that management 
components are able to communicate to each others directly with encrypted data, 
which can benefit performance and reduce implementation complexity. 

2.3   Classification of Management Mobile Agents 

To implement the MANM functions, the MASAM framework introduces two groups 
of management MAs: Generic Network Management Agent Group  (GNMAG)  which  

 

Fig. 2. Interactions for Different Types of MAs Suggested by the MASAM 
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the MAs use for implementing normal daily network management tasks; and Security 
Management and Response Agent Group (SMRAG) which the MAs use to achieve 
security related tasks, such as authentication, or attack response. Additionally, in real-
world applications, the MAs from SMRAG should be considered and executed with a 
higher priority. Fig. 2 illustrates the interactions between each type of MAs, while 
table 1 discusses the roles of these MA types. 

Table 1. A Description of Different Management Mobile Agent Types 

 MA Types Roles 

Generic Network Management Agent Group 
ICA Information Collection 

Agent 
Responsible for collecting management information from remote 
MDs for the manager 

MCA Management Command 
Agent 

Responsible for performing operations on the MDs on behalf of the 
manager 

CMA Customised Management 
Agent 

Does mixed management tasks of the ICA and MCA 
 

Security Management and Response Agent Group 
SPA Security Policy Agent Responsible for managing the security policy (database of rules) of 

a MD (Generated by and received from the manager) 
ATDA Authentication and  

Token Dispatching Agent 
Responsible for performing MA authentication and access permit 
dispatching tasks 

RACA Resource-based  
Access Control Agent 

Responsible for providing a common interface for the GNMAG’s 
MAs in order to access current management standards, e.g. SNMP. 

SRA Security Response Agent Responsible for performing security event response actions in 
event of security alert is initialised 

ERA Event Reporting Agent Responsible for staying onto a MD and receiving security-related 
reports internally 

IDA Intrusion Detection Agent Responsible for introducing advanced MA-based intrusion 
detection services for the entire managed network 

3   Examining SNMPv3 Messages and Agent Migration 

An initial experiment has been conducted in order to estimate, for SNMP, the size of 
each type of SNMPv3 message sent with AuthPriv (SHA-DES) security parameters 
set; and, for MANM side, the average weight of network traffic generated by a MA 
migration. During the experiments, two modes are defined: SNMP and MANM 
modes. The testbed was formed in our University’s research network, and based on 
two machines: 1) desktop PC with an Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz CPU, 1GB Ram, and 
running Windows XP; and 2) laptop with an Intel Centrino 1.5GHz CPU, 768MB 
Ram, and running Windows XP. Two machines are connected through a 100Mb/s fast 
Ethernet switch, and using TCP/IPv4 Internet Protocol. 

In order to realise the test for the MANM mode, we developed a prototype MANM 
system by using the Java Agent DEvelopment (JADE) framework from the Italia Lab. 
The developed programs are compiled by using Java2 Development Kit (JDK), 
version 5.0. During each test, the desktop machine acts as the manager, where the 
simple MANM manager is running and capable of generating a number of 
management MAs in order to facilitate the tests; meanwhile, the laptop machine acts 
as the MD, where a simple agent platform is running. For the SNMP mode, two 
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network management products are selected: NuDesign Visual MIBrowser, and 
NuDesign Multiprotocol (SNMPv3/HTTP) Agent Service. To realise the SNMPv3 
message exchanges, a copy of the SNMPv3 agent service is installed on the laptop 
machine, while the desktop machine sends SNMP requests to and receives SNMP 
responses from the agent by using the MIBrowser tool. For the result analysis, the 
packet capturing and analysis tool, Ethereal, is employed. The tool uses a WinPcap 
driver in order to capture data packets from Windows base environment. Before 
carrying out each experiment, Ethereal is started on the desktop with a filter that only 
captures those packets sent to or received from the laptop. 

From our experiment results, table 2 shows the average network traffic generated 
by different kinds of SNMPv3 messages. According to the structure of packets 
captured by Ethereal, we can conclude that the overhead size of each SNMPv3 
message sent through TCP/IPv4 is 122 bytes. According to the results from the MA 
migration experiments, we can estimate that the network traffic generated by an MA 
migration is 1120 bytes. Understanding the average size of each type of SNMP 
message and an MA migration can benefit to achieve evaluation of the traffic load 
implication on different approaches when dealing with security attack events later on. 

Table 2. Estimated Size of SNMPv3 Message Types 

Message Type Traffic (Bytes) Message Type Traffic (Bytes) 
GetRequest 199 Response(GetRequest) 204 
GetBulkRequest 200 Response(GetBulkRequest) 513 
SetRequest 221 Response(SetRequest) 220 
InformRequest 213 Response(InformRequest) 214 
Trapv2 211   

4   Defining Security Attack Event Cases 

A security attack scenario (event cases) approach has been chosen in order to evaluate 
the network traffic load implications on MA and SNMP based network management 
systems. An event case involves a possible security attack which is performed by one 
intruder and targeted to one or more components. To verify the possibility for 
assessment of the selected cases, some selection criteria have been setup: 1) the 
simulated attack should be detectable by both MANM and SNMP modes; 2) the case 
should involves three definite stages (attack, detection, and recovery); 3) the case may 
show scalability implication when testbed environment is growing. In this paper, we 
have chosen four simulated event cases for our experiments: Case 1. Network 
footprinting attack; Case 2. Virus infection attack; Case 3. Message/MA replay attack; 
and Case 4. Man-in-the-middle attack. Fig. 3 shows a simulated network environment 
for implementing these selected event cases. It should be noted that manager 1 
(MM1) manages all elements within the Management Domain A (DmA) except the 
intruder 1 (E1); manager 2 (MM2) manages all elements within the domain B (DmB) 
except the Intruder 2 (E2). None of the elements outside of the DmA and DmB will 
be managed by either MM1 or MM2. The basic NMI for this testbed is SNMPv3 
protocol with component support for SNMPv1. For MANM mode, every MD is 
running an MA platform while the MASAM framework is adopted. 
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Fig. 3. Simulated Testbed Environment for Implementing the Security Attack Event Cases 

4.1   Network Footprinting Attack 

The basic goal of a network footprinting attack is to earn as much knowledge about 
the network and usually the first step in attacking any network which is to figure out 
what to attack. The management information handled by network management 
systems is most likely this kind of “useful” information. In our simulated event case, 
the intruder E1 launches a network footprinting attack on a switch MD1 in order to 
compromise the managed network DmA later on. The assumption is made that the 
intruder has already acquired unauthorised “Read” access permission on the MD1 by 
using other means. In SNMP mode, the intruder sends a number of SNMPv3 requests 
to the MD1 in order to obtain a full-set of MD1’s MIB data (totally 242 objects); In 
MANM mode, the intruder dispatches a malicious MA to do the same thing. Fig. 4 
shows the detailed message passing steps of this event case. Observation shows that 
the MANM approach can reduce much of network traffic in the attack stage, and 
generate no network traffic for remain stages because decisions are made locally. 

...

...

 

Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram for Illustrating a Network Footprinting Attack Event Case 
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4.2   Virus Infection Attack 

A virus attack can be dangerous to not only the infected victim but also other nodes 
the victim has communicated with. In our simulated event case (as shown in Fig. 5), 
the intruder E3 launches a virus infection attack on a machine MD2. The intruder 
firstly compromises this machine by using other means and infects it with a virus. The 
virus aims to: 1) infect every accessible file on the machine with a copy of this virus, 
and 2) broadcasts a joke message (20 bytes) to every host (totally 9 nodes) the victim 
knew in every 50ms. Due to this, the disk and CPU loads and network activities will 
become abnormally high. This abnormal symptom provides an indicator for a 
manager MM1 that the machine may be infected. It is assumed that this symptom has 
been discovered after 30 seconds of the attack (i.e. after 5400 messages sent). Two 
steps of response action the manager will take: 1) try to shutdown the infected 
machine; and 2) disable the machine’s port access from the switch MD1. Similar to 
the footprinting attack, this case shows that the MANM approach generates less 
traffic in general. However, in the recovery stage, this approach may create higher 
traffic if several MA migrations are required. 

... ...

 

Fig. 5. Sequence Diagram for Illustrating a Virus Infection Attack Event Case 

4.3   Message/Agent Replay Attack 

In a replay attack, a valid message or data transmission is maliciously or fraudulently 
repeated by an intruder. In our simulated event case, the intruder E2 launches a 
Message/Agent attack on a machine MD7. The first step of this attack is to place a 
sniffer onto the network DmB in order to obtain a transmitting SNMP message or 
MA. Eventually, a copy of (for SNMP mode) SetRequest(Restart) message (for 
MANM model, a MCA MA) has been captured. After that, the intruder is able to 
replay. For the SNMP mode, the SNMPv3 is still vulnerable if the sniffed message is 
being replayed within 160ms. Thus, the victim will be continuously restarted (it is 
assumed 5 times) until the message is invalid. In contrast, since the MANM mode 
implements the MASAM security framework which protects systems from MA-based 
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replay attack, the cloned MA will not be able bypass the authentication mechanism. It 
is assumed that the replayed MA will be failed on authentication stage and destroyed 
immediately. Fig. 6 shows the detailed message passing steps of this event case. 
Observation shows that the MANM approach can protect the system from the initial 
stage of the attack, and generate no network traffic in the detection stage. 

...
...

...

 

Fig. 6. Sequence Diagram for Illustrating a Message/Agent Replay Attack Event Case 

4.4   Man-in-the-Middle Attack 

Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attack is an attack in which an intruder is able to receive 
and modify messages or data exchanges between two parties without either party 
knowing. In our simulated event case (see Fig. 7), the intruder E1 launches a MiM 
attack between two machines, MD3 and MD4. Firstly, the intruder initialises an ARP 
cache poisoning attack [16] (4 fake ARP responses sent, 60 bytes for each) onto a 
switch MD1 in order to utilise this switch to redirect all traffic which are designated 
for the victims to the intruder’s machine. When a message has been wrongly 
redirected, the intruder modifies this message for malicious purposes and then returns 
back to target recipient. The number of messages exchanging between the victims will 
be doubled.  

This compromise will be detected when, for the SNMP model, the manager MM1 
performed a periodical ARP table integrity check on the DmA; while, for the MANM 
model, an intrusion detection MA (travels around the DmA and) detected some 
inconsistent ARP entries. It is assumed that 50 messages (50 bytes for each) have 
been manipulated before the attack is detected. Finally, the manager recovers the 
entire ARP table (in our case, this was 160 bytes. This will obvious change depends 
on the number of nodes on the network) of the switch. The intrusion detection MA 
may create some traffic on migrations. However, this MA provides more advanced 
and intelligent detection services not only for ARP table but also abnormal events. 
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... ... ... ...

 

Fig. 7. Sequence Diagram for Illustrating a Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) Attack Event Case 

5   Summary and Evaluation 

Evaluation of the performance implication for adopting new kind of techniques in 
network management can be focussed on three factors: 1) additional network traffic, 
and 2) overhead processes on the manager and 3) the MD. Table 3 summarises the 
volume of total network traffic generated by each attack event case in different stages. 

Table 3. Summarised Network Traffic Generated by Each Security Attack Event Case 

Case Stage SNMP Mode Traffic* MANM Mode Traffic* 
1. Attack GetReqRep x 242 97526 AgentMove 1120 
 Detection Trap x 2 + GetBulkRep 1135 - 0 
 Recovery SetReqRep + InfoReqRep 868 - 0 

2. Attack JokeMsg x 5400 108000 JokeMsg x 5400 108000 
 Detection Trap x 2 + GetReqRep x 3 1451 - 0 
 Recovery SetReqRep x 2 + InfoReqRep 1309 AgentMove x 2 2240 

3. Attack SetReqRep x 5 2205 AgentMove 1120 
 Detection Trap + GetBulkRep 924 - 0 
 Recovery SetReqRep + InfoReqRep 868 - 0 

4. Attack FakeArp x 4 + (50 x 50) 2740 FakeArp x 4 + 50 x R 2740 
 Detection GetReqRep x 2 + GetBulkRep 1519 AgentMove x 2 2240 
 Recovery SetReqRep + InfoReqRep + 160 1028 AgentMove 1120 

Remarks: 
GetReqRep = Size of a pair of SNMPv3 GetRequest and Response(GetRequest) Messages 
GetBulkRep = Size of a pair of SNMPv3 GetBulkRequest and Response(GetBulkRequest) Messages 
SetReqRep = Size of a pair of SNMPv3 SetRequest and Response(SetRequest) Messages 
InfoReqRep = Size of a pair of SNMPv3 InformRequest and Response(InformRequest) Messages 
AgentMove = Total Network Traffic generated by an MA Migration 
JokeMsg = Size of a Joke Message Sent by the Infected Host 
FakeArp = Size of a Fake ARP Response Message 
* The unit for measurement of network traffic is in number of Bytes generated 
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During the attack stage of each case, the network traffic becomes relatively high, 
especially appeared in the footprinting and virus infection attacks, as compared with 
other stages. The MANM system uses MAs to perform management tasks locally on 
the MD, MA migrations are the only network traffic generated in MANM mode 
during the detection and recovery stages. On the other hand, in most of cases, the 
recovery cost for the MANM mode is much lower than the SNMP mode. 
Furthermore, in some cases, there is no network traffic generated because of a 
security policy MA is already resided onto the MD which can make on-fly 
management decisions without contacting the manager. We can also conclude that the 
network traffic load on the SNMP mode will be scaled up dramatically, both in 
detection and recovery stages, if as the number of nodes increases. However, the 
MANM approach can reduce much of traffic. 

Through these simulated event cases, some security implications can also be 
discovered. Firstly, the SNMP approach is not capable of stopping some kinds of 
attacks until an attack symptom has been notified by using the responded data from 
periodical sent state requests. For example, in the footprinting attack case, the 
manager sent periodical communication history requests to the MD and received 
responses, and then an alert is created on the manager side. However, with the 
MANM approach, it is because the security policy MA resides on the MD it can alert 
itself and destroy the potential malicious MA immediately. Thus, no information will 
be enumerated by the intruder. Secondly, with MANM approach, some security 
attacks may be prevented in the initial stage. For example, in the replay attack case, 
the replayed MA can not bypass the authentication and will be destroyed. However, 
due to the design flaw of the SNMPv3, several replays can be successful until the 
message itself becomes invalid. Thirdly, with the MANM approach, the security 
policy can be easily implemented locally on and customised to a MD. The tightness of 
the policy can be changed dynamically based on current situations. In contrast, the 
SNMP approach implements a centralised security policy database for every MD on 
the managed network. This approach is lacks flexibility and requires all decision 
making to be based on the central host. 

6   Conclusions and Further Work 

This paper provides an architectural review of our MASAM framework in supporting 
secure and active MA-based network management. A classification of the MA family 
for implementing this framework has also been discussed. Four simulated security 
attack event cases have been defined in order to have a study on the implication of 
network traffic load within both SNMP and MANM approaches. The event cases 
have been evaluated through observation and statistical analysis. Positive evaluation 
results have been observed which shows that the MANM approach (conforming to the 
MASAM security framework) can enhance performance and security when dealing 
with security attack events. 

The future work on this research is to model these event cases in more detail and at 
different scales. The event cases should be enlarged from currently one-to-one based 
scenario into a multicast or broadcast based attack environments. The objective of this 
modelling work is to seriously evaluate the traffic load implications on the network, 
the managers and the MDs in large heterogeneous network environment in order to 
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obtain more complete results. The intention is to examine the application of our 
security models in the converged networks which promotes development of next 
generation networks in the future. 
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Abstract. The challenge for autonomic network management is the
provision of future network management systems that have the charac-
teristics of self-management, self-configuration, self-protection and self-
healing, in accordance with the high level objectives of the enterprise
or human end-user. This paper proposes an abstract model for network
configuration that is intended to help understand fundamental under-
lying issues in self-configuration. We describe the cascade problem in
self-configuring networks: when individual network components that are
securely configured are connected together (in an apparently secure man-
ner), a configuration cascade can occur resulting in a mis-configured net-
work. This has implications for the design of self-configuring systems and
we discuss how a soft constraint-based framework can provide a solution.

1 Introduction

Today’s management of the telecommunications and enterprise network infras-
tructure has become fundamentally more complex than it has been in the past.
Network elements have expanded to include functionality to cater for a greater
variety of applications and across more layers within the network infrastruc-
ture [1]. In order to manage the current complexity of networks, both telecoms
and enterprise providers use the support of network management systems (NMS)
that provide operational and maintenance capabilities at various levels through-
out the network [2]. The process of efficiently deploying a complex system of
network services on a complex system of network system nodes and having to
manage it thereafter is tedious and error prone. These systems are now becoming
overwhelmed by the demands placed on the network by its customers [3].

Current research is investigating new avenues to automate the process of NMS
to autonomously handle the labour intensive and error prone configurations.
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Autonomic computing is one such area that attempts to address the challenges
posed on current network management systems. The term Autonomic Comput-
ing was coined by IBM in 2001 and it is motivated by how the human nervous
system can react to its environment. The autonomic human nervous system frees
the conscious mind from the burden of having to deal with vital but lower-level
functions. Similarly, autonomic computing is intended to free system administra-
tors from complex management and operational tasks [4,5]. This area revolves
around self-management, self-configuration, self-protection and self-healing in
accordance with the high level objectives of the enterprise or human end-user
[6]. The characteristic of self-(re)configuration plays a large part in ensuring
that network devices and its hosted services are configured correctly and, more
importantly, in a secure manner.

The contribution of this paper is an abstract model that defines objectives
that a self-configuring network entity should uphold. A valid configuration is de-
fined in terms of the quality of the configuration of the underlying components.
Using this model we demonstrate a configuration cascade problem, whereby the
quality of the security of overall configuration is not just based on the quality of
the individual components, but also on how they interoperate. This has practical
implications for the design of self-configuring systems. In this paper we are pri-
marily concerned with exploring underlying principles for self-configuration; how
these issues relate to the implementation of network management architectures
[7,8,9,10,11,12] is beyond the scope of this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines an architecture for auto-
nomic network nodes. In Section 3, a formal model is proposed that is intended
to characterise the configuration objectives for these nodes. Section 4 describes
a metric that is used to specify how effective a node configuration is at achieving
its objectives. Using this metric, Section 5 demonstrates that achieving a valid
configuration is more difficult than simply ensuring the validity of the configu-
ration of individual components and their immediate connections.

2 Network Node Configuration

Figure 1 depicts the basic structure of a node. A node has an ability to perform
certain tasks. For example, a router might have the ability to host multiple types
of router specific services/protocols to govern its network segment depending on
its role within the network at a given moment in time. Nodes assign contracts
to the services that it hosts. Each node is capable of hosting different types of
services but under the self-managed constraints of the node.

Contracts are advertised to the network about a node’s ability to offer a
particular type of service hosting. A node can migrate or clone, for redundancy
reasons, a service to the advertising node based on the contract requirement
meeting the needs of the service. Similarly, a node can also advertise to the
network the need to off-load certain services and can do so by advertising a
service contract in which each node available to host services can decide if it can
provide for the service requirements based on its individual policy.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a Network Node

3 A Model of Configuration

A network configuration is defined in terms of a graph of interconnected nodes
that host various application-level services. Let Node define the set of all possible
systems, routers, and so forth that comprise a network. Each node is configured
to provide a variety of resources to the services that it hosts. In addition to
storage resources such as access to file-systems and databases, hosts may also
be configured to offer the use of system-level services/applications, for example,
IPv6, SOCKs authentication, SNMP, FTP, and so forth. These are characterised
as the attributes of a node. Informally, attributes represent anything that a node
can offer and/or do.

Let Attribute represent the set of all possible attributes of nodes. We use
s-expressions [13] to define attributes. This is a Lisp-like notation for naming
entity characteristics. Examples of attributes described as s-expressions include:

(file "/tmp/foo.bar" ("read" "write"))
(port (1024 1025) ("connect" "listen"))
(app "SSH") (app "Kerberos") (app "POP") (proto "IPv6")
(diskquota "diskA" "100M")
(cpuquota "slice1" "10-MFLOPS") (cpuquota "slice2" "15-MFLOPS")

At its most basic level of interpretation, an attribute is not unlike a capability or
permission: holding the permission permits a service to access the object in the
prescribed way. This interpretation is extended to include anything that a node
might make available to services that it hosts, e.g. a disk quota of 100MBytes,
or a real-time system that offers a service a 10MFLOPS time-slice.

We assume that the set of attributes forms a partial order under ≤. Given
a, b : Attributes, then a ≤ b is interpreted to mean that the attribute b implies
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a, that is, if a node offers b, then it implicitly offers a, and similarly, if a service
holds attribute b then it also holds attribute a. For example, we would expect
the following to hold:

(file"/tmp/foo.bar"("read"))≤ (file"/tmp/foo.bar"("read""write"))

We further assume that this partial order defines a lattice (Attributes,≤
,�,�,⊥,�), with lowest upper bound operator �, greatest lower bound opera-
tor � and unique lowest and unique highest attributes ⊥ and �, respectively. In
principle, this is not an unreasonable assumption, as in the worst-case, a power-
set lattice (with ordering defined by subset and lowest upper bound defined by
union) of s-expressions can be used to represent the set of attributes. In this way,
the lowest upper bound provides a meaning for the combinations of attributes.
Figure 2 gives an example of a powerset lattice of attributes.

()

(app("kerb" "pop" "ssh"))

(app "kerb") (app "pop") (app "ssh")

(app ("pop" "kerb")) (app ("pop" "kerb")) (app ("pop" "kerb")

Fig. 2. Sample Powerset Lattice of Attributes

Services. Let Service represent the set of all possible services that are to be
hosted on network nodes. A dependency relation is defined for services

depends : Service ↔ Service

whereby depends(s1, s2) means that service s1 uses service s2.
In order to operate properly, a service requires a minimum collection of at-

tributes to be available on its hosting node. We define

minSvcAttrib : Service → Attribute

whereby, given service s, then minSvcAttrib(s) defines the minimum attribute
required by s. For the sake of simple exposition, we assume that if a service
requires attributes a, b, c, . . ., then its minimum requirement is defined by the join
of these attributes, that is, (a� b� c� . . .). For example, based on the attribute
lattice in Figure 2, a service s that provides ssh’ified email has requirements
minSvcAttrib(s) = (app("pop" "ssh")).

Nodes. Nodes are configured to host services. This is specified as:

hosts : Node → (Service → Attribute)
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whereby, the services that a node n hosts is specified by hosts(n) and this defines
a function that maps these services to their assigned attributes. For example,
hosts(n)(s) defines the attribute that is provided by the node n to the service s
that it hosts. We require that the attributes offered by a node are sufficient for
the service, that is, for all nodes n and services s ∈ dom(hosts(n)),

minSvcAttrib(s) ≤ hosts(n)(s)

The function from Service to Attribute is a partial injection: the domain of
hosts(n) defines the services hosted and no two hosted services share the same
attribute. If two different services require similar node attributes, then we assume
that the corresponding attribute s-expressions contain sufficient information to
distinguish the attribute as offered to different services. For example, node n
allows service s to listen on port 1024 over IPv6 using a 10/100 Ethernet card.

hosts(n)(s)=(svc s (port 1024 "listen")
(proto "IPv6") (hw "eth 10/100"))

In this way, these attributes may be thought of as node contracts that have been
assigned by the node to the services that it hosts.

A node is limited by the resources, system-level applications, and so forth,
that it can potentially offer to any services that it hosts. We define

maxAttrib : Node → Attribute

whereby, maxAttrib(n) is the maximum attribute that node n can offer. This
sets an upper bound on the contract/attributes defined by hosts. For any node
n we require that the combined contracts assigned as hosts(n) do not exceed
maxAttrib(n), that is,

�{s : Service|s ∈ dom(hosts(n)) • hosts(n)(s)} ≤ maxAttrib(n)

Note that we use a Z-like notation (such as the set specification in comprehension
above) to specify requirements. Recall that the function defined by hosts(n) is
an injection and, therefore, the join (�) of the set of attributes assigned, can be
used to effectively represent a summation of the contracts issued.

For symmetry, we also define the minimum attributes hosted by a node.

minAttrib : Node → Attribute

whereby, minAttrib(n) is the minimum attribute that node n is willing to offer.
For example, a multiprocessor cluster might only offer contacts to services with
high computational or resource requirements; a node with an SSL hardware
accelerator may only be willing to host services that need to use SSL. Thus, we
require the following to hold.

minAttrib(n) ≤ �{s : Service|s ∈ dom(hosts(n)) • hosts(n)(s)}
If a node is not concerned with enforcing a minimum contract then we define
minAttrib(n) = ⊥.
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Table 1. Sample Node attribute bindings

n : Alice Bob Clare

minAttrib(n) () (app "pop") (app "kerb")

maxAttrib(n) (app "pop") (app ("pop" "kerb")) (app ("kerb" "ssh"))

Example 1. Table 1 provides sample attribute bindings for nodes based on the
attribute lattice defined in Figure 2. Node Alice runs sendmail and is configured
to offer, at most, only POP to its hosted services. The minimum attribute offered
by Alice is () (⊥) and, therefore, she is also willing to host services that do
not need access to any of these resources. Node Bob is intended as a dedicated
mail node and, therefore, is only willing to host services that intend to use POP
(with or without the use of Kerberos). Finally, Clare is a host that supports
kerberized services that may also require strong authentication services (SSH)
for incoming requests that are non-kerberized. 

A network configuration is a collection of interoperating nodes that host various
services. For the purposes of this paper we consider interoperation simply in
terms of links between nodes. We define

link : (Node × Attribute) ↔ (Node × Attribute)

whereby, link((n1, a1), (n2, a2)) means that there is a bi-directional link con-
necting node n1 and node n2, that allows a service (on n1) assigned attribute
a1 to interoperate with a service (on n2) that is assigned attribute a2. We as-
sume that minAttrib(n1) ≤ a1 ≤ maxAttrib(n1) and minAttrib(n2) ≤ a2 ≤
maxAttrib(n2). For example, we could have a link from (Clare, (app kerb)) to
(Bob, (app (pop kerb))), reflecting support for a Kerberos-based single sign-
on for services between Clare and Bob.

We define, link+ as the transitive closure of link and it represents all the
(assumed traversable) possible paths in the network configuration. Whatever
the network configuration may be, we require that services that depend on each
other are accessible to each other, that is, for all nodes n1 and n2, and services
s1 ∈ dom(hosts(n1)) the and s2 ∈ dom(hosts(n2)) then the following holds.

depends(s1, s2) ⇒ link+([n1, hosts(n1)(s1)], [n2, hosts(n2)(s2)])

This is a simple interpretation of interoperation that assumes that the existence
of a path between nodes implies reachability; it is adequate for our current
purposes. Future research will extend the model to consider how the attributes
available to hosts may influence reachability along these paths.

4 Quality of Configuration

Different systems can achieve varying degrees of ‘quality’ in their configura-
tions. For example, a Security Enhanced (SE) Linux system that is configured
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to support different service proxies in separate protection domains could be con-
sidered to be a ‘better quality’ configuration than a standard Windows operating
system-based workstation hosting similar services.

Quality. Let Quality define a set of quality measures that are partially ordered
according to ≤. For example, security evaluation criteria use assurance levels to
provide comparisons of ‘quality’ between different systems; the Common Criteria
[14] uses evaluation levels E1 < E2 < · · · < E6 to compare different levels of
assurance. In this case, the intention is that one can have more confidence in a
system with a higher assurance level to enforce its security requirement.

We argue that the Quality measure can be used to represent other measures
of interest. For example, lo < med < hi might represent levels of quality of
service that are achievable by a node. Quality can be regarded as addressing the
risk of failure: a high risk of failure requires a high quality configuration, while
a low quality configuration is sufficient if there is low risk of failure. We define,

rating : Node → Quality

where, rating(n) gives the quality rating of a node n. In this paper we do not
prescribe how a quality evaluation of a node might be done, rather, once a
measure is available then we are interested in ensuring that its use is consistent
and traceable within a configuration.

Quality of Configuration Policy. A quality of configuration policy is defined
in terms of the attributes that nodes offer. A firewall node that provides protec-
tion domains for mail and news proxies should be of high quality: we want to be
sure that a failure of one proxy cannot interfere with the other on the system.
A switch that routes ADSL and/or Gigabit network traffic should have high
quality in its design and configuration: we want to be sure that it will not flood
the ADSL side, while ensuring proper speeds for Gigabit-only traffic. In these
cases, quality depends on the attributes that the node can offer to the services
that it hosts. We define the quality of configuration policy in terms of

minQual : Attribute × Attribute → Quality

where, minQual(a, b) is the minimum acceptable quality of configuration for a
node that offers contracts that range from minimum a to maximum b.

Example 2. Consider the attributes defined by the lattice in Figure 2, and se-
curity Quality ordering lo < med < hi. Suppose that a node is to host services
that require attributes ranging from a minimum of ⊥ to a maximum of (app
"pop" "kerb" "ssh"). POP services can be relatively easily compromised via
password sniffing. Therefore, we need confidence that if the POP service is com-
promised then it will be difficult for the attacker to, in turn, compromise the
system and obtain, for example, copies of the locally stored Kerberos session
keys. In practice this could be achieved using a system that provides protec-
tion domains that can sandbox/constrain a service to just the attributes that it
requires. In this case, we define
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minQual((),(app ("pop" "kerb" "ssh"))) = hi

This means that a system that is configured to offer this range of attributes must
have a high quality configuration.

We conjecture that nodes providing high quality configuration will be ex-
pensive, and therefore, if possible, it is preferable to configure networks from
multiple cheaper and lower quality components. One TCB-subset-style strategy
is to use nodes that offer only limited capability and may, therefore, be of lower
quality. For example, there is lower risk associated with a node thats offers only
a POP capability; similarly, there is lower risk associated with a node that offers
only SSH. In general, there is a lower risk when nodes/systems are deployed to
offer a smaller number of service attributes than when large combinations of
attributes are possible. Therefore, we define, minQual((),(app "kerb")) = lo,
and so forth.

A node that hosts services requiring only pairs of these attributes is defined
to require medium quality configuration; for example,

minQual((app "pop"),(app ("pop" "kerb"))) = med

minQual((app "kerb"),(app ("kerb" "ssh")) = med

It follows, that if rating(Alice) = low and rating(Bob) = rating(Clare) = med,
then the nodes meet the quality of configuration requirement. 

Example 3. Network nodes are configured with support for ADSL, 10/100 Eth-
ernet and 100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet. We define a simple ordering over these
attributes as follows:

(hw "ADSL") < (hw "eth 10/100") < (hw "eth 100/1000)

The node/switch Eric is configured to route ADSL and 10/100 traffic and,
therefore, the attributes that it offers to a service are constrained as follows.

minAttrib(Eric) = (hw "ADSL")

maxAttrib(Eric) = (hw ("ADSL" "eth 10/100"))

The node George is configured to route only 10/100 and 100/1000 traffic:

minAttrib(George) = (hw "eth 10/100")

maxAttrib(George) = (hw ("eth 10/100" "eth 100/1000"))

A switch configured to route both ADSL and 10/100 traffic A quality switch
attempts to avoid flooding the ADSL connections and slowing the 10/100 con-
nections, while a low-quality switch cannot ensure this. Using the same quality
ordering as the previous example, we define

minQual((hw "ADSL"), (hw ("ADSL" "eth 10/100"))) = med

minQual((hw "eth 10/100"), (hw ("10/100" "eth 100/1000"))) = med
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If a switch routes only single-speed traffic, then it need not have high quality, as
flooding, etc., is not an issue, We define, minQual((),(hw "eth 10/100")) =
lo, and so forth. However, if the switch needs to route all combinations of traffic,
then a higher quality is required:

minQual((), (hw ("ADSL" "eth 10/100" "eth 100/1000"))) = hi

If we regard quality as reflecting the level of risk that a configuration must
address, then there is a higher risk of failure when routing messages at multiple
speeds versus simply routing at a single speed. 


Quality Configuration. A node n is suitably configured if

minQual(minAttrib(n), maxAttrib(n)) ≤ rating(n)

The above examples rely on a simple quality measure based on a total ordering
lo < med < hi. We generalize this to a semiring [15]. Intuitively a semiring
provides an addition operation on the set of measures. Some background infor-
mation is provided in Appendix A.

5 The Configuration Cascade Problem

The quality of a network configuration is based not only on the quality of the
configuration of the individual nodes, but is also based on their interoperation.
This is illustrated by the following example.

Example 4. Consider a network composed of the nodes Bob and Clare, from
Example 1. For simplicity, we assume that Bob hosts a kerberized mail service
that allows limited classes of non-kerberized users to login based only on weak
authentication (userid and password transmitted in clear text). Node Clare
also provides a kerberized mail service and only supports strong authentication
of non-kerberized clients; such clients must use SSH. Both of these nodes are
deployed with med quality of configuration and are therefore acceptable by the
configuration policy outlined in Example 2. Assume that the mail services hosted
by Bob and Clare need to interoperate. We examine the quality of this network
configuration.

An attacker has the ability to compromise systems that have med (or lower)
quality of configuration. The attacker uses dsniff or Ethereal to obtain the email
userid and password of a user of the service on Bob. Using a stack-smashing at-
tack on the email service the attacker obtains copies of fresh Kerberos session
keys and tickets. These are used to forge an authentic connection to the kerber-
ized service on Clare and, in turn, some further vulnerability is exploited on
Clare, allowing the attacker to access the SSH service.

The med quality nodes Bob and Clare individually meet the quality of con-
figuration policy. By managing to compromise only med quality configurations
this attacker can masquerade as a user who should be strongly authenticated
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(via SSH). However, the quality of the configuration policy requires that an at-
tacker must compromise at least a hi quality configuration in order to misuse
the attributes offered by the system:

minQual((),(app "pop" "kerb" "ssh")) = hi

When kerberos services on Bob and Clare are configured to interoperate a cas-
cading path results in a violation of the the quality of configuration policy. 

The traditional cascade vulnerability problem [17,18] is concerned with secure
interoperation of compositions of multilevel secure systems that are evaluated
to different levels of assurance according to the criteria specified in [17]. The
transitivity of the multilevel security policy upheld across all secure systems
ensures that their multilevel composition is secure; however, interoperability and
data sharing between systems may increase the risk of compromise beyond that
accepted by the assurance level.

We argue that cascades occur not just in multilevel secure systems, but in any
network in which configuration quality is based on the quality of the individ-
ual nodes. The previous example illustrated this for a (non multilevel) security
scenario. The next example illustrates this for a quality of service scenario.

Example 5. Consider a network composed of the node/switches Eric and
George, as discussed in Example 3. We have,

rating(Eric) = med; rating(George) = med

and the nodes individually meet the quality of configuration policy.
Suppose that Eric and George are connected via a 10/100 Ethernet link. The

effect of this configuration is that we have a sub-net that routes ADSL, 10/100
and 100/1000 Ethernet traffic. However, a higher quality is required:

minQual((), (app ("ADSL" "eth 10/100" "eth 100/1000"))) = hi

The failure of individual med quality configurations result in a risk that is sup-
posed to be addressed by a hi quality configuration. 

These two examples demonstrate that configuration quality can cascade when
linking nodes together in a network. In practice, there are two issues to be
addressed. Firstly, detecting cascading quality within a network requires evalu-
ating all possible network paths to ensure that the required minimum quality is
achieved over the attributes that are provided by all the nodes along the route.
Secondly, if a cascade is discovered, then it is eliminated by either breaking
appropriate links between nodes or replacing nodes with higher quality configu-
rations until the cascade is eliminated.

The cascade problem has been previously studied in the context of multilevel
secure systems. The model presented in this paper has a close relationship with
the multilevel security model described in [19], whereby the lattice of multilevel
security levels correspond to the lattice of attributes, the assurance levels cor-
respond to the Quality c-semiring. Therefore, results on the multilevel cascade
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problem can be applied to our model. Existing research has considered schemes
for detecting cascading multilevel security vulnerabilities and for eliminating
them by reconfiguring system interoperation. While the detection of cascade
vulnerabilities can be easily achieved [17,18] in polynomial time, their optimal
elimination by breaking links is NP-complete [20].

The c-semiring representation also provides a convenient way to measure ag-
gregate quality across collections of nodes that make up a network. The minimum
quality of a series of nodes along a network path is given by the combination
(under the c-semiring) of the quality ratings of the individual nodes. In this case,
the weighted c-semiring Sweight = 〈R, min, +, +∞, 0〉 provides the appropriate
measure. Given a series of possible paths that facilitate the interaction of x and
y attributes then the effective quality of the path is the shortest path from x to
y. There is a cascade vulnerability if the value calculated for this shortest path
is more than minQual(x, y). Practical techniques for calculating shortest paths
across weighted constraint networks are considered in [15].

In suggesting the use of the weighted c-semiring Sweight = 〈R, min, +, +∞, 0〉
as one example of a quality measure, we are assuming that the risk of failure of
one entity is independent of the risk of failure of any other entity. This is quite a
restrictive assumption; however, there are examples where this kind of measure
is useful. For example, in practice, the more firewalls/subnets that have to be
traversed to directly access a node, then the more ‘secure’ the node is considered
to be. The notion of security distance is defined in [21] as the minimum number
of servers and/or firewalls that an attacker on the Internet must compromise to
obtain direct access to some protected service. We argue that security distance
in this case is equivalent to using a weighted c-semiring with each system having
an equal rating of ‘1’. This can be generalized within our model to the weighted
security distance, whereby, a weight is associated with each server and/or firewall
to indicate the amount of effort that is required to compromise that component.

An alternative measure to using the weighted c-semiring is to interpret the
probabilistic c-semiring Sprob = 〈{x| ∈ [0, 1]}, max,×, 0, 1〉 [15] in terms of aggre-
gation of risk along a path, which is calculated as combination (multiplication)
of probabilities. As systems fail along a cascading path, then overall, there is
increasing risk to subsequent systems failing.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we describe an abstract model of configuration that can be used to
guide requirements for self-configuring nodes. The model takes a metric-based
approach in that it allows networks to be built from nodes of varying quality.

A consequence of this model is that connecting correctly configured nodes
together may result in a mis-configured system due to a cascading effect of their
interoperation. These results have implications for the design of architectures
that support self-configuring/autonomic nodes. When an autonomic node is in-
troduced to a correctly configured network, it is not sufficient for the node to
be just correctly configured; how the node interoperates with its neighbours can
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have a cascading impact on the overall quality of configuration. Therefore, each
node must maintain and share sufficient information about the possible paths
within the network configuration in order to able to determine whether it is
safe to establish new connections. Doing this in an optimal way (for example,
to maximise connectivity) may not be feasible since the cascade problem is, in
general, hard.
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A Appendix: Soft Constraints and c-Semirings

A semiring is a tuple 〈S, +,×,0,1〉 such that: S is a set and 0,1 ∈ S; + is
commutative, associative and 0 is its unit element; × is associative, distributes
over +, 1 is its unit element and 0 is its absorbing element. A c-semiring is a
semiring 〈S, +,×,0,1〉 such that: + is idempotent, 1 is its absorbing element
and × is commutative.

Let us consider the relation ≤S over S such that a ≤S b iff a+b = b. Then it is
possible to prove that (see [16]): ≤S is a partial order; + and × are monotone on
≤S ; 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum. Informally, the relation ≤S gives us a
way to compare semiring values and constraints. In fact, when we have a ≤S b,
we will say that b is better than a. In the following, when the semiring will be
clear from the context, a ≤S b will be often indicated by a ≤ b.

The classical Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a Soft CSP (SCSP)
where the chosen c-semiring is: SCSP = 〈{false, true},∨,∧, false, true〉. Fuzzy
CSPs (FCSP) can instead be modelled in the SCSP framework by choosing the
c-semiring SFCSP = 〈[0, 1], max, min, 0, 1〉. Many other soft CSPs (probabilistic,
weighted, . . . ) can be modelled by using a suitable semiring structure (Sprob =
〈[0, 1], max,×, 0, 1〉, Sweight = 〈R, min, +, +∞, 0〉, . . . ).
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Abstract. Restoration and protection switching mechanisms in IP networks are
triggered by link or node failures to redirect traffic over backup paths. These
mechanisms are no longer effective if a network becomes disconnected after a
failure. The risk of end-to-end disconnection increases if the nodes of a network
are only sparsely meshed or if multiple network failures occur simultaneously.
This leads inevitably to violations of service level agreements with customers and
peering network providers. In this paper, we present a method to assess the risk
of end-to-end disconnection in IP networks due to network failures. We calculate
the disconnection probabilities for all pairs of network nodes taking into account
a set of probable network failures. The results are considered from different per-
spectives. This helps to identify weak spots of the network and to appropriately
upgrade its topological infrastructure with additional links. We implemented the
concept in a software tool which assists network providers with assessing the
risk of disconnection in their network prior to any network failure and to take
appropriate actions.

1 Introduction

Network resilience in carrier grade networks comprises the maintenance of both the
connectivity and the quality of service (QoS) in terms of packet loss and delay during
network failures. To maintain logical connectivity in the presence of link or node fail-
ures, restoration or protection switching mechanisms redirect traffic over backup paths.
If the nodes of a network are only sparsely interconnected or if multiple network failures
occur simultaneously, the risk of physical disconnectivity increases. As a consequence,
resilience mechanisms are no longer effective if a network becomes disconnected af-
ter a failure. This leads inevitably to violations of service level agreements (SLAs) with
customers or peering network providers. While the service availability in terms of main-
tainable logical connectivity is frequently in the focus of network analysis [1, 2, 3], the
risk assessment of physical network paritioning due to network failures has not yet been
investigated in depth.

In this paper, we present a method to assess the risk of end-to-end (e2e) disconnec-
tion in IP networks due to network failures. Multiple independent or correlated network
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failures can occur. Correlated failures are due to shared risk resource groups (SR-
RGs) [4]. For instance, links that are logically distinct on the network layer but share
common resources on the link layer fail simultaneously if their common resource fails.
We consider both types of multiple failures. The probability for multiple independent
failures is rather low in a small network while in large networks their impact cannot be
neglected. Our disconnection analysis therefore considers all relevant single and multi-
failures that occur with a probability larger than a minimum threshold. Based on the
probability of the relevant failure scenarios and their impact on the network connectiv-
ity, we calculate the disconnection probabilities for all pairs of nodes in the network.
We consider the results for individual aggregates, individual routers, and for the over-
all traffic. It helps to validate SLAs, to get a quick overview on the overall network
availability, to identify weak spots of the network and to appropriately upgrade its in-
frastructure with additional links. We implemented the concept in a software tool which
helps network providers to assess the risk of e2e disconnection in their networks prior
to any failure and to take appropriate actions.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review related work regard-
ing network resilience. Section 3 explains our algorithms to determine a set of relevant
failure scenarios and to calculate thereon the aggregate-specific disconnection probabil-
ities. Section 4 illustrates the analysis for an example network, suggests different views
on the obtained data, and shows how our tool can help to upgrade the network topology.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2 Network Failures and Resilience Mechanisms

In this section, we review causes for network failures. Some failures have only a local
impact and the corresponding network outage can be compensated by resilience mech-
anisms. However, simultaneous multi-failures jeopardize the physical connectivity of
a network and might cause its partitioning. We give an overview of current resilience
mechanisms, discuss related work on network survivability, and comment on our con-
tribution to assess the risk of physical network disconnection.

2.1 Network Failures

A good overview and characterization of causes for network failures is given in [5].
Basically, network failures with internal causes (e.g. software bugs, component defects,
etc.) and can be distinguished from those with external causes (e.g. digging works,
natural disaster, etc.). Furthermore, planned failure causes can be distinguished from
unplanned failure causes. Planned outages are normally due to network maintenance
and, since they are intentional, operators can take preventive measures. Planned net-
work outages should not lead to physical network disconnections whereas unplanned
outages jeoparidze the network connectivity. The latter are difficult to predict and, there-
fore, operators must rely on resilience mechanisms in their networks. However, these
mechanisms are no longer effective if a network becomes partitioned. To avoid physical
disconnection, operators have to construct their network topology carefully.

Quantitative analyses and statistics about frequency and duration of failure events
that occur in an operational network like the Sprint IP backbone are given in [6,7]. The
authors detect all failures affecting the (logical) IP connectivity by analyzing the link
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state advertisements (LSAs) of interior gateway routing protocols. The results show
that link failures are part of everyday’s network operation and the majority of them
is short-lived (less than 10 minutes). Moreover, they indicate that 20% of all failures
are due to planned maintenance activities. Among the unplanned failures, almost 30%
hit multiple links and can be attributed to router-related and optical equipment-related
problems, while 70% affect only a single link at a time.

2.2 Resilience Mechanisms

Resilience mechanisms can be divided into restoration and protection schemes. Restora-
tion sets up a new path after a failure while protection switching pre-establishes backup
paths in advance. A good overview can be found in [5].

Usually, restoration is applied by IP rerouting. IP networks have the self-healing
property, i.e., their routing re-converges after a network failure through the exchange of
LSAs such that all but failed nodes can be reached after a while if the network is still
physically connected. The reconvergence of the IP routing algorithm is a very simple
and robust restoration mechanism [8, 9]. However, a clear disadvantage of IP routing
is its slow convergence which is tolerable for elastic traffic but not for realtime traffic
with strict QoS constraints. Another example for restoration besides IP rerouting are
backup label switched paths (LSPs) in multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) that are
set up after a network failure. However, such LSPs often follow the shortest paths of the
interior gateway routing (IGP) protocol and, therefore, their setup requires even more
time than pure IP rerouting.

Protection switching mechanisms address the problem of slow reconvergence speed.
They can be implemented, e.g. in MPLS technology by explicitly routed and pre-
established backup paths. Depending on the location of the reaction to a failure, protec-
tion switching mechanisms can be distinguished into e2e and local protection. In case
of e2e protection switching, the reaction to a failure within a path is executed at the
head end router. A simple concept simultaneously sets up (link or node disjoint) backup
and primary paths between ingress/egress routers and in case of a failure traffic is just
shifted from the broken primary path to the corresponding backup path. E2E protection
switching is faster than restoration methods, but the signalling of the failure to the head
end router of the path takes time within which traffic is lost. Local protection schemes
tackle the problem of lost traffic in case of e2e protection. Backup paths are set up at
the head end and at every intermediate router of the primary path. Therefore, a backup
path is immediately available at any failure location along the primary path. Local pro-
tection switching is usually implemented on the physical or the data link layer due to
the tight temporal constraints of effective network recovery (see [5]). However, recent
developments also consider local protection switching on higher layers, e.g. MPLS fast
reroute (MPLS-FRR) [10] or IP fast reroute mechanisms [11].

2.3 Network Survivability

The previosuly described resilience mechanisms are effective only if a network does not
break apart after a failure, i.e., if all network nodes are still physically interconnected.
Physical connectivity is a basic and most critical requirement for network survivability
which can also be considered from different point of views [12]. Network survivability
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in terms of physical connectivity is a matter of topological network design and is thus
subject to optimization [13]. Different network topologies have different survivability
characteristics and require different strategies to improve survivability. Self-healing ring
networks [14] represent a popular topology for metropolitan area networks (MANs) and
have a good survivability potential since they operate with full hardware redundancy.
Optical mesh networks [15,16] characteristic for wide area networks (WANs) and their
survivability can be improved by the installation of additional links. Network surviv-
ability frameworks (cf. e.g. [12, 17]) define assessment and analysis models as well as
different performance measures for the evaluation of multilayer network survivability.
These frameworks are also applied in network analysis and network design [18,19,20].

2.4 Tools for Network Analysis and Network Design

We implemented our approach to assess the risk of e2e disconnection in IP network
due to network failures in software since we are not aware of any standard tool for that
purpose. Generally, standard simulation software like the OPNET Modeler [21] or the
Network Simulator (ns-2) [22] provide means for analyzing the resilience of a network.
However, these simulators focus on the dynamics of network resilience mechanisms
with static sets of (single) network failures. They do not provide appropriate means for
the calculation of probabilities for physical disconnection in a network for which a large
amount of failures must be considered.

Other software products like e.g., the library of test instances for Survivable fixed
telecommunication Network Design (SNDlib) [23], the TOolbox for Traffic Engineer-
ing Methods (TOTEM) [24], or the NetScope tool for traffic engineering in IP net-
works [25] focus on the evaluation of traffic engineering algorithms for network opti-
mization. These tools cover only the usual network design and optimization problems
such as routing, load balancing, flow allocation, and network dimensioning. However,
they have no advanced functions to assess the risk of network disconnection.

2.5 Contribution of This Work

The above mentioned approaches are static in the sense that they respect only explicitly
specified failures of (single) network elements. This is a reasonable start for resilient
QoS provisioning, but the probability of multiple network failures grows with increas-
ing network size. Therefore, simultaneous multi-failures need to be taken into account
if the network size increases. Our objective is to assess the risk of e2e disconnection in
IP networks due to network failures and to improve network survivability in terms of
physical connectivity through identification of weak spots in the network.

The novelty of this work is the integration of outage probabilities in the assessment
of physical survivability of a network. We present an assessment method that yields a
complementary distribution function (CDF) for the e2e disconnection probability of the
overall traffic and histograms for the e2e disconnection probabilities of routers and ag-
gregates. This helps Internet service providers (1) to detect weak spots in their network
and (2) to improve the survivability of their network by the systematical installation of
additional links. We currently develop a tool that predicts the risk of e2e disconnec-
tion before and after such a network modification to support the ISP in his decision
process.
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3 E2E Disconnection Due to Network Failures

We analyze the impact of potential failure scenarios on the physical connectivity of the
network. As not all failure scenarios can be covered for that analysis, we determine
only the most relevant. Some failure scenarios lead to the same working ("effective")
topology which, in turn, leads to the same e2e disconnections in the network. We handle
them jointly for the calculation of the disconnection probabilities.

3.1 Relevant Failure Scenarios

We first identify the relevant failure scenarios for our resilience analysis. To that aim,
we collect all independent failure events ŝ∈ Ŝ . Note that this set may also contain
shared risk groups (SRGs) such as shared risk link or node groups (SRLG, SRNG) [4].
Each of these failure events occurs with probability p(ŝ) and we number the events
ŝi in an descending order according to p(ŝi). We define a compound failure scenario
s⊆Ŝ as a subset of independent failure events that occur simultaneously with p(s)=
(Πŝ∈s p(ŝ)) ·

(
Πŝ∈Ŝ� s(1− p(ŝ))

)
. The set S contains all (compound) failure scenarios

s⊆Ŝ with probability p(s) ≥ pmin where pmin is the probability threshold for relevant
failure scenarios. Algorithm 1. constructs the set S starting with S= /0. The recursive
procedure is invoked with RELEVANTSCENARIOS(0, /0,1). The algorithm steps recur-
sively through the set of independent failure events ŝi ∈ Ŝ . It constructs a compound
failure scenario s incrementally and the recursion ends either if all |Ŝ| independent fail-
ure events ŝi have been considered as potential members of s or if the probability p(s)
of the partial compound failure scenario s is too low1. In either case, scenario s joins S
at the end of each recursion. At program termination, the set S contains all compound
failure scenarios s that have a probability p(s) larger than the threshold pmin.

Input: failure event number i, partial scenario s, and its probability p(s)
if (i = |Ŝ|) then {all independent failure events ŝi have been considered}

S ← S ∪{s}
else if (p(s) > pmin) then {partial scenario s is probable enough}

RELEVANTSCENARIOS(i+1,s∪ ŝi, p(s) · p(ŝi))
RELEVANTSCENARIOS(i+1,s, p(s) · (1− p(ŝi)))

end if

Algorithm 1. RELEVANTSCENARIOS: constructs the set of relevant scenarios S

3.2 Effective Topologies

The effective topology T (s) caused by a compound failure scenario s is characterized
by its set of working links and nodes. A link works only if itself and its adjacent routers
do not fail. A router only works if itself and at least one of its adjacent links do not fail.
Thus, all scenarios containing the failure of a router and some of its adjacent links lead
to the same effective topology T . We subsume all of these scenarios in the set S(T )
and the probability of T is inherited by p(T )= ∑s∈S(T) p(s). The set T =

⋃
s∈ S T (s)

denotes the set of all relevant effective topologies.

1 The |X |-operator denotes the cardinality of a set X .
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3.3 Calculation of Disconnection Probabilities

We denote the set of all nodes in a network by V . The disconnection probability
pS

dis(v,w) of a single aggregate between two network nodes v and w is calculated by

pS
dis(v,w) =

1
p(S)

·∑
s∈S

p(s) · ISDISCONNECTEDIN(v,w,T (s)) (1)

under the condition that only the relevant failure scenarios s∈S and their corresponding
effective topologies T (s) are respected. The function ISDISCONNECTEDIN() imple-
ments a simple depth-first search or breadth-first search algorithm and yields either 1 if
nodes v and w are disconnected in the topology T or 0 otherwise. Note that incremen-
tal shortest paths algorithms can speed up the computation time significantly [26]. The
values pS

dis(v,w) are underestimated since not all possible failure scenarios are consid-
ered in Equation (1). We can calculate an upper bound pmax

dis (v,w) for the unconditioned
disconnection probability by

pmax
dis (v,w) = p(S) · pS

dis(v,w)+ (1− p(S)) ·1 (2)

under the assumption that the nodes v and w are disconnected in all unconsidered failure
scenarios s ∈ Ŝn \S. Therefore, we rather use the conditional disconnection probabil-
ities pS

dis(v,w) to illustrate the application of our concept in Section 4 and compensate
the inaccuracy by a very small threshold pmin such that the probability of covered failure
scenarios is very close to 1.

4 Application of the Concept

This study is limited to link or node failures only. However, our software tool is able to
handle correlated elemental failures of general shared risk resource groups as well.

4.1 Test Environment

To give a numerical example for our e2e disconnection analysis, we use the NOBEL
network topology depicted in Figure 1. Set V comprises all network nodes and each of
them is associated with a European city. For each pair of ingress/egress nodes v and w,
we define a static aggregate rate

c(v,w) =

{ π(v)·π(w)·C
∑x,y∈V,x�=y π(x)·π(y) if v�= w

0 if v = w
(3)

where π(v) is the population of city v ∈ V and C is the overall rate of all traffic ag-
gregates. The populations π(v) of all cities associated with the nodes v∈V are taken
from [27]. They are shown in Figure 1 and are used to calculate the traffic matrix ac-
cording to Equation (3).

The probability p(ŝ) of a failure event ŝ depends on the availability A of the corre-
sponding network element and it is defined by p(ŝ)=1−A. For the sake of simplicity,
we set the node failure probabilities pnode = 10−6 and compute the link failure proba-
bilities plink according to [5] as plink = MTTR

MTBF where MTTR= 12 h is the mean time
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ID(v) name(v) π(v)

0 Oslo 801 028

1 Madrid 5 964 143

2 Stockholm 1 872 900

3 Barcelona 3 120 000

4 Glasgow 1 168 270

5 Bordeaux 753 931

6 Copenhagen 1 212 485

7 Dublin 1 600 000

8 Athen 3 187 734

9 Warsaw 1 692 854

10 London 8 278 251

11 Lyon 1 348 832

12 Zagreb 691 724

13 Prague 1 165 581

14 Brussels 1 007 000

15 Strasbourg 427 245

16 Vienna 1 878 759

17 Hamburg 2 532 565

18 Milan 1 271 898

19 Munich 1 920 063

20 Frankfurt 1 902 815

21 Rome 2 542 003

22 Belgrade 1 120 092

23 Budapest 1 695 000

24 Zurich 1 075 230

25 Amsterdam 1 453 003

26 Paris 9 644 507

27 Berlin 3 388 477

Fig. 1. European NOBEL test network and associated city populations

to repair and MTBF= 800 km
L · 365 · 24 h is the mean time between failures for a link l

with length L(l). We use a probability threshold of pmin=10−12 to calculate the relevant
failure scenarios such that the remaining uncertainty is in the order of 1−p(S)≈10−6.

Disconnection Probabilities for Individual Aggregates. Figure 2 shows the discon-
nection probabilities of all aggregates from and to router Madrid to and from a single
peer router w. Each column corresponds to a single bidirectional aggregate. The column
width is proportional to the traffic volume c(Madrid,w)

∑v∈V c(Madrid,v) transported in both directions
between router Madrid and its peer w and represents the lost traffic. The 27 peer routers
are sorted along the x-axis in descending order of their disconnection probability in
the original network. This perspective helps to verify the availability values for service
level agreements (SLAs). If the e2e disconnection probabilities of specific aggregates
are larger than allowed, either the SLA must be adjusted or the availability of these ag-
gregates must be improved. They gray shaded columns in the figure correspond to such
changes and are discussed later in this paper.

4.2 Disconnection Probabilities from the Perspective of the Overall Traffic

The e2e disconnection probability for source-destination pairs is calculated by Equa-
tion (1). Based on these values, we calculate the CDF of the e2e disconnection proba-
bility by

P(pS
dis >x) =

1
C
· ∑
{v,w∈V :pSdis(v,w)>x}

c(v,w). (4)

under the condition that only the relevant failure scenarios S are respected. Figure 3
shows this CDF. The upmost curve corresponds to the original network while the others
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Fig. 2. Disconnection probabilities for traffic aggregates from the perspective of router Madrid

result from improved topologies that are discussed later. More than half of all aggregates
are disconnected with a probability of pS

dis ∈ [10−5,3 · 10−5] while the probability for
the remaining aggregates is one order of magnitude lower with pS

dis = 2 · 10−6. This
presentation provides a good overview regarding the overall availability of the network.

4.3 Disconnection Probabilities for Individual Routers

We calculate the average disconnection probabilities pS
dis(v) of the aggregates of indi-

vidual routers by

pS
dis(v) =

∑w∈V ,w�=v pS
dis(v,w)

(V −1)
+

∑w∈V ,w�=v pS
dis(w,v)

(V −1)
(5)

under the condition that only the relevant failure scenarios S are respected.
Figure 4 shows pS

dis for all 28 routers of the NOBEL network. The nodes are ar-
ranged along the x-axis according to their node ID from Figure 1 that have been issued
in descending order of their disconnection probability in the original network for easier
readability. Each column corresponds to a single router. The tall white columns repre-
sent the probabilities of the routers to get physically disconnected from other routers in
the original network. The gray columns represent the disconnection probabilities after
topology upgrades. Figure 4 shows that routers 1 through 9 have higher disconnection
probabilities than the other nodes. They are connected to the network by only two links
and are easily disconnected from the network by double link failures. Aggregates orig-
inating at or being destined to one of these nine nodes have also a larger disconnection
probability which explains the large disconnection probability for large percentage of
the overall traffic in Figure 3 and the large disconnection probabilities for some aggre-
gates in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3. Complementary distribution function of the e2e disconnection probability for the overall
traffic

4.4 Improving the Network Availability

We have identified nodes with increased disconnection probabilities. The network oper-
ator can improve them, e.g., by installing additional links. For demonstration purposes,
we first add the relatively short link Madrid-Lyon since Madrid (ID 3) is the biggest one
among the nine critical nodes and therefore causes high traffic loss in case of disconnec-
tion from the network. As expected, Madrid profits most from this additional link, but
also Barcelona (7) and Bordeaux (8) a higher gain in connectivity than the remaining
routers in Figure 4. Figure 3 shows that this upgrade also improves the connectivity for
the overall traffic significantly.

Next we add an additional link Barcelona-Athens since the two cities (7,4) are the
major critical cities after Madrid. As a consequence, the disconnection probabilities
decrease in Figures 3 and 4 due to this upgrade. The disconnection probabilities fall to
pS

dis = 2 ·10−6 for more traffic than before in Figure 3 because the added link improves
the connectivity of two nodes. At pS

dis = 2 ·10−6 the probabilities are dominated by the
failure of either the source or the destination router of the respective aggregates. Thus,
the disconnection probability cannot be reduced below 2 · 10−6 by adding additional
links. However, increasing the node reliability, e.g. by installing redundant hardware,
or multi-homing can further improve the network availability.

We select the third additional link Stockholm-Copenhagen to improve the availabil-
ity of both medium size cities (2,9) since they are close to each other. However, Fig-
ures 3 shows only improvements to larger e2e disconnection probabilities (5.5 · 10−6)
but not to 2 · 10−6. Likewise, the e2e disconnection probability of the nodes with a
large unavailability cannot reduced to a low value by the introduction of the new link
(cf. Figure 4). This is due to the double link failures Berlin-Copenhagen and Warsaw-
Stockholm that can disconnect the triangle Oslo-Stockholm-Copenhagen completely
from the network.
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Fig. 4. Disconnection probabilities for individual routers

The assessment and visualization of the e2e disconnection probability enables net-
work operators to identify weak spots in the network such that they can apply topology
improvements and evaluate their impact. Our tool confirms intuition and gives addi-
tional hints since it considers much more possible scenarios than can be seen at first
sight and supports network planners in strategic decisions.

5 Conclusion

Resilience mechanisms maintain the connectivity of a network in case of failures, but
this is not always possible, e.g., in the presence of severe multi-failures. In this paper, we
proposed a method to assess the risk of end-to-end (e2e) disconnection in IP networks
taking into account all failures with a probability larger than a threshold pmin.

We illustrated this concept in the European Nobel network and used IP rerouting
as resilience mechanism. The e2e disconnection probability for individual aggregates
helps to define suitable service level agreements. The complementary distribution func-
tion of the e2e disconnection probability for the overall traffic provides a good overview
of the connectivity of the entire network. The e2e disconnection probability for individ-
ual routers helps to detect weakly connected routers, to upgrade the network by addi-
tional links, and to visualize their impact.

We implemented the concept in a software tool which supports network providers
to assess the risk of e2e disconnection in their networks prior to any network failure
and to take appropriate actions in advance. Currently, we extend our tool towards the
a priori detection of overload [28] caused by rerouted traffic and traffic variations that
may occur due to inter-domain rerouting [29] or due to traffic hot spots [30].
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Abstract. In the past few years, the network measurement community
has been interested in the problem of internet topology discovery using
a large number (hundreds or thousands) of measurement monitors. The
standard way to obtain information about the internet topology is to
use the traceroute tool from a small number of monitors. Recent papers
have made the case that increasing the number of monitors will give a
more accurate view of the topology. However, scaling up the number of
monitors is not a trivial process. Duplication of effort close to the mon-
itors wastes time by reexploring well-known parts of the network, and
close to destinations might appear to be a distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attack as the probes converge from a set of sources towards a
given destination. In prior work, authors of this paper proposed Double-
tree, an algorithm for cooperative topology discovery, that reduces the
load on the network, i.e., router IP interfaces and end-hosts, while dis-
covering almost as many nodes and links as standard approaches based
on traceroute. This paper presents our open-source and freely download-
able implementation of Doubletree in a tool we call traceroute@home.
We evaluate the performance of our implementation on the PlanetLab
testbed and discuss a large-scale monitoring infrastructure that could
benefit of Doubletree.

1 Introduction

Today’s most extensive tracing system at the IP interface level, skitter [1], uses
24 monitors, each targeting on the order of one million destinations. Authors of
this paper are responsible for skitter. In the fashion of skitter, scamper [2] makes
use of several monitors to traceroute IPv6 networks. Other well known systems,
such as Ripe NCC TTM [3] and Nlanr AMP [4], each employ a larger set of
monitors, on the order of one- to two-hundred, but they avoid probing outside
their own network. However, recent work has indicated the need to increase
the number of traceroute sources in order to obtain a more complete topology
measurement [5,6]. Indeed, it has been shown that reliance upon a relatively
small number of monitors to generate a graph of the internet can introduce
unwanted biases.

One way of rapidly creating a large distributed monitor infrastructure would
be to deploy traceroute monitors in an easily downloadable and readily usable
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piece of software, such as a screensaver. This was first proposed by Jörg Non-
nenmacher, as reported by Cheswick et al. [7]. Such a suggestion is in keeping
with the spirit of that have arisen in the past few years. The most famous one
is probably SETI@home [8]. SETI@home’s screensaver downloads and analyzes
radio-telescope data. The first publicly downloadable distributed route tracing
tool is Dimes [9], released as a daemon in September 2004. At the time of writing
this paper, Dimes counts more than 8,700 agents scattered over five continents.

However, building such a large structure leads to potential scaling issues: the
quantity of probes launched might consume undue network resources and the
probes sent from many vantage points might appear as a distributed denial-of-
service (DDoS) attack to end-hosts. These problems were quantified in our prior
work [10].

The Doubletree algorithm [10], proposed by two authors of this paper, is an
attempt to perform large-scale topology discovery efficiently and in a network
friendly manner. Doubletree acts to avoid retracing the same routes in the in-
ternet by taking advantage of the tree-like structure of routes fanning out from
a source or converging on a destination. The key to Doubletree is that monitors
share information regarding the paths that they have explored. If one monitor
has already probed a given path to a destination then another monitor should
avoid that path. Probing in this manner can significantly reduce load on routers
and destinations while maintaining high node and link coverage [10]. By avoiding
redundancy, not only is Doubletree able to reduce the load on the network but
it also allows one to probe the network more frequently. This makes it possible
to better capture network dynamic (routing changes, load balancing) compared
to standard approaches based on traceroute.

This paper goes beyond earlier theory and simulation to propose a Double-
tree implementation in tool called traceroute@home. traceroute@home is open-
source and freely available [11]1. The goal of this paper is neither to compare
Doubletree to standard probing (e.g., skitter) in a real environment, neither to
tell the story of the large-scale deployment of Doubletree. We aim to evaluate
our implementation of the algorithm and understand its behavior in a real, but
controlled, environment, i.e., PlanetLab [13]. This approach can be seen as a
first step towards a larger-scale deployment of the algorithm in an entirely ded-
icated measurement structure. We first implement and evaluate the core of the
measurement system, i.e., the probing engine, before building a more complex
infrastructure. Our implementation is modular, making future extensions and
reuse in a dedicated measurement structure easy. In this paper, we also discuss
a large-scale measurement infrastructure that could benefit of traceroute@home.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the Dou-
bletree algorithm; Sec. 3 describes traceroute@home; in Sec. 4, we discuss the
performance evaluation done on PlanetLab nodes; Sec. 5 discusses the usage of
traceroute@home in an entirely dedicated measurement infrastructure; finally,
Sec. 6 summarizes the principal contributions of this paper.

1 Interested readers might find an extended version of this paper in an arXiv technical
report [12].
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2 Doubletree

Doubletree [10] is the key component of a coordinated probing system that sig-
nificantly reduces load on routers and end-hosts while discovering nearly the
same set of nodes and links as standard approaches based on traceroute. It takes
advantage of the tree-like structures of routes in the context of probing. Routes
leading out from a monitor towards multiple destinations form a tree-like struc-
ture rooted at the monitor. Similarly, routes converging towards a destination
from multiple monitors form a tree-like structure, but rooted at the destination.
A monitor probes hop by hop so long as it encounters previously unknown in-
terfaces. However, once it encounters a known interface, it stops, assuming that
it has touched a tree and the rest of the path to the root is also known. Using
these trees suggests two different probing schemes: backwards (monitor-rooted
tree) and forwards (destination-rooted tree).

For both backwards and forwards probing, Doubletree uses stop sets. The
one for backwards probing, called the local stop set, consists of all interfaces
already seen by that monitor. Forwards probing uses the global stop set of
(interface, destination) pairs accumulated from all monitors. A pair enters the
stop set if a monitor received a packet from the interface in reply to a probe sent
towards the destination address.

A monitor that implements Doubletree starts probing for a destination at
some number of hops h from itself. It will probe forwards at h + 1, h + 2,
etc., adding to the global stop set at each hop, until it encounters either the
destination or a member of the global stop set. It will then probe backwards at
h − 1, h − 2, etc., adding to both the local and global stop sets at each hop,
until it either has reached a distance of one hop or it encounters a member of
the local stop set. It then proceeds to probe for the next destination. When it
has completed probing for all destinations, the global stop set is communicated
to the next monitor.

Doubletree has one tunable parameter. The choice of initial probing distance
h is crucial. Too close, and duplication of effort will approach the high levels
seen by classic forwards probing techniques [10, Sec. 2]. Too far, and there will
be high risk of traffic looking like a DDoS attack for destinations. The choice
must be guided primarily by this latter consideration to avoid having probing
look like a DDoS attack.

While Doubletree largely limits redundancy on destinations once hop-by-hop
probing is underway, its global stop set cannot prevent the initial probe from
reaching a destination if h is set too high. Therefore, each monitor sets its own
value for h in terms of the probability p that a probe sent h hops towards a
randomly selected destination will actually hit that destination. Fig. 2 shows the
cumulative mass function for this probability for skitter monitor champagne. If
one considers as reasonable a 0.2 probability of hitting a responding destination
on the first probe, it must chose h ≤ 14.

Simulation results [10, Sec. 3.2] show for a range of p values that, compared to
classic probing, Doubletree is able to reduce measurement load by approximately
70% while maintaining interface and link coverage above 90%.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative mass plot of path lengths from skitter monitor champagne

Doubletree assumes, in the context of probing, that the routes have a tree-
like structure. This is true in a large proportion, as suggested by Doubletree’s
coverage results (see [10, Sec. 3.2]), but this hypothesis implies a static view
of the network. When a Doubletree monitor stops probing towards the root
of a tree, it is making the bet that the rest of the path to the tree is both
know and unchanged since earlier probing. The existence of routes’ convergence
and divergence points, however, imply a dynamic view of the network, as some
parts of the network might change due to load balancing and routing. We are
currently working on improving Doubletree in order to take into account dynamic
behaviors of the network [14].

3 Implementation

In this section, we describe our implementation of the Doubletree algorithm in
a tool called traceroute@home. We first introduce our design choices (Sec. 3.1)
and, next, we give an overview of the system (Sec. 3.2).

3.1 Design Choices

We implemented traceroute@home in Java [15]. We choose Java as the develop-
ment language because of two reasons: the large quantity of available packages
and the possibility of abstracting ourselves from technical details. As a conse-
quence, the development time was strongly reduced. Unfortunately, Sun does
not provide any package for accessing packet headers and handling raw sock-
ets, which is necessary to implement traceroute. Instead of developing our own
raw sockets library, we used the open-source JSocket Wrench library [16]. We
modified the JSocket Wrench library in order to support multi-threading. Our
modifications are freely available [11].

We aimed for the design of traceroute@home to be easily extended in the fu-
ture by ourselves but also by the networking community. For instance, concerning
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(a) A traceroute@home monitor (b) Doubletree with sliding win-
dow

Fig. 2. The traceroute@home system

the messages exchanged by monitors, we define a general framework for messages,
making creation and handling of new messages easier.

We designed our application by considering two levels: the microscopic level
and the macroscopic level.

From a macroscopic point of view, i.e., all the monitors together, the monitors
are organized in a ring, adopting a round robin process. At a given time, each
monitor focuses on its own part of the destination list. When it finishes probing
its part, it sends information to the next monitor and waits for data from the
previous one, if it was not yet received. Sec. 3.2 explains this macroscopic aspect
of traceroute@home.

From a microscopic point of view of our implementation, i.e., a single mon-
itor, a monitor is tuned with an XML configuration file loaded at its starting.
A traceroute@home monitor is composed of several modules that interact with
each other. Our implementation is thread-safe, as a monitor, conducted by the
Agent module, is able to send several probes (ICMP or UDP) and receive several
messages from other monitors at the same time. Further, topological informa-
tion collected by a monitor is regularly saved to XML files. Obviously, a trace-
route@home monitor implements a Doubletree module, as described in Sec. 2.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates a traceroute@home monitor. Going into deeper details within
a traceroute@home monitor is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, in-
terested readers might find a complete description of a traceroute@home monitor
in [12].

Our implementation is open-source and freely available [11].

3.2 System Overview

The simulations conducted in prior work [10] were based on a simple probing
system: each monitor in turn covers the destination list, adds to the global stop
set the (interface, destination) pairs that it encounters, and passes the set to the
subsequent monitor.
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This simple scenario is not suitable in practice: it is too slow, as an iterative
approach allows only one monitor to probe the network at a given time. We want
all the monitors probing in parallel. However, how would one manage the global
stop set if it were being updated by all the monitors at the same time?

An easy way to parallelize is to deploy several sliding windows that slide along
the different portions of the destination list. At a given time, a given monitor
focuses on its own window, as shown in Fig. 2(b). There is no collision between
monitors, in the sense that each one is filling in its own part of the global stop set.
The entire system counts m different sliding windows, where m is the number of
Doubletree monitors. If there are n destinations, each window is of size w = n/m.
This is an upper-bound on the window size as the concept still applies if they
are smaller.

A sliding window mechanism requires us to decide on a step size by which
to advance the window. We could use a step size of a single destination. After
probing that destination, a Doubletree monitor sends a small set of pairs cor-
responding to that destination to the next monitor, as its contribution to the
global stop set. It advances its window past this destination, and proceeds to
the next destination. Clearly, though, a step size of one will be costly in terms
of communication. Packet headers (see [12] for details about packet format) will
not be amortized over a large payload, and the payload itself, consisting of a
small set, will not be as susceptible to compression as a larger set would be.

On the other hand, a step size equal to the size of the window itself poses other
risks. Suppose a monitor has completed probing each destination in its window,
and has sent the resulting subset of the global stop set on to the following
monitor. It then might be in a situation where it must wait for the prior monitor
to terminate its window before it can do any further useful work.

A compromise must be reached, between lowering communications costs and
continuously supplying each monitor with useful work. This implies a step size
somewhere between 1 and w. For our implementation of Doubletree, we let the
user decide the step size. This is a part of the XML configuration file that each
Doubletree monitor loads at its start-up (see Fig. 2(a) and [12] ). Future work
might reveal information about how to tune the step size of a monitor.

4 Performance Evaluation

As described in prior work [10], security concerns are paramount in large-scale
active probing. It is important to not trigger alarms inside the network with
Doubletree probes. It is also important to avoid burdening the network and the
destination hosts. It follows from this that the deployment of a cooperative active
probing tool must be done carefully, proceeding step by step, from an initial
small size, up to larger-scales. Note that this behavior is strongly recommended
by PlanetLab [17, Pg. 5].

We tested traceroute@home on a set of ten PlanetLab nodes. These ten nodes
acted as traceroute@home monitors. We selected them based on their relatively
high stability (i.e., remaining up and connected), and their relatively low load.
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Table 1. Stopping reasons (in %) and h value per monitor

Backwards Forwards
monitor loop gap stop set normal loop gap stop set normal h

Blast 0 0 99.5 0.5 2 17 50 31 7
Cornell 0 0 99 1 0 13.5 69.5 17 7
Ethz 1 0 98.5 0.5 2 10.5 52 35.5 11
Inria 1.5 0 97.5 1 1 4 67 28 15
Kaist 0 0 99 1 0.5 10.5 64.5 24.5 9
Nbgisp 0.5 4 95 0.5 3.5 30.5 22 44 7
LiP6 0 0 99.5 0.5 1 9.5 62.5 27 11
UCSD 0 0 99.5 0.5 0 10.5 60.5 29 7
Uoregon 0 0 99.5 0.5 0 7 74.5 18.5 6
Upc 0.5 0 99 0.5 1 14 57.5 27.5 15

mean 0.35 0.4 98.6 0.65 0.11 12.7 58 28.2 9

These traceroute@home monitors are scattered around the world: North America
(USA, Canada), Europe (France, Spain, Switzerland, Spain), and Asia (Japan,
Korea). Evaluating the performance of selected PlanetLab nodes is beyond the
scope of this paper. Interested readers might find further information about such
an evaluation in [12].

The destination list, i.e., the probe targets consists of n = 200 PlanetLab
nodes randomly chosen amongst the approximately 300 institutions that cur-
rently host PlanetLab nodes. Restricting ourselves to PlanetLab nodes desti-
nations was motivated by security concerns. By avoiding tracing outside the
PlanetLab network, we avoid disturbing end-systems that do not welcome probe
traffic. None of the ten PlanetLab monitors (or other nodes located at the same
place) belongs to this destination list. The sliding window size of w = n/m
consists of twenty destinations. We consider two step sizes by window, so each
step counts ten destinations. Each traceroute@home monitor was configured as
follows: the probability p was set to 0.05, no compression was required before
sending messages and a sliding window was composed of two step sizes.

The experiment was run on the PlanetLab nodes on Dec. 20th 2005. All the
traceroute@home monitors were started at the same time. The experiment was
finished when each monitor had probed the entire destination list.

A total of 2,703 links and 2,232 nodes were discovered. We also encoun-
tered 2,434 non-responding interfaces (routers and destinations). We recorded
36 invalid addresses. Invalid addresses are, for example, private addresses [10,
Sec. 2.1].

Table 1 shows the different reasons for stopping backwards and forwards prob-
ing for each traceroute@home monitor. It further indicates the h value computed
by each monitor. The last row of the table indicates the mean for each column. A
loop occurs when a given node appears at two different hops. A gap occurs when
five successive nodes does not reply to probes. A stop set indicates the applica-
tion of a stopping rule based on the membership to a given stop set (local stop set
for backwards and global stop set for forwards), as defined in Sec. 2). A normal
stopping means hitting the first hop (backwards) or the destination (forwards).
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Fig. 3. Stopping distance for the Uoregon monitor

Looking first at the backwards stopping reasons, we see that the stop set rule
strongly dominates (98.6% on average). On average, normal stopping occurs only
0.65% of the time.

Fig. 3 shows the stopping distance (in terms of hops from the monitor), for
the Uoregon monitor, when probing backwards and forwards. The vertical line
indicates the h value computed by Uoregon. Results presented in Fig. 3 are
typical for the other traceroute@home monitors.

We see that more than 90% of the backwards stopping occurs at a distance
of 5, that is to say the distance corresponding to h − 1. In 2.5% of the cases,
the probing stops between hop 1 (normal stopping) and hop 4. Except for hop
1, the other stops might be caused by the stop set or by hitting a destination,
probably due to very short paths. This latter case illustrates a situation in which
the first probe sent with a TTL of h directly hits a destination.

Looking now at the forwards stopping reasons in Table 1, we see that the
gap rule plays a greater rule. We believe that these gaps occur when a destina-
tion does not respond to probes because of a restrictive firewall or because the
PlanetLab node is down.

On average, in 58% of the cases, the stop set rule applies, and in 28.2% of the
cases, the normal rule applies. The normal rule proportion might be seen as high
but we have to keep in mind that a Doubletree monitor starts with an empty
stop set. Therefore, during the first sliding window, the only thing that can stop
a monitor, aside from the gap rule, is an encounter with the destination.

Looking at the stopping distance in Fig. 3, we see that the distances are
more scattered for forwards probing than for backwards probing. Regarding the
forwards probing, a peak is reached at a distance of 10 (18.5% of the cases). In
7% of the cases, the monitor stops probing at a distance of 6, that is equal to the
value h. It could correspond to the stop set rule application or the normal rule, by
definition of p. Recall that p defines the probability of hitting a destination with
the probe sent with a TTL equals to h. For our experiment, we set p = 0.05,
meaning that in 5% of the cases the first probe sent by a monitor will hit a
destination.
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(a) running time (b) volume sent

Fig. 4. Load

Fig. 4 shows, for each traceroute@home monitor, the load generated by our
prototype. This load is expressed in terms of the running time (Fig. 4(a)) and of
the total size of packets exchanged by monitors (Fig. 4(b)). Each figure has an
additional bar on the right of the plot that gives the mean over the ten monitors.

The size of packets takes into account the header (4 bytes) and the payload. In-
terested readers might find further information about messages in [12]. The mes-
sages exchanged by monitors are StopSet messages. A StopSet message is sent
by a monitor when it reaches a step size in the current sliding window and con-
tains stop set information for the next monitor in the ring (See Fig. 2(b)). As we
define for our experiment two step sizes per sliding window and as we deploy our
prototype on ten PlanetLab nodes, each monitor sent 20 StopSet messages.

The monitors do not exchange their entire stop set. They only send an update
that contains the (interface, destination) pairs discovered during the current step
size probing.

In Fig. 4(b), we can see that a monitor sends a total of between 7.41 KB and
12.84 KB to the subsequent monitor. On average, a monitor sends 10.39 KB of
stop set information into the network.

During our experimentation, the traceroute@home application did not flood
the network with StopSet messages. However, our prior work [18] has shown,
on a larger destination list, that it can grow to excessive sizes. In this case,
our prior work suggests to implement the global stop set as a Bloom filter [18]
instead of a list of (interface, destination) pairs. This implementation is provided
in our prototype. Our prototype is easily tunable, due to the use of an XML
configuration file. The user must specify in this file which type of implementation
the prototype has to use. For our experiments, we choose to consider the standard
implementation of the global stop set, i.e., the list.

Looking now at the running time (Fig. 4(a)), we see that it is expressed as a
combination of probing (gray bars) and waiting periods (black bars). The wait-
ing period occurs when a monitor has finished its sliding window or a step size in
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Fig. 5. Probing/waiting state interactions

a given sliding window and is waiting for the global stop set that should be
sent by the previous monitor in the round-robin topology. We see that nearly all
monitors have to wait. A waiting period, in our implementation, lasts 30 seconds.
When the timer expires, the monitor checks if it received a new message. If so,
the waiting period ends and a new probing period begins. Otherwise, it sleeps
during 30 seconds. To avoid infinite waiting, if after 40 sleeping periods (i.e., 20
minutes), nothing was received, the monitor quits with an error message. Fig. 5
illustrates the interactions between the probing state and the waiting state.

We believe that these long waiting periods are due to a characteristic of the
PlanetLab IP stack. It seems that when ICMP replies are by the stack, the
socket reader function does not read them immediately. As the timer set on
the listening socket never expires in this case, we think that the socket reader
function is waiting for the permission to access the IP stack. It looks like the
resource is owned (or locked) by another process on the PlanetLab node. Note
that this behavior was also noticed by other Planet-Lab users [19].

5 Measurement Infrastructures

The recent NSF-sponsored CONMI Workshop [20] (in which two of the present
authors participated) urged a comprehensive approach to distributed probing,
with a shared infrastructure that respects the many security concerns that active
measurements raise. We echo this call and believe that Doubletree falls within
the scope of the trade-off between probing load and the information gleaned
from such probing. In this section, we discuss a brand new infrastructures that
could take advantage of Doubletree and, thus, traceroute@home.

OneLab [21] is a European project, due to start in September 2006, that
assembles some of the most highly respected network research teams from uni-
versity and industry labs in Europe. OneLab aims to extend PlanetLab into
new environments beyond the traditional wired internet, to deepen PlanetLab’s
monitor capabilities, and to provide a European administration for PlanetLab
nodes in Europe.

OneLab’s monitoring component is mainly motivated by the fact that many
applications, such as those that take advantage of multihoming, could benefit
from a better vision of the characteristics of the underlying network. Some objec-
tives of the monitoring component are designing and implementing a prototype
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measurement infrastructure providing router and AS-level path information. The
project also intends to submit the definition of a standard API for the measure-
ment platform to the IETF (or IRTF).

This infrastructure has the potential to perform large-scale measurements.
That is why we believe that Doubletree and, by extension, traceroute@home
would perfectly fit into these plans. Further, we designed our implementation
while keeping in mind extensibility. Changes or extensions needed when incor-
porating our prototype within the active measurement monitoring component of
OneLab will be easy to achieve. In addition, due to the use of XML, the proto-
type is easy to tune and the resulting topological information might be quickly
changed in an other format than XML if needed.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we were interested in large-scale topology discovery at IP level. We
focused on Doubletree, an efficient and cooperative topology discovery algorithm.

We put Doubletree one step further than its initial description by proposing
a Java implementation. The application that implements Doubletree is called
traceroute@home, is easily extensible, is open-source and freely available.

We discussed our implementation by explaining our design choices and by pre-
senting the global functioning of the system. We next evaluated the performance
of traceroute@home and described its behavior in a real environment. We finally
discussed a monitoring infrastructure that could benefit of traceroute@home.

traceroute@home is an on-going project. We aim to improve our tool. In the
near future, we would like to develop IPv6 libraries in order to permit IPv6
networks probing. Further, we are currently developing a peer-to-peer (or an
overlay) system for managing the probing monitors and the entire structure.
This new architecture is based on the prototype discussed in this paper.
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Abstract. In this paper we present the Virtual Topology Service (VTS),
a new approach to provide interdomain services taking into account QoS
and Traffic Engineering (TE) constraints. It is known that in these days
the provisioning of end-to-end interdomain connections does not con-
sider any type of QoS due to limitations of the BGP routing protocol.
At the same time, many extensions have been proposed to BGP, how-
ever none of them were put into practice. We advocate in favor of a
service layer that offers new mechanisms for interdomain routing with-
out affecting the underlying Internet infrastructure. The VTS abstracts
the physical network details of each Autonomous System (AS) and is
totally integrated with BGP. We use the Internet hierarchy to obtain
more alternative routes towards a destination. The architecture was al-
ready used to provide interdomain services in optical networks. In this
paper we show how the architecture can be used to provide interdo-
main connections in IP networks. We will show how the VTS and other
services such as the end-to-end negotiation service work together to pro-
vide a complete mechanism for provisioning of interdomain QoS-enabled
routes. Preliminary evaluation results are also presented.

1 Introduction

For a long time the networking research community has been trying to tackle
with the interdomain provisioning of services. QoS is not considered in the orig-
inal Internet architecture. Only a best-effort packet delivery service is available,
but there is value in enhancing the network to meet application requirements
[1]. While there are several solutions for TE and QoS within a single domain,
the provisioning of services involving more than one domain is still a challenge.
Currently, there is no way for end-users to choose the route in the domain-level.
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Today, the decision of what route the packets of a given flow will follow is taken
basically by the BGP protocol which considers the business relationships be-
tween each pair of domain. Due to this scenario, the interdomain selection of
routes does not take into account the diversity of paths among domains as a
solution for load balancing and traffic engineering.

Although the BGP is the current “de facto” interdomain routing protocol, it
is becoming the main drawback for Internet Service Providers (ISPs). The BGP
advertises only reachability among domains by announcing network prefixes to
its neighboring domains. While protecting internal details of domains is a re-
quirement in commercial relationships, a certain degree of information could be
opened without affecting the local strategy of each domain. Such information
might include an abstract cost representing the current physical state of the net-
work. Another known problem of BGP is related to slow convergence behavior.
Interdomain routes can take up to 15 minutes to fail-over in the worst case [2].
This is not acceptable for mission-critical applications.

In this work we present a proposal for interdomain provisioning of QoS-
enabled routing in IP networks. We assume that every single domain is capable of
offering QoS towards some destination network prefixes. Each domain is respon-
sible for implementing the network-enabled QoS by using, for example, DiffServ
or Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) technologies. Each domain is repre-
sented by a Virtual Topology (VT) that gathers the traffic parameters to cross
the domain in terms of bandwidth, latency, jitter, etc. The Virtual Topology
Service (VTS) is responsible for getting the VT of each domain in a route in
order to give the source domain more information related to QoS towards a given
destination. The End-to-End Negotiation Service (E2ENS) will then negotiate
the contracts with the chosen domains to reserve resources.

We elaborate our architecture to work in the management plane acting as a
service layer for other domains and customers. This service layer offers specific
services such as e2e interdomain provisioning of connections and interdomain
provisioning of Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). The management plane ab-
stracts the underlying details on how the provisioning of connections is performed
by each network provider. This idea allows to have a service layer (a.k.a. service
provider) over the network provider. In this work we propose to implement the
service layer by using the Web services technology [3]. The main objective of Web
services is to help organizations drive their business towards a service-oriented
enterprise (SOE) [4].

The architecture presented in this paper has already been used for provision-
ing of interdomain services in optical networks. In [5] the architecture and the
services are detailed. In [6] the evaluation of the architecture in terms of time
and bandwidth consumption to establish interdomain optical connections was
done. In this current paper, we detail how the architecture can be easily used to
provide interdomain routing with QoS in IP networks.

Our approach does not preclude the Internet as it is today neither does it
exclude the BGP policies that define the rules on how the network traffic must
enter and exit in each domain. On the contrary, we propose a service layer
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that facilitates the interactions between providers by using Web services keeping
all the legacy Internet infrastructure. Instead of being competitive with BGP,
our architecture can be seen as a complementary tool for BGP running on the
management plane.

This paper is organized as follows: next Section shortly presents some re-
lated works and their limitations for interdomain QoS routing. Section 3 details
the VTS. Section 4 is dedicated to show how the VTS was implemented and
integrated with BGP routing. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works and Current Limitations of Interdomain
QoS Routing

The most recent approach related to interdomain QoS routing is the MESCAL
approach [7]. The MESCAL project has defined the concept of local classes and
extended classes. Extended classes are created by combining local classes with
other extended classes from external domains. After defining and engineering the
classes, the architecture has a function that advertises the QoS capabilities to
customers and peers. The authors claim that a variety of advertising mechanisms
can be used. However, they do not discuss how the classes will be announced.
They assume an abstract relationship called peering that is general and implies
the existence of some type of customer-provider interaction.

Although the project idea is very interesting, it depends on the extension of
the BGP, what, in our point of view, is a long term process of standardization
without guarantees of becoming a standard. The authors advocate in favor of a
QoS-enhanced BGP (q-bgp) that will be used to convey QoS-related information
between ASes. Since the QoS information is exchanged by the q-BGP, the route
selection process needs to be modified to take into account new QoS attributes.
This is, to the best of our knowledge, difficult to be put into practice due to the
changing that will be necessary in every border router across the Internet. Are
the companies, ISPs and vendors willing to change their interdomain process of
route selection? These challenges have limited the solutions that depends on the
BGP extensions.

Among other works that propose to extend BGP, we can cite [8,9] that sug-
gest an additional attribute called QOS NLRI as an extension of the BGP UP-
DATE message. The work presented in [9] has proposed statistical QoS metrics
to achieve satisfactory routing optimality. However, none of these proposals was
put into practice in real scenarios.

3 The Virtual Topology Service

The Virtual Topology (VT) concept represents the QoS features of each domain
towards a destination domain. A given domain may have several different VTs
that are advertised following specific rules such as the variation of the amount
of traffic during the day, services being offered (VoIP, video conference, VPNs
being established and so forth) and the availability of the resources in terms
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of bandwidth, latency, jitter and packet loss rate. The VT is formed by a set
of virtual links that map the current link state of the domain without showing
internal details of the physical network topology. Fig. 1 illustrates the domain
1’s VT and its QoS values towards the downstream domain 2.

Domain 1
Domain 2

10,8 7,4

7,4 5,2

A
B

C

D

E

Fig. 1. The Virtual Topology concept

In this example, domain 1 has two egress routers towards domain 2. Each
internal virtual link as well as each external virtual link can be implemented in
different ways. One egress router can be a DiffServ router whilst the other can
be an MPLS router. Each virtual link gathers QoS traffic parameters that reflect
the current state of the domain. In Fig. 1, the virtual link A-B has, for example,
10 Mbs of available bandwidth and a latency of 8 ms. The virtual link A-C has
7 Mbs of available bandwidth and a latency of 4 ms. Then, going through the
virtual link A-B to reach domain 2, the available bandwidth would be 7 Mbs
(the lowest value is used) having a latency of 12 ms. If the virtual link A-C is
chosen, the available bandwidth would be 5 Mbs having a latency of 6 ms. If
Domain 1 advertises its virtual topology to Domain 2 at this moment, Domain
2 would see the virtual topology and the values as shown in Fig. 1.

The way the IP traffic will be carried in each domain depends solely on the
engineering policies deployed within the domain. In case of hard QoS guaran-
tees, specific MPLS LSP tunnels could be used within each domain to force the
reservation of the resources otherwise DiffServ with TE functions should ensure
the QoS required in the contracts.

3.1 How VTs Are Obtained

We have defined two models to obtain VTs: the push model and the pull model.
The latter is also known as on demand model.

The Push Model: In this model, the VT advertising is done between pairs of
domains. Each domain announces the VT to all its neighbors respecting com-
mercial and economic relationships previously defined. The push model is more
indicated to a regional scenario. We envisage that this regional scenario is formed
by ”condominiums of domains” by which a group of domains agrees on advertis-
ing virtual topologies to each other. This advertising is done in a peering model
where all the domains that make part of the same condominium have the virtual
topologies of other domains. These condominiums of domains could define busi-
ness rules in a tentative of creating new relationships that make the interactions
more customer-oriented.
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The Pull Model: In the pull model, domains do not advertise their topologies
to the neighboring domains. The VT is obtained by each domain that wants to
know the VTs of other domains. When a given AS needs to find an e2e QoS-
enabled interdomain route, it queries its BGP local table and verifies what are
the possible routes to reach the destination. Then, based on these routes, the
source domain can invoke each domain in the route towards the destination and
gets the VT of the domains specifically for that route. Fig. 2 shows an example.

Domain A

Domain B

Domain C

Domain D

BGP

Get routes

route A,B,C,D

Get VT

Get VT

Get VT

Fig. 2. Getting VTs (Pull Model)

Suppose that domain A needs to reach a destination located at domain D
with a certain QoS. Domain A queries its local BGP table and discovers that
the best route based on BGP is through domains B, C and D. Then, domain
A invokes the VTS to obtain the virtual topology of each domain. Unlike the
MESCAL approach that adopts a cascaded model to perform the interactions
among domains, the VTS adopts a centralized mechanism by which all the VTs
are obtained in parallel. Note that there can be more than one BGP path to the
destination D. As a result, the source domain can recursively query each domain
in each path and find the best path towards the destination.

After obtaining all the VTs of each possible route towards domain D, the
source domain A is able to use a Constraint Shortest Path (CSP) algorithm to
find the best route that fits the QoS requirements. The path calculation can be
done using only one attribute or more than one. For instance, if a given domain
requires low latency, it can use only the latency attribute. If it desires lowering
packets loss rate, it can use only the packet loss rate attribute.

However, after obtaining the VTs of each route towards a destination, the
source domain can realize that there is no route that satisfies the QoS require-
ments. Then, as mentioned before, our architecture makes use of the Internet
hierarchy to collect more alternative routes towards a given domain. It does so
by going one-level uphill in the Internet hierarchy to get other not-advertised
BGP routes. This is explained below.

Although very difficult to define, the Internet hierarchy is divided into 5 layers
[10]: the dense core(0) with about 20 ASes, transit core (1) with about 129 ASes,
outer core (2) with 897 ASes, small region ISPs (3) with about 971 ASes and the
customers (4) or stubs ASes with about 8898 ASes. Based on previous studies,
it was verified that the quantity of possible different paths towards a given
destination increases when going uphill in the Internet hierarchy [10]. As an
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example, there are 2409 edges from level 3 to level 4 and 3752 from level 2 to
level 3. It has been also shown that there are about 193,000 different paths from
any customer AS to the dense core [2]. However, the BGP only advertises the
best path and then, the quantity of possible paths depends on the multi-homing
aspect of each domain. Fig. 3 illustrates this scenario.

H

BGP route to reach H: A, B, D, H
and A, F, E, H

C G

D

B

A

E

F

Fig. 3. Getting more paths (Pull Model)

The stub domain A is multi-homed with domains B and F. It has received two
BGP routes from its providers to reach prefixes at domain H. The first route is A,
B, D, H and the second one is A, F, E, H. However, there are other possibilities
to reach H through domains C and G that were not advertised to domain A.
Then, to increase the number of paths to query for VTs, the VTS can invoke
its providers and asks the other BGP routes that were not advertised. In this
case, domain B would return to domain A the path C, H towards H and domain
F would return G, H towards H. As a consequence, domain A would have now
other two different paths to reach H and then can ask each domain to get the
VTs.

Due to the current characteristics of the Internet, going uphill only one level
from a given domain is enough to have a high number of possible different paths.
As mentioned in [10], as we move from customers to the core, the inter-level
connectivity raises significantly. At the same time, not all the BGP routes need
to be returned to the source domain. In a real Internet scenario with thousands
of routes, only some of them should be selected based on local policies defined
by the provider.

3.2 Detailing the Architecture

The architecture being proposed in this work offers a service layer by which
QoS routing can be obtained among IP domains without having to change or
extend the BGP routing. The architecture and the interactions between the
modules are shown in Fig. 4. The service layer is formed by the Virtual Topology
Service (VTS) and by the End-to-End Negotiation Service (E2ENS). The VTS is
responsible for interacting with other domains to obtain the virtual topologies.
The E2ENS is responsible for doing the negotiation among domains in order
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to establish e2e interdomain contracts. Since the focus of this paper is on the
VTS, specific details of the E2ENS and the way these contracts are established
in terms of format are not defined here and are left for further studies.

During the negotiation, the required QoS parameters are transferred from the
head-end domain1 to other domains in order to negotiate and establish a SLA
between domains. We adopted a two-phase-star-based model by which the head-
end domain negotiates with other domains to define a contract. The first phase
queries the downstream domains about the possibility of reserving resources
(basically bandwidth) for a given IP flow. During the first phase, the traffic
parameters are analyzed in each downstream domain in order to verify if the
IP flow can be accepted. The second phase confirms the contract with each
domain considering that all the domains involved in the negotiation have agreed
in receiving the IP flow.

In the first phase, the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) or the MPLS label of the
downstream domains should be returned to the head-end domain to configure
the egress routers (in the second phase) of the upstream domains to swap data
packets. This is necessary to mark the packets in order for them to be identified
by the adjacent downstream domain as belonging to a specific QoS class.

Client

Ask one-level-uphill
providers for their
BGP routes not 
advertised.

E2ENS

Negotiate with
other domains

VTS
request

Service Layer

BGP

E2ENS

VTS VTS

Get  VTs
in other domains:
on demand

E2ENS

(1)

(3)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(a)

VTS

Service Layer

E2ENS

VTS VTS

(6) (6)

(b)

BGP BGP
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Fig. 4. Service Layer Architecture and the Interactions between the modules

Our approach works as follows. First of all, the source domain tries to attend the
customer request by going through the local BGP routes towards the destination
(Fig. 4 (a)). If such routes do not satisfy the customer requirements in terms of
QoS, then the source domain can ask its providers for other BGP routes that were
not advertised (Fig. 4 (b)). When a request coming from a client is done (step 1 in
Fig. 4 (a)), the service layer validates such request and reads the BGP routing table
(step 2 in Fig. 4 (a)) to obtain the routes available to reach the destination required
by the client. After obtaining the BGP routes, the VTS is invoked to get the VTs
of each domain belonging to the available routes (step 3 in Fig. 4 (a)). When all
the VTs are gathered, the source domain will have a topological view in terms of
QoS routing towards the destination. The source domain can then apply a CSPF
algorithm and find the shortest path that satisfies the QoS requirements. After
having calculated the interdomain path, the E2ENS will be invoked to perform the
1 The head-end domain is the domain where the request was made.
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negotiation of the traffic parameters between the domains and possibly establish
a SLA (steps 4 and 5 in Fig. 4 (a)). If after negotiating with other domains, the
local domain concludes that the VTs obtained taking into account the local BGP
routes do not attend the customer requirements, then steps 6 and 7 in Fig. 4 (b)
are executed. Step 6 asks the providers of the local domain for the BGP routes
towards the destination that were not advertised by the BGP. After this phase,
the local domain will have other routes and then steps 3, 4 and 5 in Fig. 4 (a) are
again executed to get the VTs of the new routes and negotiate with the domains.
If after executing these phases the local domain was not able of finding a route
that satisfies the customer requirements, the request can be refused or sent using
the best-effort forwarding.

4 Implementation and Validation

4.1 Implementation

The implementation of our architecture considers only the Pull Model. The Pull
Model can be put into practice in a shorter period of time since it reflects a very
practical scenario and considers the integration with the BGP routing. The Pull
Model can then be incrementally replaced by the Push Model. The Push Model
was used to provide interdomain connections in optical networks [6]. In this
current paper it will be used to be compared with the Pull Model considering
the IP network scenario.

In this work, the implementation validates the integration between the ser-
vice layer (mainly the VTS) with the Internet routing protocol, i.e., the BGP.
We show how the service layer interacts with BGP to obtain routes towards a
destination and how the VTS interacts with other VTSs in other domains to get
BGP routes and virtual topologies. Details about the Web Services infrastruc-
ture including aspects related to service registration, service look up and service
binding are not considered in this paper. Such details can be found in [5,6].

To validate our approach, we deployed the architecture in a real scenario run-
ning BGP with eight domains. Each domain has its virtual topology represented
in XML files. These XML files store the current state of the domain in terms
of QoS. They are usually fed by the administrator (to define QoS classes) and
by dynamic tools using probing mechanisms such as ping and traceroute. The
border routers are running BGP daemons to exchange reachability information.
Each border node is represented by a virtual machine. We have used the QEMU
virtual machine [11] for this testbed. The BGP MIBs are obtained by using
the UCD-SNMP suite [12] (currently called Net-SNMP). The communication
between the BGP daemon and the UCD-SNMP agent was done by using the
SMUX protocol. Fig. 5 shows the architecture of a node and how the integra-
tion between the service layer and the BGP is done (the VTS is responsible for
interacting with the SNMP in each node. Then, only the VTS is shown in the
figure). We created a gateway responsible for receiving the socket request from
the service layer and converting it to a SNMP get command. The Web services
were created using the Apache AXIS 1.2 [13]. The communication between Web
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Fig. 5. Node Architecture and the Integration between the service layer and the BGP

services is done through XML-based Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
messages over HTTP. The wrapped SOAP binding was used as the model for
Web services interactions.

4.2 Validation

Fig. 6 shows the scenario, the interdomain topology and the virtual topology of
each domain used for this work. For sake of simplicity, each virtual link has only
an abstract cost that represents the QoS of the virtual link.
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Fig. 6. Scenario used in our tests

In this scenario, the AS 65001 needs to send an interdomain QoS-enabled
IP flow towards AS 65008. Firstly, AS 65001 gets its local BGP routes towards
65008. By observing its BGP routes it realizes that there are two paths to AS
65008: the path going through 65003, 65002, 65008 and the path going through
65004, 65006, 65008. Then, the VTs of each domain in both routes are obtained
by invoking the VTS. After getting the VTs, the local domain calculates the best
path and invokes the E2ENS to negotiate the traffic parameters in each domain.
If the acceptance of the IP flow is not possible through either of these two routes,
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then the local VTS invokes the VTS located in the AS 65003 and VTS located
in the AS 65004. By doing so, the local 65001 VTS will obtain the BGP routes
not advertised by the BGP running on those ASes. In this case, both ASes (AS
65003 and AS 65004) will return the same route 65005, 65007, 65008. Then, the
local AS 65001 knows two new routes and can ask the AS 65004, 65003, 65005
and 65007 for their virtual topologies.

Observe that although the AS 65001 already has the VTs of AS 65003 and AS
65004 (obtained in the previous interaction), it needs to invoke again those ASes
to get the VTs. This is necessary because the VTS in each domain only returns
the VT related to the route being analyzed. This is done in every domain. Such
mechanism allows each domain to have a very fine control of its virtual topolo-
gies. Also, it avoids that the requesting domain gets not allowed information
about other routes towards the destination.

After the source domain finds a route that satisfies the QoS requirements and
the negotiation has established the contracts with every downstream domain, it
is necessary to verify if the route chosen considering QoS constraints is the same
as the BGP route chosen by the BGP protocol. Observe that before finding a
QoS route, the data packets are being sent towards a given prefix by using the
BGP route selected by the BGP algorithm. Then, if the QoS route is different
from the one being used, i.e, the egress router and the next hop are different,
the Local Pref attribute of the BGP needs to be changed in order to modify the
internal routing to use the egress router that represents the QoS-enabled route.
Observe that the QoS-enabled route is a BGP route and as such it respects
business relationships between the domains. The difference is that without the
service layer QoS routing view, the Local Pref together with other BGP metrics
are used to choose the best path towards a given prefix following business rules.
When the QoS is taken into account, another route can be selected and then the
Local Pref attribute can be used to change the routing in each domain following
QoS constraints. As an example, suppose that in Fig. 6 the AS 65001 has selected
the route through 65004, 65006 and 65008 using the normal traditional BGP
route selection mechanism. However, after collecting the QoS-related information
using the VTS, AS 65001 decides that the best route that satisfies the QoS
requirements goes through 65003, 65005, 65007, 65008. Then, the Local Pref
attribute should be modified to point to egress router C.

We have evaluated our prototype using the scenario presented above. We
analyzed the times comparing the Push Model with the Pull Model. The main
difference between both is that in the Push Model, when a domain wants to
send IP packets with QoS towards a destination, the virtual topologies would be
present in the source domain because they were advertised earlier. In this case,
only the path calculation and the negotiation are necessary. In the Pull Model
(on demand model), the virtual topologies need to be obtained at the time of
the request. We run 100 requests and collected the average time. The average
time for the Push Model is 205 ms to attend each request. This includes the
path calculation and the two-phase negotiation protocol. The Pull Model took
1 second on average considering only the local BGP routes. This is the time to
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read the BGP routes using the UCD-SNMP agent, collect the virtual topologies
in each domain for each route, apply the CSP algorithm and negotiate with each
downstream domain. When the Pull Model needs to go uphill one level in the
hierarchy of our scenario, the average time to attend each request increased to
3 seconds. In our case, the VTS needs to obtain the BGP routes from AS 65003
and AS 65004. It is important to say that in the Pull Model, the time to invoke
the SNMP agent going through our gateway as shown in Fig. 5 is 664 ms. This
includes the communication time to invoke the SNMP gateway (Socket API),
to invoke the SNMP agent and to parse the answer from the SNMP agent to
return to the service layer. The command being used to read the BGP MIB is
the snmpwalk. The SNMP agent performance depends on the size of the BGP
table. In a real Internet scenario with thousands of entries, the snmpbulkwalk
should be used.

4.3 Final Discussion

The contracts between domains should be established considering aggregated
traffic demands so that flows to the same destination are seen as a single flow.
This can be done by having a traffic matrix to estimate the amount of traffic
towards the same destination. This aggregation avoids route oscillation and in-
stability in the routing table. If every single IP flow were treated individually,
the Local Pref attribute should be changed every time a new route to the same
destination is found to attend the new QoS requirements.

Dynamic IP flows should be aggregated into an already established QoS class.
If not possible, the flow should be sent using the normal best-effort forwarding.
However, there could be a mechanism for a given local domain to reroute all or
some of the current IP flows in order to give QoS to new traffic demands. The
local domain (through the VTS) could ask its downstream domains to rearrange
the current IP flows without affecting the pre-established SLAs. If this rearrang-
ing is possible, then dynamic IP flows could be aggregated into a QoS class while
keeping the QoS of all the previous flows. This issue is left for further study. Also,
in more dynamic scenarios the Push Model should take into account a threshold
to re-advertise the virtual topologies. Only when the threshold is reached (e.g.
bandwidth lower than a given quantity), a new virtual topology is advertised.

The evaluation proved that the Push Model presents lower times than the
Pull Model. However, the Push Model is more indicated to a regional scenario
considering condominiums of domains. The Pull Model represents a more prac-
tical scenario and can be used in the Internet in a shorter period of time since
the Push Model depends on how to group the condominiums. Our intention was
not to evaluate all the scenarios but to prove the feasibility of our architecture
in terms of integration with the Internet routing protocol. As can be seen, the
service layer offers more information to the source domain. It can have a gen-
eral view about the e2e QoS-enabled interdomain routing alternatives without
changing the BGP engine.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an architecture to provide a service layer over the
current Internet infrastructure. This architecture aims at supporting new services
for provisioning of interdomain QoS-enabled routing. Due to the limitations of
BGP routing, there is a great effort to develop and deploy new mechanisms
to offer new services in the Internet. Our architecture is based on the Virtual
Topology Service that is responsible for offering routing information related to
QoS among domains. Also, the negotiation service was used to negotiate traffic
parameters, reserve resources and establish contract between domains. The use
of the Web Services technology makes the architecture more business-oriented
and facilitates the definition and the interaction of the services.

We analyzed the integration of the service layer with the BGP routing and
proved that it is feasible in terms of how a source domain can start obtaining
virtual topologies towards a given destination. The idea of going uphill in the
Internet hierarchy is, to the best of our knowledge, a new way to obtain route
alternatives for ASes. Based on previous studies, going one level uphill in the
hierarchy is enough to have a high number of different routes towards the network
prefixes.

We have previously used the virtual approach for interdomain optical networks
and proved its feasibility. In this paper we migrated the architecture to attend
IP networks and analyzed its advantages over the traditional Internet routing.
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Abstract. User perception of a networking service is usually very dif-
ferent from the operators’ understanding of service usability. Quality of
Experience (QoE) metrics are supposed to describe the service from the
end-users’ point of view – although QoE is hard to measure for mass
services. Collection and analysis of QoS and SLS (Service Level Specifi-
cation) properties of networking services are daily tasks of the operators.
These metrics, however often provide misleading description of user sat-
isfaction. Our ultimate aim is to find methods and metrics determining
QoE by passive measurements on an aggregated network link. In this
paper we describe our experimental results on correlating the severity
of a network bottleneck and the experienced service quality. During our
measurements we have loaded the network with various kinds of ser-
vice requests and made notes on the perceived quality. We have also
captured packet level traffic, and derived metrics based on packet inter-
arrival times, packet size information and packet loss information. This
paper briefly presents some of our analysis results.

1 Causes of Quality of Experience Degradation

Quality of Experience is measured – or more appropriately: perceived – at the
end terminal, by the user. QoE shows similarities to Quality of Service (QoS), it
does, however, differ from QoS by various means. QoE is subjective in nature,
furthermore, service availability and user access capabilities get more focus in
QoE than in QoS.

There can be several scenarios where the experienced service quality becomes
less than satisfactory. The roughest QoE degradation is the unavailability of a
service. This actually happens more regularly than one might expect. Examples
of temporal and/or regular service-unavailability include an unsuccessful paying
procedure at a webshop, a broken download, or a ”webpage unreachable” mes-
sage. These cases are very hard to measure from a central site, since continuous
application monitoring and data processing is not always feasible. Another type
of QoE violation is tied to network QoS, hence it can be correlated with some
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kind of QoS metrics. Network related QoE-degradation can manifest itself as ex-
tended response time, decreased download speed, less enjoyable audio and video
streaming. This is usually caused by one or more network bottlenecks, where
packets get congested, queued, then delayed or dropped.

There are only a few QoE-QoS measurements published at the moment. An
example of these is [1], where the authors describe the effects of end-to-end
delay of live video streaming on QoE. In this paper we describe our results
on correlating the severity of a network bottleneck and the experienced service
quality. There can be several link properties applied to characterize the presence
of bottlenecks in packet data networks [2]. In the following section we describe
our experimental results on correlating perceived QoE and properties of some
bottleneck metrics.

2 Measurement Scenario, Methods and Results

Our aim is to correlate the end-user experience with measurable properties of
the traffic. The metrics that correlate better with the end-user experience will
be more effective QoE measures than the ones that do not show direct corre-
lation. To reach this aim we have set up a configurable DSL-like environment
in a segment of our university department, where the department staff was the
suffering object of our QoE testing. Altogether about 50 end-user machines were
involved in the test. We have degraded the usual 100 Mbps Internet access to 1
Mbps DSL-like lines. Moreover, we have introduced an artificial bottleneck for
the department segment. Later this bottleneck was changed from 7 Mbps to 2.5
Mbps in six steps.

To obtain more subjective results, the downgrade was not linear; sometimes
we have upgraded the service - pretending as if it was going to be normal. We
have allowed each of these bottleneck scenarios to last 30 minutes. During the
tests we have captured the traffic at two measurement points, and made notes
on our experiences as network application users. The measurement scenario is
depicted by Figure 1.

- Bridge -

“DSL MUX”

- Bridge -

“Aggregate

Bottleneck”

Hub
SWITCH

Hub
SWITCH

packet capture

Internet

.
.

.

Fig. 1. Measurement architecture with the relations of download volumes
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We have extensively used various networking applications and services during
the test. Applications included audio and video streaming, web-browsing, ftp and
peer-to-peer downloads, Internet-telephony (Skype), database access and many
more. Table 1 shows our experiences in function of the bottleneck-severity.

Table 1. Perceived quality of network services at different bottleneck scenarios

Available
Bandwidth

Video stream Audio
stream

Skype P2P traf-
fic

Web
browsing

7.0 Mbps perfect perfect perfect 33-95 kBps good

5.0 Mbps occasional squares in picture perfect perfect 33-90 kBps good

4.5 Mbps playing pauses at key-frame changes perfect perfect 33-88 kBps slow

4.0 Mbps sec-long pauses at key-frame changes perfect perfect 12-14 kBps slow

3.5 Mbps bad; squares and pauses are regular short
pauses

scratching 3-10 kBps unbearably
slow

2.5 Mbps very bad; not enjoyable longer
pauses

scratching 3 kBps extremely
bad

To correlate QoS with QoE, we have derived packet-level properties from the
collected traces. As a basic analysis, these included throughput, packet retrans-
mission (TCP packet loss). As a more advanced analysis, we have calculated the
delay factor of flows [2] in order to understand what the users may experience
as application delay. Furthermore, we have derived the metric called PIT kurto-
sis (the 4th central moment of Packet Interarrival Time distribution) [3]. This
measure indicates the severity of queuing in the traffic path.

Figure 2 introduces our results by presenting the most interesting of them,
thus from the seven scenarios only two could be seen: the 7 and the 4.5 Mbps
cases. When the available bandwidth (ABW) was 7 Mbps the network was not
overloaded: all the applications worked properly, while at 4.5 Mbps the network
load caused service degradations in case of some applications (see Table 1).

Figure 2.a presents four average metrics calculated for the two scenarios. We
have found (like other authors [4]) that the calculation of an average packet
loss ratio cannot reflect the severity of the congestions. Likewise the throughput
metric: the measured amount of traffic was approximately the same in the two
cases. In spite of these the average delay factor and much rather the kurtosis of
PIT PDF shows a significant difference between them.

Figure 2.b depicts the calculated delay factor values for 3 minutes long in-
tervals for both scenarios. At 7 Mbps there is no severe congestion, however at
4.5 Mbps, there is. In the second part of the 4.5 Mbps scenario the delay factor
diminished, mainly due to the decrease of user-generated traffic. Certainly users
gave up trying to access network services after a number of unsuccessful requests.
This also explains that the difference of average delay factors is smaller than the
PIT PDF kurtosis values’ for the 7 and 4.5 Mbps cases (see Figure 2.a).

Figure 2.c and d present the number of resent packets in function of time,
calculated for each 10 ms. Considering the two graphs there is no significant
difference between them. TCP packet loss type metrics and retransmission counts
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Fig. 2. Measurement results for two available bandwidth scenarios

may suggest some network misbehavior only in very special cases, but in general
these measures do not provide really useful information, even if it is analyzed
for short time periods.

3 Summary

This paper investigated network performance metrics and aimed to correlate
these with the end-users’ Quality of Experience. Our standpoint is that the
metrics used for detecting bottlenecks are able to reflect QoE as well. In order
to prove our ideas we have carried out a number of measurement scenarios in real
network environment with different bottleneck conditions, some of which were
presented in the paper. Presently we are working on further analysis of traffic
behavior in bottleneck network situations, and in QoS aware networks.
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Abstract. To avoid frequent changes of OSS's architecture, TNA provides 
NGOSS architecture in technology-neutral manner. TNA can be mapped to 
appropriate TSAs using specific technologies such as XML, Java and CORBA. 
Web Service can be applied for NGOSS TSA. In this paper, we examine 
architectural principles of TNA and propose an application mechanism of Web 
services technologies to TNA. 

1   Introduction 

As the data communications, telecommunication and other types of communications 
converge, the complexity and heterogeneity of networks and provided services are 
rapidly increasing. So, future Operation Support Systems (OSSs) need to cope with 
these incremental changes and complexity of networks and services. To meet this 
requirement, TeleManagement Forum (TMF) provides a Next Generation Operations 
Systems and Software (NGOSS) framework for rapid and flexible integration of 
operation and business support systems [1].  

The network services and resources should be easily modified by appropriate business 
goals and policies. As new network services emerge, the operation management system 
also needs to be newly developed and use up-to-date technologies. To avoid frequent 
changes and upgrades of OSS’s architecture, TMF provides NGOSS architecture in 
technology-neutral manner. Technology-neutral architecture (TNA) [1] is the basic 
concept and component of NGOSS architecture. This TNA can be mapped to appropriate 
technology-specific architectures (TSAs) and this mapping can leverage industrial 
standard frameworks such as service-oriented architecture (SOA), component-based 
architecture and distributed computing. 
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Web service is one possible technology for NGOSS architecture. Web service is an 
emerging technology, which is being standardized continuously. Web service is also 
distributed and services-oriented computing technology with strong support from the 
industry. Therefore, the mapping of NGOSS TNA to Web services-based TSA is a 
promising research area.  

The ‘realization’ in this paper means that how essential parts of the NGOSS 
architecture can be implemented using a specific standards-based COTS technology. 
We choose Web service as the specific technology. In this paper, we first examine 
NGOSS TNA in the perspective of the concepts, requirements and components. Then, 
we propose a technology specific architecture using Web services technology.  

2   Architecture 

In this section, we describe the NGOSS TNA and the architecture of the current KT’s 
OSS [2]. The difference in the architecture is also examined.   

2.1   NGOSS TNA 

The insulation of system architecture from technology details provides a number of 
related benefits [5]: First, it ensures the validity of the NGOSS architecture over time 
by supporting the deployment of new technologies without having to re-architect the 
entire OSS solution. Second, it provides the architectural underpinnings for the 
simultaneous use of multiple technologies in a single integrated OSS environment, 
supporting legacy systems and enabling technology migration over time. Finally, 
insisting that the architecture remain technology neutral helps to prevent system 
 

Business
Services

 

Fig. 1. This shows the detailed views of NGOSS technology-neutral architecture [1]. The 
service modules can communicate with each other through common communications vehicle 
(CCV) [1]. CCV is a kind of message bus independent of technology. The services are divided 
into mainly two parts: business services and framework services [3]. Business services provide 
the application level functionality that directly supports the implementation of a business 
process such as SLA management, billing mediation, QoS and etc. Framework services provide 
the infrastructure necessary to support the distributed nature of the NGOSS TNA. Contract [4] 
is the central concept of interoperability. Contract Instance is a runtime manifestation of an 
NGOSS contract implementation that provides one or more functions to other runtime entities. 
It represents the binding unit.  
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design decisions being taken too early in the development lifecycle, so the 
architecture is protected from over-specification. An excess of design detail in the 
core of the architecture would make it more difficult to find technologies with which 
to implement it. 

2.2   KT NeOSS 

Currently, KT has developed and used New Operation Support System (NeOSS) [2]. 
NeOSS is an integrated OSS platform for all KT services. But, NeOSS does not fully 
support NGOSS’s architecture. NeOSS is more focused on NGOSS’s business 
process framework such as enhanced telecom operations map (eTOM) and shared 
information data (SID). 
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Fig. 2. This shows the architecture and functions of NeOSS. The BSS system receives the 
service order and requests from customers and delivers the information to correspondent 
modules. EAI information bus transfers messages between each management function module. 
NeOSS function modules are NeOSS-SO (Service Order), SA (Service Assurance), SLA 
(Service Level Agreement), NetIS (Network Information Support System), FM (Facility 
Management), and etc. The yellow box is the detailed function of each management module. 
For example, NeOSS-SA is a module that integrates the fault management with the concept of 
flow-through processing. When it gets a notification of a trouble ticket, it dispatches relative 
information to the affected services in order to correct the problem. 

The difference between NGOSS TNA and NeOSS’ architecture is as follows. EAI 
information bus of NeOSS plays a role of CCV of TNA. However, NeOSS does not 
have the concept of pre- and post-conditions. NeOSS does not have the concepts of 
maintaining invariant attributes and behavior, another crucial concepts of contracts. 
Therefore, there is an interface between management function modules in NeOSS. 
Moreover, NeOSS includes management services such as SLA, SA, SO, FM and etc. 
and these services provide management functions for the business process. But, 
NeOSS does not include framework services of NGOSS TNA, so it does not support 
the distributed nature of TNA.  
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3   Alignment of NGOSS TNA 

In this section, we present a method to how the technology maps to the concepts of 
the NGOSS TNA and additionally describe detailed mappings of the technology-
neutral shared information and contract models. The core architectural principles to 
be examined for alignment of NGOSS TNA and TSA are below.  

First, the architecture needs to provide the distribution support. The architecture 
provides for communication between business services and between process control 
and other system services. This entails support for location independence, distributed 
transactions and other aspects of component/service interaction in a distributed 
systems environment. The architecture does not stipulate the precise mechanism for 
communication with services or any inter-service protocol, other than the technology-
neutral methods for conveying business semantics and content between participating 
entities.  

Second, the architecture should support the separation of business process from 
software implementation. The decoupling of business process from service 
implementation requires that the interface and semantics of services be rigorously 
defined in a technology-neutral way. This is achieved by the NGOSS “Contract”- a 
mechanism for formally defining the business semantics of a distributed service. A 
contract is initially defined in technology-neutral form, expressing the business 
functionality of the service. Technology-specific information required for service 
invocation is added later, and includes such information as the supported 
communications protocols and invocation patterns. The NGOSS contract registry 
provides support for run-time discovery of services based on Contracts. 

Finally, the OSS needs to provide the shared information for management 
information model. NGOSS stipulates that any business information that needs to be 
shared between services should be considered the property of the enterprise as a 
whole and not of any particular application or component. It uses the concept of 
shared information, which describes all shared business information in a specific 
NGOSS deployment. Information services coordinate access to information through 
well-defined interfaces and are responsible for information integrity and for managing 
information stewardship, where specific entities in the system have transient 
responsibility for a shared information entity. To design technology-specific 
architecture, the technology must align with these NGOSS architectural principles.  

TMF proposed two technologies of XML [5] and CORBA [6] for NGOSS TNA 
and specified technology application notes with these technologies. OSS/J initiative 
proposed Java technology as a specific technology for TNA [7]. XML has a natural 
affinity with communications management. The use of XML to validate, manipulate 
and define the structure of application specific information models using general-
purpose tools becomes an attractive possibility. However, XML has a substantial 
overhead associated with the text-only encoding of data. Also, XML/HTTP solutions 
(e.g. SOAP) suffer as yet from the lack of availability of common distributed 
processing support services provided by more mature platforms, e.g. CORBA and 
J2EE services [5]. 

CORBA is a distributed processing platform. Therefore, CORBA supports 
communication method and framework services for distributed processing. Also, 
CORBA supports interface definition with specifying CORBA IDLs. But, CORBA 
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does not provide information modeling, so CORBA can define shared information 
using XML or other languages [6]. J2EE directly implements the principles of 
NGOSS TNA such as distribution support and separation of business process from 
implementation. But, J2EE architecture does not have any explicit support for the 
concept of shared information or federated information services as defined in NGOSS 
TNA [7]. 

4   Our Approach Using Web Services 

Web services are very complex and include a lot of standard specifications. At this 
moment, the standardization efforts are still going on. So, it is not easy to specify the 
appropriate Web services technologies applicable to NGOSS architecture. We more 
focus on the NGOSS specification from a Web services perspective. Our to-be 
architecture is extended from this TNA architecture using Web services technologies.  
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Fig. 3. This shows our proposed technology-specific architecture. XML is used for the 
definition and encoding of messages in data communication protocols. SOAP is a protocol that 
can be used as a CCV-based solution. Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) can be used 
to define contracts between process entities through SOAP. UDDI provides a comprehensive 
mechanism for locating services at run time by storing service interfaces in their WSDL format. 
That is, UDDI supports framework services. Application programs can search the UDDI 
repository to find the interface that they require, download the WSDL description and use the 
binding information to communicate with the interface over a suitable communication channel. 
Other framework services and management operation services such as SLA, NM and SA can be 
defined as new services using WSDL. Web Services technologies can be applied in a number of 
areas to assist with the management of business processes. Web Services Business Process 
Execution Language (WS-BPEL) can define business process and the BPEL engine handles the 
process sequentially. 

5   Concluding Remarks 

We examined the concept, architectural principles and components of NGOSS TNA. 
We proposed our technology-specific architecture using Web services. Our work is 
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the early stage, so we need to concrete our TSA with more knowledge of Web 
services technology.  

To validate our proposed architecture, we will implement a prototype of Web 
services-based TSA. Then, we will implement one of management operation services 
of NGOSS such as QoS management or SLA and perform a test on our 
implementation system. We will apply our proposed architecture to the architecture of 
KT’s NeOSS. Finally, we will extract performance metrics of Web services-based 
TSA and conduct performance analysis. 
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Abstract. In this paper I present a simple and efficient queue man-
agement (EQM) technique based on optimal bandwidth allocation for
networks. Each router calculates the bandwidth share (throughput)1 of
each interfering flow at a link using link capacity and Interface IP Ad-
dress (see RFC 3630) or round trip time (RTT) and congestion window
size of the flows which are carried in the packets. The sources send pack-
ets and the routers in the path drop or allow the packets based on a
certain probability and label the non-dropped packets with the allow-
able optimal throughput for the next round. Each router in the path
modifies this label and the sources eventually adjust their sending rates
based on the allowable throughput they get from the returning ACKs. In
this way EQM finds the fair bandwidth allocation and gives fair queue
management.

I also a prove that EQM can converge to a stable point.

1 Introduction

In the following sections I give a brief description of how EQM works, its con-
vergence and a brief summary.

2 How EQM Works

Let Si, Ii, Ci, Qi, di, Li be the spare (unused) bandwidth, link interference (num-
ber of interfering flows in this case), link capacity, router queue size, control
interval and total number of packets during the control interval at link i respec-
tively. Now I set the throughput Tj of each flow j to be proportional to the total
allowable bandwidth Ci − Qi/di. That is

Tj ∝ Ci − Qi/di.

1 These throughput values can be treated as link weights. A shortest path algorithm
(Dijkstra) can be used to find the path with the highest allowable throughput. In-
stead of summing up the link weights as is the case in the normal Dijkstra algorithm,
the highest throughput can be obtained by taking the mimimum of the allowable
throughput in the path.
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But the sum of Tj of each interfering flow at link i should be Ci −Qi/di. This
implies that

Tj =
Ci − Qi/di

Ii
=

Cidi − Qi

diIi
=

Cidi − Qi
∑Li

j=1(RTTj/wj)

where Ii can also be estimated by the number of local IP addresses which are
listed in the local interface IP address field of a link as shown in RFC 3630
[4]. Otherwise the optimal throughput Tj can be obtained using the RTT and
congestion window sizes of the flows which are carried in the packets passing
through the routers in a given control interval di.

Each router updates Tj at every control interval di =
∑ Li

j=1 RTTj

Li
where the

round trip times RTTj can be obtained from the timestamp option (see RFC
1323) by making small modification. The modification is that the two four-byte
timestamp fields (TSval and TSecr) should contain the previous and current
timestamp values of the sender from which any router in the path can get the
round trip time of a flow to which the packet passing through it belongs. Details
on the use and changes of the timestamp options with regard to different op-
erating system implemetations will be discussed in the extended version of this
paper. As an alternative other simpler estimates of the control interval can be
used.

From the cwnd and RTT values in the arriving packets, the routers in the path
also obtain the average throughput Ri in a control interval di. If Ri > Tj router
i drops a fraction (Ri−Tj)/Ri of all Li packets which arrive in a control interval
di. In this case each of the arriving packet is dropped with probability 1−Tj/Ri.
If Ri ≤ Tj packets arriving in a control interval di are forwarded. Each router
in the path modifies the throughput label of the non-dropped packets as is the
case in CSFQ [5]. Similar to CSFQ the average value Ri can also be replaced
with the throughput value of each flow in each packet in the above calculation.
A packet of flow j with a throughput Rj is then forwarded to the next hop with
the probability min(1, Tj/Rj. To reduce per packet overhead and computation
each packet can be made to carry the throughput of its corresponding flow which
is Rj = wj/RTTj instead of the congestion window. Then each router modifies
this value according to the above rule. That is the new Rj is the minimum of
Ri and the previous Rj .

When the ACK packets return to the source with the maximum allowable
throughput in the path, the respective source j with RTTj sets its cwnd to
TjRTTj and sends packets accordingly. At each arrival of an ACK the source
can send w′

j/wj where w′
j and wj are the current and previous cwnd values

respectively.
As another simple alternative EQM can also replace the random early detec-

tion (RED) protocol. Here instead of labeling the packets, router i can replace
the cwnd value in the data and/or ACK packets with the Tj value. This tech-
nique may not require that data packets follow the same path discovered by the
ACK packets. However the convergence of EQM can be slower as the feedback
is received after about one RTT and the path of the packets may change.
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3 Convergence Proof

Let us consider a network of N links. Let Λi denote the aggregate load offered to
link i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Let’s assume that link i has Ii interfering flows. Let’s define a
bottleneck link to be a link from which a flow gets its smallest share of bandwidth
in its path. With this definition each flow has only one bottleneck link. Let link
i be the bottleneck link of flow i from which it gets the net traffic load of λii.
Let hi(Λi) be the maximum bandwidth share of flow i from its bottleneck link
i. This value is bounded above by the link capacity minus the maximum queue
rate the router of the link can accommodate. This is because EQM makes sure
that each source doesn’t send more than the link and router capacities. It must
also be noted that λii ≤ hi(Λi) as some of the hi(Λi) packets sent by flow i
may be dropped before they reach link i. If link i is not a bottleneck of flow j
which has link j as a bottleneck and if flow j gets a maximum bandwidth share
of h̄j(Λi) from link i by EQM then we also have that hj(Λj) ≤ h̄j(Λi).

Now we have that

Λi =

Ii∑

j=1

λji = λii +

Ii∑

j=1, j �=i

λji

≤ hi(Λi) +

Ii∑

j=1, j �=i

hj(Λj) ≤ hi(Λi) +

Ii∑

j=1, j �=i

h̄j(Λi)

≤ H(Λi) (1)

for some function H .
As each of the hj(Λi) is bounded above by the capacity of link i minus the

maximum queue rate the router of the link can accommodate, the function H
is defined in a bounded polyhedron (region). Using extension of the Brouwer’s
fixed point theorem [1] for discontinuous functions given in [3], the function H
has a fixed point. As is mostly the case2 H can be shown to be a continuous
decreasing function3. This is to say that if the total load in a given link increases
the bandwidth shares of each flow decreases. Hence there exists a unique fixed
point Λ∗

i such that H(Λ∗
i ) = Λ∗

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . This is because of the fact that
an increasing function (f(Λi) = Λi) and a continuous decreasing function like H
or a continuous constant function meet at exactly one point.

4 Summary

A simple and efficient queue management (EQM) technique and a proof that it
can converge to stability is given. EQM is expected to outperform existing queue
management techniques such as CSFQ [5] and RED [2].

I am currently implementing EQM using simulation packages. I will further
validate it using the fixed point theory. A simple extension of EQM can give
quality of serivice (QoS) solutions.
2 I am working on the details of EQM to see if there are points where this is not the case.
3 If there are points where H doesn’t satisfy these criteria, I will modify EQM to meet

these conditions.
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Abstract. As Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) networks are being deployed, traffic 
measurement meets several challenges such as monitoring handover events, 
detecting tunneled IPv6 traffic, and classifying MIPv6 packets with the 
extension headers. However, typical traffic monitoring methods used in the 
plain IP network cannot be applied to MIPv6 networks. Hence, this paper 
proposes a new traffic monitoring mechanism suitable for a MIPv6 network. 
For this purpose, we used the IP Flow Information eXport (IPFIX) standard for 
monitoring MIPv6 access routers, and extended IPFIX templates that can carry 
MIPv6-specific information such as MIPv6 handover messages and IPv6-in-
IPv6 tunneled flows. Thus, IPv6 data traffic, MIPv6 handover events, and 
tunneled IPv6 traffic could be monitored from multiple MIPv6 routers. 

Keywords: MIPv6, handover, IPFIX, flow, traffic measurement. 

1   Introduction 

MIPv6 [1] protocols provide uninterruptible communication with mobile nodes. In 
MIPv6 networks, a care-of address will be associated with a mobile node (MN) 
whenever MN visits a foreign network without changing the MN’s home address. 
Therefore, multiple IPv6 addresses will be available with MN. If MN moves to a 
foreign link, handover1 will be carried out by exchanging Binding Update (BU) and 
Binding Acknowledgement (BA) messages with the home agent (HA). After 
registration of the BU message at HA, the traffic between MN and the correspondent 
node (CN) will be forwarded to the new IPv6 address of MN through tunneling via 
HA. If routing optimization is supported, the traffic from CN will be directly destined 
to the new address of MN. 
                                                           
* This research was supported by the MIC (Ministry of Information and Communication), Korea, 

under the ITRC (Information Technology Research Center) support program supervised by the 
IITA (Institute of Information Technology Assessment). (IITA-2005-(C1090-0502-0020)). 

1  In this paper, we assume only the bidirectional tunneling MIPv6 communication mode 
without route optimization. However, route optimization and other handover mechanisms 
such as fast handover could be easily supported. 
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Herein, traffic measurement meets new challenges because of mobility and 
multiple addresses in MIPv6 networks. First, handover events should be monitored at 
every MIPv6 access routers. For instance, all the mobile nodes roaming over several 
foreign links in a large-scale MIPv6 network should be tracked for accounting and 
security. Second, a handover IPv6 data flow between CN and MN makes traffic 
measurement and analysis more complicated. For instance, after handover under no 
route optimization, MN associated with a new care-of IPv6 address will receive traffic 
from CN through the tunnel via HA. Therefore, the traffic monitoring method for 
MIPv6 networks has to be able to detect the dynamically tunneled traffic. 

Traffic measurement at high-speed routers is generally carried out with the flow-
level monitoring method, because packet-level measurement approach, that can 
generate correct results, is not easy to support fast line rates, and it is expensive for 
deployment and management. Hence, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) prefer routers 
or switches with built-in traffic monitoring functions. Recently, flow-level 
measurement at routers such as Cisco NetFlow [2] has become popular, because flow-
level measurement could generate useful traffic statistics with a significantly small 
amount of measurement data. Based on Cisco NetFlow, the traffic monitoring 
mechanism at routers is being standardized by IETF IPFIX WG [3]. The key concept 
of IPFIX is the flexible and extensible template architecture that can be useful for 
various traffic monitoring applications such as IPv6 traffic monitoring, intrusion 
detection, and QoS measurement. 

In this paper, we propose a MIPv6 traffic monitoring architecture based on IPFIX 
which can collect and analyze handover events, IPv6 flows, and tunneled IPv6 flows 
in MIPv6 networks. Therefore, we defined IPFIX templates for carrying MIPv6 
BU/BA messages and tunneled IPv6-in-IPv6 traffic flows. 

2   Traffic Measurement for MIPv6 

2.1   IPFIX-Based MIPv6 Traffic Monitoring Architecture 

As shown in Fig. 1, every MIPv6 access router has the IPFIX flow-level traffic 
monitoring functions of classifying packets into flows and exporting IPFIX-formatted 
flows to the collector. A central flow collector gathers IPFIX flows from all the MIPv6 
access routers through reliable transport protocols such as Stream Control Transport 
Protocol (SCTP) or TCP2. It is assumed that each MIPv6 access router is synchronized 
with the stratum 1 time server in order to analyze flows captured at multiple routers. 
The IPFIX-based MIPv6 traffic monitoring process at routers will export IPFIX flows 
regarding MIPv6-specific information as well as basic IPv6 flow information. A flow 
is typically specified with 5-tuples of TCP/UDP/IP header fields: (src IP, dst IP, src 
port, dst port, protocol). The IPFIX-based MIPv6 traffic monitoring function at routers 
performs several flow-manipulating functions such as creating, updating, deleting, and 
exporting flow entries which include flow attributes such as 5-tuples, the number of 
bytes, packets, the first/last flow time, and MIPv6 information fields. 

                                                           
2 Optionally, UDP may be used. 
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Fig. 1. IPFIX-based traffic measurement architecture for MIPv6 networks 

2.2   IPFIX Template for Monitoring MIPv6 Traffic 

In order to monitor MIPv6 traffic under IPFIX, we need appropriate IPFIX templates 
that can carry information regarding IPv6 flows, BU/BA messages, and tunneled IPv6 
flows. The IPFIX template for IPv6 traffic has been defined and is being already used 
in Cisco NetFlow v9. Hence, in this paper, we define new IPFIX templates for 
BU/BA messages as well as IPv6-in-IPv6 tunneled flows. 

When BU/BA IPv6 packets are exchanged between MN and HA during handover 
as shown in Fig.1, every packet should be investigated by routers to examine the 
cascaded IPv6 extension headers, because BU/BA messages are encapsulated with 
destination option/routing, ESP, and mobility headers in order in addition to the IPv6 
basic header. After handover is completed, the traffic from CN to MN will be sent to 
MN through the tunnel via HA like Fig. 1. Therefore, the IPv6 extension headers for 
IPv6-in-IPv6 tunneled packets should be identified. 

For these purposes, two new MIPv6-specific IPFIX templates shown in Fig. 2 are 
employed by IPFIX flow generators at access routers. Figure 2-(a) illustrates the 
IPFIX template format that could carry BU/BA messages. The BU/BA flow template 
consists of MIPv6messageType (= BU or BA), MIPv6CareOfAddress, MIPv6Home 
AgentAddress, and MIPv6HomeAddress besides the basic IPv6 template. This 
BU/BA flow is created when a BU or a BA packet has been monitored at MIPv6 
routers. In Fig. 2-(b), the IPFIX template of IPv6-in-IPv6 tunneled flows is shown, 
where the source and destination addresses of the tunnel have been added to the basic 
IPv6 template. 

After receiving IPFIX flows exported by MIPv6 routers, the IPFIX flow collector 
can detect the L3 handover events based on BU/BA flows and can track which flow 
as well as which MN have moved to which cell. In addition, the L3 handover latency 
can be derived from the timestamps of BU/BA flows. Moreover, the user-experienced 
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(a) IPFIX template for BU/BA (b) IPFIX template for IPv6-in-IPv6 tunneled 

flow 

Fig. 2. IPFIX templates for monitoring MIPv6 flows 

handover latency could be calculated from the IPv6 data flows exported by the 
previous router with HA and the new router at the foreign network. 

3   Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new traffic monitoring architecture for MIPv6 networks 
based on the IPFIX standard. Our traffic measurement approach can provide MIPv6-
specific information in the mobile network such as handover events, and it can 
identify flows before/after handover. Though the proposed mechanism describes the 
basic MIPv6 handover, it could be easily applied to route optimization as well as to 
other fast handover schemes. Therefore, network management in a large-scale MIPv6 
network will benefit from our traffic monitoring method with IPFIX. 
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